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Foreword
Advances in wave forecasting techniques have resulted in ar

increasing demand by various operational activities for wave fore-
casts. With all accupate advanced knowledge of wave conditions, it
is possible to conduct such activities as naval operations, merchant
vessel routing, seaplane landings, offshore drilling, nearshore con-
struction, and commercial fishing more efficiently and safely.
The Pierson-Neumann-James theory of forecasting ocean waves,

based on the mathematical concepts of statistics, is completely new
and represents a* more mathematically realistic approach to the
problem of wave forecasting than existed heretofore. Basically, the
rierson-Neumsnn-James method describes the sea surface as the
result of the combination of an infinite number of infinitely small
sine waves of various amplitudes, frequencies, and directions. 'Tle
distribution of the wave characteristics formed in a summation of
these sine waves is described by a Gaussian function. The amplitudes
summed over the frequencies and directions can be represented by
a spectrum; this method may be called the Wave3 Spectrum Method.
In practice, the wave spectrum is com)uted from the predicted wind
field, and the individual wave characteristics determined by use of
graphic methods or simple formulas.

Until the development of the Pierson-Neumann-James technique,
several wave forecasting methods were utilized, foremost among
which was the method devised by Sverdrup and Munk (H. 0. Pub.
Nos. 601 and 604). The Sverdrup-Munk wave forecasting method,
based on classical wave theory, was adapted to practical use by
solving the basic wave equations utilizing empirical data. nTus,
tile system is partly theoretical and partly empirical. The final wave
equations were calculated by determining the combined effect of the
tangential and normal stress ol the wind on the sea surface. To solve
these theoretical equations, Sverdrup-Munk resorted to eml)iricism
by employing the nondimensional factors of wave age and wave
steelness.
The Pierson-Neumann-James and Sverdrup-Mu ik theories for

forecasting sea conditions are similar in that the basic equations were
deduced by analyzing a great nIunber of observations by graphical
methods using known parameters of wave characteristics. On the
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other hand, the two theories are dissimilar when dealing with swell.
The former technique relies strictly on the theoretical considerations
of angular spreading and dispersion of the various components of the
spectrum, whereas the latter technique is partly theoretical and
partly empirical. Using the Law of Conservation of Energy and an
empirically derived premise that wave period increases with time,
Sverdrup-Munk assumes that part of the wave energy is used to
increase the wave speed during decay, which theoretically accounts
for th3 increase in period.

There are some operational advantages and disadvantages of each
method. The most obvious advantage of the Pierson-Neumann-
James method is that it allows for a more complete description of the
sea surface. Since the- displacements are assumed to be distributed
normally, this method provides direct forecasting of the percentage
occurrence of heights, lengths, and periods of all waves in the spectrum.
The major operational disadvantage is the time consuming and some-
what cumbersome techniques employed. This is especially true in
swell forecasting and may prove too difficult for the average fore-
caster to use under operational conditions. On the other hand, the
Sverdrup-Munk method is very easy to use by an inexperienced fore-
caster but lacks some of the refinements of the Pierson-Neumann-
James method. For instance, the technique does not provide direct
forecasting of periods and wave lengths of all waves in the given
spectrum. The prediction graphs refer only to the characteristics of
the .igmi~ficant wave; however, by applying various constants de-
veloped by Putz I to the significant wave height, one is able to
predict the average, the highest 10 percent, and the maximum height
of all waves in the spectrum.

A complete evaluation of the Sverdrup-Munk wave forecasting
method as compared with the Pierson-Neumann-James method is
currently in progress at the Experimental Oceanographic Forecast
Central of the Hydrographic Office. Preliminary indications show
that Pierson-Neumann-James computations of wave heights are too
low for low wind velocities and short fetches and too high for the high
winds and long fetches. In addition, the U. S. Corps of Engineers,
Beach Erosion Board, has found that the forecast, time of swell arrival
at a given point is la er than that actually observed. Tlis tentative
analysis, however, is subject to change after a complete study has been
m.:ade.

The computations and numerical work of chapters 1 and 2 were
accomplished by digital computing machines to insure a high degree
of accuracy. Chapters 3 through 8 are based on slide-rule computa-

I I'utz, It. It., "Wnve Uelght ViTrlabi Ity: I'redlctol of I)islributed Function." In tlitue of Engineering
Research, University of Callifornla, Series 3, Issue 318, Berkeley, Calif., )ecember 19.14.
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tions only because of the time and accuracy required in operational
forecasting.

Standard Navy date-time format is used in all forecasting examples.
This is the 24-hour clock and 2-digit date group. Thus, May 1 at
1:15 p. m. GMT becomes 011315Z May. That is, 12 is added to the
time if after noon, and all punctuation is omitted. The letter desig-
nator, Z. refers to the Zulu time zone (Greenwich). Midnight is
indicated by 0000 of the following day.

The standard time system, in use by the U. S. Navy, is based on
the division of the surface of the globe into 24 standard time zones,
each of 150 of longitude or one hour of time. The initial zone keeppl
GMT is centered on the meridian of Greenwich (7"* E to 7/3'.)0 ;

it is designatod the zero (Zulu) zone since the difference bepween the
standard time of this zone and Greenwich Mean Tine Y'ero. Each
other zone is assigned a letter designator (N to Y inuWest longitude
and A to M in East longitude) which is used as ti.suffix to date-time
groups to identify the time zowe of the entr ". Thus, Eastern Stand-
ar( Time, in the fifth zone west of Ciwenwici, is d'signated as R.
The 12th zone, centered on the 1.80th meridian, is divided into West
and 'Fast longitude, desiglated Y and NI, respectively, anld the time
difference is +12 %% est\ward antl -12 eastward; thus, the hours are
the same. but the dates are a (lay aplart.

WPVashington, D. 0.
1955 J. B. COCHRAN

Captain, U. S. Navy
Hydrographer
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Preface

Wave research has made great strides during the past 10 years.
The spectrum of ocean waves was first studied in Britain by G. E. R.
Deacon, N. F. Barber, and F. Ursell. The study of wave spectra was
continued in the United States by A. A. Klebba, G. Birkhoff, and
many others. The irregularities and the statistical properties of
waves were also being studied, and an attempt was being made to
fit the various pieces together in a consistent and logical pattern.

During 1949, the members of the staff of the Department of Me-
teorology and Oceanography at New York University began the
study of ocean waves under a contract with the Beach Erosion Board.
The problem was to determine the effects of waves on the beaches
of the east coast of the Uneitd States. Wave refraction theory and
wave spectrum theory were studied in connection with these co.tracs
in order to find newer and better techniques for describing the waves.

As this research progressed, the Office of Naval Research became
interested and supported work on wave generation, wave spectra, and
wave propagation in deep water.

The results of the research conducted for the Beach Erosion Board
anu tne 'mce of Naval Research provide the basis for this -manual on
ocean waves. The work done in 1949 and 1950 for the Beach Erosion
Board was particularly important in the preparation of this manual
since it helped to formulate the problems to be solved and provided
information on tile questions which really needed answers in the
problem of wave forecasting.

The Bibliography lists the papers which were studied and used in
the preparation of this manual. In addition to the papers referenced
explicitly in the text, reading the papers by Barber and Ursell (1948),
Cox and Munk (1954), James (1954), Longuet-Higgins (1952), Neu-
mann (especially BEB Tech. Memo. No. 43, 1954), Pierson and
Marks (1954), St. Denis and Pierson (1954), Rice (1945), and Watters
(1953) will provide the person interested in the theory with an under-
standing of the foundation on which this manual is based.

The derivation of the average "wave length", L, is not given in any
of the references listed above; however, it has appeared in the trans-
actions of the American Geophysical Union kPicrson, 1954).

Preceding page blank
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This manual is the result of mary years of work by many people.
It is as up-to-date and as correct as it is possible to make it. How-
ever, as in any science, newer and more up-to-date results are con-
tinuously being obtained. Also some baffling theoretical problems,
especially those connected with the effects of viscosity, still need to
be solved. Those who use this manual should therefore not hesitate
to apply new knowledge gained, by experience and by trial and error
to the procedures given.

Many people gave suggestions, knowledge, and skill in the prep-
aration of this manual. Help was asked of the Coast Guard, the
Hydrographic Office, the Navy, the Beach Erosion Board, and the
Weather Bureau, and it was freely given. We-would like to thank
all concerned for their help and cooperation.

Lt. Comdr. Donald R. Jones, USN served as the liaison officer
between New York University and Project AROWA. The many
conferences which w, have had with him have helped very much in
the preparation of this manual.

The Atlantic Weather Patrol under the supervision, at the New
York Port, of Mr. Clurles Nelson took wave observations according
to the methods described in Chapter IV and sent many sheets of
wave data to us. These data were analyzed and studied in order to
make it possible to write Chapter IV. The suggestions which Mr.
Nelson, Mr. Quintman, and Mr, Kirkman gave us as to the difficulties
encountered in making the observations helped to clarify the presen-
tation given in Chapter IV.

During the preparation of this manual, the Search aiid Rescue
Section of the U. S. Coast Guard based in New York City was ex-
tremely helpful with comments and advice. We would like to thank
Chief Aerographer's Mates Black, Boerner, and Bridenstine, all of

*whose suggestions were used in the preparation of this manual.
In the beginning days of the preparation of this manual, a visit was

made to Elizabeth City, N. C., and Capt. D. B. MacDiarmid, USCG
talked with us about the problem of landing seaplanes on the open
ocean. He showed motion pictures of the tests which were made and
described his experiences in this connection. He also gave us the two
wave photographs which were used in Chapter T. His help and
suggestions are greatly appreciated.

The staf of the Division of Oceanography at thf Hydrographic
Office has read this manual and tested the methods presented. Their
comments on the original manuscript were used in revising it for final
form. The suggestion that the synoptic wave chart procedure, which
has been developed and studied at the Hydrographic Office, be in-
corporated as part of the practical procedures was made by the
authors of this manual. The Hydrographic Office willingly gave
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permission for this method to be described herein. It shows great
promise as a method of preparing wave forecaGts in a simple and
straightforward manner.

The Beach Erosion Board, in connection with other contracts at
New York University, has kept us supplied with wave data. These
data were used in checking the forecasting methods and in the prepa-
ration of Chapter I and Chapter VIII.

Dr. M. S. Longuet-Higgins visited New York University in 1952
and discussed wave theory with us. Dr. Longuet-Higgins read the
original manual and made suggestions as to clarifications in the text.
These were used in the preparation of this revised version.

Correspondence with Robin A. Wooding and N. F. Barber of New
Zealand provided additional checks of theory and observation. Their
interesting letters were greatly appreciated.

Conversations with Mr. S. 0. Rice and Prof. J. W. Tukey of Bell
Telephone Laboratories were also most helpful.

The original forecasting manual was prepared in 1953 under a
contract sponsored by Bureau of Aeronautics, Project AROWA (con-
tract No. N189s-86743). Major changes made in Chapter I, Chapter
JI, Chapter III, Chapter VII, and Chapter VIII were carried out in
1954 under a contract sponsored by the Office of Naval Research
(Nonr-285 (03).
New York University
March 1954 WILLARD J. PIERSON, Jr.

GERHARD NEUMANN
RIVHARD W. JAMES
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The purpose of this publication is to de-
scribe the basic concept and techniques of
the first major attempt to apply recent
research- in wave spectra and statistics to
wave forecasting. It should be pointed out
that the theoretical spectrum in terms of
wind fetch and duration used in designing
this method is that developed by Neumann,
and is only one of many Such spectra pre-
pared Revision in this spectrum as more
theoreticalknowledge is acquired may there-,,
fore be expected. For this reason, this
volume is not intended as the definite work
on wave forecasting, but is published to pro-
vide the meteorologist and oceanographer
with the means of testing and evaluating
spectral and statistical techniques., 1n the
interest of early publication, forecast 'exam-
ples and"'tables have been worked,'out to
operat¢bnal accuracy only.
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Chapter I

THE PROPERTIES OF OCEAN WAVES

Sea and Swell-

.Preliminary Definition of Sea and Swell

WAVES IN A STORM AREA GENERATED BY THE LOCAL
WINDS OF THE STORM ARE CALLED "SEA." WAVES,
THAT HAVE TRAVELED OUT OF THE GENERATING AREA
CHANGE INTO "SWELL." The reason for this change is very
interesting and important in the problem of forecasting ocean waves.
However, it is first necessary to study the differences between sea
waves and swell waves.

Figure 1.1 is an aerial photograph of sea waves taken at a consid-
erable altitude. Figure 1.2 is a similar photograph of'swell. There
are a number of differences between the waves in the two photo-
graphs. Heavy sea is different from swell in a great many ways
besides the fact that seas are sometimes higher. In fact, sea waves
having a certain average height are quite different from swell waves
having the same average height.

Properties of Sea

The important properties of "sea" Waves are shown in figure 1.1.
The individual waves are shaped like mountainswith sharp angular
tops. The crests are not very long and can be followed a distance of
only 2 or 3 times the distance between the crests. There are many
small waves superimposed on the larger waves. Looking from one
wave crest to the one immediately following, one can see that the
heights are not regular. The individual crests are not all lined up in
the same direction. Some appear to be at angles of 20 or 30 degrees
to the others. There are places where the waves appear to be lined
l) and regular, but in other parts of tho picture the waves are broken

lup and confused. It, is not possible to follow one system of wave
crests from one edge of the picture to the other. There are some
parts of the picture where the waves are quite low. There are also
some parts where the waves are quite high.
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Properties ofSwell

The important properties of syrell are shown in figure 1.2; Some
low chop is also present, but the underlying swell can be readily seen.
The swell waves are low with rounded tops. The wave crests can be
followed by eye for a considerable distance, at least six or seven times
the distance between crests. The waves following each other are
nearly of the same height. It is possible to follow a series of crests
all the way across the picture.

Waves Recorded at a Point

A wmave-recording instrument exists which can be put overboard
and which will record the heights of waves as they pass the instrument.
The instrument is a long spar which is weighted on the bottom and
has a large fiat disk around its bottom to keep it from bobbing up and
down. As the waves go by, it recordsthe height of the water against
the spar and makes a graph on a piece of paper. For sea waves, the
records look like" thoseshown in figure 1.3. For swell waves, the
records look like those shown in figure 1.4.

Sea Wave Records

Figure 1.3,shows some sea wave records. The waves are quite high
at some places but quite low at other places in the same record. Look
at the uppermost record verycarefully. First there is 1,medium wave
followed by a flat-topped one. Then another medium one comes
along. The fourth wave has 2 small waves superimposed on it. The
fifth is low. The sixth is medium. ' The seventh is somethiijg like
the second. Then there are 3 in a row, each a little lower Oifi the

L&A..... Ca A-...AA I *AAA A.- A .AA.&A AAA-A,.,AAAA .

£* A AA AAh AA A & A& * A&AA

AAkAA-* ._ ... AAA& A &A- -- J, k,&AA A - ,-A A,.,

60 SecOnd,

Ficma, 1.3 Sea wave records.
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60Secoill$
FItIURE 1.4 Swell wave records.

one before. They are followed by 2 very small waves. There are
then 3 in a row each higher than the one before, followed by.4 medium
high waves. Then come 3 big ones all of nearly the same height.
The record illustrates the point to be made: sea waves are very, very

irregular.
High waves follow low waves in a completely random and mixed-up

way. In a sea it is very difficult to say whether a wave passing a
point will be higher or lower than the one which has just passed. The
third wave in sequence is completely unpredictable. Suppose that on

the average it takes 15 seconds for a wave to pass. Then, ina sea,
it is not possible to tell how high the wave will be which will pass in

45 seconds.
-- Under certain conditions experienced navigators sometimes can

estimate approximately the behavior of the storn,.sea for a little time

ahead, and they use such experience in carrying out ship maneuvers.

On a ship under way, a navigator is not limited to the wave which i's

right at the ship. Just knowing what goes on at one point does not
give much information, as is shownby figure 1.3. A navigator on the
bridge can look out ahead of the ship and see a high wave approaching
from a considerable distance; hence, he knows both what is happehiing
at th6 ship and all around the ship. Thus, in the old days, a shi's

captain well knew when to take the best chance in coming about with
a sailing vessel in a heavy "sea." The captain would look out toward

approaching waves, and if no high waves could be seen in the distance

the turn would be nmie. If high waves could be seen, he would hold
his course and make the turn at a later, more favorable time.



Swell Wave iRecords
Figure 1.4 shows some swell records. Many actual wave condi-

tions are intermediate between figures 1.3 and 1.4, but these records
are representative of s~vell conditions. Look at the top record of
figore 1.4. The waves are lowe. than those appearing in figur6 1.3
(sea conditions). First, there is a group of 5 waves followed by a
practically flat trace over a time intervalof 20 seconds. Again there

are 5 waves in a row, with ihe highest wave in the middle, followed by
another flat (race. Then there are 8 waves in a row, all about the
same height. Other parts of the -various records show groups of
5, 6, and 7 waves in a row, all smoothly varying in height. The swell
record is therefore much more regular. If it were predicted ,that the

next wave would be nearly the same height as-the one whidi had just
passed, the prediction would be very nearly correct every timhe.' If
the waves are increasing in height, a forecast that the next wave will

be a little higher than the one just before will usually be right. If the
waves are decreasing in height, a forecast that the next wave will'be a

little lower than the one before will usually be right.
In another sense, swell is also unpredictable. It is never possible

to tell whether there will'be 4, 5, 6, or more groups of high waves in a
group of waves. There is no way to forecast, for example, the exact
height of the wave which will occur five minutes in the future.

A Basic Difference Between Sea and Swell
A basic difference between sea and swell is the difference in the

short-range predictabilityof the waves. Sea is chaotic, irregular, and
unpredictable. It, is very difficult to guess what will happen next.
Swell is predictable in a short-range sense. What will happen in the
very near future depends to a certain extent on what has just happened.

Wave Amplitudes and Heights

Forecast Depends on One Number
There is'one number that.J)ermits a forecast of some of the informna-

tion need(le about wave amplitudes and heights. It can be found by
taking any wave record such as those in figures 1.3 and 1.4 and making
a simple computation. The number will be called E, and it, has the
dimensions of ft..2 To compute E, the valie of the wave recordis
read oi7 at, a hundred or so equally spaedt points with any arbitrary
zero reference level. An average value is computed from the points
read off, and this average value is subtracted from each of the original
renadings. Each resultant numiber is squared, and an a. eragc of the
sum of the squares is found. The result, multiplied by two, is the
humber E. ONE DEFINITION OF E, THEN, IS THAT IT
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EQUALS TWICE THE VARIANCE OF A LARGE NUMBER OF
VALUES FROM POINTS EQUALLY SPACED IN TIME AS
CHOSEN FROM A WAVE RECORD. Methods will be given
which will make itipossible to forecagt this number, E, for sea and
swell conditions.

Illustrative Analogy
When a pair of dice is thrown, there is 1 chance in 36 of getting 2

ones. There is I chance in 36 of getting 2 sixes. There are 2 chances
in36 of getting a total of 3, and 2 chances in 36 of getting a total of
11. There are odds for getting any total from 2 to 12. Suppose that
a pair of dice is thrown 360 times. Then, about 10 of the throws,
should be 2 ones; 20 throws should total 3; 60 throws ol the average
should total 7, and so on.

Wave Amplitude Data
The same thing, in a way, is true of ocean waves as they pass a fixed

point of observation, or as they encounter a ship under way. For any
given E value, there are certain odds that a wave of a certain ampli-
tude (as measured from a crest to mean sea level or from mean sea
level to a trough) will be observed; and for a large number of waves
a certain number on the average will have a certain amplitude.

Once the value of E is known, tables 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 give the
prol)erties of the waves which can be forecast. If one takes wave
records such as those in figures 1.3 and 1.4 and measures the amplitude
(crest to sea'.level or trough to sea level) and then writes down the
amplitudes of all of the waves in the record, and not. just the highest,
it-will be found that tell percent of the waves have amplitudes equal
to or less than 0.32NIE. Tell percent will have amplitudes greater
than I.52Vfi?. Ten percent will have amplitudes between 0.831TJ-
and 0.96,fl9. Tihe-average amplitude of all the waves will be 0.8861S.
Exceptionally High Amplitudes

Table 1.3 gives information on the exceptionally high amplitudes
that can occur. This table is not as useful as table 1.6 to be describe(d
ial)'r, !cause it is diflicult to measure wave amplitudes. However,
it, is useful in a study of the motion of ships, and a way to use table 1.3
in lredicting ship motions is described in Chapter VII (page 228).

Heights and Amplitudes
The Wave records shown. in figures 1.3 and 1.4 are not sim)le sine

waves. Consequences of this fact. will be pointed out later. If
waves were sim)le sine, waves, then twice the amplitudes would
equal the height from crest, to trough of all of the waves. The valhes
given for wave amplitudes in tables 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 are very nearly
exact for the amllitudes in any wave condition, and it. might seen that



Table 1.1-Wave Amplitude Data
TEN PERCENT RANGES (TEN',PERCENT OF THE WAVES WILL HAVE

AMPLITUDES BETWEEN THE GIVEN RANGE OF VALUES):

10% between 0 and 0.32VT ft.

10% " 0.32,rE " 0.47N/E ft.
10% " 0.47VE " 0.60VE ft.

10% " 0.6of- " 0.71 I ft.
10% " 0.71VE " 0.83I-E ft.
10% " 0.83V " 0.96-1T ft.
10% " 0.96VE " .1OVK, ft.

10% " 1.10VE " 1.27-M ft.

10% " 1.27V E " 1.52 IE ft.
10% greater than 1.52N/P

CUMULATIVE ASCENDING 10% VALUES:

10% less than 0.32,653 ft.
20% " " 0.47VF! ft.

30% " " 0.60,V'E ft.

40% " " 0.71yR ft.

50% " " 0.83VE ft.
60% " " 0.96V-E ft.
70% . . 1.10%/E ft.
-80% .. .. 1.27VE ft.

90% .... 1.524.- 'It.

CUMULATIVE DESCENDING 10% VALUES:

10% greater than 1.52-,1k P
20% op. 1.27N' ft.

30% pp I i.IoV2 p!#.
40% " " f.6VE ,.

50% " " 0.83 vrP"
60% 0. 0.7 1 r it..
70% " " 0.60VE ft.

80% " " 0.47,V ,t.
90% " " 0.32I ft.

100% .. . 0.Oo\- ft.

(after S. 0. Rice and M. S. Longuet-Iligghs)

just doubling the values would give the distribution of the crest-to-
trough heights. This is not strictly true, however. For swell waves
such an approximation is nearly correct, but fr sea waves it is not
exactly right. If the wave records shown on page 4 are studied, it
can be seen that the vertical distance from mean sea level to a given
trough is not equal to the vertical disiance from mean sea level to cither
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Table 1.2-Average Wave Amplitude Data
The Most Frequent Wave Will Have an Amplitude of

o.707VE ft.

The Average Amplitude of all the Waves is

0.886V/E ft.

The Average Amplitude of the %4 Highest Waves is

1.416VE ft.

The Average Amplitfzde of the Y o Highest Waves is

!.800VZE ft.

(after Longuet-Higgins)

Table L3-Greatest Wave Amplitude Data
(see explanation, table 1.6)

N 6% lower most frequent average 6% higher
20 1.40V/ZP 1.73 E 1.87 _ 2.44-,/-

50 1.69.,(E 1.98,- 2.12NfE 2.62,f-E

100 1.88VE 2.15VE 2.28"VFT 2.75VE
200 2.05VZE 2.30i/E 2.43 _E 2.87VE
500 2.26VE 2.50JER 2.60VE 3.03,-E

1000 2.4IVE 2.61/E 2.73VrE 3.14V/T
(after Longuet-Higgins)

adjacent crest. When the distances are nearly equal, then doubling
the values in tables 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 yields nearly correct values for the
heights which can occur. When the waves are very irregular, this
procedure is not exactly correct.

Unfortunately, doubling the values given in tables 1.1, 1.2, and
1.3 is the best theoretical approach that can be made at the present
time. The problem of the exact height distribution is a very difficult
one. Tables 1.4, 1.5, and 1.6 give the approximate crest-to-trough
height ranges that can be expected to occur in a long series of height
observations.

THE HEIGHT OBSERVATIONS AND THE VERIFICATION
OF HEIGHT FORECASTS MUST BE MADE ON THE BASIS
OF PROCEDURE B AS DESCRIBED IN CHAPTER IV. The
crest-to-trough heights of the waves must be estimated at a fixed
point on the sea surface or with respect to a point moving clong a
straight line on the sea surface. Low waves must be counted as well
as high waves.

Exceptionally High Waves
In any wave system, after a long enough time, an exceptionally

high wave will occur. These monstrous outsized waves are improb-

429-435 0 - 71 - 3
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Table 1.4-Approxi uate Wave Height Data
TEN PERCENT RANGES (TEN PtRCENT oF THE WAVES WILL HAVE

CREST-TO-TROUGH HEIGHTS BETWEEN THE GIVEN RANGE OF
VALUES):

10% between 0.00 and 0.64NJ- ft.
10% " 0.64, " 0.94-,/E ft.
10% 0.94 v'- " 1.20V-ft.

10% " 1.20E " 1.42VE-,t.
10% " 1.42fE " 1.66',IBft.
10% " 1.66N: " 1.92-fEft.
10% " 1.92-T " 2.20-E ft.
10% " 2.20VE " 2.54iITft.

10% " 2.54Nf, " 3.04-T ft.
10% greater than 3.04NTE

CUMULATIVE ASCENDING 10% VALUES:

10% 's than 0.64sf Eft.
20% " " 0.94,E ft.

30% " " 1.20fE ft.
40% " " 1.42RP ft.
50% " " 1.66VE ft.
60% " " 1.92,, ft.
70% .. .. 2.20,T- ft.
80% " " 2.54-fEft.
90% .. .. 3.04CV ft.

CUMULATIVE DESCENDING 10% VALUES:

10% 8reater than 3.04VE ft.
20% " " 2.54V'E ft.
30% " " 2.20C, ft.
40% .. . 1.92N1E ft.
50% .. . 1.66 p'rft.
60% " " It
70% 1.20V E ft.
80% " " 0.94 ft.
90% " 0.64C(E ft.

100% " " 0.0of ft.

(after S. 0. Rice and M. S. Longuet-lfiggins)
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Table 1.5-Average Wave Height Data
THE MOST FREQUENT WAVE HEIGHT WILL BE --------- '1.41 fE
AVERAGE HEIGHT ---------------------------------------- 1.771fE

"SIGNIFICANT" HEIGHT: AVERAGE OF THE HEIGHTS OF
THE % HIGHEST WAVES ------------------------------ 2.831 /-

AVERAGE OF THE HEIGHTS OF THE Yo HIGHEST
WAVES --------------------------------------------------- 3.60ifE

(after Longuet-Higgins)r

able but still possibk:; hence they do happen. They can happen
at any time, and the exact time of occurrence of such an, outsized
wave can never be predicted.

Something can be said about the probability that the highest
wave out of a total of N waves will have a height within a certain
range. The probable height of the highest wave out of N waves that
passes a given pdint depends on the size of N and the value of E.

To see how this might be determined, consider the dice-throwing
problem again. It is possible, but not-very probable, to throw five
(lice and have fiveqnes come up. The chance of doing it is one in
7,776. That is, if five-d c &athrown 7,776 times, there ought to be
one time when five acescome up. It could happen twice, more than
twice, or not at all. But on -the\averageit will happen once.

Consider a very long wave rceordt-with- N waves in it, say, 100, 200,
or 1,000 waves. Let the value of Rkbe constant for the entire record.
Pick out the highest wave height of all the N wave heights. Repeat,
the experiment for a large number of wave records containing N
waves each and=thcn average the values of the highest wave height
out of each record of N'waves- The result is the average value of the
highest wave out of N waves from the total of, say, Af individual
records with N waves in each record.

Also it would be possible to consider the M different values which
result from such an analysis. They would not all be equal for a
given set of values from AM records containing N waves each. In one
wave record the highest wave might have a height of 4 feet in another
the wave might have a height of 5 feet, and in still a third the highest
wave might be only 2 feet, depending on which particular record was
studied. Thus, the height of the highest wave out of N waves is a
random number just as the observed heights of individual waves
itre random numbers.

11



However, the ;tropei ties of the distribution of this highest wave
height out of $' waves has been derived, and certain things can be
said about'it. Table 1.6 summarizes the data as follows:

Table 1.6-Exceptionally High Waves

During conditions where E is constant, suppose that a total of N
waire;heifhts is observed, and that the height of the highest wave of
N Waves is recorded. Suppose that the observations are repeated M
'tines, so that M different values of the highest wave of N waves are
tabulated. Then

1) 5 percent of the M values will be less than the value given in
the first column of the table,

2) the most frequent value of the M values will be near the vatle6
given in the second column of the table,

3) the average value of the M values will be given by thp,,third
cblumn of the table,

4) 5 percent of the M values will be greater than the vieie given
in the last column of the table,,

5) 9 times out of 10 a particular,,value of the luighiA *ave out
of N waves will be between the values given ii the first and
last columns of the table.

Height in Terms of -/
N 6% lower most frequent oterage, 6% greater

20 2. 81 R 3. 46 VI 3. 74VEP 4. 89 Ni'I,

50 3. 37i' 3. 96N'E 4. 24,E 5. 25 fCE
100 3. 75,/P 4. 29%/E 4. '561E 5. 50A/E
200 4. 11 ,IE 4. 60,r 4. 86,fR 5. 75Nii
500 4. 53 i7,' 4. 990,'  5. 20ClE 6. 061/E

1000 4. 82CE' 5. 26V1E 5. 46NE 6. 28VR

Exceptionally High Waves in 'Terms of Significant Heights

(See explanation above,x71 f3 is the significant height)
N 5% lower mo.efrequenl average 6% greater
20 . 99T11/3 A. 22TI113 1.32T in 1,731-1113
50 1. 19III1 1. 401/t/3 1.5071, /3 1. 861-lin

100 1. 331"h,, 1. 52TH, 1. 6 1Au/ 1.94TIi,
200 1. 45 1 a 1. 631-Ij / 1. 71/n 2. 03lhp

500 1.60A a 1. 7611.n 1. 84TI"i, 2. 14ll.,

1000 1. 701Tm i. 86d'[n 1.9311n 2. 22T11/3
(after Longuet-Hliggins)

Table 1.6 summarized the predictable characteristics of the highest
wave of N waves. For example, if 20 waves are observed to pass a
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given point of observation, then 9 out of 10 times the highest wave
will have a height between 2.81 - and 4.89 IE One time in-20Y it
will be lower than the first value, and 1 time in 20 it will be higher
than the second value. Most of the time a height nearly equal to
3.46 VE will be observed; iftthe observation of the highest wave in 20
waves is repeated 50 or 60 times during conditions such that, E is
constant, the average value of the heights of the highest wave in 20
waves will be 3.46 /E.

It is not possible to tell exactly what the height will be. It is not
eveii possible to tell when this high wave will occur, but it is important
to know that a wave with a height within the range indicated will
occur 9 out of 10- times during the next 20 waves.

In terms of significant height as given in the second part of the
table, the entries for an N of 20 show that one time in 20, for example,
the highest wave of 20 waves will be lower than the significant height
and that one time in 20 the highest wave of 20 waves will be 1.73
times the significant height. This shows that a few observations are
extremely unreliable in determining the true signifibant height of the
waves. This important factwill be shown in another way in Chapter
IV.

As a numerical example, suppose that 1,000 waves are expected
to pass during conditions where E is a constant, equal to 100 units.
Then from table 1.6, there is ohe chance in 20 that the highest waves
31 these 1,000 waves will be less than 48 feet in height. If less thain48
'eet in height,.incidentally, these waves would prdbably not be m'iuch
less than 48 feet. There are 9 chances in 10 that the highesf wave
of these 1,000 waves will be between 48 and 63 feet in height. There
is one chance in 20 that this highest wave will be greater than 63 feet
in height. Most probably the highest wave height will be near 53
feet. Finally, if many observations of 1,000 waves were made for
the same value of E, the average of these highest waves would be 55
feet. The difference between the values of 48, 53, and 55 feet is insig-
nificant in practice, because wave heights cannot be determined visu-
ally on the open ocean with sufficient accuracy to distinguish between
these values. However, the fact that 1 time in 20 the highest wave
in 1,000 can exceed 63 feet is important because there is always the
possibility that the highest wave can be still higher than the value
suggested by the table.

The explanation of the table is, of course, quite logical. If a se-
quence of 1,000 wave-height values is considered, then the last, row
of the table must be used, for somewhere in these 1,000 observations
there could be a wave 5.26AfE units high. When these 1,000 values
are separated into se'g9-f 20 waves each, one of these sets of 20 height
observations must contain this high wave. When the values in the
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table for N=20 are applied, it is-seen that this high wpv4 in the
series of 1,000 is one of the examples for the series of 20 iights where
the height of the wave exceeds the range in which-4he highest wave
can be expected to be found 9 times out of, iP.

Limitations on Table 1.6
The exceptionally high waves reco-,:d as rare occurrences in table

1.6 are actually observed: they &ce often reported by seafaring men.
There has been much, speculition as to how and why they form.
These ,high waves form -because they are a basic property of the
randomness of the Weavbs.

These waves oc -ur both in sea and swell conditions. In a swell
*ith a significafit wave 2.83 feet high,, little notice is paid to a wave
5.3 :eet, high. (E equals 1; N equals 1,000.) In a sea with a sig-
nifi'a lt wave 28.3 feet high, everyone notices a wave 53 feet high!
(lg-equals 100; N equals 1,000.) Thus, usually these outsized waves
'are reported only in heavy seas.

In heavy seas, or for fully developed seas, these outsized waves are
very unstable. They may bieak at the crests and produce a wall
of plunging white water out in the middle of the open ocean. These
outsized waves, then, are destroyed by their very height. Thus, in
a heavy sea they may be rarer than predicted by the above tables.
The experience of the forecaster can be used to modify these tables
for conditions in heavy seas.

Significant Wave Height
The significant wave height is defined as the average value of the

heights of the one-third highest waves in a given observation. From
wave records such as figures 1.3 or 1.4, tabulate the heights of all the
waves in the particular record. Then count the number of waves
and divide by'three. Pick out the highest wave, the next highest,
and so on until one-third of the total number has been selected.
Then average these heights, and the result is the significant wave
height.

Table 1.7 illustrates the procedure employed in computing the sig..
nificant height. The data were taken from it wave record made at
Long Branch, New Jersey, by the Beach Erosion Board. The
average wave height and the average height of the one-tenth highest
waves are also given in table 1.7.

Since the average height is 3.0 feet, and since 3.0= 1.77,, the value
of -,E is 1.69. From table 1.5, the significant height is 2.83 times
1.7, or 4.8 feet; and the average of the one-tenth highest waves is
3.60 times 1.7, or 6.1 feet.
The value of the significant height, found from table 1.7 is 4.5 feet.

In terms of the average height and table 1.5, it is 4.8 feet. The dif-
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Table 1.7-Sample Computation of Wave-Height
Characteristics

in feel wave* number Areuave heiAt ghta

1 7 102 7
2 33 95 66
3 30 62 90 6(3x2)
4 20 32 80 80
5 7 12 35 35 25(5x5)
6 3 5 18 18 18
7 1 2 7 7 7
8 1 1 8 8 8

Total 311 154 58
Average height=311/102=3.0 feet,

Significant height= 154/34 =4.5 feet
Average Y4o highest= 58/10 =5.8 feet,

ference is 0.3 feet. For the one-tenth highest, the difference is also
0.3 feet. The agreement betweeii the two ways of computing the
values is therefore close.

An'interesting experiment can be carried out with table 1.7. Let
the number of waves 1 foot high be reduced to 5. and increase the
number 8 feet high to 3. The average height is then -3.2 feet, the
significant height 5.0 feet, and one-tenth highest height 7.4 feet. A
slight chenge in the data produces a slight change in the average
height and much bigger changes in the other two values. Thus, the
average height is a more reliable number, and it is not so dependent on
4 1he randomness of the waves when only a few heights are observed.

From table 1.4, 41 out of 102 waves should be less than 2.40 feet
high. Table 1.7 shows that there are 40 waves 2 feet high or lower.
There should be 20 waves higher than 4.3 feet. There are actually
12 waves 5 feet high or higher. The discrepancies can be explained
by the fact that the wave heights are reported only to the nearest foot.
Of the 20 waves reported to be 4 feet high, eight, might easily be
between 4.2 and 4.5 feet high, and they would be tabulated as if they
were 4 feet high by rounding off the values. From table 1.6, 9 times
out of 10 for 100 waves the highest wave will have a height between
6.3 and 9.3 feet. There is one wave 8 feet high.

From this example, it, can be seen that there is nothing particularly
significant about the significant height. It is a value which is conven-
ient to work with at times, but the particular height which results is
no more important than any other statistical value from the tables.

Significant Wave Heights as Reported by Ships

Frequently ships report that waves being observed from a ship have a
certain height. The procedure is often for some observer to look out
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over the sea surface and make a quick guess as to the wave height. The
value reported is assumed ,to be the significant height. The significant
height is su posed to be the predominant (basic or characteristic)
height of the waves. The observer certainly does not record the
heightsof even 100 waves and does not pick out the 33 highest to
average, so it is interesting to speculate on how he is supposed to know
that the value he gives is actually thesignificant height.

Such a procedure is highly subjective. One observer on a-small
ship may think that waves 10 feet high in a given sea are important.
He reports some guess as to the wave height. Another observer on a
'jarger ship may not be impressed by any wave less than 15 feet high.
His guess would be quite different fromurthe guess of the first observer
in the same wave conditions.

Accurate wave forecasts cannot be verified or made on the basis of
what someone guesses the significant wave height to be. In Chapter
IV, techniques for observing wave heights correctly will be given. If
forecasts are made by the methods of the manual and verified by an
inadequate observation at the point at which the forecast is made, the
forecaster can expect discrepancies of the order of 30 percent, and yet
his forecast may still be correct.

A Height Forecast: Example 1.1
E is forecast to be 25 ft.2 Then some of the various forecasts that,

can be made are given in table 1.8.

Table 1.8-A Height Forecast Example
Amplitude crest (or Height cret totrough) to sea level trough

I feet feet
Average ------------------------------ 4.43 ------------ 8.85.
Significant ---------------------------- 7.08 ----------- 14.15
Average 1/10 highest ------------------ 9.00 ------------ 18.00.
10% between -------------------------- 0 and 1.60 ------- 0 and 3.20.

1.60-and 2.35 3.20 and 4.70
(ete,) (etc.)

6.35 and 7.6 --- 12.7 and 15.2.
10% higher than --------------------- 7.6 ----------- 15.2.
Half of the waves will excied ------------ 4.15 ------------ 8.30.
One wave out of 1,000 inay be between .... 12.0 and 15.7 .... 24.1 and 31.4

(may be
breaking)

Comments on Height Forecasting
The amount of detail to be incorporated in a forecast of wave heights

ldepends very much on the operational use of the forecast. This fact
should be kept in mind at all times, and the user of the forecast should
know of the posibilities that can influence his action. Some hypo-
thetical examples of the use to which the forecast, can be put may be
given.
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'Example 1.2.--A seaplane is dispatched to land near-a ship on the
North Atlafitic, pick up a passenger, and rush him back to a hospital.
The forecast is for a moderate sea with, asignificant wave height from
crest to trough of 6 feet. The forecast is correct. The average of the
one-third higiiest waves is 6 feet. The pilot lands his plane in an area
where the waves were relatively low, but before the plane can slow
down, a steep wave 10 feet high rises up suddenly in front of it and
stoves in the hull. The, plane sinks; and the pilot and .crew are
rescuedzby the ship they were trying to aid.

This hypothetical example illustrates a forecast which was correct
before the extreme-variability of wave height was thought to be
important. No one Would have thought to forecast that I wave out
of 20 could be ten feet high for the samie conditions or that in a sea
a wave of extra great height could form before one's eyes in a few
seconds.

In a swell for the same significant height the landing would be much
safer, because, had the pilot found an area of low waves, the waves
would have remained low for the time required for the landing.
Further comments on landing seaplanes will be given in Chapter VII.
The present example emphasizes the importance of height variability.

Example 1.3.-Two ships are transferrinig fuel in the Pacific., One
is a fleet~auxiliary vessel, the other a destroyer escort with a very low
freeboard. The significant height is forecast to be 15 feet, and the
operation is proceeding satisfactorily. Two crewmen are working
with the fuel hoses near the ship's rail, when 2 waves 24 feet high ap-
pioach one right after the other. Green water comes over the deck
suddenly, and one man is thrown against the rail. His arm is broken
and he is almost lost overboard. The two men should have been told
that although most of the time conditions would be safe, the decks
would be awash from about one wave out of 100 during the next hour.

This is another example of a correct forecast which does not fore-
cast wave variability. It is possible to think of many other situations
where such wave variability considerations would be of extreme
importance.

Wave Periods and Wave Lengths

"Period" vs. period
The figures which have been shown of wave records taken as a

function of time at a fixed point show that the waves are very irreg-
ular. Compare these figures with figure 1.5 which shows the graph
of a simple sine wave. This simple sine wave can be produced in a
laboratory by moving a large paddle back and forth with a sinusoidal
motion at the end of a long tank of water. The record was taken by
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FirURF 1.5 A si'mple sine wa'6.

placing a recorder in the water ahd allowing to ,passing waves to
-draw a graph on a sheet of paper. Figure 1.).is quiirdifferent from
figures 1.3 and 1.4. In earlier stuaies-cfe-ocan waves an assumption
was made which replaced the irregularity of figures 1.3 and 1.4 by the
regularity of figure 1.5. This resulted in a very serious mistake be-
cause the formulas which describe waves like those in figure 1.5 are
completely different from the formulas which describe waves like
those in figure 1.3 or figure 1.4. The sea surface is actually like
figures 1.3 and 1.4, and therefore it cannot be represented by the
formulas which apply to figure 1.5.

The reason this was done previously was partly because of the word
"period." This word has two different meanings, and when it is
used there is often a great deal of confusion as to which meaning
applies. Mathematicians use the word to mean one very precise
thing, whereas most people use the word in a much less precise sense.
It is necessary, consequently, to study what this word actually means
and to be very precise in its use in this manual.

Figure 1.5 is a portion of a wave record which could be periodic irf
the exact definition of the word. It has a period. The definition of
the word period is given below.

DEFINITION: A PERIOD IS A TIME INTERVAL, T, IN
WHICH A WAVE RECORD REPEATS ITSELF EXACTLY;
THAT IS, IF F(t+ )=F(t),FOR ALL t, AND T IS THE SMALL-
EST NUMBER GREATER THAN ZERO FOR WHICH SUCH A
RELATION HOLDS, THEN T IS THE PERIOD OF TEE WAVE
RECORD.

As an example, consider equation (1.1). It states that the cosine
of t+ T is exactly the same at, all times as the cosine of t, if T is the
period of the function. The cosine repeats itself exactly every T
seconds.

cosf27r(t+ T)/T]
= cos2t/Tcos2-sin27t/'sin2
= cos2wt/T (1.1)

Another way to see what this exact, definition of the word period
means is to notice that if someone had begun to graph figure 1.5 at a
time 7' seconds later than it was actually graphed, it would have been
impossible to tellthe difference between the resulting graph and the
graph shown in figure 1.5. A truly periodic function repeats itself
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II

exactly. Every crest has exactly the same height as all the others.
This statement, as we have seen, is not true of actual ocean waves.

Usually when the word, period is used, the exact definition as given
above is not meant. "Period" has a popular definition as given
below.

:DEFINITION: A "PERIOD" IS "THE TIME OF ONE COM-
PLETE CYCLE OF A VIBRATION, CURRENT, ETC."

Then, if the word "cycle" needs to be defined, it is defined as the
"PERIOD OF TIME OF A COMPLETE PROCESS OF GROWTH
OR ACTION THAT REPEATS ITSELF IN THE SAME ORDER."
These popular definitions are from a well-known dictionary, and they
show .that it is difficult to define the -word "period" in the popular
sense, since "period"' is defined in terms- of "cycle" and "cycle" is
defined in terms of the word "period."

Measurement of "Periods"
The definitions given above for the words "period" and "cycle"

can be made more precise by considering figure 1.6. It shows a por-
tion of a wave record which could easily have come from one of the
wave records shown before. This porti6n is enlarged in order to
show the details. It is a graph as a function of time, and the time
scale is shown below the graph. Now, according to the popular
definition of the word "period," it is necessary to find the time of one
complete cycle of the record. The cycle begins, usually, at an easily
recognizable part of the record such as, possibly, the time when the
record goes through a maximum. The first maximum of this record
occurs a few seconds after the beginning of the record, andr a little
mark is shown at the maximum. Then the graph goes down thirough
zero, through a trough, and goes back up again to another maximum.
This then, is a "cycle," and the "period" is the time interval between
the first maximum and tile secon,'.

This record, in i'his sense of the word, has many different "periods."
The next time interval from the second maximum of the record to the

10OSECONDS

Fmumi 1.6 The "periods" in a wa-e recorl.

I For attia tchlI'ues. see Chapter IV.
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third maximum of the record'is not equal tothe first one, and the third
time interval is not necessarily .cqiial to either of the ii f-Lwo. It
would be possible to write do, n a complete list of all of the "periods"
in this segment of the record. Ai little difficulty occurs at the last part
of the record where there are two maximums in the 'ecord without a
corresponding minimum that goes beneath the zero line of the record.
By definition for the purposes of this manual, the time intervals
measured with respect to the higher of the two maximums will be do-
fined to be the "periods" of the waves shown.

The result of the analysis of an actual ocean waire record is then a
whole list of different "periods." The time inteivals between succes-
sive -crests can vary considerably from wave to wave. They can
range from 5 seconds to 10 or 11 seconds in a given state of the sea, and
certain values occur more often than others. There certainly is not
one number, T, which describes the wave record completely.

If every "period" is observed in a wave record, or as the waves pass
a fixed point, then it is possible to define a new term; namely, the
average "period." THE AVERAGE "PERIOD" IS THE AVERAGE
OF ALL THE VALUES OF THE INDIVIDUAL "PERIODS" IN
A GIVEN OBSERVATION. For example, the various viilues
indicated in figure 1.6 would be measured; added up, and divided by
the total number observed. The result would be the average "period."
This is a useful number to know in order to discuss theaverage time
it takes the wave to pass a fixed point of observation. This average
"period" cannot be used in the exact Sense of the word,.period. For
example, if the average "period" is 10 seconds and if a wi'ye crest is
passing at a certain time (say, 21 minutes and 20 seconds after 0560Z)
then it would not be possible to conclude on the basis of th&d'average
"period" that in exactly 60 seconds the crest of the sixth wave would'
follow. Since the waves are not truly periodic, this conclusion cannot
be made.

Definition of Terms
Two meanings of the word "period" have been used in the Above

discussion. At. times i) this manual, it, will be necessary to use the
word in the exact sense. When the first, definitionjis meant and when.
the exact sense is meant, the word, period, will -e italicized as it, has
been above. On the other hand when the popular definition is meant
the word will have quotation marks around it. The true period of the
waves cannot be measured, biut the average "period" can be measured
and it has a meaning. The true periods are a property of the spectrum
of the waves, and when this spectrum is discussed the word period will
be used in order to describe the waves.
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Wave Length vs "Wave Length" 2

The wave length of a simple sine wave is also periodic, in that as a
function of distance in a direction perpendicular to the crests the
graph of the waves is another sine wave. For such sine waves, then,
the wave length is similar in meaning to the period. Also, in the actual
irregular sea surface, as figures 1.1 and 1.2 show, the "wave length"
along a line perpendicular -to the crests varies in a way similar to the
"period." Therefore, in the same sense that the word means the
time between successive maximums of a wave record, the word "wave
length" will mean the distance between two successive crests on the
sea surface.

Symbols To Be Used
In order to point out the difference between tie various terms men-

tioned above, whenever the word period is meant in the exact sense
a T will be used. Whenever the wave length is meant in the exact

sense an L will be used. The symbol T will be used whenever the

word "period" is meant. The symbol T will be used to represent the

average "period." The symbol L will be used whenever the word
"wave length" is meant. The symbol L will be used to designate the
average "wave length."

Definition of Frequency
THE FREQUENCY (f) OF A SINUSOIDAL WAVE IS THE

RECIIPROCAL OF THE PERIOD (f=I/T). For example, a wave
with a period of 10 seconds has a frequency of one-tenth cycle per
second. Stated another way, one-tenth of this complete sine wave
passes agiven point in one second. In defining the wave sl)ectrum
and forecasting swell, the wave frequency is more useful than the wave
period.

Frequencies are used in connection with electlromagnetic waves more
than with ocean surface waves, but frequencies an( peiods are
interchangeable terms. For example, a 60-cycle alternating current
has a period of Y60 second.

Some New Formulas
Now that. the above definitions have been given it, is )ossible to

make a very iml)ortant, point. For a siml)le sine wave which is truly
periodic, it is true that equation (1.2) holds. In equation (1.2), L is
measure(d in feet, and ' is measured in seconds. Equation (1.2)
comes from classical theory, and if the wave is a simple harmonic
progressive wave tihe formula holds. The formula can be verified an(i

2 For techiliques of measuring "wave henuiis." see Chapter IV.
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measured exactly in wave tanks and in places where waves can be
generated artificially.

L=5.12T2  (1.2)

However, in terms of the popular definition of the word it is not
true that equation (1.3) holds. In terms of the popular definitions,
equation (1.3), if it actually Was true, would have to mea n,.tbat the
average "wave length" as shown in pictures such as figure I would
,have to be equal to 5.12 times the square of the average "period" in
a wave record such as figure 1.3 (with the assumption that both are
observed at the same time and place). There is no reasoni why this
particular formula should hold, and, in fact, it (foes not. The average
"wave length" is not equal to 5.12 times the average "period" squared
when the "period" is measured in seconds and the "wave length" in
feet. The classical formula simply does hot hold;ior the irregular sea
surface. It does not hold because the assumptions under which. the
classical formula was derived are not true; consequently, there is no
reason tO expect the formula to hold. It will be possible to give correct
formulas similar to equation (1.3) later- in terms of what is actually
observed, on the sea surface when the quantities described above in
terms of averages are measured.

L=5.12T2  (Equation not true) (1.3)

Why a Sea Is Different From a Swell
There may seem to be something strange in what has just been said

about wave heights and wave "periods." The same height tables
forecast wave heights for both sea and swell, and yet sea. and swell
have been shown to be very different. The reason for the difference
between sea and swell has to do with the spectrum of the waves and
not with the height distribution, which follows the same rules for all
wave conditions with sufficient accuracy for our purposes.

Look at an incandescent lamp; you see white light. Hold sonic red
cellophane between your eyes and the lamp; you now see red light.
White light contains in reality all colors, and the red cellophane stops
all the colors except the red from coming through to your eye. Blue
cellophane would similarly let only the blue light through.

Physicists would say that the white light, has a continuous spectrum
of colors, and that the colored cellophane acts as a filter by letting
only one color come through. Other examples of wave filters could be
given from electronics.

It has been found that ocean waves also have a spectrum which is a
function of frequency and direction. TilE SI'ECTRUM OF TIlE
OCEAN WAVES ASSIGNS TIIE CORRECT VALUE OF TIiE
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SQUARE OF THE WAVE HEIGHT TO EACH FREQUENCY
AND DIRECTION BY MEANS OF A FUNCTION OF WAVE
FREQUENCY AND DIRECTION. Whether the waves are sea
waves or swell waves is determined by the range of frequencies covered
by the spectrum and the shape of the spectrum. The spectrum also
assigns angular directions to the frequencies of the waves.

If the spectrum of the waves covers a wide range of frequencies and
directions the result is a sea. The "periods" are distributed over a
wide range of values. If the spectrum covers a narrow range of fret
quencies and directions, the result is swell. The "periods" are dis-
tributed over a narrow range of values. If the spectrum of the waves
can be forecast, then the properties of the waves can be forecast. but
first the properties of the spectrum must be given.

The Structure of the Waves
Now that it has been shown that the classical formulas for wave

motion are wrong when applied to sea conditions, it is necessary to say
that the classical' fornulas are still the only nnes completely under-
stood for wave motion. The winds over the ceean, by not producing
simple sine waves, have complicated the problem of understanding
actual ocean waves and of forecasting them. The classical formulas
must be applied to ocean waves in a different way than before in ordler
to get valid pictures of the-waves and forecast them correctly.

To see how this can be done, consider figure 1.7. It shows a great
number of sine waves piled up on top of each other. Think, for
example, of a sheet of corrugated iron which would represent a simple
sine ,wave on the surface of the ocean frozen at an instant of time.
Beloiv this in figure 1.7, there is another simple sine wave traveling
in a slightly different direction from the one on top. Below this
secondl one is a third simple sine wave with a third direction. Below
the third is a fourth traveling in another direction and with a diferent
wave length. There are shown a great many more, one below the other.
Each is a classical simple sine wave. Each has the same wave height
everywhere along every crest. ('[he heights should be thought of as
being very low.) Each wave system has either a different direction
or different period from all the others shown. Each wave system obeys
the classical formulas which give the speed of the crests and the wave
length.

Now to get an approximation of the actual sea surface, add all
these simple sine waves together, one on top of the other. At some
places, the crests of a number of different sine waves will add together
to produce a tall mound on the actual sea surface. The mound will
not he very long because the sine waves are traveling in different
directions and the crests do not stay in line. At other places, the
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Fiev(it 1.7 A stim of mai~ny simplesine waves ikkei at sea.
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crests of some of the sine waves will cancel out with some of the troughs
-of the other sine wave'systems; the result is a low mound, if any, on
the sea surface.

It can be shown that as the number ofdifferent sine waves in the
sum is made larger and larger and the heights are made smaller and
.. naller, and as the periods and directions are picked closer and closer
together (but never the same and always over a considerable range of
values), the result is a sea surface just like those actually observed
with a range of heights which is very nearly like the range described
in tables 1.4, 1.5, and 1.6. These features have been verified by ob-
servers in England, New Zealand, and the United States, and no
naturally generated wave system has ever been found which did not
very nearly have these properties.

Sea contains sine waves with a large range of wave periods and
directions. These waves reinforce to produce a high wave at one point;
then, since the wave lengths and periods are so very different, they get
out of phase rapidly and produce a low wave next to the high wave.
The sea is tlus.-extremely irregular because the spectrum covers a
wide range of freqtiencies (periods) and directions. The classical
formulas are correct for each individual sine wave, but they are not
correct when applied to the sum of all the different sine waves when
the sine waves are added together.

Swell contains sine waves with a much smaller range of wave periods
and directions. When they reinforce to make a big wave, the next
wave must also be a big one because they cannot get out of phase in
the short time required for the next wave to pass. Swell is thus much
more regular than sea because the spectrum covers a narrower range
of frequencies and directions. The classical formulas are then almost,
but never exactly, correct for swell conditions.

THE NUMBER E CA-N' THEN ALSO BE DEFINED AS THE
SUM OF THE SQUARES Oi THE INDIVII)UAL AMILITUDES
OF THE INDIVIDUAL SINE WAVES WHICH GO TO MAKE
UP THE COMPLICATED IRREGULAR PATTERN OF TIlE
AcTruAL WAVE MOTION. Then by making the assumption that

any part of each sine wave could be passing a fixed point, instead of,
say, all the crests at once, it is possible to derive the numbers given in
the tables theoretically and to prove that the ranges of heights shown
can be expected to occur.

A Summary of the Properties of Sea

There have been many recent new and important, advances in the
stuldV of ocean waves. Better observation methods and analysis
methods have been developed although they are not, used as extensively
as they should be. A sumnnary of these results can give a very
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accurate description of waves. Given below is a summary of the
known and verified properties of actual ocean waves.

In sea, the waves are'irregular, chaotic, short-crested, mountainous,
and unpredictable. High waves follow low waves -in a completely
mixed-up way. The crests are only 2 or 3 times as long as the distance
between crests. The wave that is passing tells us 'little about the
height of the wave after that. Individual crests can appear to be
traveling in different directions, varying by as much as 20 or 300 *from
the domifinVdirection. There are waves on top of waves and crests
with depressions in the tdp. There is great variability in tile "periods."
The average "wave length" is not eq ual to 5.12 times the square of the
average "period."

The pattern of sea never repeats or duplicates itself. Patterns
change rapidly with time. No two aerial photographs or wave records
of a sea will ever be exactly alike. The high waves die down as they
travel along and soon disappear. New waves, which were once very
low, form and build up to take their plkces. Individual wave crests
can disalipear completely as they travel al distance as short as 500 feet,.
In a flat place on the ocean surface a high wave can fofm right, before
your eyes in 30 or 40 seconds.

A Summary of the Properties of Swell

In swell the waves are more regular, longer crested, and more
predictable than in sea. High waves (compared with the average)
follow high waves and low waves follow low waves. Wl in the waves
are high, 5 or 6 waves of nearly the same height will pass in a row.
When the waves are low, they can remain low for maybe as much as
a minute and a half. If the waves are increasing in height, the next
wave will probably be higher. If the waves are decreasing in height,
the next wave will probably be lower. A guess aboutthe heights of
the next 2 or 3 waves to pass, on the basis o! whether the wave which
has just, passed is high or low and on the basis of whether the heights
are increasing or decreasing, will be right very often. A swell is
predictable in a short-range sens(.

The crests are much longer than in sea, as much as 6 or 7 times the
distance between the crests. The average "wave length" is almost
equal to 5.12 times the square of the average "period," and frequently
the value is correct to within 10 or 15 percent. The different values
of the successive "periods" are more nearly the same.

The pattern is still as unpredicatable over longer time intervals as
is that of a sea. However, high waves can be present for many
minutes before they (lie down ai disappear. Low waves take a long
time to become high waves.
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The In-Between State

Sea is a clear-cut state because its waves are being generated by
winds right in the storm. A swell, however, requires time to acquire
the properties given above. A few hundred miles outside the gener-
ating area, waves cannot be precisely described by either of the above
descriptions. They are in an in-between state represented by the
records shown in figure 1.8, which are not quite as regular as a well-
defined swell and also not quite as irregular as a fully-developed sea.
A fresh swell which has only slightly dispersed (this term will be
defined later) is half-way between the two states described above.
As skill is developed in the use of the new methods given in this manual,
it will be possible to tell when the above descriptions can be- safely
applied to the forecast situation.

Forecasting
The wry to forecast waves is to forecast the spectrum of the waves.

From the spectrum, many of the other properties of the waves can be
calculated, such as the heights of the waves, the average "period," and
the average "wave length." In the next chapter, ways to forecast the
wave spectrum, the value of E, and the properties of "sea" will be
given. Then in Chapter 1II, ways to forecast the swell spectrum and
the properties of swell waves from the sea spectrum will be given.

A - AA AjfiM -- . .... A-A&a~ AA

60 SOcWadg

Ftwntr 1.8 The records of in-between waves.
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Chapter II

THE GENERATION AND FORECASTING OF
SEA WAVES

Introduction
This chapter deals with the generation of composite wave motion

in deep water under the influence of wind and with forecasting the
characteristics of the waves in the generating area. "Deep water,"
in this sense, means that the depth of the water is large compared with
the wave length of the longest wave generated by the wind.

Deep-Water Waves

In general, waves -may be !considered deep-water waves when the
depth of the water layer is greater than one-half wave length. In
this case the velocity of propagation of a single sinusoidal wave, that
is, C, the speed with which a wave crest of such a wave component
travels along the water surface, is (almost) independent of the water
depth and proportional to the square root of the wave length, L.
Periods, T, or frequencies f= 1/T, of single waive components in the
complex sea are interrelated to the sl)eed, C, and wave lenigth, L, by
simple formulas.

0= 1.3411Z=3.03 7' (2.1)

L=0.557 C=,5.12 'P (2.2)

T--J0.442 ,1=(L.33 C (2.3)

where C is given in knots, L in feet, and T in seconds.
If the depth of the water is small compared with the wave length,

not only does the velocity of wave propagation change, but also the
growth and the decay of the waves, which are influenced by bottom
effects including increased dissipation of wave energy by friction.

The term "deep water" therefore has a relative meaning because
it depends on the ratio bet-ween depth and wave length. Thus, the
techniques given in this manual can also be applied in eoa; al regions
of shallow water, in bays, lakes, or channels if the water can be cot'-
sidered as "deep" with respect to the longer waves generated in the
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composite wave spectrum. Such cases may apply to slight or moder-
ate Wave motion at lower wind velocities in shallow coastal waters,
whereas heavy storm seas or long swell may "feel the bottom"
strongly and therefore be affected by the limited depth while propa-
gating thrugh regions of shallow water.

Wave Conditions Limited by the Fetch or by the, Duration
Relationship between the growth of complex deep-water waves, the

wind velocity at the sea surface, the area of water over which tile
wind blows (the "fetch"),' and the length of time that the wind hag
blown (the "duration"), have been established for two principal
cases. One of these deals with the growth of the sea over an unlimited
fetch, x, where the waves grow at all localities at the same rate with
increasing time. The wave characteristics depend then on the dura-
tion of the wind and the wind velocity. The other eise considers
the duration of wind action, t. as long enough to produce a steady
state at all different localities, but the fetch, x, is limited, and the
stage of witVe development is given as a. function of x. The wave
characteristics depend then only on the length of the fetch and on the
wind velocity.

Intermediate Conditions
Between these two principal cases, many other possibilities of wave,

generation under wind action have to be considered in the process of
wave forecasting. Very often it, happens that, the wind encounters
an "old sea" which has been generated by a wind just previously.
For instance, the wind over a large area of. the ocean may change in
direction and speed in a few hours by a change in the weather situation.
If the wind opposes the old waves, the newly alisen wind has to
destroy the "o sea," or at least to destroy it, partly, and to generate
a new wave motion. In such cases allowances must he made for
waves that tire present, when the wind under consideration starts
blowing. In another case, if tie wind increases with time, the sea
grows continuously with increasing speed.

It is not possib)le to give simple graphs or tables in this nanual
which cover individuallv all possible cases. Inl practice, innumerable
possibilities of differeit, conditions of fetch and duration will he
encountered by the wave forecaster. lie must, use his experience and
judgment in the interpretation of consecutive synoptic weather maps
so that the given graphs and tables will be used in the most effective
way to make good wave forecasts. Therefore, it, is necessary to
understand clearly the physical signilicance and limitations of the

I See the definition of" Fetch" in Chapter V (ate 16S). in this manual, the word "fetch" will be used
in two different ways. Its meaning in a particularsentence should he determined from the context. At
ifme, the word "fetch" will nean the area In hilch t he ares ae generated; at other times, it will mean
the length of the area In which the waves are itenersted measurel upwind from the point of Interest.
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methods-presented in this manual. Tests of tile methods by trained
personnel have been made with considerable success, and their
experience will be discussed in Chapters V and VIII.

The Growth of Waves
Initia.I-Wavelets

Wlen abreeze comes up, the sea surface instantaneously becomes
covered with tiny ripples which form more or less regular arcs of'
long radius. They increase rapidly in height until they attain a
maximum steepness where the pointed crests take on a "glassy"
appearance, indicating small breaking processes. The further*,devel-
opment of these wavelets into the state of more irregular composite
wave motion, called sea, is a very complicated mechanism because
of the limitations on the growth of individual component wave trains
caused by breaking. The total wave energy begins to spread out
over a range of periods, an(d with increasing wave development this
range extends more and more to long period waves. A spectrum of
ocean waves is being formed. At a given wind velocity and a given
state of wave (levelopment, each spectrum has a maximum band where
most of the total energy is concentrated.

Short Choppy Waves
The growth of sea beyond the state of initial wavelets is largely

determined by the breaking of large and small waves, by the energy
(lissipation connected with this turbulent. motion, and by energy
exchanges from one part of the spectrumlto another. The waves
can grow only if they receive more energy from the wind than they
lose .by turbulence in the complex breaking sea.

Energy Balance
Energy is transferred to the waves by the pushing and dragging

forces of the wind. These forces depend upon many different factors,
such as the (lifference between wind and wave velocity, the wave form,
and the roughness conditions of the sea surface. Thus, the energy
transfer from wind to waves depends upon the present state of wave
development itself. If there are component wave trains in the com-
plex sea that outrun the wind, they will meet an air resistance by
opposing wind relative to the wave form. These waves actually do-a
net amount of work on the wind field and lose energy. This effect,
and that of the internal eddy viscosity tend to slow down the un(lula-
tory wave motion.

The Fully Developed State
The fully developed state over a long fetch with a sufficienitly long

(huritioll finally will be attained when the wave-generating tractions
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have increased the total wave energy to the point where dissipation
balances 'the work done by pushing and dragging surface forces. The
total amount of wave energy accumulated in the composite wave motion
is then distributed over a wide range of wave lengths or periods (fre-
quencies). THE FUNCTION THAT DESCRIBES MATHEMAT-
ICALLY THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE SQUARE OF THE
WAVE HEIGHT (WAVE ENERGY) WITH FREQUENCY IS
CALLED THE SPECTRUM OF THE WAVE MOTION. The
square of the wave height is related to the potential energy of the sea
surface so that the spectrum will at times also be called the energy
spectrum., The first step in wave forecasting is to forecast the spec-
trum of the waves in the generating area.

The Spectrum of Wind-Generated Ocean Waves
Imagine al infinite number of individual wave components in the

composite pattern of a fully arisen sea at a given wind velocity. As
described in Chapter I (fig. 1.7), the sum of these single waves makes
up the wave pattern at the sea surface as it appears to an observer.
For an approximation, all the waves grouped around an average
frequency, .f, and distributed over the small range IAf on each side
can be picked out from the continuous sequence of individual wave
components. If this accumulation of wave components is continued
at intervals of Af, a finite number of simple sine waves with average
frequencies.fJJ2,.f3 . . . f , starting with lower frequencies and ending
with the highest frequencies present in the composite wave )attern,
is obtained. By this procedure, the continious distribution of an
infinite number of wave components is approximated by a finite
number of individual sine waves with slightly different average
frequencies, .f.

Each of these sine waves can be considered as "filtered out" of the
total sum, like the individual waves in figure 1.7. Then, the char-
acteristics of these waves are given with a fair degree of approximation
by the average frequency, .f; period, T'; wave length, L; and average
wave amplitude.

If the .rectangles whose areas are equal to the squares of the am-
plitudes, Al (f), of each component wave train are plotted against the
average frequency, f, (fig. 2.1) a "stairway" approximation to the
spectrum is obtained. The graph covers the entire range of periods.
'The wave energy per unit sea surface area contained in each wave
train of the average frequency,.f, is p)roportional to the square of the
amplitude of each individual wave train.

If the difference, 4f, is .made smaller and smaller, the number of
individual wave trains increases correspondingly, and approaches
infinity. At the same time the aml)litude A(f) of each individual
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i
wave component is also made smaller and smaller, but the total
amount of energy accumulated in the composite wave motion remains
the same. Only tbh distribution of wave energy as a function of
f=I/T changes from the "stairway" graph in figure 2.1 into the
continuous curve. This continuous curve between f=0 andf= o
represents the spectrum of the waves.

By empirical evidence and theoretical considerations, the wave
spectrum has been determined in a general way for wind-generated
wave motion. THIS SPECTRUM PROVIDES, THE BASIC
THEORY'FOR THE METHODS DEVELOPED IN THIS
MANUAL.

The Properties of the Spectrum
Without going into the mathematical details of the spectrum, its

properties can best be described by means of some examples. Figure
2.2 represents the spectra of the waves by curves for a fully developed
sea at wind velocities of 20, 30, and 40 knots. The ordinate IA(f)j2

CA(f)1
2

40 KNOTS

30 KNOTS

20 KNOTS

0 005 01 0.15 02 f
Finiuttt, 2.2 ,Coninllousl wave spectrum for fully arisen sea at a wind speed of

20, 30, and .10 knots, respectively. Note the disl)licenent of the optimum
band (maximunm of spectral energy) from higher to lower frequencies with

increasing wind speed.
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.has the dimensions of ft.-sec., so that the area under the spectrum,
upon integration over a frequency range, has the dimensions of ft'.
The abscissa shows the scale for the frequenis, f. Itextends theo-
retically from zero to infinity, but only that part which is of initerest
has~been shown in figure 2.2.

Depending upon the wind velb5ity, the range of waves with a
significant or noticeable amount 6of.nergy covers a more or less broad
band oil the f scale. The relatively small spectral wave heights at
20 knots cover significant frequencies between f=0.083 and f=0.3.
In terms of periods the range is from 12 seconds to 3 seconds (f=0.3
is not included in the range of the f scale). The maximum of spectral
wave energy is concentrated in a band around f=0.124, or T=8.1
seconds.

With increasing wind velocity the range of significant frequencies
extends more and more toward smaller.f values (or higher periods);
at 30 knots the range is from about -f=0.048 to .f=0.24, that, is, for
periods from T=17 to T=5 seconds. The maximum band is dis-
placed to lower frequencies; at 30 knots, this band is to be found
aroundf=0.0826 or T=12.1 seconds.

The curve of the spectrum at 40 knots shows a great increase of
wave energy coml)ared with those of 20 and 30 knots. It also shos
how the significant -wave components in the composite wave pattern
extend to lower'frequencies with the characteristic'shift of the optimum
band. The frequency,.f.,, of the maximum band at, different wind
velocities is given-by equation 2.4 where v is in knots.

.fmax 2.476 (2.4)V

Table 2.1 gives thef,, values for different wind velocities between
v=10 knots and v=56 knots. This band and its frequency are im-
portant factors in wave forecasting and will be used in various parts of
the following chapters.

The Important Spectril Components for a Given Wind Velocity
Another important fact has to be mentioned at this point,. As the

soectral wave energy in a broad band around the frequency of the
maximum.&,., increases with increasing wind velocity, the contribu-
tions of wave energy at the lower end of the curves (fig. 2.2) near
the abscissa become less and less significant coml)ared with the amount
of wave energy concentrated around the maximnum. This means
that wave components with very high or very low frequencies are
negligible and do not noticeably afrect the dominating wave pattern
of the sea. Thus, aLt a wind velocity of 20 knots the wave components
concentrated aroun( .f=0.33 ('=3.0 seconds) may still be noticeable
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Table 2.1-Frequency (f..) and Period (T...) of the
Maximum Band in the Spectrum Where Most of the
Spectral Wave Energy is Concentrated

Wind
Vel. 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26(knots)

0. 248 0. 206 0. 177 0.155 0.138 0. 124 0. 113 0.103 0.095
T,,., 4.0 4.8 5.7 6.5 7.3 8.1 8.9 9.7 10.5

Wind
Vel. 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42

(knots)

f ...... 0.0884 0. 0825 0. 0774 0. 0728 0. 0688 0. 0652 0. 0619 0. 0590
T ..... 11.4 12. 1 12.9 13.7 14.5 15.3 16.2 17.0

Wind
Vel. 44 46 48 50 52 54 56

(knots)

0. 0563 0. 0538 0. 0516 0. 0495 0. 0476 0. 0459 0. 0442
T .1.... 17.7 18.6 19.4 20.2 21.0 21.8 22.6

and significant. But at 40 knots in a heavier sea with a much longer
and higher average wave motion, these waves with periods of about
3' seconds (wave length 45 feet) are less significant in their contribu-
tion to the dominating wave pattern, and the observer will probably
pay little attention to them in a high sea. Naturally, these waves
are always present in the complex sea as long as the sea is under the
maintaining influence of the wind. Even smaller waves, which make
up the continuation of the spectrum curve with increasing f values,
are present, including ripples. However, they are less significant for
wave forecasting. (In some instances even the short-period (or high-
frequency) portion of the spectrum may be important, e. g., in the
study of optical or acoustical properties of the sea surface.)

At the other end, with low frequencies (or high periods), the curves
drop rapidly to small energy values or amplitudes. These extreme
long waves in the wind-generated wave pattern are relatively low and
therefore extremely flat. They are almost completely masked by
the dominating bands in the wave spectra around the energy 'maxima;
therefore, they are also without significance in the complex wave
motion of the wind-generated sea. However, these long-period
waves may be much more important in the decay area as flat swell
or as surf running against the shores in shallow water.

For wave forecasting in the generating area, it is sufficient, to con-
sider only the significani part of the wave spectrum. For this purpose,
the spectrum call be cut off at high and low frequencies for values
below a certain minimum amount of spectral wave energy. This
procedure will be explained in another section. The basic curves
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used for wave forecasting i. this manual will not be given as graphs
of the spectrum like those in figure 2.2 but will be presented in a
slightly different form. This has been done for practical reasons
which will be explained when the co-cumulative spectrum is defined.

Co-Cumulative Spectra (C. C. S.)

Derivation
The number E which has been defined in Chapter I as the quantity

used to forecast the needed information about wave heights, can be
derived from the. spectrum by the' procedure 'f integration. The
number E represents the sum of the squares of the amplitudes of the
individual component wave trains which make up the actual wave
motion as it is observed.

At the top of figure 2.3 the spectrum for a fully arisen sea at a given
wind velocity is plotted against frequency, f, like the curves in figure

[Acf,

I \Spectrum

II \I

f I
I I "

t I

Eb---------
C.S. I

F.ne fmon

0 fa jf f~i
,--RANGE OF SIGNIFICANT WAVES---- T

FiuRE 2.3 Wave spectrum and co-cumulative spectrum (C. C. S.)
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2.2. The summation of the squares of the amplitudes of individual
wave components [A()] 2 is begun at very low periods and the process
is continued up to a certain frequency, f . Then the sumequals the
area under the spectrum limited by the ordinate at the frequency,
f,, and the abscissa. This area is indicated in figure 2.3 by hatching.
The numerical value, E., of this sum is plotted against frequency, IA,

in the lower graph of figure 2.3 at point a.
Continue further by summing to the frequency, jb, which in figure

2.3 coincides with the frequency of the maximum band. The value,
Eb, of the sum is given by the area under the spectrum between the
ordinate atfb, the abscissa, and .f= oo. It'has been plotted as point
b on the lower graph. When the summation is extended to the fre-
quency, f%, nearly all the area under the spectrum between f=0 and,
f= co has been taken into account. The value -E, therefore, prac-'
tically will not differ from the total sum of the squares of the ampli-

tudes, [A(f)]2, obtained by the integration between the limits.f=0 and
f= C.

THE CURVE WHICH CONNECTS THE POINTS, a, b, and c,
IN THE LOWER GRAPH IS CALLED THE CO-CUMULATIVE
SPECTRUM (ABBREVIATED C. C. S.). These C. C. S. have been
computed for wind velocities between 10 knots and 56 knots, and they
are presented in figures 2.4a through 2.4f for use in this manual.
E values are proportional to the total wave energy to the right of the
frequency shown.

The Properties of the Co-Cumulative Power Spectra
Evidently, the curves of the C. C. S. are closely related to the

spectrum. For instance, the frequency, f.,, of the band where most
of the spectral energy is concentrated is the frequency at which the
maximum slope of the C. C. S. curve (point b in figure 2.3) is found.

The ordinate values, E of the C. C. S. curves have the dimensions
ft.2 and permit one to determine the height characteristics of the
composite wave motion in the sea and, as will be shown later, the
height characteristics of swell in the decay area. Rules for computing
the wave height data from a given E value are presented in tables
1.4, 1.5, and 1.6.

,rhe procedure of "cutting out" the significant part of the wave
spectrum of the sea in the generating area has already been mentioned
(p. 36). This procedure can be applied much more easily to the
C. C. S. curves. Toward the low frequency end of the C. C. S. the
slopes of the curves level off rapidly, and the curves continue toward
the left side almost exactly as a horizontal line at. a constant value
of E. This is the case in figure 2.3 beyond the )oint c for frequencies
smaller than .f. In this stage (point c) the sea is ahnost fully arisen,
and the wave components with higher periods or lower frequencies
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than f, (approximately) contribute such a small amount of energy
to thle total that they call bc neglected.

In ordler to forecast and to dlescribe the properties of fully-ari 'sell
windl-generated sea, the horizontal or nearly horizontal parts of the
0. 0. S. curves canl be thought, to be cut~ off.- Physically, this means
that certain high- and low-period p~ortions of the wave spectrum canlbe fiteed out, without, any significant change of the (lolin at-ing wave
p~attern. As a rule, about, 5% of the total E value in the fully-devel-
oIped state of wind-generated sea canl be cut off at, the upper, part. of
the C. C. S. curves, as showni in figure 2.3 by the horizontalrdashed
line through point d onl the C. C. S. curve. By this procedure, thle
p~eriods of dominating waves are p~ractically limnitedl a a certain uipper
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end of th~e spectra. However, this practice can bc applied only in
the wind area where the long, flat waves with periods higher than
this limit are more or less masked by tile sum of the other components.
In tile (lecay area even this "cut off" part can be significant, if the
wave componlents with higher p)eriods or lower frequencies are all
that arc present.

Reason for the Co-Cumulative Spectra
The C. C. S. curves are used insteadl of the spectrum curves for

forecasting the waves i:; ordler to accomplish once and for all the task
of integrating the spectra. The area under a given spectrum from a
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particular frequency value to infinity is given by the value of thle
C. C. S. curve at that frequency. It will also be possible, as will be
shown in Chapter III, to find quite easily the area under any portion
of the spectrum. This additional property is important in fore-
casting swell.

Description of the Wind-Generated Sea in the
Fully Developed State

Definition, of the Fully Developed State
THE SEA IS FULLY DEVELOPED AT A GIVEN WIND

SPEED, WHEN ALL POSSIBLE WAVE COMPONENTS IN

429-435 0 -71 -5 41
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THE SPECTRUM BETWEEN f =0 and!- f=?,' ARE PRESENT
WITH THEIR MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF SPECTRAL ENERGY.
The spectrum in this case looks like the upper curve in figure 2.3,
and the C. C. S. looks like the lower, curve in the same figure. Theo-
retically, this stage will be reached exactly at, an infinitely long dura-
tion of wind action over an infinitely long fetch. But practically,
and with a good mathematical approximation, the fully developed
state is attained at a certain finite duration, an(l over a certain finite
fetch, which can be called the "minimum duration," t., a'nd the "mini-
mumfetch," Fm, needed for the generation of the "fully-arisen sea."
The reason this "fully arisen sea" is defined is that the amount of
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energy added to the spectrum l)eyond a certain limit in,:or(ler to
"build up" the mathematically fully deveiol)ed spectrum is so small
that it can be neglected. The minimum luration an( he minimum

fetch nee(led for reaching the, -tage of the "fully arisen sea" depend
upon the wind veloc,y. Their values are shown in table 2.2. It is
seen that duration aid minimum fetch increase rapidly with increasing
Wind velocity.

Storm seas at wind velocities of 50 knots and more reach the fully-
arisen state only in rare cases. 'Table 2.2 shows that, even in cases
where the fetch is long enough the needed duration of continuous
wind action is far too long in most practical examples. However,
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at low and moderate :wind velocities in the openocean, the fetch and
duration in many practical cases will be long enough to provide condi-
tions for the generation of a fully developed sea.

In some instances, however, it, may happ-n that even with extreme
wind velocities of 50 knots and more the f;illy arisen state will be
approached. This may occur over long fetches, in the Antarctic, for
example, when one-heavy storm follows another, and the waves do
not (lie (town too much during the less stormy intervals. With each
new storm the swell remaining from the previous storm is built, up
again. By this process very long and high waves may be generated
which almost reach the fully arisen state at the given maximum wind
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Table 2.2-Minimum Fetch and Minimum JDuration Needed
to Generate a Fully Developed Sea for Various Wind
Velocities

V knots 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28,

FmNM ------------- 10 18 28 40 55 75 100 130 180 230
tmhr------------ 2.4 3.8 5.2 6.6 8.3 10 )2 14 17 20

V knots 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

F. NM --------- 280 340 '420 500 .600 710 830 960 1100
tm hr ------------- 23 27 30 34 38 42 47 52 57

V knots 48 50 52 54 56

Fm NM ----------------------- 1250 1420 1610 1800 2100
1m hr --------------------------- 63 69 75 81 88

speed. Such a region, known for its extreme storm sea conditions in
winter is Cape Horn in the Southern Hemisphere.

R Values and Potential Energy for aFully Arisen Sea

The number, E, used in this manual to forecast, wave height char-
acteristics of the sea, is a value that has to be determined from the
C. C. S. curves in figures 2.4a through 2.4f for given wind velocities.
In the fully arisen state of the sea it is the largest value of tie C. C. S.
curves at the E(f) scale, that is, where the C. C. S. curves for a given
wind speed approach the ordinate horizontally. As explained in the
derivation of the C. C. S., this E value is proportional to the total
amount of energy accumulated in the composite wave motion.

If for some reason it is necessary to determine the total wave
energy accumulated in fully arisen sea at a given wind speed, the E
values with-the dimensions (ft.)2 have to bc converted into the "po-
tential energy of the wave motion" per unit sea surface area. The
total wave energy (potential+ kinetic) is approximately twice this
value. Table 2.3 shows the potential wave energy of fully arisen sea
at different wind velocities. To get the total wave energy, double the
values in table 2.3. This table shows that the total wave energy per
unit sea surface area (U) increases with the fifth power of the wind
velocity (UOCcV).

Wave Heights in a Fully-Arisen Sea

The wave height characteristics of a fully arisen sea as derived from
figures 2.4a to 2.4f by means of the mnber, E, and the values given
in table 1.5 (p. 1I) nre shown in table 2.4. The value of E for the fully
developed sea is given by equnation (2.5) where v is in knots.

E=0.242(r/O) s  (2.5)
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Table 2.3-Average Potential Wave Energy, U, in Ergs/cm2

of the Fully Aeisen Sea at Different Wind Speeds (v in
Knots)

v (knots) 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

U (ergs/cm. 2) ---------- 0.55 1. 4 3.0 6.0 10. 4 17. 6 28. 3 43. 7 x 105

v (knots) 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

U (ergs/cm.i ) ............. 6.5 9.5 13.4 18.4 25.0 33. 2 43. 5 56. 3 x 106

v (knots) 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56
-U(ergs/em.2)............ 7.2 9.A1 1.3 14.0 17. 2 20.9 25.2 30.3 x 107

Table 2.4-Wave Height Characteristics of, the Fully Arisen
Sea at Different Wind Speeds

Wind Vel.
(knots) 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

E (ft.2) ....... 0.24 0.60 1.30 2.54 4.6 7.7 12.5 19.3
Av. Ht. (ft.).. .87 1.37 2.02 2.82 3.8 4.9 6.3 7.8
Sig. lit. (ft.)-.. 1.39 2.20 3.23 4.51 6. 1 7.9 10.0 12.4
1/10 highest

(ft.) -------- 1.77 2.79 4.11 5.73 7.7 10.0 12.7 15.8

Wind Vel. I
(knots) 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

E (ft.2) ------- 28. 8 41. 6 58. 8 81. 2 110.0 146. 3 191.7 247. 8
Av. Ht. (ft:).. 9.5 11.4 13.6 15.9 18.6 21.4 24.5 27.9
Sig. Ht. (ft.).. 15. 2 18. 3 ,21. 7 25. 5 29. 7 34. 2 39. 2 44. 5
1/10 highest

(ft.) ------- - 19.3 23.2 27.6 32.4 37.7 43.5 49.8 56.7

Wind NVeI.

(knots) 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56

E(ft. ) ------- 316.3 399.1 498.4 616.6 756.3 920.1 1111.2 1332.8
Av. Ht. (ft.).. 31.5 35.4 39.5 44.0 48. 7 53.7 59.0 64.6
Sig. lit. (ft.).. 50. 3 56. 5 63. 2 70. 3 77. 8 85. 8 94. 3' 103. 3
1/10 highest

(ft.) -------- 64. 0 71.9 80. 4 89. 4 99. 0 109. 2 120. 0 131. 4

The Range of "Periods" in a Fully Arisen Sea

The range of "periods" ill 11 fully arisen sea has to be determined by
the range of significant, waves, as indicated in figure 2.3. Within this
range of frequencies or periods, con)onent waves of the spectrum are
to be found with a significant amount, of spe-tral energy. 'lhat. is,

at. lower frequencies the waves with an E value less thai about, 5 per-
cent of the total E value and at. larger frequencies the waves with an E
value less than about, 3 percent. of the total E value cal be thought. to
be filtered out'. Of course, these very long and very short, waves are
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always present in the fully arisen sea, but they do not contribute
significantly to the observed dominating wave pattern. (See page 35

on the important spectral components for a given wind velocity in the

discussion of the spectrum of a fully arisen sea.)
Table 2.5 shows the range of significant "periods" by tabulating

the period such that for the indicated wind the fraction of E con-
tributed by periods greater than Tu is 5 percent and the fraction of E
contributed by periods less than TL is 3 percent. For a fully arisen
sea, "periods" outside of this range are rarely observed, if ever. Note
that 1.515 timies Tu gives a group velocity in knots that, is less than the
wind velocity. This important point will be discussed in Chapter 1II.
Table 2.5-Significant Range of Periods in the Fully Arisen

Sea at Different Wind Speeds (v). (T,= Lower Limit,
T, = Upper Limit of Significant Periods)
v(knots) 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28

Ti(sec.) 1.0 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.4 3,7 4.0 4.5

Tu(see.) 6.0 7.0 7.8 as 10.0 11.1 12.2 13.5 14.5 15.5

v(knots) 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

Tz,(sec.) ------------ 4.7 5.0 5.5 5.8 6.2 6.5 7.0 7.0 7.0

Tu(see.) ----------- 16.7 17.5 18. 5 19.7 20.8 21. 7 23. 0 24. 0 25.0

v(knots) 48 50 52 54 56

TL(sec.) -------....----------- _-...... 7. 5 7. 5 &9 0 & 0 8.5

T s- 2........................ 26. 0 27.0 28. 5 29. 5 31.0

"Periods"
The "periods" observed at a fixed position at the sea surface, viz.;

time intervals between succeeding crests, tire very iimportant wave
enaracteristics for practical purposes. The range of these "periods"
is practically the same as the range of significant periods. The average

of the time intervals between succeeding crests, T, can be determined
mathemat ically from the spectrum. For a given wind velocity, V, this
average "period" can be forecast by the use of equation (2.6).

T=0.285 v (2.6)

where v is given in knots. This formula applies wily for a fully
arisen sea.

Although the a'erafge "period" at a fixed position certainly is of
value in practical wave forecasting, it. might be of more interest, to
know ha, wiahi, manner the liime intervals between succeeding wave
crests scatter around this average value. Some information can be
given by carefully made visual observations of lie "periods" which
are given below.
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Empirical Dibribution Function of the "Periods"
A set of cu"ves is shown in figures 2.5a, 2.5b, and 2.5c. The

abscissa of each curve gives the "periods" (time intervals) as they will
be observed at a fixed point of the sea surface between- dominating
wave crests. The ordinate gives the relative chance of occurrence of
different values of the significant "periods." Thus, the most frequent
"period" or time interval between/succeeding wave crests is given by the
mazimum point of the curves, and by comparison with the ordinate
of. this point, an estimate can be made of how frequently the other
"periods" will occur at thi3 place.

These curves are empirical results, obtaiiied by smoothing the
histograms of many "period" observations. They apply to the fully

9-10 KNOTS 11 -12 KNOTS 1314 KNOTS 5-6 KNOTS

0 2 4 6 9 0 2 4 6 9 0 2 4 6 0 2 •0

2 4 _6 8 t0 2 4 6 1 10 2 4 6 1 10 2 4 G 1 10 12 13

Fi ' rmw 2.5a Egmpirical distribution function of the "periods" in a fully arisen
sea for wind velocities from 9 to 24 knots.
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25-26 KNOTS 26- 28 KNOTS 26.3OKAOSS

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 16

30 - 32 KNOTS 32- 34 KNOTS 34 -36 KNOTS

10 i 12 14 '16 4 6 6, 10 12 14 16 is 6 8 10 12 14 16 to 20
TSEC T SEC SEC

FxcuRF 2.5b Empirical distribution functionl of thle "periods" inl a fully arisen
sea for wind velocitiev rom 25 to 36 knots.

! ~~ ~ L tI , L I 
nG 1 10 12 14 16. 15 20 1 10 12 14 16 10 20 O 10 12 14 16 1$ 20 22

6 10 12 .4 16; is 20 22; 0 10 12 14 16, 16i 20 22 6 I0 12 14 I9 16 2'0 22 24 26(
I see 7 SEC TSEC

Finxuai.~e 2.5e E0mpirical distribution fu~nction of the "periods" in a fully arisen
sea for wind Velocities froml :16 to 48 knots.
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developed sea at a given wind speed. The comparison of these curves
with theory shows that the range of observed "periods" along the
abscizsa of the curves in figures 2.5a, 2.5b, and 2.5c coincides to a high
degree of accuraey with the range of significant periods in the C. C. S.
curves for the given wind velocity in the fully arisen sea (table 2.5).
The most fequent time interval between succeeding crests of domi-
nating "waves" at a fixed point is approximately the same as the

average peri6dlt' according to equation (2.6).
Average "Periid" and Average "Wave Length" in a Fully Arisen Sea

The average "period" as given in equation (2.6) can be used to
determine the average "wave length" in a fully arisen sea. For a
fully arisen sea', the average "wave length" is given by equation (2.7).

L=3.41 T'- (5.12)T (2.7)

The distribution of "wave lengths" is not known. It appears that
"wave lengths" are much more variable than "periods" in a fully
arisen sea. There are a great many short waves which decrease the
value of the average "wave length" to a value considerably less than
would be expected from the use of the average "period." Table 2.6
gives the values for the average "period" and the average "wave
length" for fully developed seas at various wind velocities. Methods
for observing "periods" and "wave lengths" will be given in Chapter
IV.

Table 2.6-The Average "Period" and Average "Wave
Length" of Fully Arisen Seas at Different Wind Speeds

v(knots) 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

T (see.)_ 2.85 3.42 3.99 '4. 56 5.13 5. 70 6.27 6.84

L (ft.)... 27. 7 39. 9 54. 3 70. 9 89. 7 111. 134. 160.

v(knots) 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

T(sec.)- 7.41 7.98 8.55 9.12 9.7 10.3 10.8 11.4

L (ft.)-. 187. 217. 249. 284. 321. 362. 398. 443.

v(knots) 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56

T (see.)_ 12.0 12.5 13.1 13.7 14.3 14.8 15.4 16.0

L (ft.)... 491. 533. 585. 640. 697. 747. 809. 873.

Forecast Example for a Fully Arisen Sea at a Given Wind
Speed

Tlie application of the methods exp0laine(l in thc prcccding sections
of this chapter in the case of fully arisen scais shown in example 2.1.

EXAMPLE 2.1.-WHAT ARE TIE CHARACTERISTICS OF
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THE FULLY-DEVELOPED SEA FOR A WIND SPEED OF
30 KNOTS?

Method of solution:
1) Table 2.2 shows that at v=30 knots the sea approaches the

fully arisen state if the fetch isiarger than 280 NM and if the
duration is longer than 23 hours.

r: 2) Figure 2.4c or 2.4d shows at the ordinate for the C. C. S.
curve of 30 knots that the maximum value is given by E=
58.5 (feet) 2; so 1E=7.65 (feet). With the aid of table 1.5
the following wave height data are computed:

Average height=13.5 feet
Significant height=21.6 feet
Average height of 1/10 highest waves=27.6 feet.

The same values can be foundirn table 2.4 for a wind speed of
30 knots where they are tabulated for a fully ai~isen seaat
various wind velocities.

3) The optimum band of the wave spectrum where most of the
wave energy is concentrated can be found by equation (2.4).
It is around the frequency

.fa=0.0826 which corresponds to a
period, T.,,- 12.1 seconds.

4)- Take 5 percent of E and subtract it from E, that is
58.5-2.9=55.6

E (f)=55.6 (feet) 2

With this value go from the ordinate horizontally to the
C. C. S. curve for-30 knots. Read off the ;requency,.f= I/T,
or the period T, of the interseciion atthe abscissa:

J-0.06, T= 16.7 seconds.
Take 3 percent of E, that is E (f)=1.76.
With this value go from the ordinate horizontally to he 30-
knot C. C. S. curve. Read off the frequency, or period of the
intersection at the abscissa:J=0.225, T=4.5 seconds. (If all
the curve is not shown on the diagram, extrapolate the value.
This will be sufficiently accurate for p'actical purposes.) Tile
range of significant "periods" is from 4.5 seconds to 16.7
seconds.

5) The average "period" is deternined by equation (2.6). T=
8.55 seconds.

6) The most.frequent "period" can 'be found by means of figure
2.5b. Interpolation between the curves for 29 and 31 knots
shows that, the maximum lpoint of the curve is at a "period"
half way between 7.8 seconds and 8.3 seconds, so that the
most frequent "period" is about 8 seconds.
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7) The range of "periods" as the waves pass a fixed position is,
according to the graphs in figure 2.5b, between 4 and 17 sec-
onds. This is the same as the range of significant periods
given by the C. C. S. curves as tabulated in table 2.5.

8) From the same graphs in figure 2.5b it is seen that waves with
time intervals of 10 seconds between succeeding crests will
pass this position only-about half as often as waves with the
most frequent "period" of about 8 seconds. Similarly, wave
crests with a "period" of about 6.5 seconds will pass half as
often as waves with an 8-second "period." "Periods" of 14
seconds are relatively few. On the average they occur about
one-fifth as often as the most frequent "periods."

9) The average "wave length" from table 2.6 is 250 feet.
Summary of Example 2.1 (Extracting Most Important Part
of the Data Given Above)

Fully Arisen Sea With a Wind Velocity of 30 Knots:
Average Wave Height ------------------ 13.6 feet.
Significant Wave Height ----------------- 21.6 feet.
Average Height of the 1/10 Highest Waves_-. 27.6 feet.
Range of Dominating "Periods" ----------- 4 to 17 seconds.
Average "Period" and Approximately Most 8 seconds.

Frequent "Period."
Period of Energy Maximum in Wave Spec- 11.8 seconds.

trum.
Average "Wave Length" ----------------- 250 feet.

The Nonfully Developed State of the Sea

In cases where the fetch is not long enough, or the duration of wind
action is too short to raise the composite wave motion to the point
of a fully developed sea, allowances must be made for such limitations
in describing the "sea" in the generating area.

If the rate of energy transfer from wind to waves and the rate of
energy dissipation in every phase of wave development are known, it is
possible to establish differential equations from which relationships
among waves, wind speed, and fetch and duration are obtained as
solutions. As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, two
principal cases have been considered.
Case A: Wave Characteristics Limited by the Wind Duration

A constant wind with mean velocity v (knots) blows over an
unlimited stretch of water (fetch: nautical miles, N. M.). The energy
added to the wave motion is the same everywhere so that the waves
grow at all localities at the same rate with time, t (duration, hours).
The stage of development of the sea depends only upon the duration of
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wind action and is given by the DURATION GRAPHS in figures 2.4a,
2.4c, and 2.4e.

Case B: Wave Characteristics Limited by the Length of the Fetch
If the duration, 1, of the wind action is found to be long enough to pro-

duce a steady state, but the fetch, x, is limited, the state of the~sea
depends only upon the stretch of water over which the wind has blown.
This case is given by the FETCH GRAPHS in figures 2.4b, 2.4d, and
2.4f.

The Reason for the Fetch and Duration Lines
Both the duration and fetch graphs show the C. C. S. curves for

different wind velocities between 10 and 56 knots. The duration
graphs show a set of lines of equal duration in hours. The fetch graphs
show liiies of equal fetch length in nautical miles (N. M.). Tieinter-
section points of t!zi'C. C. S. curves with the duration or fetch lines
show the limit of thi) development of the composite wave. motion at
the given duration or fetch. Physically, this means thMat tile state of
development is limited~by a certain maximum amount of total-energy
which the wave motion can absorb from the wind under the given
considerations. Ac. -n approximation, only the frequencies to the
right of the point determined from the curve are present. The E value
of the ordinate of this intersection point is a practical measure of the
total energy accumulated in the wave motion of this nonfully
developed state, as it was in the case for the fully arisen sea where the
maximum E value of a given C. C. S. curve describes the waves.

Average "Period" and Average "Wave Length" for the Nonfully
Arisen Sea

The spectrum of the nonfully arisen sea can be obtained from the
.spectrum of the fully arisen sea by discarding that part of the curve
below a certain frequency. For example, in figure 2.3 the shaded por-
tion stands for that part of the spectrum which would be present after

a certain limited duration over a very log fetch (or at the end of a
limited fetch after a long time). For a nonfully developed sea, the
C. C. S. levels off with a constant value at a certain frequency. Thus
the fetch and duration graphs also show the C. C. S. curves for all
possible states of the sea. Actually the spectrum is cut off sharply
but not vertically as deduced from the graphs. The approximation
is sufficiently valid. but a better' approxinmation is given below,
where an additional small correction for the lower limit of significant
frequencies is introduced.

The intersection of a fetch or duration line with the C. C. S. curve
for a given wind velocity determines a frequency, f,, such that, as ain
approximation, no frequencies less than f, are present in the waves.
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For example, the intersection of the 38-knot C. C. S., with the 400-
NM fetch line shows that no frequencies less than 0.07 are present.

The average "period" for a nonfully developed sea depends on the
wind velocity and J. First, compute the ratio of the crest speed of
the lowest frequency present to the wind speed,;that is 3.03/(U1 v), and
read off the value of the term F(3.03/(fj v)) as given in table 2.7.

The average "period" is then given by equation (2.8)

T==0.285v.F(3.03/(f v)). (2.8)

More quickly, if 3:03/(fv) is less than 0.5, the average "period" is
given approximately by equation (2.9):

T=0.77T. (2.9)

Table 2.7-Values of F(3.03/(fjv))

3.03/(fiv) F(3.03/(fjv)) 3.03/(flv) F(3.03/(f v))
0.1 0.089 0.8 0.670
0.2 0.179 0.9 0.720
0.3 0.268 1.0 0.780
0.4 0.350 1.2 0.870
0.5 0.430 1.4 0.930
0.6 0.510 1.6 0.970
0.7 0.588 2.0 1.000

For a nonfully developed sea, the average "wave length" is given
approximately by equation (2.10) if the value of 3.03/(f jv) is less than
0.5. If the value of 3.03/(.fv) is greater than 0.5 and less than 1.4,
then L cannot be found easily.

L=2.56 712 (2.10)

If 3.03/(fv) is greater than 1.4, then L is given approximately by the
value of L for the fully (leveloped sea.
A Correction To Be Used Inside the Generating Area

The wave spectrum (toes not'stop sharply at a particular frequency
for the nonfully developed Aea. Some energy is present at fre-
quencies less than f,, althoughAt. is quitesmall. The lower limit of
important frequencies can b found by subt'acting a small correction,
Df, as given by equation (2.11), from the value of .f1 as determined
from the fetch and duration graphs. However, this correction should
be applied only in the case where the value.f, of the intersection is
larger than or equal to the frequency .,,, in the spectrum of the
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fully developed sea at the given wind speed. The value of.f,,a for
.different wind speids is tabulated in table 2.1 or can easily be com-
puted by equation (2.4).1

The new frequency, f,, is then found from equation (2.12).

Df=0.15.f (2.11)

fu=f,-D.f=0.85 f, (2:12)

Note that . is less than f,. Therefore, T, is greater than Ti.
"Periods" corresponding to 1/f,, Will be observed occasionally in the
nonfully developed sea.
More Complicated Cases in Which Both Fetch and Duration ,are

Limited
Under actual conditions, often both fetch and duration af'e limited,

and theE value for any given situation in most cases will be different
(for the fetch and the duration. In such cases the smaller of the
two-E values must be taken. The reason for this will be explained
in example 2.5.

When developing the theory of the growth of complex wave motion,
the wind in the generating area has been assumed to be constant in
time and space. In practice this will be tr eofily approximately in
some cases. In most cases the gene ring winls will be more com-

plicated, and the determination ofr"'fetch" and(l "duration" in the
generating area is probably the most subjective factor in the process
of wave forecasting. It is difficult to set up firm rules for (letermining
these important parameters of wave forecasting, but in Chapters V
and VIII some practical rules are given from first-hand experience.
A wave forecaster can become proficient only by observing the sea
and making tests of his forecasts at sea as often as possible.

Some Examples on the Use of the Fetch and Duration Graphs
In order to explain the use of the fetch and duration graphs in the

case of a nonfully developed sea at, given wind velocities, it, is best,
to start with some simple examples.

Example 2.2.-FOLLOWING A PERIOD OF VERY WEAK
SHIFTING WINDS OR NO WIND AT THE 'lIME, t =o, THE
WIND FRESHENED TO 20 KNOTS WrrIIIN A RELATIVELY
SHORT TIME. IT BLEW OVER A FETCH OF AT LEAST 200
NM WITI AN AVERAGE WIND VELOCITY OF 20 KNOTS.
FORECAST AND DESCRIBE TIIE WAVES AT THE END OF

Actually, a small correction should be applied in c.,es where fi is smaller than/...,. but thiscorrection
beComes smaller atnld smaller as the wave pattem approae.es the fully arile sea, and) therefore It can be
neglected to? most practieal purpoes. Thisis tIhe reason why, in this manual, a suggestion is made to aPiply
the correction )1 only In eases where f Is larger than..a,.
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THIS FETCHAFTER 4,6,8, and 12 HOURS OF WIND ACTION.
(This example describes conditions in a region of fresh trade winds.)

Method of Solution
It is seen from table 2.2 that a fetch of 200 NM is more than suffi,

cient for the developrlC-nt of fully arisen sea at v=20 knots. Thus,
only the duration graph, figure 2.4c, comes into consideration (Case
A). Furthermore, it is-seen from table 2.2 that after a continuous
duration of wind action of 10 hours the sea is fully arisen.

The forecast is made according to the scheme in table 2.8. The
single steps are explained in the following text.

The first step is to read off the E values and 'frequencies of the
intersection points between the 20-knot C. C. S. curve and the given
duration lines from the graph in figure 2.4c. These values are listed
in table 2.8 as "E value" and "Frequency (period) of intersection."
The period can be computed more accurately from the frequency, fl,
in using the formula, T1=l/fl, than it can be read off the T scale.
The periods are given in parentheses.

The next step is to take 3 percentof the E value at given durations
as shown in the table. iUse these values to determine the lower limit
of significant periods, 7/ ,'from fL. This is done by taking 3 percent
of E as the ordinate'-rnd reading off the frequency, fL, of the inter-
sections with the 26-knot C. C. S. curve. At 4, 6, and 8 hours these
intersections are beyond the range of frequencies on the abscissa at
rather small periods corresponding to an f-value of more than 0.35.
In this range the period, scale is more and more exaggerated with
increasing frequencies, and the small values of the periods can be
estimated accurately enough for the purposes ofk'tflis/rnainual. At 8
hours the lower limit, TL, is found with fL approxinitly 0.35, or TL=
2.85 seconds. At 12 h6ursfL=0.319, or TL=3.1 seconds.

The lower limit of important frequencies, .f,, is determined by the
"Frequencies of intersection," fJ, as given in the second row of the
table, minus the additional small correction, Df for f1 larger than or
equal to fJ,., as given in equations (2.11) and (2.12). Thus, with a
duration of 4,hours it follows that

f,=0.85 (0.216)=0.183

for the frequency of the upper limit of the significant "period" range
as%,,vein by equations (2.11) and (2.12). The period T= 1/0.183=5.5

.Seconals. Similarly with a duration of 6 hours it follows that

f,=0.85 (0.165)=0.140

or T,=7.1 seconds, and so on. TheJL andf values, or TL and Z,
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values, respectively, are listed in the table. The average "period" is
.computed from equation (2.8). It is 4.3 seconds.

For the fully arisen sea, the upper and lower limits of the range of
significant frequencies, or periods, are shown in table 2.5 for different
wind velocities. This table has been given for practical use in order
to avoid repeated computations for cases of a fully arisen setla. For
wind velocities between the given values, interpolation will be
sufficient.

For a wind. velocity of 20 knots, table 2.5 gives the range of sig-
nificant frequencies and periods in a fully arisen sea. The range
is from

2L=3.0 seconds, JL= 0.333

to T,=11.1 seconds,fJ=0.09

These values are shown in table 2.8 of example 2.2 in the correspond-
ing row at 12 hours of duration. The average "period" is 5.7
seconds. The average "wave length" is 111 feet.

The height characteristics of the sea at the given durations are com-
puted according to the rules given in Chapter I. In the table for
this example the square roots of the E values have been entered
first. Below this value the computed height characteristics are given
as "average height," "significant height," and "average height of the
1/10 highest waves."

From Table 2.8 the Summarized Forecast, for Example, at a
Duration of 6 Hours Would be as Follows:

Answer to Example 22.-THE SEA HAS AN AVERAGE
HEIGHT OF 3 FEET AND A SIGNIFICANT HEIGHT OF 5
FEET. (THE COMPUTED VALUES, 3.1 FEET AND 4.9 FEET,
RESPECTIVELY, SHOULD BE ROUNDED OFF IN A REASON-

-A ABLE WAY.) THE AVERAGE HEIGHT OF THE 1/10
HIGHEST WAVES WILL BE ABOUT 6 FEET, AND WAVES
WITH HEIGHTS OF 6 TO 7 FEETI MAY APPEAR OCCASION-
ALLY. THE RANGE OF "PERIODS" WILL BE FROM ABOUT
2 TO 7 SECONDS. IT MAY HAPPEN THAT A TIME IN-
TERVAL BETWEEN SUCCEEDING CRESTS IS A LITTLEi
LARGER THAN 7 SECONDS, BUT THE SIGNIFICANT
WAVE PATTERN WILL BE DESCRIBED BY THE 2- TO
7-SECOND INTERVALS.

With 12 hours of duration a similar description of the sea can be
given. The nost iml)ortant wave characteristics are:

The significant height (1/3 highest): 8 feet,
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Range of "Periods" (time intervals between succeeding crests):
3 seconds to 11 seconds.

For forecasting and describing the fully arisen sea, the forecaster
is referred to the description of the fully arisen sea given at the start
of this chapter in the appropriate tables, figures, and equations.
Additional information for the case of a fully developed sea can be
given by use of the graphs of the frequency distribution of time
intervals between succeeding crests at a fixed position as explained
on page 48. In this example refer to figure 2.5a for a wind speed of
20 knots. In all these examples, the computations have been carried
out even for the fully developed state. If the forecaster is sure that
the sea is fully developed, he can use the tables and figures and
omit the computations.

Waves Limited by the Fetch

Example 2.3.-THERE ARE NAVAL OPERATIONS OFF-
SHORE AT A DISTANCE OF 100 NM TO 300 NM. THE
WIND HAS BLOWN FROM THE LAND TO THE SEA WITH
A VELOCITY OF 30 KNOTS FOR ABOUT 24 HOURS. FORE-
CAST AND DESCRIBE THE SEA PATTERN AT A DISTANCE
OF 100 NM, 200 NM, AND 300 NM OFF THE SHORE.

Method of Solution
Table 2.2 shows that with a duration of 24 hours a wind of 30

knots will generate a fully arisen sea, if the fetch is larger than 280
NM. Thus, for the forecast, the fetch graph (fig. 2.4d) has to be
'used (Case B). The forecast is made up as iii table 2.9.

The single steps in forecasting the sea (table 2.9) are the same as
in example 2.2, with the only difference that the fetch graph, figure
2.4d, is tised. The values of E are read from.the intersection points
of the C. C. S. with the 100and 200 NM lines. A fetch of 300 NM
gives the fully arisen sea (minimum fetch 280 NM, according to
table 2.2).

In order to deterninefL andfA, or TL anl T, respectively, for the
nonfully developed state, again use 3 percent of E, and equations
(2.11) and (2.12) as in the preceding example. For the forecast at,
300 NM (which is larger than the "minimum fetch") apply table 2.5.
'The height characteristics have been computed from the E values,

by multiplying FE by the factors given in table 1.5. Again, the
height characteristics for a fully arisen sea can be taken from table
2.4.

The average "period" for different fetches, T, at each fixed position
is found from equation (2.8). Information about the frequency of
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Table 2.9-Wave Characteristics for Limited Fetches at a
Wind Speed of 30 Knots

Fetch (NM) 100 NM 200 NM 300 NM

E value -------------- 14.5 -------- 38.8 -------- 58.5.

Frequency (period) of in- 0.125 (8.0)_.. 0.085 (11.8).. fully arisen sea
tersection, f, (T). fm,.=0.0826

Tin.. 12 .1 seconds

3% of E ------------- 0.435 ------- 1.16 -------- 1.76.

fL and TL ------------- 0.28; 3.6 --- 0.24; 4.2 --- 0.21; 4.7.
f. and T .------------- 0.106; 9.4 .... 0.072; 13.9... 0.06; 16.7.

T sec ..---------- 5.8 --------- 7.4 --------- 8.6.

L ft ............... ---- -----------... ..... .... 253.

V 3----------------- 3.81 -------- 6.23 -------- 7.65.

Average ht -------- 6.7 feet ---- 11.0 feet --- 13.5 feet.
Sig. ht .--------------- 10.8 feet --- 17.6 feet --- 21.6 feet.
Av. ht. 1/10 highest- 13.7 feet --- 22.4 feet --- 27.5 feet.

time intervals at a fixed position in the fully developed sea at a wind
speed of 30 knots can be given by the use of figure 2.5b.

ANSWER TO EXAMPLE 2.3.-ONE HUNDRED NM FROM
THE COAST, THE WAVES WILL HAVE A SIGNIFICANT
HEIGHT OF 11 FEET AND A "PERIOD" RANGE FROM 3.6
TO 9.4 SECONDS. THE AVERAGE "PERIOD" WILL BE 5.6
SECONDS.

TWO HUNDRED NM FROM THE COAST, THE WAVES
WILL HAVE A SIGNIFICANT HEIGHT OF 18 FEET AND A
"PERIOD" RANGE FROM 4.2 TO 13.9 SECONDS. THE AVER-
AGE "PERIOD" WILL BE 7.4 SECONDS.

THREE HUNDRED NM FROM THE COAST, THE WAVES
WILL BE FULLY DEVELOPED AS DESCRIBED IN PREVIOUS
SECTIONS OF THIS CHAPTER. (See the appropriate tables and
graphs for a fully arisen sea.)

EXAMPLE 2.4.--A PLANE DITCHED 200 NM FROM SHORE.
THE WIND VELOCITY WAS 40 KNOTS AND THE WIND
DIRECTION WAS AT AN ANGLE OF 450 FROM LAND TO
SEA. THE VELOCITY OF THE WIND HAD BEEN 40 KNOTS
FOR 24 ,1OURS, AND ON THE DAY BEFORE THE WIND
HAD INCREASED STEADILY FROM 30 KNOTS TO 40 KNOTS.
FIGURE 2.6 ILLUSTRATES THE SITUATION. THE AER-
OLOGIST ABOARD A CARRIER 500 NM FROM THE COAST
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FIOUR 2.6 Forecast, conditions for an offshore wind.

HAS TO FORECAST THE SEA CONDITIONS AT THE POINT
WHERE THE PLANE DITCHED AS SHOWN IN, FIGURE 2.6
IN ORDER TO DECIDE WHETHER A SEAPLANE FROM
THE LAND BASE SHOULD RESCUE THE PILOT OR
WHETHER A SLOWER SHIP SHOULD BE SENT.
Method of Forecast.-The effective fetch for the landing place of tile
plane is

200 200X1 O.3 NM
911in450 .70-7

x,=280 NM approximately.

Here is an example of more complicated duration conditions. The
wind of 30 knots, two (lays ago, raised a fully developed sea with an
E value (for v=30 knots) of 58.5 ft.2 To find approximately the
increase of wave development while the wind freshened steadily to
40 knots (luring the 24-hour interval, take E=58.5 ft. 2 on the C. C. S.
curve of 35 knots (35 knots is considered an average wind velocity
during the period of increasing wind). The values for 35 knots
should be interpolated between 34 and 36 knots.

The value E=58.5 on the interpolated 35-knot curve in the dura-
tion graph, figure 2.4c, indicates an "equivalent," duration of about,
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22 hours. Add 22 hours and, 24 -hours and follow the interpolated
35-knot C. C. S. curve with increasing duration up to 46 hours. It is
found that this time is more than sufficient to raise a fully developed
sea with 35 knots (duration graph, figure 2.4c). Thus, during this
increase of wind, the sea continued to grow. As thc wind, increased
in velocity, the sea attained the fully developed state (almost) at
each time during this 24-hour interval. Further, it is seen, that with
the value of E=58.5, even on the 40-knot C. C. S. curve givn in
figure 2.4e, corresponding to an "equivalent, duration" of 18 hours,
the sum 18+24 hours=42 hours on the 40-knot curve gives nearly
the fully arisen sea. Thus, since the 40-knot wind blew after the
period of increase for another 24-hour interval with the same speed,
it is certain that this duration is enough to produce steady conditions,
and that only the fetch graph for forecasting the sea at the end of the
fetch of 280 NM has to be used.

For 40 kfiots and 280 NM, the graph in figure 2.4f gives the following
values.

E=75 (ft.)2

f'=0.089

ANSWER TO EXAMPLE 2.4.

Forecast of Wave Conditions at Point Where Plane Ditched

Average height ---------------------- 15.3 feet
Significant height ------------------- 24.5 feet
Average ft. of 1/10 highest ------------- 31.1 feet
"Period" range --------------------- 5 seconds to 13 seconds

Obviously the Seaplane Can Never Land at the Proposed Landing
Place. The Ship Will Have To Be Sent.

The wave forecaster on the carrier should make a forecast at the same
time fr his own position. Not only does he gain a lot of experience
by this practice, but also will he be able, in case of discrepancies, to
correct his forecast for the landing place of the plae. In case of
discrepancies, the theory is not necessarily at fault. With compli-
cated fetch and duration conditions it may be that the parameters
employed, fetch and/or duration, are improperly determine([. Such
sources of error can be corrected by observing the sea and making
tests as often as possible.

In the case of example 2.4, the effective fetch for the carrier is

X 2 500 10 NM. 2sin 45
o =
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With a wind velocity of 40 knots, a distance of 710 NM is just the

minimum fetch necessary to raise a fully developed sea according to
table 2.2. The sea at the position of the carrier will be practically
fully arisen. The forecaster simply has to use table 2.4 for the
height characteristics:

Average height ---------------------- 28 feet
Significant height --------------------- 45 feet
Average lit. of 1/10 highest -------------- 58 feet

(Round off the values in table 2.4 in a reasonable way.)
The state of the sea at the carrier can then be found from the results

of this chapter which apply to a fully developed sea.
Thus the plane 200 NM off the shore will not find conditions which

make a landing possible, and the sea conditions 500 NM offshore at
!the position of the carrier are very rough indeed. It-would be neces-
sary to send a ship to rescue the pilot.

Example 2.5.-FIND THE WAVE CONDITIONS AT ALL
POINTS OVER A 1000-NM FETCH AFTER A WIND WITH A
VELOCITY OF 34 KNOTS HAS BLOWN FOR 6 HOURS. FIND
THE CONDITIONS AFTER 10 HOURS, AFTER 16 HOURS,
AFTER 24 HOURS, AND AFTER 30 HOURS. (THIS IS AN
EXAMPLE OF A GENERAL CASE OF LIMITED FETCH AND
DURATION.)

Method of Solution
On page 55 it was said that under conditions where both fetch

and duration are limited the smaller of the two E values, as found by
the fetch or duration graphs, respectively, has to be taken. This
statement will be explained in the following example.

The growth of the wave pattern at a wind velocity of 34 knots as
determined by the graphs and tables in this chapteris illustrated in
figure 2.7. It shows the height and period characteristics of the
composite wave pattern as functions of the distance from the coast,
(fetch in NM) for various wind durations (hours). When the wind
has blown for 6 hours after a period of calm, one finds that with in-
creasing distance from the coast, the waves increase rapidly out to a
distance of 50 NM. The significant height at this point is 7.5 feet,
the average wave height is 4.5 feet, and the heightof the one-tenth
highest waves is 9.2 feet. The average "period," 2, is 4.6 seconds,
and Tu, is 7.4 seconds in the upper lirnit, of significant periods.

Beyond 50 NM the wave pattern is the same at all distances, as indi-
cated in figure 2.7 by the horizontal lines for the given duration of
6 hours. If the wind continues to blow, the waves will grow only at,
distances larger than 50 NM off the coast, and the wave pattern inside
50 NM will remain the same at any given point. That is, a stady
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FxaURs 2.7 Fetch-limited waves. Characteristics of the composite wave pattern
at a wind velocity of 34 knots, shown as at function of the distance fron, h,,
coastline (fetch) at different durations (h = lours)-ftew,%it~,isarted. N

sta.,' has been reach~ed at fetche's-shorter than 50 NM, and the state
of the sea is determined only by the distance (fetch) off the coast.

After 16 hours a steady state has been. established to a distance of,
150 NM. The characteristics of the wave pattern between the coast
and a point 150 NM off the coast are now given by the curves in
figure 2.7 from the zero point up to the point where the 16-hour line
branches off horizontally. Beyond the 150-NM fetch, the waves are
everywhere the same and their characteristics are given by the hori-
zontal lines labeled 16 hours.
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After 24 hours, the steady state has reached a distance of about
300 NM. At this point the wave characteristics according to the
curves in figure 2.7 are as follows:

Average ht. of 1/10 highest ------------ 31.0 feet
Signifi ;ant height ------------------- 24.3 feet
Average height --------------------- 15.2 feet
Average "period" T ----------------- 8.3 seconds
Upp er limit of significant "periods" T,- 15.3 seconds

The fully arisen state of the sea at a wind velocity of 34 knots is
practically attained when the fetch exceeds 420 NM, and the duration
is 30 hours from the time when the wind started to blow with a con-
stant speed over an undisturbed water surface. The wave character-
istics of fully arisen sea for a wind speed of 34 knots are also shown
in tables 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6.

In cases where fetch and duration are limited the fetch graph has
to be used when the E value from the fetch graph is smaller than the
E value from the duration graph, and vice versa. This becomes
evident when considering conditions in example 2.5, figure 2.7.
Assume that a wind has blown with a constant speed for 16 hours,
and that a forecast has to. be made for a fetch of 100 NM. The
steady state has developed from the coast to a distance of 150 NM
offshore, as shown by the curves in figure 2.7. Thus, the limiting
factor is the fetch of 100 NM, which, of course, gives a lower E value
than the 16-hour duration line. (Compare figures 2.4c and 2.4d.)

Answer to Example 2.5.-THE WAVE CHARACTERISTICS
FOR ANY FETCH AT ANY DURA.TION ARE AS IN FIGURE
2.7.

Distorted C. C. S. Curves

Advantages and Disadvantages of the C. C. S. Curves
Thf C. C. S. curves in figures 2.4a, b, c, d, e, and f are plotted on a

linear E-scale and a linear f-scale. In order to cover ranges of E
from 0 to 1200 on both fetch and duration graphs, it was necessary
to plot six different sets of curves for different ranges; and yet for
short fetches or durations at high winds, the E values cannot be read.
Thus 'upplementary enlarged portions of the C. C. S. curves would
also have to be drawn tup in order to present the complete range of
forecast situations.

Just as muchi space on the frequency scale is needed to cover periods
from, say, 30 seconds to 12 seconds as is needed to cover periods from
12 seconds to 7 seconds. In addition, if E is increased by a factor of
four, the significant height is increased only by a factor of two; hence,
the significant height scale on the right is very much condensed for
low heights. Also, only about one-third of the area of the diagram
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contains curves which can be actually used in forecasting, and thus
a lot of space is wasted.

The above considerations show a number of disadvantages in graph-
ing the C. C. S. curves on linear E and frequency scales. There are a
number of advantages, however, and these advantages are~described
below.

As will be described in Chapter III, swell forecasts require the com-
putation of the difference between two E values on a C. C. S. curve
as read off at two frequency values. Equal differences in E values

are of equal importance in forecasting swell. Also, frequencies enter
more easily in the theory of swell forecasting. Thus, the scales in
these figures are the natural ones for swell forecasts.

The Distorted C. C. S. Curves
The disadvantages of the C. C. S. curves can be eliminated by

plotting distorted C. C. S. curves. These distorted curves are ob-
tained from the C. C. S. curves by- plottihg the E value on a non-
linear scale and the frequencies over part of the range on a reciprocal
scale. New disadvantages are also introduced, but the advantages
outweigh the disadvantages.

Figure 2.8 compares the C. C. S. curve for 32 knots on the left with
the distorted C. C. S. curve on the right, which results from the use
of different scales. On the distorted curve, the significant height is
linear, and the E values for equal increments bunch at the top of the
scale. Over 3 times as much of the scale is used to go from zero to
ten in the distorted curve as is used in the regular curve, but only
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half as much distance is used to go from ninety to one hundred as is
used on the undistorted scale.

On the distorted scale in figure 2.8, frequencies from 0.04 to 0.10
are plotted linearly, but then periods from ten seconds to zero seconds
are plotted linearly in descending order. The result is that frequencies
from 0.10 to infinity all occur on the frequency scale, but the frequency
scale is not linear to the right of the dashed line at 0.10.

The distorted C. C. S. curve is .found simply by reading the E values
for given frequencies on the,regular curve and plotting these values
at the correct points in the distorted scale. The low E values are
thus magnified, and the curve is moved out more into the center of
the area of the graph paper.

When a family of distorted C. C. S. curves is plotted, the result is
that the full range can be covered in just four diagrams and that the
values for short fetches and low durations can be read off easily on
the curves.

The distorted C. C. S. curves are given in figures 2.9 a, b, c, and d.
They are also enclosed in the envelope of loose charts and tables which
accompanies this maiiual for use in day-to-day forecasting. Of course
the original C. C. S. curves can also be used in some cases just as
easily.

On these distorted, C. C. S. curves, dashed, lines which show the
values of T,, and . are shown. Note that the distorted C. C. S.
curves do not have a maximum slope at the value, Tmx. However,
the E value increases most rapidly as a function off, at this point.
Disadvantages of the Distorted C. C. S. Curves

The advantages of the distorted C. C. S. curves are many, as can
be seen by simply inspecting them. The disadvantages occur only
in swell forecasting. These disadvantages will be discussed in
Chapter III, and ways to avoid errors in their use will be given.
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Chapter III
WAVE PROPAGATION AND FORECASTING

SWELL WAVES-SIMPLE MODELS

Introduction

There would be no problem of the propagation of ocean waves if
the waves were to last forever. A simple harmonic progressive wave
never starts and never stops. Methods must be developed to take
care of the fact that waves build up under the action of wind with
time, propagate out of the generating area, and eventually, in some
particular generating area, die down and vanish. One of the inade-
quacies of past theories was that it was not possible to firecast when
the waves would cease. It will be found that the time when the wind
ceases in a generating area is just as important as the time when it
begins when one attemps to forecast how long the waves from a
given generating area will last. The dimensions of the storm are
also of extreme importance, as pointed out by DeLeonibus (1955).
A Very Simple Forecast

The wind generates a sum of many sine waves in order to make a
"sea." Or, more precisely, the wind generates pieces of sine waves
to produce the sea surface in the generating area. MWhat happens to
pieces of simple harmonic progressive waves willbd worked out first,
and then the results will be generalized to real wave conditions.

Consider a very special and idealized storm over the North Atlanti6.
It begins and intensifies over the northwest corner of the North
Atlantic with the storm center about 600 NM off the North American
continenL. At a certain time, t=0, real sinusoidal waves start to
leave the leeward edge of the storm along a line 600 NM long. They
last for 40 hours and then stop just, as suddenly. The storm and the
coordinates considered are shown in figure 3.1.

Now these waves are not what would be recorded as a function of
time if a simple harmonic wave were passing the line x=O. A simple
harmonic progressive wave never starts and never stops. The dis-
turbance caused by this special idealized storm does start, and stop.
It is also of finite width, being only 600 NM wide. Suppose that the

429.430.. 7 73 Reproduced from
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8 500NM Waves arrive at 64r
Waves cease at 56.4 hr.

*IOOONM 
Waves arrive at 32.8 hr.

*J Waves cease at 72.8 hr.
A 1r-'

D Waves arrive at
wae49.2 hr.

.5OmWaves cease at*I50eM 89.2 hr.

x :1957 NM

Fiouly 3i.1 Waves front a very simpesom

wave amplitude (crest to sea level) is 10 fect, and that. the time
interval between successive waves is exactly 20 seconds. There is
certainly a disturbance present at x=-0. What Lime will it, arrive at
other values of X, and what will it look like then?

A solution to the prtob~lemf posedl ab~ove can be g". ent., Let WV.12
be half the width of the disturbance, and let D. be thle 40 hours that
the wavesilast at the source. Also, note that there is anl x, Y coordi-
nate system defined in figure 3.1 with x=0, y=O at the center of the
leewardl edge of the storm. The symbol, P', stands for 29-Seconds in4
this particular example. A very simple visual picturc,'can be given
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of the nature of the solution. Imagine a huge box 10 feet high and
600 NM wide. Let the leeward edge of the box be at z=0 and t=0.
Now start moving the leeward edge down wind in the positive x
direction and at a speed given by 1.515 T*knots (30.3 knots). Forty
hours later, for this example, the windward end of the box will pass
the line x=O. The box will be about 1,215 NM long.

The result is an imaginary invisible box scooting along at a speed
of 30.3 knots. It is 600 NM wide and 1,215 NM long. The location
of the box 64.6 hours after the waves starfed is shown in the figure.
Underneath the 'ox let there be a simple sih~e wave 10 feet, high
with a form given by

10 sin .

Anywhere outside of tie box let the sea be as calm as a pond on a
windless day. When the box arrives at a given point, there suddenly
appears a great number of 10-foot high waves which will last 40
hours. A wave record taken while the waves were present. would
look exactly like figure 1.5. There will therefore be about 7,200
waves since there is one wave every 20 seconds.

ite wave crests travel with a speed of 60.6 knots (3.03T*). They
travel twice Azb'fast as the box. Therefore they appear to form at, the
rear or windward edge of the box, race forward through the box, and
disappear at the front or leeward edge of the box.

Group Velocity
These results depend upon the assumption that the waves are like a

simple sine wave as shown by figure 1.5. When such a simple sine
wave is started and stopped along a given line source such that it
has a certain width and lasts a certain time, it can, be shown that.
the energy of the system travels forward with the group velocity of
sine waves in very deep water, which equals one-half of the velocity
of the crests of the waves. That is the reason for advancing the
front, and rear edges of the box, which are boundaries of the enrelope
of the disturbance, at a spe-d given by 1.515 * knots. That the
side.edges do not, spread very far alsohas just recently been shown
by theoretical considerations.

A formhal solution would smooth out the effects of the sharp sides
of tile box. Over the whole interior of the box to within a few nauti-
cal miles of the sides of the box, the above description is adequate.
To be more precise, it, Would be necessary to permit a little of tile
(list urbance to leak out. into tile surrolunding still Water. A few

very low waves run out ahead of tile forward edge of tile box. The
walls on the side smooth out a little so that tile once sharp edges
become rounded.



The discussion given in H. 0. Pub. No. 604 explains the properties
of the group velocity by a physical example and some computations
involving the heights of the waves near the forward edge of the
envelope. The same arguments would also apply in reverse to the
rear edge of the envelope. They show that the approximation made
here is sufficiently accurate for all practical applications when applied
to simple sine waves.
Interpretation of Results

These results are extremely interesting in many ways. After all,
inside the wave system, for as far as the eye~can see and for 40 long
hours, it will not be possible to tell the difference between these
waves and pure sine waves which last forever. While the waves
are present, they can be treated as though they were pure sine waves
lasting forever, but the formulas in a sense tell when the waves are
turned on or off.

Another important point is that the waves never arrive at points
to the side of the storm. No waves ever arrive at the point, say,
y= (H712)+(9r/10). A large part of the ocean area is never affected
by these waves.

Finally, the results show that the waves are still as high when they
reach the distant points as they were at the start. At this point,
some theorists will object, and say that visqosity and friction are the
major causes that account for the observed fact that actual waves
decrease in amplitude as they propagate out of the generating area.
If actual ocean waves were like this model, then the effects of viscosity
and friction would have to be taken into account in order to make the
waves of the model (lie lown. This is not the case. Actuial ocean
waves are not like the model just described. In many cases, the
decrease of wave height can be explained by two processes: dispersion
and angular spreading. (The terms dispersion and angular spreading
will be defined later.)

The Results of the Simple Forecast
As a review, the forecasts which would he made from this simple

model can be summarized. Seven points, A, B, C, D, E, F, and G are
shown on figure 3.1. Point A is not in the path of the waves. There-
fore at point A the forecast is always no waves. Point B is 500 'MM
from x=O. In 16.4 hours the waves will arrive at. this point,. There
will be one wave exactly 10 feet high every 20 seconds for the next 40
hours. Then the wavcs will cease at point B at, exactly 56.4 hours
after they started from x=O. Point C is 1,000 nautical miles from
x=0. The waves arrive at 32.8 hours and cease at 72.8 hours. Sim-
ilarly for point D, 1,500 nautical miles away, the waves arrive 49.2
hours after they leave the source and cease 89.2 hours after they
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leave the source. Other points E, F, and G, are shown. No waves
are ever observed at these points. Note in figure 3.1 how much a
change in the direction of the waves by 5' at the source would affect
the forecast for distant points.

A Forecast for a Sumof Sine Waves
Consider the same line source for the wavesas was assumed for the

simple forecast above. Instead ef a simple sinusoidal wave emanating
from the storm, consider a sum of sine waves. Table 3.1 tabulates
wave amplitude in feet, wave frequencies (lT), and the direction
toward which each wave is traveling. Each wave is a pure sine wave
for which the classical formulas hold.

Table 3.1-Directions, Amplitudes, and Frequencies for the
Terms of a Sum of Sine Waves (Amplitude in Feet)

Frequencies -22.5 - 15' -7.50 00 7.50 150 22.50

o ------------.. . - YS 4 Y4 "i,12------------------/ Y. X2 ,l /

Y, 2/ -- - -- - - 4
Yi -- --- --- - 8 /04 Y

---- - -- - 1/ 2/ "I YS Y4 K

At the leeward edge of the storm, let til these wave trains start, out,
at the same time. Let the front of the storm be 600 NM wide as
before. For simplicity, for the trains traveling toward 7.5', let, the
center of the leeward edge of the storm be the forward edge of a box
similar to the one described above, but let the forward edge of the box
be inclined at an:angle of 7.50 with the y axis. Let the widlth along
this line be given by 600 cos 7.50. Similarly, let the forward edges of
the other various components be at corresponding angles to the y axis
and let. the width be ap)liopriately modified.

Suppose that all the above 33 sine waves start out from t=0,
?=0, 1=0, and let, each component at the source last for 10 hours.
What does the disturbance look like in the vicinity of the source?
There are 33 terms in the sum. If the complete plhase reinforcement
were ever added at some time and place, there would be momentarily a
wave 7.625 feet, from mean'sea level to the crest,. Yet the sum of the
squares of the amplitudes, which is equal to E, is equal only to 2.86
ft.2 The waves at, places are thus alnost. as high as the simple sine
waves of the previous model, and yet the value of E is very much less,
since in the previous model, E was equal to 100 ft.2

Itow does the disturbance propagq te? Each term in the disturbance
travels down wind with its own group velocity; namely, 20X1.515,
15XI.515, 12X1.5!5, 1OXI.515, and 6X1.515, respectively. Each
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disturbance travels off inits own direction which ranges from -22.50
to +22.50. The position of the box whicl surrounds each term 64
hours after the start of the storm is shown in figure 3.2. '[he boxes
for the waves with a 20-second period are 1,9t5 NM from the point
x=O, y=0. They are about 300 NM long, and if they arrive at a
given point, they pass .that point in, 10 houis. The boxes for tile
waves with a 15-second period are about 1,470 NM from the source,
and they are 225 NM long. The values for the other terms in the sum
of sine waves are given on the figure.

These results show that the various sine waves disperse and spread
angularly as they leave the sotirce and travel into the area of calm.
First, 20-second waves reach a given- point. Then 15-second waves
arrive, followed by 12-second waves and so on. Waves arrive at
points to the side of the storm that they could not possibly reach if tle
storm were of finite width and the sine waves were alltraveling in the
same direction. Waves are short-crested in the generating area. and
they must travel out of the storm at angles to the dominant, direction
of the wind.

Forecasts can be made for various points in the diagram just as for
the simpler cases first described. It is not necessary to be as precise
as in the first example, and the general features are evident from the
figure. Since the individual terms of the sum of sine waves travel ol
in different directions, the waves will '%e lower at. points it greater
distance from the source owing to this effect. Since the waves travel
.at..(ifferent group velocities, they arrive at different times at, the dis-
tant points; thus, the combined effect. is lower.

At very great, distances from the source, somcethitfg occurs which
seeips strange in nature but is not strange in this particular model.
Each rectangulal area sl)reads out so far from the others that, calm
-water appears in between them. At a great distance alongthe x axis,
an observer would first observe a portion of a sine curve with a 20-
second period one-half foot, high. It. would last for 10 hours and then
cease. The ocean would be perfectly calm. It. would be necessary to
wait some number offhours, and then waves one foot. high with, a
period of 15 seconds would arrive and last 10 hours. Later on, the
12-second waves would show up, followed by the 10-second wavr-;
and finally, after the appropriate interval, the 6-second waves would
come along. A diagram such as figure 3.2 could bi, consbmucted for a
storni lasting 40 hours, 1b it the various lermns would ovel;If'-,-limuch
Ihat the figure woul(l be confusing.

This eample is quite unrealisti., be apse of the calmi water betweon
the different areas.. The reason it is ifirealistic is that the model is
unrealistic. It is inporiant to consider -an infinite number of i!ini-
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tesimally high sine waves which are represented by a continuous
spectrum as in Chapter II.

A Forecast for a Very Large Sum of Very Low Sine Waves

As the next step, forecast procedures for actual'ocean waves will be
described. It would be difficult to construct the infinite number of
boxes required for the actual continuous spectrum, although it can
easily be done for a finite sum of a few terms. The easier way is to
consider what can happen to any~one particular term and then gen-
eralize to a large number of terms.

Dispersion
The verb "to disperse" means "to spread out." In ocean wave

theory deep water is a dispersive medium. This means that an orig-
inally limited irregular disturbance spreads out as it travels. The
dispersiveness of waves in deep water is explained by the fact that the-
energies of different spectral frequencies travel with different group
velocities. DISPERSION, IN OCEAN WAVE THEORY, IS DE-
FINED TO BE THE SPREADING-OUT EFFECT CAUSED BY
THE DIFFERENT GROUP VELOCITIES OF THE SPECTRAL
FREQUENCIES IN THE ORIGINAL DISTURBANCE AT'THE
SOURCE.

In figure 3.2, the positions of 33 different rectangular areas are
shown in the x,y plane at a certain time. Consider any fixed point
in the x,y plane at this instant of time. Either a sine wave system is
present at the point or it is not present. If there were several thousand
rectangular areas present in the x,y plane there could be quite a few
present at the point and time of observation.

Y POINT OF OBSERVATION

AT Xo Yo . -

I . \ .,X R..I, .Y*

STORM .... X
AT

O I DISPERSION

Ftrusiw 3.3 The effect of variability in frequency.
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Figure 3.3 shows an xy coordinate system with a fixed joint, xp,y,,
which can be thought of as the point at which the forecast at time,
tob, is to be made. Some of the rectangular areas are traveling toward
the point x0,y0, so that they must, at-someitime, reach and pass the
point of observation after they start out at t=6. At the time, tob, for
waves which last only D. hours at the source (x=0, y-O), some rec-
tangular areas must already have passed and some have not yet
arrived.

The first step is to find the period of that particular'sine wave which
could have reached- the point, xo,yo, at the time, tob. The particular
sine wave, represented by rectangular area No. 1 in figure 3.3 a few
minutes after tob, had a windward edge which started from the source
at D, hours (t=o is the time the leeward edge started). The windward
edge traveled Re nautical miles (given by .4_1y2) as measured from
the center of the leeward edge of the storm to the point of observation.
It traveled at a speed given by 1.515 T, for a total time of tob-D,, hours
(since the windward edge started out D. hours after the waves in the
storm). Since velocity times time equals distance, it follows that

(tob-D,,)1.515 T1=R. (3.1)

For any value of T greater than T1, the windward edge of the rec-
tangular area associated with that particular period will have already
passed. There can be a great many such rectangular areas which have
already passed, once the waves from the storm have arrived at the
point of observation under study.

The next step is to find the period of that particular sine wave
which could just have arrived at the point, xo,'yo, at the time, tob.

The sine wave, represented by rectangular area No. 2, a few minutes
before, has a leeward edge which started from the source at zero hours.
By the same argument as before, it follows that

tobl.515 T2=Ro. (3.2)

This rectangular area is traveling more slowly than the ones that
-have already passed. Any rectangular area associated with a period
less than T will, not have arrived at the point of the forecast.

The value of T, is greater than the value of T2, and therefore- the
value of 1T is less than 11T2 . These reciprocals represent frequen-
cies; for example, one can say that a wave with a period of 10 seconds
goes through one-tenth of a cycle per second, or that the wave fre-
quency is one-tenth cycle/sec.

The above two equations can be solved for the frequencies involved,
and the result is the following two equations:
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f21 rob 1.515 (3
= ---- (3.3)

A=1 (ob-D,) 1.515 (34)

The- value of A can be subtracted from the value of f2 to find the
difference between the two frequencies. The result is that

1.515 tob 1.515 (tr-D,)

1.515 D, (35)

This means that for the type of storm under study, which is treated
like a line source for the waves, the difference in frequencies is always
a constant for a part icular point of observation. This depends on the
duration of the stormnand the distance the waves travel to reach the
point of the forecast.

Some values of the period arc not greater than T, and not less thin
T. They are the periods of the rectangular areas" that started out
toward the point of observation and that are there now at the time,
tob. They are the only periods that can possibly be present at the
time of observation.

EXAMPLE 3.1.-A STORM BEGAN 60 HOURS AGO AND
LASTED 20 HOURS. THE POINT AT WHICH THE FORE-
CAST IS TO BE MADE IS 500 NAUTICAL MILES DOWN
WIND FROM THE CENTER OF THE LEEWARD EDGE OF
THE STORM. WHAT PERIODS (FREQUENCIES) COULD
BE PRESENT AT THE POINT OF'THE, FORECAST? (THE
WORDS COULD BE ARE USED BECAUSE SOME FREQUEN-
CIES ARE NEVER GENERATED (AS SHOWN IN CHAPTER
II), AND THEREFORE THEY NEVER ARRIVE.)

ANSWER
T2 1? 500 =500

1.515tob (60) 1.515 91

R. 500 500
T 1 5 (tb- )40) .--- . 2 7 seconds.

.h=-!-=.182 cycle/sec.

.fj=!=.121 cycle/sec.

Af=.061 cycle/see.
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ALL PERIODS BETWEEN 8.27 AND 5.5 SECONPS ARE
PRESENT.

EXAMPLE 3.2.--SAME AS ABOVE EXCEPT'THAT THE
POINT IS 1,000 NAUTICAL MILES AWAY..

ANSWER

T Ro 1,000 _I1,0(.=11 seconds.
=1-515 t--60 (1.515) 91V

T__Ro 1,000 _ 1,000=i---. - 4 5-=-- . -=16.5 geconds.
1 .5 15 b 40 (1.515) '60.195

f2=.09i cycle/sec.

f=.0605 cycle/sec.

.f=.0305 cycle/see.

NOTE THAT IF R IS DOUBLED Af IS HALVED

'Usually a forecast of the waves at a point of interest for just one
particular time is not wanted. A continuous forecast of the waves
is better. The high wave periods arrive first, followed by the medium
p iodd, and finally the low periods come along. This is very easy
to forecast.

EXAMPLE 3.3.-A STORM LASTED FOR 18 HOURS AT THE
SOURCE OF THE WAVES. THE FORECAST 17OINT IS 1,000
NAUTICAL MILES AWAY. THE HIGHEST PERIOD GEN-
ERATED IN THE STORM WAS 15 SECONDS. WHEN DO
THE FIRST WAVES ARRIVE AND WHAT PERIODS ARE
PRESENT AT -6-HOUR INTERVALS THEREAFTER FOR
ONE AND ONE-HALF DAYS AND AT 12-HOUR INTERVALS
FOR THE NEXT DAY?'

ANSWER

WHEN THE LEEWARD EDGE OF THE 15-SECOND REC-
TANGULAR AREA ARRIVES, THE FIRST WAVES WILL
BEGIN TO SHOW UP. SOLVE FOR 1ob IN THE FORNIIULA
FOR T2.

Ro 1,000 1,00044 hours.0515 lT2 (1.515) (15)= 22.7 - 44 hus

Start with 'tob= 4 4 hours, and compute T, and 7'2 for 50 hours,
56 hours, etc.
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Angular Spreading
Waves in an area of generation are short crested. This means

that there are components traveling in many different directions as
shown in figure 1.7. ANGULAR SPREADING IS A PROCESS
WHICH TAKES INTO ACCOUNT THE FACT THAT WAVES
IN THE GENERATING AREA ARE TRAVELING IN MANY
DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS.

In figpre '3.2 not only did the rectangular areas spread out because
they traveled with different speeds, but they also spread out side-
ways over a very 'large area because they started out in different
directiona. Some of these rectangular areas will never arrive at the
point of ioecast because they pass to its side.

Two such rectangular areas are shown in figure 3.4. Each- has a
width given approximately by W. (the width of the storm) and more
accurately by W. cos84 and W, cos83. Area number four started out
at the angle, 04; it has just passed above the point of the forecast,
xoy. Area number 3 started out at an angle, 8; it will soon pass
below the point of the forecast, xo,yo. Neither ,area can possibly
affect the point of the forecast. Any other rectangular area which
starts out in a direction less than 04 or greater than 03 can also never
affect the point of the forecast.

By definition, the angles should be measured with reference to the
edges of the fetch as shown in figure 3.5. The edges of the 'fetch
should be drawn as closely as possible parallel to the predominant
wind and sea direction in the fetch.

Ai.gles measured clockwise from the above lines to the lines con-
necting the leeward corners of the fetch and the forecast point are
positive; angles measured similarly but in a counterclockwise sense
are negative. When looking to leeward, Os is the angle on the left,
04 the angle on the right.

To minimize the time spent by the forecaster in preparing a wave
forecast, the above angles should be measured by protractor, although
this is not the most accurate method. The angles can be determined
more accurately by measuring the lengths of the triangles formed
and applying standard -trigonometric formulas. In practice, how-
ever, two points favor the former method. One is the ease and sim-
plicity of using a protractor. The other is the difficulty in selecting
the boundaries of a fetch. No two forecasters will select exactly the
same fetch width for a given storm, and a small change in width can
mean an appreciable angle change. Thus the accuracy of comput-
ing the angle is much higher than the accuracy of the triangle dimen-
sions, and the accuracy inherent in trigonometric calculation is not
valid since the storm width is not sharply defined.
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FORECAST
POINT

F1OURE 3.5 Definition of fs and,14.

If an objective method can be devised for determining storm width,
then the more accurate method of computing 03 and 0, should be
used. Until that time, tihe protractor is sufficiently accurate.

Only those rectangular areas which start out in a direction between
09 and 03 can ever arrive at the point of the forecast. This range of
angles can be very small indeed if the point of forecast is far from
the storm compared ,to the width of the storm. The width of a
storm is very important in -making a coronct forecast of the wave
properties in the area into which the waves travel when they leave a
particular storm.

A Wave-Forecasting Filter (Filter I)

It has just been shown that for a certain type of storm model only
certain wave periods (or frequencies) and certain wave directions can
be present at a fixed point in the area outside a given storm at any
given time after the waves have left the storm. Only periods between
T, and T2 and directions between 04 and 93 can possibly be present at
a given point at a given time. The periods present are given by

T< T< T (orJf,<f<f) (3.6)
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and-the directions are given by

04< #V <3. (3.7),

In a, storm when sea is present, there are sine waves traveling in
many different directions and with many, different period8. At the
point of forecast, only a much smaller range of periods and directions
is present. Those that are present add up to make the waves at
the point of the forecast, but since only a fraction of what was pres-
ent in the storm is now present at the forecast point, they must add
up to much lower waves. If the range of periods and the range of
directions can be forecast, then E can be forecast, the distribution
of the irregular wave heights can be computed-.and the times required
for successive crests to pass a given point can be computed. The
irregularity of the waves can be described.

In effect, a very simple process has been carried dut on the spectrum
of the waves in the storm. A certain range of frequencies and a
certain range ot directions of those present at the source have been
kept, and the rest of the values have been discarded. The procedure
is similar to what happens when P. piece of red cellophane is held
before a lamp. All colors in the light are present up to one side of
the cellophane, but only the color red comes through to reach your
-eye. The cellophane flters the light by letting only one color out of
many come through to the eye.

To forecast the waves outside of the storm, all that is needed is
to forecast a filter to be applied to the spectrum at the source in order
to forecast the spectrum at the point and 4ime of the forecast. A
filter is a device that rejects unwanted quantities and retains wanted
quantitifcs.

A WAVE-FOR.!CASTING FILTER IS A SET OF FORMULAS
THAT'GIVE THEFREQUENCIES AND DIRECTIONS TO ,BE
KEPT AT THE POINT OF FORECAST. The actual ocean surface
itself is the physical filter (like the red cellophane) and the formulas
tell how the filter acts. (The formula for the light frequencies
actually paesed by the cellophane is probably very complicated.)
The ocean surface acts as a filter because the waves generated on the
ocean surface contain many frequeices and directions which disperse
and spread out angularly. The deep ocean is a dispersive medium
as can be seen from the figures which have been shown. Sea waves
that cover a very small area near or in a storm can spread out and
cover an area many times greater as they travel out, of the storm to
distant points. A disturbance that lasts only 20 hours in a storm
could require 100 or more hours to pass a point a great distance from
the storm after it had finally reached that point.
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The particular filter just-described is satisfactory for certain types
of storms,;but for other types of storms other types of filters are needed.
This filter has probably a limited application since it is a limiting case
of a more general filter.

Other Filters

A Storm With a Fetch (Filter II)
Consider a stationary area over which the winds blow 'in a uniform

direction and with a uniform velocity for D. (duration of storm) hours
after the waves in the storm have been fully developed. Let the
storm be W. NM wide and F NM long. The leeward.,edge of each
rectangular area propagates just as before. The windward edge of
each rectangular area, however, starts out not from z=0 cs before
but from x= - F. Therefore, it has to travel F nautical miles to get
to the leeward edge of the storm. The coordinates and the dimensions
of the storm and of a typical rectangular area are shown in figure 3.6

PART IOF

RECTANGULAR AREA
DUE TO FETCH

...... "" " ""PART 0OF
I RECTANGULAR AREA

I DUE TO STORM
[ DURATION, Ds
FIcrtIE 3.6 A storm with ajfetch.

Each rectangular area which accompanies a, particular frequency
and direction has two pieces. 'ho piece at the'leeward edge behaves
just like the ones treated before. Somewhere inside there is a line
which would be the end of that particular frequency if the fetch Were
not there. However, the part, from the fetch follows right behind
without a break, and an area the length of the fetch in the storm must
still pass.

The angles 03 and 04 are still the same as before. The leeward edge
of each rectangular area is still determined by T2. The only difference
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is that T can no longer be used. Instead, the period of that particular
sine wave which started from F nautical miles to windward of the
leeward edge cf the storm, left b-D, hours ago, and has just passed
the point of observation, must be found. This period is given by Ts,
and it can be found by the use of equation (3.8).

(tob-D.)1.515 T5=Ro+F (3.8)

The period, Ts, is greater than T, since R0+F is greater than R0.
The frequency range for the sine waves present at the point and time
of the forecast is thus greater for-a storm with a fetch than for the
previous model.

A Storm Moving to Leeward (Filter III)
The rectangular areas associated with the different wave frequencies

travel with the group velocity associated with that frequency. In
table 2.5 of Chapter IK it was shown that the highest important period,
or lowest frequency, for- a given wind velocity was such that the group
velocity associated with that period was less than the wind velocity
which generated the waves. Consider a high-wind area with winds
in it of a certain velocity, moving to leeward. The high-wind area
will frequently move to leeward with the speed of the winds, as illus-
trated in figure 3.7.

At the point, P, no waves will be observed from the high-wind area
until the high-wind area arrives at the point of the forecast. The
wave energy cannot outrace tile winds. The waves arrive with the
storm winds and appear to reach full development as soon as the winds

Location afioreo of 50-hfiot
winds at t t,

---- Location of area of 50-knot
windsat t- 11+6h

Location of area of 50-knot

winds at t - t, +12h

Forward edge at t t,

Forward edge at t- t, +6h has
moved 300 N M

Forward edge at tI t + 12h
has moved 300 NMmore

%. % - .0

(Note:Rear edge
could stand still 0 9 Point of observation
or move at a
different speed)

F ntl." 3:.7 A travcliiig *tr i of high iwiis
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" RO

Point of.
Area covered by high waves Observation

just after winds die down

-TWINDS*

- FETCH

tob 0 is the time when winds cease
Fic.uRE 3.8 Forecast conditions for the waves propagating from a storm which

has just dissipated over an area at a distance from the point of observation.

build up at the point of the forecast. A rapidly moving cold front
can produce just such a condition.

Another condition can also exist. The area of high winds can
develop; travel across a wide swath of the ocean, and dissipate. The
waves will be nearly fully .developed in the area of high winds, but
outside the area of high winds the waves will be quite low.

The area of high winds can dissipate at some time during its travels,
and when it does the waves generated propagate out of the area to
distant points. Figure 3.8 shows the conditions which exist just after
the winds over-a-large storm area have died,down.

In this case 93 and 04 are still the same, although it might be more
accurate to measure them by using angles from the center of the storm.
There is no value corresponding to D, or D,. The value of T2 is
still the same, but the value of T, is no longer appropriate. Instead
T6 is used as given by equation (3.9).

tob 1.515 T6=Ro+F (3.9)

The value of ', is greater than the value of T, since I?o+FPis greater
than /?o so that a range of frequencies is still present. This filter,
0, 04, T2, and Ts, is a strange one indeed compared to others. It
seems to agree best, with the methods given in forecasting procedures
from other references.

The Decrease of Waves in the Fetch (Filter IV)

When the winds cease in a generating area, the waves in the area
decrease in height, often quite rapidly. Each frequency disappears
at the point of forecast. as soon as its windward edge can travel to that
point.. Let F0 be the distance in the fetch to the windward edge of
the fetch. Then the windward edge of each rectangular area must
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travel this distance before the height contribution due to this particular
period will pass by. The period, T, can be associated with this
passage if the windward edge of the rectangular area, according-to
the following equation:

tob 1.515 27=F (3.10)

The period T2 is already present since the point of forecast is in the
generating area, and 03 andu '0 4 are not needed. The time, tob, is

measured from the time that the winds die down.
When some examples.are given of how rapidly the waves can die

down in the generating /area after the winds cease, the results will be
very surprising, There is nothing particularly complicated about the
loss of the lower frequency components. This loss is not due to vis-
cosityor friction effects. Only dispersion is needed, (in this case) to
explain the major part of the decrease of wave height. Of course,
the short chbp (periods less than about three seconds) dies out rapidly
owing to/turbulent friction.

The. Use of the Filters to Forecast the, Waves at the Point of
Observation

'Statement of the Properties of a Filter
Four different filters have been described. These filters make it.

possible to forecast the waves at points outside the fetch area or at,
points inside the fetch area after the winds have ceased to blow. As
stated above, A WAVE-FORECASTING FILTER' IS A SET OF
FORMULAS WHICH GIVE THE FREQUENCIES AND DI-
RECTIONS TO BE KEPT AT THE POINT OF FORECAST.
Each filter is defined by two frequencies and two directions. Only
those frequencies in the original wave spectrum that lie hetween the
two frequencies defined by the filter can be present at the point and
time at which the forecast is being made. Only those waves that,
started out in directions between the two angles given by the filter
can be present at the point of observation because of the finite width
of the storm. The original spectrum of the waves at the source con-
tains energy at many other wave frequencies, traveling in many other
directions. Since this wave energy is not present at, the point at, Which
the forecast is being made, the waves are lower. The forecasting
problem, then, for the point of observation is to add up the amount of
wave energy present at the time of the forecast and to compute the
value of E which represents this wave energy. Then the wave height
can be forecast from this value of E. The frequency band of the
filters gives the "periods" present in the wave record, and the direc-
tion band of the filter gives the directions toward which the wave will
appear to be traveling at the point of observation.
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Effect of Frequencies
Consider, as an example, the filter which employs f and f2. Sup-

pose that the two values are known. Then, as in figure 2.3, they can
be marked off on the spectrum of the waves in the generating area.
Those frequencies less thanfj are frequencies in the original spectrum
which have already passed the point of the forecast. Those frequen-
cies greater than f2 are frequencies which have not yet arrived at the
forecast point. Therefore, the energy which can be present at the
point is at most equal to the area under the spectrum between -these
two frequencies. As figure 3.9 shows, this area is a small fraction of
the total area under the spectrum. In terms of the spectrum it would'
be necessary to compute this area, but this has already been done in
the co-cumulative epectra which are used as the forecasting diagrams.
As figure 3.9 shows, the area under the spectrum to the right of fre-
quency f2 is equal to E(f2). Also, the area under the spectrum to the

E

E(fs)

E (f2)

0

Fiea:RN~3.9 The effect of the frequencies in thle filter.

right off, is equal to EU],). The area to the right off, ~minus the area
to the right of 12 is equal to the area under the spectrum between fs and

.f2. This in turn is simply equal to EU],) minus EU],). Therefore, in
ordIer to find the value of E which can be present at the point of fore-
cast, simply compute the two frequencies given by the filter and sub-
tract the corresponding values of E on the co-cumulative spectra.
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The Effec of Direction
The spectra shown in Chapter IIHhave not treated the effect of vari-

ability in wave direction and the -fact that the waves are short-crested.
The waves vaiy not only in frequency but also in direction inside the
area in which they have been generated. Figure 3.10 shows the way
in which the waves are spread out. The lower curve shows the rela-
tive amount of wave energy present at each direction within the
storm. Some energy, although not very much, is theoretically present
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Fmurs 3.10 The effect of directions in the filter.

at all directions between -900 and +900 to the direction of the wind
in the storm. Most of it is concentrated within an angular range of
±30". Some is still present at ±450, and a very small amount is
present beyond :60. The area under this curve should be equal to
unity, so that when the total variability in direction is summed the
result would be the variation in frequency as described in the fre-
quency spectra given in Chapter II. This curve can also be integrated
from -90 to any value of the angle eugreater than -900 and finally
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iup to +900. Since the area under this curve is equal to unity, the
ttotal range of the integral will be one. Expressed in percentages on
fthe righv hand side, the total range will be 100 percent.
F At the point at'which the forecast is being made, only waves that
'started out Within a direction between 94 and Os can possibly bepresent.
'The area underithe angular spreading curve, to the left of 92 is given by
'the integrated' curve upto 03, and the area to the left underneath the
curve up to 94 is given by the integral of the curve up to 94. Therefore,
the percentage of wave energy that canbe present at the point of fore-
cast is given by the area under the lower curve between the angle Os
and 0,; this in turn is equal to the differeuce in the percentage-values as
read onthe integrated curve at 94 and 93. The difference between the
two values read off on the integrated curve will always be some number
between 0 and 100 percent.

Combined Effect
To combine the-effect of dispersion and the effect of angular spread-

ing, the spectium given as a function of frequency in figure 3.9 must
be multiplied by the percentageq, obtained in figure 3.10- for each
point. However, since interest li*s only in the energy betweenf, and
f2, it is sufficient to multiply the spectrum between J and fj by the
percentage obtained in figure 310. Figure 3.11 illustrates the total
effect of the filter. The same result is obtained if E(fs)-E(f2) is

[A( f)32

E [f(E(fs)-l(fz))x Angular Spreading Foctor

f5 f2 ' f

FIuRE 3.11 The total effet of the filter.

multiplied by the percentage obtained in figure 3.10. The-result is
then the value of E associated with the waves at the point cf observa-
tion. The filter consequently cuts down on the energy that can be
present at the point of observation in two different ways. The. first
is an effect of dispersion; the second is an effect of angular spreading.
The combined effect makes the waves quite low at the point" of
observation.



The other features of the waves at the point of observation can also
be determined from the filter. The "periods" can be found from the
range of frequencies present, and the direction toward which the
waves are traveling can be found from the angle 0.. An indication
of the short-crestedness of the, aves can be found from the angular
range between 0a- and 84. The-wider the angular range, the shorter
are the crests of the waves; and the narrower the-angular range, the
longer arethefcrestsof the waves. Note,that at angles to the storm
and at great distances from the storm the waves no longer appear
to be traveling in thediection 6f the wind in the storm. They can,
be traveling at angles as great as 450 or 500 to the original direction
in which the waves in the storm appenr to be traveling. This is a
very iniportant faci: ivhen a swell is observed a at distant point Aiom
the storm, it is not sificient simply to go back in the direction from
which the swell has-come and look for winds blowing in that direction i
to find the gener,%ting cause of the swell.

This combined effect of angular spreading and dispersion as sum-
marized in a wave-forecasting filter seems to account for the entire
decrease of wave height with distance traveled outside of the storm.
There are those who believe that viscosity also decreases the height
of the waves as they travel outside the storm. Further comments
on this point will be made later in this chapter. However, the
important point to be made now is that the waves spread out as they
travel outside the storm and cover a very large area compared to the
size of the initial disturbance. If they-coer a very large area, even
if no energy is lost, the energy per unit- area must be much lower
than it is in the storm. This therefore explains a very large parV of
the decrease in wave height as the waves travel out of the storm.
Computations will be given later that will show the magnitude of this
effect in preparing wave forecasts. The effect of superimposing vis-
cosity on dispersion an(I angular spreading appears to cut down the
height of the waves too much at the point where the forecast is
being made.

Waves from Several Storms

Just as an infinite number of sine waves is added together to obtain
the sea surface in a particular storm, no difficulty occurs when the
rectangular areas from two or more different generating areas arrive
at a point of observation. The numbers, E, which are forecast for
each generating area are added together to give the E of the total
disturbance. The wave frequencies (or periods) give an interference
pattern which is quite recognizable especially if two narrow frequency
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bands are present and do not overlap. The central frequency- of each
band produces waves with time intervals between crests near that
frequency at various tims. At other times, waves with time intervals
between crests near the value given by the mean of the center of .the
two frequency bands are present.

Figure 3.12 illustrates such a situation Where waves from two
different storms have arrived at a point of observation. The waves
from the two different storms produce a cross sea. Sometimes the

waves appear to be traveling toward the direction of one arrow.
At- other times, they appear to be moving in the direction of the other

Rol

A2 POINT OF'
OBSERVATION

The two storms could hove begun and ended
at completely different times, and different
ports of each spectrum could be present for
the time of observation at the point of observation.

FinunS 3.12 Waves from two different storms at a point of observation.

arrow. Then -they appear to be moving in directions somewhere
between. Thehigh waves are the points of reinforcement of the cross
sea. Since there is no,such thing as a wave period in the actual
waves, the forecast must be worded to show the range of "periods."

If the' frequency bands of a cross sea are sufficiently separated,
it is possible to identify time intervals between crests associated with
each band. The records look as if two different swell spectra have
simply been added together. Some parts of the record show. one
"period." Other parts show another. Figure 3.13 shows several
such records. A study-of these records shows the features discussed
quite clearly.
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FICunV 3.13 Wave records w;th two distinct frequency bids present.

EXAMPLE 3.4.-AT THE POINT OF OBSERVATION SHOWN
IN FIGURE 3.12 FOR A CERTAIN TIME OF FORECAST, TWO
WAVE SYSTEMS ARE FORECAST TO BE PRESENT AT otb.

THEIR PROPERTIES ARE TABULATED BELOW.
DOminant direc-
tion (toward

which ware are
Frequency band h, trarling)

Storm I 0.12 0.08 0.64 ft.2 1000
Storm-ll 0.06 0.04 0.36 f(t2 1400

PROBLEM: WHAT WILL THE WAVES LOOK LIKEAT THE
POINT OF OBSERVATION?

ANSWER: THE WAVES FROM STORMI HAVE A FRE-
QUENCY BAND CENTERED AT 0.10 CYCLE/SEC. THUS,
THE "PERIODS" OF THE WAVES TRAVELING TOWARD
1000 WILL BE NEAR 10 SECONDS 'WITII A SPREAD FROM
8.3 SECONDS TO 12.5 SECONDS. TIE WAVES FROM STORM
II IAVE A CEN'RAI, BAND NEAR 0.05. 'TIUS, 'PIlE WAVES

- 'TRAVELING TOWARD 140 HAVE "PERIODS" NEAR 20
SECONDS WITH A SPREAD BETWEEN 16.7 SECONDS AND
25 SECONDS. TI1ESE WAVES WILL BE LOWER BECAUSE
THEIR VALUE OF E IS LOW.

OTHER WAVES TRAVEIING TOWARD 1200 (OR MORE
LIKELY 1150 BECAIUSE E IS GREATER THAN 1!.2) WILL
APPEAR WITH A FREQUENCY GIVEN BY APPROXI-
MATEIY (0.10+0.05))4=.1500/2=.0750. TIIUS, ONCE IN A
WI1,1E, "PERIO)S" OF ABOUT 13.3 SECONDS WILI, BE
OBSERV ED.

TIlE WAVE ITEIGIITS ARE FORECAST BY TAKING TIIE
SUM OF TIHE TWO FORECAST VAIIES OF E GIVEN BY
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E1+E1=0.64+0.36=1=Eto0 1 . THE SIGNIFICANT HEIGHT
,(CREST-TO-TROUGH) IS GIVEN BY 2.83 FEET. ONE WAVE
OUT OF 100 WILL BE ABOUT 4.56FEET CREST-TO-TROUGH.

Additional Forecasting Considerations

The rules and typical forecast situations which have been given all
idependon one concept. If the various frequencies and directions of the
:stnevavee in the generating area can be kept track of, the waves can be

foreeat at other points or in the generating area by accounting for their
-disp'rsion and angular spreading. As the forecaster becomes more
adept at the-use of this one basic concept, he will be able to extend it
'to more general cases. Generating areas have been treated mainly
as stationary, and as if they were rectangular in shape. At itimes, it
is possible to break up an irregularly shaped generating area into a
numiber-of rectangular areas, and, by the method just given above,
superpose the forecasts for the different areas to get the total effect.
Moving storms can sometimes be treated as if they move by jumps
and last a certain number of hours at each point. These techniques
need to be developed, extended, and made more precise. For actual
forecasting procedures, tb., methods described above can be summa-
rized into four basic charts to make the forecasts easy, quick, and
practical.

Forecasting Diagrams for Dispersion and Angular Spreading

Summary of Filters
Now that the various filters used in forecasting the waves outside

of the generating area (or after the waves have ceased in the generating
area) have been dscribe(l, the next step is to summarize these four
filters and then to give the diagrams that can be used to calculate the
needed values given by the filters easily.

So far, four types of storms and the filters associated with them
have been described. Suppose that frequencies arc considered inst'.ad
of periods. Then .f1 corresponds to 1/T1, .f, corresponds to l/72, and
so on. Also, it would be advisable at this time to divide both sides
of the dispersion equations by the numb&, 1.515. The reciprocal of
1.515 is 0.66.

Table 3.2 presents a summary of the various filters that have been
described. Filter I applies to a line-source storm. The parameters
needed are (1) ob, the time of observation; (2) Dw, the duration of the
waves at the leeward edge of the storm; (3) iRo, which is the distance
from the storm to the point of observation and (4) 03 and 04, the angles
made by the wind direction in the storm and!ines to the point outside
the storm at-which the'forecast, is to he made as defined in figure 3.5.
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The other filters are defined in a similar way. With them, a fetch
is n eededalsb. The value, R., is the distance from the center of the
lee6w rd edge of the storm to the point of observation ,at which the
forecast is to be made, and F is the distance from the leeward edge

'to the windward edge of the storm. As a first approximation, the
distance from the windward edge of the storm to the poin' of observa-
tion is equal to the distance from the windward edge of the storm to
the leeward edge of the storm plus the distancefrom the leeward edge
of the storm to the point of observation.

In each filter four calculated quantities are needed, two frequencies
and two directions. When these four quantities have been computed,
it, is then possible to forecast the waves at, a point outside the storm,
(or inside the storn after the winds cease). In the last filter, Filter
IV, three of the values are already known, f2 is infinite, and the two
angles are +900 and -90', since the point of observation is inside
the storm area.

Forecasting Diagrams
Two additional basic diagrams are needed to forecast the waves at

any point outside or inside the storm after the winds have ceased to
blow in the storm. In addition, the co-cumulative spectra, which
were discussed in Chapter II, are needed. However, only two new
diagrams are needed for the completion of the forecasting theory.
The two diagrams are the basic diagrams for forecasts after the winds
have ceased to blow. They must cover a large range of values.
Therefore, they have been duplicated so that in reality there are four.
Three are dispersion diagrams and one is an angular spreading factor
diagram. In any one forecast situation usually only one of each of
the different kinds of diagrams needs to be used, anl the forecaster
will quickly learn which one fits the purpose at hand. The ranges
shown are chosen to make it possible to cover all values conveniently
and quickly.

Dispersion Diagrams: Figures 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16
Consider all the formulas involving frequencies in table 3.2. The

desired frequencies, which are to be computed from the parametersof a particular storm, all depend on a time and a distance. The

time is to be measured in hours, and the distance is to be measured in
nautical miles. Therefore, all these equations simplify.to a formula
of the form, t=0.66 Rf. If t is known and I is known, clan be found.
Sometimes t stands for the quantity to,- D,. At other times it stands
for t, alone, but in any case it is a time measured in hours. R some-
times stands for R., the distance from the leeward edge of the storm
to the point of observation. At other times it might stand for F.,
the distance from the point of observation inside the storm to the
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EXAMPLE 3.5. USE OF DISPERSION DIAGRAMS.

CASE 1. FILTER I. Given values tob= 24 hrs., Ro=I,O00 NM

Answer: j2-0.0367, T2=27.2 sec.

CASE 2. FILTER III, tob=-48 hrs., Ro+F=500 NM

Answer: .fj=0.145, T6=6.9 sec.

CASE 3. FILTER IV, tob=12 hrs., Ro= 100 NM

Answer: .f7=0.1816, 77=5.55 sec.

To solve-any one of these, say, the first one, enter the dispersion
diagram which contains the values for R=1,000 and t=24 hrs, find
the intersection of the R=1,000 line with the value t=24 hrs, and
read off the correct frequency on tile bottom. The various frequencies
needed for the filters described above can then be evaluated very
quickly from the diagrams.

Sometimes, though rarely, the diagrams will not cover the needed
range of frequencies, times, and distances. A schematic table, table
3.3, helps provide off-scale values in the dispersion diagram. It states
quite simply that if the value of R is doubled, the value of t should be
doubled if.f is kept the same. If the value of R is doubled and the
value of t is just tile same, the value of.f should be divided by two.
All possible combinations are given in this table, and it extends the
use of the diagrams to any possible values.

On figure 3.14, there are six scale divisions for a frequency of 0.01.
It would be convenient for the forecaster if lie would enter on the
margin of this diagram the values 0.0017, 0.0033, 0.0050, 0.0067,
0.0083, and 0.0100. Then for these intermediate values the correct
interpolated value is known immediately. On the other diagrams the
frequency scale divisions are simply 0.0033 and 0.0067.

Table 3.3-Off-Scale Values in the Dispersion Diagrams

2B 21 f 21 211 f 2f 2t R
211 1 f/2 21 R 2f 2f I 2R
R/2 t/2 f 1/2 R/2 f f12 1/2 iR
R/2 I 2f 1/2 R f12 f/2 I R12

Angular Spreading Factor: Figure 3.17
The values of 04 and 03 are very important. A storm 400 NM wide

which sends waves out to a point 1,000 miles away from the storm
produces a completely different, effect from a storm 800 NM wide
which sends out some waves to a point 1,000 miles away from the
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Fi(uRF 3.17 Angular spreading factor.

storm. If the waves inside the storm have the sairnie ,pectrum and if
all other things are equal, the waves outside the storn at the point of'
observation will be ;2- times higher in the second casu than they are
in the first case, simply because of the effect of the width of the storm.
The size of the storm determines in a very critical way the height of
the waves at any point outside of the storm. These , angles are
values that take into effect the width of the storm, and they must be
measured very carefully.

The co-cumulative spectra shown so far are functions of frequency
only. Waves are really short-crested at, all timeR. Trtus, for any
frequency ban] shown in tihe co-cumnulative spectrum, the energy there
is spread out over a large range of angles. Consequently, outside the
storm, waves will be observed to arrive at points which they could not
possibly reach if they traveled only in the dominant direction of the
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wiid in the storm. As an example, if waves did not travel out of a
storn at an angle, the point shown in figure 3.8 and labeled R could
not possibly be reached by any of the waves in. the indicated storm.
At a point far enough away even a sine wave traveling at an angle of
100 to the dominant direction of the wind in the storm reaches points
well outside the width of the storm. (This width is W. in figure 3.8.)
In fact, for an angle of 100 the waves get outside the width of the storm
at a distance of only 2.8 times the width of the storm.

The height forecast for waves at points outside the storm must
therefore be corrected for this effect of angular spreading. Wave fore-
casting theories formerly stated that any point within an angle of
±30' to the dominant direction of the wind in the storm should be
treated in exactly the same way as points directly in front of the
storm. This theory extends these past results and gives a better
correction for waves traveling at angles greater than ±300.

The angular spreading factor (fig. 3.17) makes it possible to compute
the value which accounts for this effect. It is a percentage number
and will always lie between 0 and 100 percent. To use the diagram,
enter the values of 04 and 9, as determiaed from the map, read off the
percentages on the other side of the curve, subtract the smaller
value from the larger, and obtain a number which is the desired
angular spreading factor. The graph for the angular qprea.ding factor
is the curve in figure 3.10 cut, in half and doubled over to make the
scale greater. The angles are on the inside. The percentage values
are on the outside.
Some examples are given below

EXAMPLE 3.6. ANGULAR SPREADING FACTOR.

CASE 1. Given values: 04=35.7, 03=24.8. (See fig. 3.10)
FIND: Percent at 35.70=85%, Percent at 24.80--75%.
ANSWER: Angular spreading factor: 85%-75%=10%.

CASE 2. Given values 0=4.1*, 03=-4.1'.

FIND: Percent at 4.10=54%, Percent. at, -4.10=46%.
ANSWER: Angular spreading factor: 54%-46%=8%.

It should be pointed out at this point that only a particular type
of chart can be used for accurate angular spreading computations.
This is due to the earth's spheroidal shape and the difficulty in trans-
ferring sections of it, to a plane surface without distortion. Angles
anl( distances measured or conpluted along straight lines of a map
are not always true, the error depending upon the projection used.

Ocean waves follow the shortest distance between fetch and forecast
point. On a sphere, this is a great, circle, defined as a circle on the
surface of the earth, the plane of which passes through the earth's
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center. Thus, it is obvious that a chart that presents great circles
as straight lines would be the most suitable for determining the
angles between wave travel and fetch orientation.

There are several such charts available, the two most popular being
the gnomonic and the Lambert conformal conic projections. The

latter chart is the more, widely used; most weather maps used by the
U. S. Weather Bureau, the military services, and commercial weather
firms are of this type. On a Lambert conformal chart all meridians
.appear as straight lines converging to the pole. All parallels of
latitude appear as arcs of concentric circles. A straight line on a
Lambert chart will represent approximately a segment of a great
circle, and the intersection of any two lines will correctly indicate
their angular relation. A distance scale is usually given from which
distance in nautical miles can be determined, or the mid-latitude,
using 60 NM to the degree, can be employed.

All the examples in this manual are from standard'Weather Bureau
or Coast Guard maps, using Lambert conformal projections.

-In dealing with short distances, on the order of a few hundred miles,
theerrors assumed by using maps not on the above projections are
small, but for larger distances a Lambert conformal is advisable.
Special care should be taken to avoid use of a Mercator projection in
angular spreading computations. This is a widely used projection
for navigational charts, but does not accurately represent great
circle relations and distances.

If there is no choice but, to use a Mercator chart, a correction must
be applied to the computed angles. A table of correction values is
given in H. 0. Pub. No. 9, American Practical Navigator, as Table 1.
This table actually gives the correction for converting radio (great
circle) bearing to Mercator bearing, but can be used in reverse to
convert, Mercator bearing to great circle bearing.

Corrections are given as a function of the middle latitude between
the forecast point and the fetch point arid thte difference of longitude
between the same two po'nts. Once the two angles necessary for
angular spreading correction have been computed, the correction for
a Mercator map projection is as follows:

(1) Determine latitude and longitude of forecast point and
points in fetch.

(2) Compute middle latitude and difference in longitude for both
eels of points.

(3) Enter table 1 in H. 0. Pub. No. 9 to read off co-riection values.eastwardl
(4) In: north latitude, when fetch point is westward of forecast,

point the correctiott is ±. For south latitude, the sign is
reversed.
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After the Wind Ceases
Each of the examples given above describes 'the state of the sea over

an area both inside and outside the fetch area occupied by winds of
velocity V at a time determined by'the length of time that the winds
have been blowing. In examples 3.9 and 3.10 the winds are assumed
to cease at the time that the computation was made, but the same
procedure could be continued were the winds to continue to blow.

When the wind ceases, the generation process ceases, and dispersion
and angular spreading immediately begin to modify the waves. The
best way to forecast the waves after the winds cease, in each case, is
to break up the spectrum for the given wind velocity into frequency
bands and direction bands, just as was done in the chapter on wave
refraction. Then the E value for a given small frequency band can
be associated with an area over the ocean occupied by these spectral
components with a given average (central) frequency and a given
direction. These areas will not be the same size and, in general, the
area covered by a high-frequency component will be larger and com-
pletely surround an area covered by a low-frequency component.
These increments of energy are then propagated in the ap'l-opriate
direction with the appropriate group velocity for a length of time
determined by the time at which the forecast is to be made. The
areas which arrive at the point of forecast are reassembled, and the
height and period range can then be computed.
Range of E

The various forecasting diagrams that have been presented furnish
a forecast of the value of E when properly employed. Then from the
results of Chapter 1 any desired height quantity can, be computed.
The value of E can vary over a considerable range of numbers; yet
the height will not change very much because it is related to -. For
example, E can vary from 28.1 to 36.1 and the significant height will
change only from 13 feet to 15 feet. For most cases, extremely precise
calculations of I/-' and the various derived heights are not needed.
Table 3.4 eliminates this last step by tabulating typical values of the
significant height from 0.5, to 100 feet. Corresponding to these
significant height values, there is a range of E values such that if the
forecast value of E falls within this range of values, the significant
height given in the table is sufficiently accurate for most. purposes.
Of course, the calculation of the correct, value is possible any time, but
this table will simplify the p~roblcm when quick forecasts are needed.

Some Sample Forecasts
Diagrams Needed

The needed forecasting tools are now assembled, and they have all
been discussed in this chapter. In addition, a slide rule will he very
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Table 3.4-Range of E for Typical Height Values
Range of'R B E Av. Ht. Big. Ht. Av. 1/10 Ht.

.008-.06 ...... .18 03 .32 .5 .65
.06-.19 .----- .35 .12 .62 1.0 1.26
.19-.38 ........ 53 .28 .94 1.5 1.91
.38-.64 ....... .71 .50 1.26 2.0 2.56
.64-.94 --.- 8 .77 I. 56 2.5 3.17
.94-1.54 ----- 1.,06 1. 12 1.88 3 3. 82
1.54-2.53 --- J41 1.99 2. 50 4 5. 08
2.53-3.76 ----- 1.77 3. 13 3. 13 5 6. 37
3.76-5.29 ----- 2. 12 4. 49 3. 75 6 7. 63
5.29-7.02 ----- 2. 47 6. 10 4. 37 7 8. 89
7.02-9.00 ---- 2. 83 8.01 5. 01 8 10. 2
9.00-11.3----- 3.18 10. 1 5.63 9 11.4
11.3-15 .1 ... 3.53 12.5 6.25 10 12.,7
15.1-21.1 ----- 4.24 18.0 7.50 12 153
21.1-28:1 ----- 4.95 24.5 8.76 14 17.8
28.1-36.1 ---- 5. 65 31.9 10. 1 16 20.3
36.1-45.0 ----- 6.36 40.4 11.3 18 22.9
45.0-60.4 ----- 7. 08 50. 1 12. 5 20 25. 5
60.4-84.5 ----- 8. 48 71.9 15. 0 24 30. 5
84.5-112 ------ 9.89 97.8 17.8 28 35.6
112-144 ------ 11.3 128 20.0 -32 40.7
144-180 ------ 12. 7 161 22. 5 36 45. 7
180-225 ------ 14. 1 199 25. 0' 40 50. 8
225-282 ------ 15. 9 253 28. 1 45 57. 2
282-346 ------ 17. 7 313 31. 3 50 63. 7
346-412 ------ 19.4 376 31.3 -55 69.8
4i2-488 ------ 21.2 449 38.8 60 76.3
488-571 ------ 23. 0 529 40. 7 65 82. 8
571-702 ------ 24.7 610 43.7 70 88.9
702-900 ------ 28. 3 801 50. 1 80 102
900-1,129-.. 31.8 1,010 56.3 90 114
1,129-1,376... 35.3 1,250 62.5 100 127

useful for some of the calculations. However, for many practical
purposes, only table 3.4 is required. The needed diagrams are listed
below along with the other information necessary for making a com-
plete wave forecast.

Equipment Needed to Make a Wave Forecast
1. Weather map and weather data.
2. Co-cumulative spectra. (Figure 2.4a through 2.4f)
3. Dispersion diagrams. (Figures 3.14, 3.15, or 3.16)
4. Angular spreading factor diagram. (Figure 3.17)
5. Height table (table 3.4), or slide rule.

Steps in a Wave Forecast
For many wave forecasts, the steps listed below must be carried

out. In some forecasts, as in the generation area while the waves
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oe being generated, some of the intermediate steps are omitted; but
or a forecast involving wave propagation, each of the steps listed
iel6w must be carried out.

3teps in Preparing a Wave Forecast
1. Analyze the weather maps.
2. Forecast the co-cumulative spectrum in the storm.
3. Determine type of storm and filter required and evaluate

observed quantities needed for the filter.
4. Evaluate 94 and 03.

5. Evaluate angular spreading factor.
6. For various times of observation find frequency band present.

(Compute range of "periods" present, also.)
7. Find value of E present at point of observation owing to the

effect of dispersion by subtracting the,-value of E at the upper
frequency present from the value of E at tk?. lower frequency
present.

8. Multiply by angular spreading factor to find the forecast
value of E.

9. From E computeneeded height data.

EXAMPLE 3.7. WAVE FORECASTS FOR A TYPICAL WEATHER
SITUATION.

FIGURE 3.18 SHOWS A TYPICAL WEATHER SITUATION
,IN JANUARY. AT 301800Z A COLD FRONT IS SHOWN
PUSHING OFF THE COAST OF SOME LAND MASS. AT
THE CENTER OF THE FRONT, THERE IS AN AREA OF
RATHER HIGH WINDS, AND THE WINDS FAN OUTT TO
EACH SIDE OF THIS AREA AND BECOME, .QUIT' LOW.
THIS COLD FRONT PUSHES OUT DURING THi NEXT
30 HOURS UNTIL 010000Z, WHERE IT IS SHOWN IN ITS
LAST POSITION. ON THE NEXT 6-HR. MAI, (NOT SHOWN)
THE PUSH BEHIND THE COLD FRONT HAS STOPPED.
THE 32-KNOT WINDS, WHICH OCCUPY AN AREA 400 NM
WIDE AND 600 NM LONG ON THE OOOOZ CHART, DIE OUT
IN A FEW HOURS.

IN THESE MAPS .EACH FULL BARB REPRESENTS 10
KNOTS, THE AVERAGE WIND OVER THE HIGH WIND
AREA WAS 32 KNOTS, AND IT FELL OFF RATHER SHARPLY
TO 15 KNOTS AND LESS OUTSIDE THIS HIGH WIND AREA.
THREE POINTS ARE SHOWN ON FIGURE 3.18. THEY ARE
THE POINTS A,,B, AND C. IN THIS EXAMPLE TIlE WAVES
WILL BE FORECAST FOR EACH OFTHESE IOINTS BEGIN-
NING WITH POINT A.
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Aunlysis of Forecast forPoint A (Example 3.7)
The steps in preparing a forecast for point A are given below
1-. An analysis of figure 3.18 in terms of the scale shown in the

figure and in terms of the wind field shows that at the time when the
winds cease in the storm (010000Z of February) point A is 1,000 NM
from the center of the leeward edge of the high wind area. The
fetch, that is, the area covered by the winds of 32 knots, is 600 NM
long. The width of the leeward edge of the~storm is 400 NM. The
time, trb=O, will be 010000Z of February, 1953.

2. The 32-knot winds existed to windward of the storm area from
the time that the front first passed out over the ocean. There was
a gap of several hundred iiiiles between the high wind area and the
coast on 311200Z of January; the winds moved forward with the
storm area thereafter. Under these conditions, it is probably safe
to assume that the spectrum in the area designated by the rectangular
block is fully-developed and that it can be represented by the curve
labeled 32 knots in either of the appropriate co-cumulative spectra
charts of figure 2.4. The 32-knot winds have acted for over 24 hours
upon the high spectral components which travel with the group
velocity, and the lower spectral components, of course, are raised
quite rapidly. Therefore the steady-state sea condition over this
area ought to be represented most easily by this particular spectral
chart. This spectrum can extend all the way back to the windward
edge of the high wind area since the high wind area has been to
windward of the line shown at the latest time and there was at least
a 300-NM fetch up to the windward edge of the fetch a few hours
before. More refined forecasts would have to consider the much
lighter winds elsewhere as producing some low "period" waves of
very low height. In this particular forecast all wind outside this high
wind area will be neglected, and only the effect of this one generating
area will be considered.

3. This is a forward-moving storm which has died out in intensity
Therefore Filter III is needed. At tb=0, which is 010000Z of Febrii-
ary, it is Assumed that waves given by the 32-knot co-cumulative spec-
trum are present over this entire area. The wave-forecasting problem
is then to find out what spectral components can arrive at point A,
when they arrive, and how long they last.

4. Measure 03 and 04. Since they are both to the right, their values
are positive; 3=32.6* and 04=49.4* .

5. On figure 3.17 the reading at 49.40 is 93 percent, and at. 32.60
is 82 percent. The difference yields an angular spreading factor of
11 percent.

6. From figure 2.9a, the lowest important frequency present, is
0.0570. From figure :.15, it. takes 38 hours for the first spectral
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frequencies to travel the 1,000 NM to point A. For convenience, th(
forecast verifying times will be for 36 hours, 48 hours, and 60 hour.
after 010000Z, and at 12-hour intervals thereafter.

7. Table 3.5 has been prepared in order to carry out the forecas'
for the times suggested in step 6. Use the dispersion diagram, anc
find'the values of f2 for the~time indicated in table 3.5. Use a valut
of R. of 1,000- NM. Also, find the values of T2 from the diagran
(or compute 1/f2). These values agre entered in row 1 of table 3.5.

8. Use the dispersion diagram again, and find the values ofJ 6 anc
T6 for R.+F=1,600 NM. These values are entered in row 2.

9. Use the co-cumulative spectrum for 32 knots. Find the valuet
-of E for the different values of f2. These values are' entered in row
asE(f2).

10. Use co-cumulative spectrum for 32 knots. Find the values oil
E for the different values of fa. These values are entered in roiv 4,
as E(fy).

11. Find the value of E(fJ)-E(fJ). That is, subtract the smaller.
number obtained in step 9 from the larger number obtained in step,
10 and enter the result in row 5 as the difference. This is the value'
of E which would be present at the point of observation if there were,
no angular spreading in the storm.

12. Multiply the value obtained in row 5 by 11 percent as given in
step 5 above.

13. Take the square root of the result of step 12. Row 7 tabulates

14. Compute the needed height data. For example, the significant,
heights are given in row 8."

Final Forecast-for Point A (Example 3.7)
AT POINT A, IF THIS IS THE ONLY STORMI PREE-N -T

THAT CAN AFFECT THE FORECAST, THE RESULTS OF
TABLE 3.5 SHOW THAT A LONG LOW SWELL TRAVELING
TOWARD THE SOUTH WITH THE SIGNIFICANT HEIGHT
OF 1.38 FEET WILL APPEAR IN 36 HOURS (021200Z OF FEBRU-
ARY). IT WILL HAVE AN AVERAGE "PERIOD" OF ABOUT
19 SECONDS. THE VALUE OF 29 SECONDS IS FICTITIOUS
BECAUSE NO ENERGY IS PRESENT IN THE SPECTRUM,
AS HAS BEEN SHOWN IN CHAPTER II. TABLE 3.6 LISTS
THE FORECASTS WHICH CAN BE MADE AT LATER TIMES
FOR .A NUMBER OF DAYS AFTERWARD AS THE WAVES
CONTINUE TO ARRIVE AT POINT A FROM THE ORIGINAL
HIGH WIND AREA.
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Table 3.6--Final Forecast Data for Point A
SWi. signin.
cant ht. "Period" range cant hit. "Period" range
(rounded (rounded off) (rounded (rounded off)

Date-time Feb. off) feet see. Date-time Feb. off) feet see.

020600Z ------- 0 050000Z ------- 0 7"4 1
02120Z ------ 1.5 18-21 0i 00z ------- 5 6-10
030000Z ------ - 4 15-21 060(OZ --------- 4 6-9

03120OZ ------- 5 11-17 0612i -... 4 5-8
04000Z ....... 6 10-1 07000Z---- - 3 4-7
041200Z ------- 6 8-13

Comments
This example of a forecast for point A looks PA'though it might be

a lot of work. But consider that a forecast ha been prepared for the
point of observation for 7 days, as far 0. this particular storm is
concerned. The E values at this point 'an be added to any other
E values that may arrive at the same time for other storms to give the
total effect of the waves present. Note also that the forecast tells
when the waves will cease, and it gives a great amount of detail about
'how the waves change from day to day. The waves at point A will
actually last about 5 days, and 36 hours will be required for the first
waves to arrive. Thus the forecast extends in time for 7 days, and
the effect of this storm takes 7 days to become negligible at point A.

Forecast for Point B (Example 3.7)
THE 32-KNOT WIND AREA NEVER REACHES POINT B.

ON 010000Z OF FEB., POINT B IS 200 NM AWAY FROM THE
CENTER OF THE LEEWARD EDGE OF THE STORM. AT
THIS PARTICULAR TIME THE WINDS DIE DOWN VERY
RAPIDLY IN THE STORM. THE PROBLEM THEN IS TO
FORECAST THE WAVES AT POINT B FROM 010000Z ON
INTO FUTURE TIME.

Analysis of Forecast for Point B (Example 3.7)
The steps in the preparation of a forecast, for point B are given

below.
1. The weather map data were given previously in figure 3.18.

From the data given R. is 200 NM, the fetch F-600 NM,
the width of the storm W is still 400 NM, and lob= 0 is still
010OOOZ of February 1953.

2. The same spect'um ik present in the storm as in example 3.7
for the forecast of the waves at point A.
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3. .The same filter is needed, but Ro is only 200 NM; Ro+F is

only 800 NM. Filter III is needed.
4. Measure 03 as -450 and 04 as +450.
5. -Enter diagram for angular spreading factor. The reading at

450 is 91 percen,; the reading at -450 is 9 percent;'therefore
the angular spreading factor is 82 percent.

6. The lowest important frequency present is 0.05. It takes
6Y hours for the waves of this frequency to arrive. It takes
a small amount of time for the waves to build up after they
arrive, so for point B a forecast for the waves after 9 hours,
12 hours, 18 hours, 24 hours, and so on will be prepared until
the waves cease at point B.

7. Repeat step 7 as in previous case for .point A Use
R,=200 NM.

8. Repeat as in previous example for point A. Use Ro+F=800
NM.

9. 'Repeat as in previous example for point A.
10. Repeat as in previous example for point A.

11. Repeat as in previous example for point A.
12. Multiplythe value found tabulated in row 5 of table 3.7 by

82 percent as given in step 5 above.
13. Repeat as in forecast for point A.
14. Compute height data.

Table 3.7 gives the values which are obtained for the forecast for
point B. The waves are forecast at 6-hour intervals for the first (lay,
and then at 12-hour intervals when the height, of the waves becomes
less important.
Final Forecast for Point B (Example 3.7)

AT oIN!T B, IF THIS IS THE ONLY STORM TIIAT CANAFFECT THE FORECAST, THE WAVES WILL BEGIN TO

ARRIVE IN6 HOURS, AFTER 01000OZ OF FEBRUARY. THEY
WILL BE TRAVELING TOWARD THE SOUTHEAST, AND
THEY WILL BE QUITE SHORT-CRESTED BECAUSE OF
THE WIDE RANGE OF ANGLES GIVEN IN TIlE ANGULAR
FILTER. THE WAVES WILL INCREASE RAPIDLY IN
HEIGHT DURING THE FIRST 18 HOURS, REMAIN FAIRLY
CONSTANT FOR TIIE NEXT DAY, AND DIE DOWN COM-
PLETELY DURING 'I'IE NEXT TWO DAYS. TABLE 3.8
SUMMARIZES TIE FORECAST DATA.
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Table 3.8-Final Forecast Data for Point B

Signifi- Signifi-
cant ht. "Period" range cant ht. "Period" range
(rounded (rounded off) (rounded (rounded off)

DatetimeFeb. off)feet sec.Date-time Feb. off) feet sec.

410600Z ------ 0 , 030000Z ------- 17 0-12
10900z ------- 10 15-21 030600Z ------- 15 0-10
)11200Z ------- 16 11-21 031200Z ------- 12 0-9
511800Z ------- 21 7-21 040000Z ------- 9 0-7
32000OZ ------- 23 6-21 041200Z ------- 7 0-6
02060OZ ------- 22 4-18 050000Z ------- 4 0-5
02120OZ ------- 21 0-15 050600Z -------- 4 0-5.
02180OZ ------- 19 0-13

Comments
The results of the forecast for point B show that the waves arrive

more quickly, build up higher, and (lie down sooner than they do at
point A. The forecast extends over a forecast time of 4 days instead
of 7 days as in the example for point A. Only 9 hours are required
for the first waves to arrive as contrasted with 36 hours at point A,
and the waves last only 3% days instead of 5 days as they did at point
A. The closer a point is to a storm, the sooner the waves pass that
point.

Forecast for Point C (Example 3.7)
FIGURE 3.18 SHOWS THAT THE COLD FRONT PASSES

POINTC AT 311800Z OF JANUARY. NO SPECTRAL COMPO-
NENT IN THE WAVES GENERATED BY THE 32-KNOT
WINDS BEHIND THE FRONT WILL TRAVEL AHEAD OF
THE FRONT BECAUSE THEIR GROUP VELOCITIES ARE
TOO LOW. CONSEQUENTLY, THE WAVES PRESENT BE-
FORE THE FRONTAL PASSAGE WILL BE LOW SOUTHERLY
WAVES CAUSED BY THE WINDS SHOWN IN ADVANCE
OF THE COLD FRONT. AFTER THE FRONT PASSES, THE
WAVE HEIGHT WILL JUMP TO A VALUE CORRESPONDING
TO THE VALUE OF E AT 27 HOURS ON THE DURATION
GRAPH OF 'T'HE CO-CUMULATIVE SPECTRUM FOR 32
KNOTS. THIS IS TRUE BECAUSE TIIE WINDS HAVE
ACTED ON THE WAVES JUST BEHIND THE FRONT EVER
SINCE IT CAME OFF THE LAND, AND THIS DURATION IS
AT LEAST 27 HOURS. THE HIGHER PERIOD COMPO-
NEN'rS IN TIIE SPECTRUM THEREFORE TRAVEL RIGIIT
ALONG WITH THE WINDS AT ALMOST TIIE VELOCITY
OF TlE WINDS, AND THE WINDS IAVE ACTED CON-
TINUOUSLY TO GENERATE TIIEM. THE AREA COVERED
BY TIlE 32-KNOT WIND IS OVER 400 NM LONG, AND TO
WINDWARD OF THE AREA SHOWN ON THE LAST MAP
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WHERE THE WINDS ARE 32 KNOTS, THE WINDS ONCE
WERE 32 KNOTS IN STRENGTH. THEREFORE IT IS
PRACTICAL (AS STATED, AT THE BEGINNING OF THIS
EXAMPLE) TO ASSUME THAT THE AREA IS COVEREr PBY
A SPECTRUM OF FULLY GENERATED WAVES CORRE-
SPONDING TO A CO-CUMULATIVE SPECTRUM FOR 32
KNOTS. CONSEQUENTLY, AT THE TIME OF THE FRONTAL
PASSAGE (311800Z), THE WAVES WILL JUMP TO A SIGNIFI-
CANT HEIGHT OF 25.8 FEET AND HAVE A "PERIOD"
RANGE FROM 5 SECONDS TO 17.5 SECONDS. THIS JUMP
TO THIS HEIGHT WILL OCCUR IN JUST A FEW HOURS
AFTER THE PASSAGE OF THE COLD FRONT, POSSIBLY IN
AS SHORT A TIME AS 45 MINUTES AFTER THE PASSAGE
OF THE FRONT.

THE WAVES WILL MAINTAIN THIS ITEIGHT AND
"PERIOD" RANGE FOR THE NEXT 6 HOURS WHILE THE
WINDS CONTINUE TO BLOW AT 32 KNOTS. THEN THE
PUSH OF THE COLD FRONT WILL. BE WEAKENED, AND
THE WINDS IN THIS AREA WILL DIE DOWN IN JUST A
FEW HOURS, AS ASSUMED BEFORE. THEN THE PROBLEM
OF THE WAVE FORECAST AT POINT C IS TO FORECAST
THE WAVES AT 6-HOUR INTERVALS UNTIL THEY DIE
DOWN AFTER THE WINDS HAVE CEASED BLOWING
OVER THIS 600 NM LONG, 400 NM WIDE AREA IN WHICH
THE WAVES EXIST.

Analysis of Forecast for Point C (Example 3.7)
The steps in preparing a forecast for point C are given below.

1. The point at which the forecast is to be made is 400 NM from
the windward edge of the area in which the waves exist. It
is also within the fetch area.

2. The spectrum is fully developed, and it is still given by the
curve for 32 knots in the co-cumulative spectrum.

3. Filter 1V is needed since the decrease of the waves in the fetch
is needed.

4. No computation of 04 and O is needed.
5. The angular spreading factor is 100%.
6. A full spectrum is present at 010000Z. The problem is to fore-

cast waves for 6-hour intervals thereafter.
7. 2= -for each forecast because all spectral conieOnents are

present at the start of the forecast time.
8. Use the dispersion diagram. Find the value of.f 7 and 7 for

Fo=400 NM. See row 2 of the table.
9. Repeat all steps 9 through 14 as in previous examples.
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The results of the computations for forecasting the waves at point
C are given in table 3.9, as referred to in the above steps of the previous
examples.

Final Forecast for Point C (Example 3.7)
AT 311800Z THE WAVES WILL JUMP TO A SIGNIFICANT

HEIGHT OF 26 FEET WITH A "PERIOD" RANGE FROM 5
TO 18 SECONDS WHEN THE COLD FRONT PASSES WITH
32-KNOT NORTHWEST WINDS BEHIND IT. THE WAVES
WILL APPEAR TO BE TRAVELING TOWARD'THE SOUTH-
EAST AND WILL BE VERY SHORT-CRESTED AND QUITE
CHOPPY. THIS SIGNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHT AND "PE-
RIOD" RANGE WILL BE MAINTAINED FOR 18 HOURS
AFTER THE WAVES FIRST BUILD UP TO THE HEIGHT OF
26 FEET. IN THE NEXT 6 HOURS THE WAVES WILL DIE
DOWN ONLY 3 FEET IN HEIGHT. THEREAFTER, THE
WAVES WILL DECREASE IN HEIGHT, AT FIRST GRADU-
ALLY AND THEN RAPIDLY UNTIL ON 030600Z THEY WILL
BE ONLY 3 FEET HIGH AND VERY SHORT IN "PERIOD."

THE FINAL FORECAST DATA FOR POINT C ARE TABU-
LATED IN TABLE 3.10. NOTE THAT THE WAVES DIE
DOWN TO PRACTICALLY NOTHING TWO DAYS AFTER
THE WINDS CEASE OVER THE AREA IN WHICH THE
WAVES HAVE BEEN GENERATED.

A Summary of the Forecast Results
In this rather detailed example which has just been carried out,

three points have been chosen at which a forecast is to be made, given
the current and past weather maps. A forecaster would 'have
to know that at 010000Z the winds (lied down markedly ii in-
tensity behind the front. This forecast example then shows the major
effects of dispersion and angular spreading at the three points of
interest. The farther away the point of interest is from the fetch
area, the lower the waves will be and the longer it will take for them
to pass. If the point of interest is at a moderate distance, the waves
are quite high and take a shorter time to pass as compared with the
distant point. If the point of interest is within the generating area,
the important thing to note is the distance from the point of interest.
to the windward edge of the fetch area. Then with the use of Filter
IV, the time it takes the waves to (lie down after the wind has ceased
can be forecast.

This forecast example shows quite markedly many features which
are of great importance to the practical forecaster. He not only wants
to know the height of the highest waves which will pass a given point,
but lie also wants to know how long the waves will last, and how they
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Table 3.10-Final Foreast Data for Point C
Sigln-i Signifi-

eant bt. "Period" ange cant bt. "Period" range
(rounded (rounded off) (rounded (rounded off)

D1e-time Feb. off) feet see. D)te-tlme Feb. off) feet see.

3118600 ----- 26 (0)5-18 020600Z_____ 13 (0)5 - 8
010000Z... 26 (0)5-18 02120OZ ----- 10 (0)5- 8
010600Z_.... 26 (0)5-18 021800Z ----- 8 (0)5- 6. 6
011200Z ----- 25 (0)5-18 030000Z ----- 6 (0)5- 5.5
011800Z ----- 24 (0)5-15 030600Z ----- 3 (0)(5-5)
02000OZ ----- 18 (0)5-11

will change from day to day. This forecasting procedure gives these
data and makes itpossible to compute in a logical way the entire
sequence of waves that pass a given point and to say something about
when the waves will stop and what they will look like overa long
period of time.

This forecast example is also very important because it graphically
illustrates the major feature of this wave-forecasting theory. This
major feature is very simple: if the various spectral components in the
total sea in the fetch area can be kept track of and propagated in the
proper direction with the proper group velocity, then they can be
reassembled by computing their E values at any point of observation
and the height and "period" range at the point of observation can be
found. Thus the waves can be forecast at any point after the winds
which generated them have ceased.

There is one last very important fact about this forecast example.
It is that the forecast example oversimplifies nature. It neglects the
effects of tile winds of lower velocity surrounding the generating area.
It also oversimplifies by assuming very sharp boundaries for the fetch
area. For more critical forecasts where such simplifications cannot
be employed, it is possible to obtain bounds on the forecast heights by
assuming the fetch to be at a minimum of 500 NM and at a maxinmm
of about 700 NM. Then by carrying out a (louble computation, using
each value for the length of the fetch, a range of heights can be
obtained, and the true value will be known to lie between these two
computed values. Similarly, if any parameter of the filter cannot be
determined precisely, then it is advisable to use the best estimate,
a greatest, possible value, and a least possible value for this parameter.
Forecasts for each of the three conditions can be carried out and
the best height forecast can then be bracketed by a least height and
a greatest, height forecast. The forecaster can then assign a certain
amount of reliability to the final results in terms of these bounds.
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A Slightly More Complicated Case (Example 3.8)

SOMETIMES IT IS NOT SUFFICIENTLY ACCURATE TO
ASSUME THAT THE SAME SPECTRUM COVERS THE EN-
TIRE AREA IN WHICH THE WAVES HAVE BEEN GEN-
ERATED. FOR EXAMPLE, CONSIDER A POINT AT WHICH
A FORECAST IS TO BE MADE WHICH IS LOCATED 400 NM
OFFSHORE.FROM A LARGE LAND MASS. SUPPOSE THAT
WIND OF 36 KNOTS HAS BEEN BLOWING FROM THE LAND
TO THE SEA FOR OVER 3 DAYS. THEN BY THE RESULTS
OF CHAPTER II IT WOULD BE POSSIBLE TO FORECAST
WHAT WAVES WERE PRESENT WHILE THE WIND WAS
BLOWING AT 36 KNOTS. NOW SUPPOSE THAT THE 36-
KNOT WIND CEASED TO BLOW AT 030600Z, OF MARCH
1953, AND THAT THE WIND DIED DOWN TO, SAY, 10 OR
15 KNOTS AND REMAINED LOW FOR SEVERAL DAYS.
THE FORECAST PROBLEM IS TO FORECAST HOW RAPIDLY
THE WAVES WILL DIE 'DOWN AFTER THE WIND HAS
CEASED TO BLOW.

Analysis of Forecast for Example 3.8.
At the time that the wind ceases, the waves present are characterized

by thi, intersection of the co-cumulative spectral curve for 36 knots and
the 400-NM fetch line on figure 2.4d. For these conditions E= 113 ft.2.
The lowest frequency present is approximately 0.065, which corre-
sponds to a highest "period" present of 15 seconds. Thus while the
wind was blowing, the significant height was 31 feet and the "period"
range was from 115 seconds to about 5.6 seconds, as shown in Chapter
II

The important point of this example is that E is not 113 ft.2 over
the entire fetch; and if Filter IV is used, the windward edge of'the
fetch, namely Fo, is different for the different spectral frequencies
present at the points of observation.

Figure 3.19 illustrates this. At the point 400 NM from the shore
the wave conditions just described are present; but if a point 300 NM
from the shore is picked, E is only 76 ft., the significant height is
only 24.7 ft., and the lowest frequency present is 0.082. Points
closer to the shore and farther away from the point of observation
have lower and lower values of E and consequently lower and lower
values of significant heights and higher values of minimum frequency.
All these values are shown in figure 3.191); they can be read off in a
matter of seconds from figure 2.4d, the co-cumulative spectrum.

Over the first 100 NM to windward of the point at which the fore-
cast is to be made, E is greater than 76 ft..' because E increases con-
tinuously the farther away from the coast, the point of observation
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FIGURE 3.19 Fetch-limited waves.

is located. Therefore, all the energy in the waves at the point 400
NM from the coast which is associated with frequencies between
0.065 and 0.082 is present only over this short distance of 100 NM.
When the spectral frequency associated with the point labeled 300
NM which is 100 NM to windward of the point of forecast moves
past the point of forecast after the wind ceases, the value of E at the
point atwhich the forecast is to be madewill drop from 113 ft.' to 76 ft.
The problem then is to determine how long it takes a spectral fre-
quency of 0.082 to travel 100 NM. From the dispersion diagram.
(fig. 3.16), it can be determined that the time required is 5.5 hours.
Therefore, 5.5 hours after'the wind stops, the value of E will decrease
to 76 ft., the significant height of the waves will drop to 24.-7 ft.,
and the "period" range will decrease to values between 12.2 and
5.6 seconds.

A point 200 NM to windward of the point of forecast has an E value
of 44 ft.2 and a significant height of 18.8 feet. The frequency asso-
ciated with the significant height, is 0.098, and it takes this spectral
frequency 13 hours to travel the 200 NM. Therefore, 13 hours after
the wind stops, the significant height at the point of observation will
be 18.8 feet, and the "period" range will be from 10.2 to 5.6 seconds.

These results can be summarized in table 3.11 for the remaining
points of interest. Table 3.11 shows, for example, that after 37
hours E will drop to 7 ft.' and the significant height will drop to 7.8
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Table 3.11-The Decrease of Waves in an Area of Wave
Generation Limited by a Fetch

F. (Distance) Frequency Time Z SIg.ht. "Period" range
NM perhcond hours ft. e seconds

0 0.065 0 113 31 15 -5. 6
100 0.082 5.5 76 24.7 12. 2-5. 6
200 0.098 13 44 18. 8 10.2-5. 6
300 0.125 26 18 12.2 8 -5.6-,
350 0:158 37 7 7.8 6 -5.6

feet. The important point is that only a fraction of the total f6tch
has low frequency spectral components in it, and they, therefore, will
pass the point of observation in a much shorter time than would be
required if :they had to travel the entire 400 NM from the coast to
the point of observation.

Final Forecast for-Example 3.8
AFTER THESE SIMPLE COMPUTATIONS HAVE BEEN

MADE ON THE BASIS OF THE VARIATION OF WAVE
HEIGHT' WITH DISTANCE FROM THE COAST, THE RE-
SULTS OF THE COMPUTATIONS CAN BE TURNED AROUND.
THE RESULT IS TABLE 3.12, WHICH IS THE FINAL FORE-
CAST FOR EXAMPLE 3.8.

Table 3.12-Forecast for Example 3.8
Date.tlme. Signiflcnt "Period" range

March height, feet seconds

030600Z 31 15 -5.6
031130Z 25 12. 2-5.6
031900Z 19 10. 2-5. 6
040800Z 12 8 -5. 6
041900Z 8 -6 -5.6

Comments
If the wind stops at '030600Z, and the waves are 31 feet high at

that time, they will drop to 25 feet in 5.5 hours, to 19 feet in 13 liv.rs,
and,-to 12 feet in 26 hours, simply because of the effect of dispersion.
The waves die down only because the rectangular areas associated
with the frequencies involved have passed the point at which the
forecast is being made. The waves are not dissipated by eddy fric-
tion, but merely have moved out of the particular forecast, area.
The frequencies present at the rear edge of every storm and the times
associated with them, which they require to travel ,ven distances,
are just as important as the frequencies at the forward edge of every
storm and the times they require to travel a given distance. These
frequencies define the area covered by the envelope of the sine wave
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associated with that particular frequency. The application of this
principle in all forecasts permits a forecast of"how long the waves
will last at a given point.

The Use of the Distorted C. C. S. Curves
The distorted C. C. S. curves that were given in Chapter II can be

used to forecast wave propagation as easily as they can be used to
foiecast wave generation. However, the E values at the various fre-
quencies must be read off very carefully in the preparation of the
forecast. For low frequencies, very small increments on the E scale
are as significant as large increments for high frequencies. The E
valuesshould be estimated to'at least the nearest square foot in com-
puting all differences, and the frequencies should be measured from
the curve as carefully as possible.

Moving Fetches
Limitations on Filters

Filter II is-a filter .. hich.can, be applied if the generating area is
stationary. Such conditions can occur ;f, for example, there is a
strong gradient between a stationary high and a stagnating low.
Filter III is a filter which can be applied if the generating area is
moving in the direction of the wind with the velocity of the wind in
the generating area. Such conditions, as described before, can occur
behind a well-developed cold front.

Isobaric configurations and the winds at the surface are in part
determined by changes at upper levels; hence, it is possible for the
winds over a generating area to blow with a velocity, V, and for the
generating area to move in any direction with another velocity, v,.
Such couditions are not completely treated by the filters that have
been given, although in many cases one or the other will be a fairly
good approxilation.

Forecasts for Moving Fetches
It would appear that the sea in such generating areas can build up

by successive finite increments. The waves build up over the gener-
ating area for, say, ;3 hours. Then the generating area as well as the
.spectral components are found where they would have traveled in
three hours. Then if the spectrumi u) to a frequency,.fi. is present,
one moment of duration equal to the next, three hours is added on to
the spectrum. The process is repeated at i3-hour intervals until the
wind stops or until the time at which the forecast is to be made,
whic'hever is earlier.

After the wind ceases, the various spectral components cover areas
of different, sizes on the sea surface. lowever, each area travels in
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some direction with a known group velocity, and by computing which
frequencies can be present at a given point of forecast at a given time,
a forecast of the waves can be made at times after the wind ceases.

The problem of formalizing the procedures to be employed in fore-
casting waves for such cases has led to the introduction of some new
filters, which take into account the motion of the fetch.

Filter M-V
The first filter considered is designated as M-V. It pertains to the

following situation: A fetch of length, F, forms at t=O. The wind
blows with a speed V. The fetch moves with velocity, vt,, in the same
direction as the wind. The problem is to determine the energy in
the wave spectrum at anhy desired point, either inside or outside the
fetch area and at. any time after t=O.

As the fetch moves with velocity vr, the length of time that, the
wind blows at each point in thepath of the fetch can be found: If
the windward edge of the fetch takes a certain number of hours to
move past a certain p9int, then the duration at that point is given
by this number of hours, provided that the point was within the initia -,
fetch area. The "duration"at a point in advance of the initial fetch
area is modified'by the flux of energy (at group velocity) into the area
in addition to the energy received by the sea from the wind stresses.
This latter effect causes a reduced apparent duration time for points
in advance of the initial position of the fetch in using the co-cumulative
spectrum graphs. Or, stated anot her way, a given E value in the par-
tially developed sea is attained sooner than would be expected from
a computation based on the observed duration of the wind at a point
to leeward of the initial position of the fetch. It results in an increased
gradient in the energy distribution at the leeward edge of the fetch.
In order to determine the energy-distribution at the leeward edge of
the fetch, the following relation is used for a region called the duration
control zone, the zone between the leeward edge of the fetch and the
region within the fetch where a steady state has been developed.

D=f' (,-1.515/f)d r

N
- " (v1-l.515/.f, A,1 (3 .11)

N
where A

In equation (3.11), D -s the distance from the leeward edge of the
fetch to a zone to windward where the component has duration time
equal to 7. This duration time, Y, holds only if the fetch has been in
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existence at least that long; otherwise the actual time of existence of
'the fetch should be used to determine E from the~duration graphs.
Furthermore, it should be mentioned that the choice of &r in the above
formula depends on how rapidly 1.515/f (group velocity) varies with
the duration, r. Smaller values of AT should be used in conjunction
with the larger variations of 1.515/f with 7.

To find the distribution of the energy at the windward edge of the
fetch, consider the wave components that are left behind at the wind-
ward edge in the dispersion zone, where the fetch moves to leeward
faster than the group velocity of the higher frequency components.
In order to do this, determine the duration of the wind at a'point
located at the windward edge of the fetch area. This locates, he rear
of the spectral component with the same duration time. It is then
necessary to, follow this component at its group velocity. This can
be done for any windward fetch position after the fetch first forms.

Example 3.9 (Filter M-V)
A FETCH 700 NM LONG STARTS TO MOVE DOWN WIND

WITH A SPEED OF 30 KNOTS. THE WIND OVER THE
FETCH HAS A VELOCITY OF 30 KNOTS IN THE SAME
DIRECTION AS THE MOTION OF THE FETCH. THE WIND
LASTS 24 HOURS. WHAT IS THE STATE OF THE SEA AT
VARIOUS DISTANCES FROM THE WINDWARD EDGE OF
THE FETCH AT t=24 HOURS?

In this example AT will be chosen as one hour since this is as fine a
reading as can be made from the duration graphs. The distribution
of energy at the leeward edge of the fetch is determined in table 3.13.

Table 3.13-Energy Front of the Moving Fetch in the
Duration Zone. (1-Hour Interval)

Ei at I hr. i, at 1 hr.
(vF-I.515; X.D- Duration for (vF-.5I5I ZAI),- I)uratlon forf1,r (NM) D% (NM) 30-knot wind f),A (NM) D (M) 30-knot %Ind

25.9 25.9 .13 17.0 272.2 18.
25. 4 51.3 .21 16.A 288. 6 21.
23.8 75.1 1.0 15.6 301.2 23.7
22. 1 97. 2 2. 9 15. 0 319. 2 26.4!
21.7 118.9 3.6 14.1 333.3 31.0
21.2 1.40. 1 4.8 13. 0 ,16. 3 35.
20.6 160.7 6.1 11.8 35& 1 40.
20.0 180.7 7.0 10.3 368. 4 44.8
19.6 200.3 9.0 8.0 376.4 51.4
18. 9 219.2 11.3 5,. 381.8 56.0
18.3 237.5 13.1 2.3 384. i 57.0
17. 7 255. 2 15. 2 0 384. 1 58.7
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The distribution of energy in the dispersion zone to the windward
of the fetch can be determined as follows:

The travel time of the windward edge of the fetch from its-initial
position to any point X gives the maximum duration time of the wind
for that point. The windward edge of the zone having a spectral
component corresponding to this duration is thus located. The
differencebetween the time of observation (t=24 hours in the example)
and this duration time gives the travel time for the windward edge of
the zone having this particular component. This method provides a
complete check on the component (and therefore the energy) in the
dispersion zone to windward of the fetch area.

Following is the solution to example 3.9 which shows the way
the data obtained from the above procedures can be collected.

It can be observed from the tables that the fully developed sea
(E=59 ft.2) occurs at a distance somewhat less than 400 NM to
windward of the leeward edge of the fetch. If one were to neglect
the wave energy flux, the fully developed sea would :be computed to
occur 720 NM to windward of the fetch. This would mean that a
fully developed sea. would be forecast to occur nearly 11 hours later
than is indicated above.

In table 3.14 there are 300 NM of fully developed sea indicated,
whereas neglect of wave flux will yield no area of fully'developed sea.
The effect of energy flux'is therefore of the utmost importance in
determining the distribution of-energy near the leeward edge of the
advancing Aetch area.

Filter M-VI
If the wind blowsin a direction opposite to the direction of propaga-

tion of the fetch, then the only difference that occurs in the above
considerations is in the relation:

D-f (vr-" 1.515/j)dr

N

F(v+ 1.515/f,)Ar, (3.12)

where the plus sign now appears in place of the minus sign.
The cause of this is the flux of energy (at group velocity) out of the

fetch area (since the energy now moves opposite to the direction of
propagation of the fetch). This effect, requires an increased apparent
duration time for a given energy to be produced near the leeward
edge of the fetch area.
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Exainple 3.10
AS AN EXAMPLE OF'THIS CASE, CONSIDER A FETCH

AREA 880 NM LONG, MOVING WITH A SPEED OF 30 KNOTS.
'THE WIND STARTS TO BLOW AT 30 KNOTS OPPOSITE TO
THE DIRECTION OF MOTION OF THE FETCH. THE WIND
AGAIN LASTS FOR 24 HOURS. THE PROBLEM IS TO DE-
TERMINE THE DISTRIBUTION OF ENERGY AT VARIOUS
DISTANCES FROM THE LEEWARD EDGE OF THE INITIAL
POSITION OF THE FETCH. NOTE THAT THE LEEWARD
EDGE IN THIS CASE IS NOT THE ADVANCING EDGE.

Table 3.15 shows that there is no region of fully developed sea
(E-59 ft.2) anywhere. The effect of wave energy flux is to cause the
total wave energy to be distributed throughout the fetchwith a very
small gradient from windward to leeward. The difference in energy
distribution between example 3.9 and example 3.10 is due to the
energy being distributed over a large ocean area when the fetch moves
against the wind (example 3.10 but over a much smaller.-area when
the fetch moves with the wind (example 3.9).

Filter M-VII
Finally, consider a very simple filter for a fetch moving along a

coast at a constant velocity with the wind blowing toward the coast
at an angle to the direction of propagation of the fetch. For simpli-
city, consider an east wind in a fetch moving north parallel to a coast
orientated north-south. It is assumed that the wind has been blowing
a sufficient time for all significant components to have reached the
coast.

The purpose of this filteris to project these significant components
upon the coast and thereby determine the distribution of E along the
coast. It should be mentioned that. the coast need not be parallel
to the direction of motion. In fact, even if the coast is quite irregular
the projection method (to be described below) holds.

Example 3.11
AN EAST WIND IS BLOWING WITH A VELOCITY V WITII-

IN A FETCH THAT IS MOVING NORTIIWARD WITH1 A
VELOCITY Vp. WHAT IS THE DISTRIBU'Tl'ION OF ENERGY
AND THE STATE OF THE SEA FOR ANY POINT P AND ANY
TIME t?

In order to determine the distribution of E along the coast, as
shown in figure 3.20, the following procedure is used:

Determine from the duration or fetch graphs the limiting frequencies
of components having significant energy. Corresponding to these
frequencies which will be denoted by., and f2(f>.f1 ) there exist the
group velocities 1.515/f, and 1.515/f2 (1.515!/f>1.515/f 2) and duration
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Df2 -*WIND
D °°" ..... ...... ,

0o-

20

FIouRE 3.20 Fetch moving parallel to a straight coast at velocity V with a
wind blowing at right angles to the direction of fetch motion.

times r1 and T2 (T1>T 2), respectively. These components will 1)e
generated at a distance DlJIvT, and Df2 =4v 2 from the north edge

of the fetch and at a distance Do,=f (1.515/f)dt and Do2=

(1.515/f)dt from the windward edge of the fetch. In a unit time the
fetch will move north the distance vr, the fastest component will move
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west the distance i.515/,, and the slowest component will move
west the distance 1.515/f2. Adding these displacements vectorially as
indicated in the diagram, the projection is obtained, which determines
the boundaries of the significant components produced iii the fetch.
In a similar manner the boundaries of all the components with fre-
quencies greater thanJf1 , and less thanf 2 can be obtained. In this way
the entire spectrum can (in a sense) be projected onto the coast as is
indicated in figure 3.20 and the energy EUf) determined along the coast
or anywhere over the ocean between the fetch and the coast. In this
example, it is seen that this projccted system will move with the speed
of the fetch along the:coast. As mentioned before tile projection can
still be made for irregularly shaped coast. For a wind blowing at
some angle to the direction of propagation of the fetch, the projection

is easily carried out, where Df1 now equals fvr-(1.515/f) cos 0] dl,

Df2=f 7 [v,- (1.515/]) cos 0] dt, Do= 1f7' (1.515/) sin 0 dt, and Do2=

f[ (1.515 1J) sin 0 dt where 0 is the angle between the wind and fetch

velocity vectors. One has to subtract the fetch velocity vector from
the component velocity vector which is always aligned with the wind..

How Sea Changes Into Swell

The results of this chapter also explain how sea changes into swell.
Figure-3.9 shows how the sea spectrum is filtered so that only a nar.
row band of frequencies is present at a point outside the generating
area. As was explained in Chapter I, a swell has a narrow spectrum.
The more distant a point of observation is from a given storm, the
narrower the band of frequencies present at any given time and the
more regular the swell. Compare, in example 3.7, the frequency band
present at point A at different times (table 3.6) with the frequency
band present at point B at different times (table 3.8). At point A,
for comparable parts of the spectrum, the band is much narrower
than at point B.

The "Period" Increase of Ocean Swell

The highest swell to pass a given point outside the generating area
is associated with the frequency, , as given in table 2.1. The

period associated with.f,, is greater than the average "period," T,
observed inside the generating area. For a fully developed sea, it is

equal to - 7. Therefore, the "period" of the highest swell will

become equal to -/2 7' at gre-t distances, but it, will never exceed
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this value. If the average "period" of the waves in the generating',
area is, say, 10 seconds, the average "priod" of the highest swell-
will not be much greater than 14 seconds.

Effects of Viscosity
Added Possible Efect of Viscosity

In all these forecast examples the waves have decreased in height
with time at a certain point because of the fact that the high periods
(low frequencies) have traveled away from the point at which the
forecast is being made. In each case, toward the end of the forecast
period, the frequencies present are high and the "periods" associated
with them are low. These low "periods" have seldom been observed
and reported on the open ocean. This is partly because there is
nearly always some light local wind present, and thus they may be
associated with, the local winds instead of with the distant storm.
Also, these low "period" waves take so long to arrive that no one
looks for them. The storm that caused them is "ancient"- history.
It also may be due to the fact that in addition to the effects of dis-
persion and angular spreading these low "period" components are
dissipated by the effect of eddy viscosity. If this is the case, the
height forecast in all these examples toward the end of the forecast
time will be too high because the eddy viscosity effect will decrease
the height of the waves even further.

Question Not Settled

At the present time not enough correctly obtained wave observa-
tions of actual conditions have been made to permit a correct com-
putation of the effect of viscosity. The wave forecaster, as he de-
velops experience, may be able to take this effect, into account quan-
titatively. If these forecast low "period" waves (1o not show up in
clear cases where they should, then this effect of viscosity is impor-
tant; but, until careful observations are made in well-defined situa-
tions where these low "period" waves should show up, this question
cannot for the moment be settled one way or the-,nther.

Cross and Head Winds
The above statements have to do with very simple cases in which

the waves propagate through areas of relative calm. In situations
where waves from one storm travel at. an angle to waves generated
by local wind, with frequencies the same as for the traveling waves,
the traveling waves will be dissipated. Little white caps and breakers
will form every time a wave builds up beyond a certain height.
Each time breaking occurs, a certain amount of energy will be dis-
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sipated. Part of the dissipated energy will be restored to the local
waves as the local wind continues to blow. However, the energy
dissipated from the waves traveling from the distant storm cannot
be replenished. It will be lost and result in a corresponding decrease
of those waves. Consequently, in any practical case where the tra-
veling waves encounter obliquely a local sea having the same spectral
components, they should not be forecast to arrive at the distant
point of forecast.

As already stated, not enough is yet known about the effect of
viscosity for quantitative results to be given at the present time. R
is suggested that the forecaster keep records of such situations and
verify his forecasts very carefully in order to form an estimate in his
own mind of these effects, so that his forecasts can be modified by
experience when it is suspected that the effects of viscosity will be
important.

Forecasts Finally Merge Into Local "Sea"

Of course, in all these examples the point at which the forecast is
to be made will have some light local wind after the stronger wind,
which produces the really important waves, has died lown. If the
forecast table shows that the waves will finally decrease to heights
which are comparable to those produced by the light local winds, then
the forecast, should be stopped at this point. Thus in example 3.10,
if at 041900Z of March the local winds instead of being exactly zero
were 14 knots, then shortly after 041900Z, the forecast values for the
point of observation would merge with a significant height of 3.26
feet, and it would not be worthwhile to continue carrying out the
calculations on the basis of the waves caused by the 36-knot wind at
030600Z.
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Chapter IV
WAVE OBSERVATION TECHNIQUES

Introduction

Purpose of Chapter
The purpose of this chapter is to describe how to observe waves

correctly. A poor wave observation might lead to the conclusion
that the forecast was wrong, whereas verification ind not the fore-
caster would be at fault. 'This is most easily shown by figure 4.1
which gives wave records taken at a very reduced speed. As a con-
sequence, the waves appear all run together. The records are several
hours long, and the time scale shows that there are intervals on the
record where the waves are quite low for as :nuch as 5 or 10 minutes.
There are other intervals on the record where the waves are quite high.
If an observation is made for a time interval of the order of 5
or 6 minutes during which the waves are low, the average wave height
will be considerably lower than the forecast value. Conversely, if
the obseivations are made for a period 4 or 5 minutes long during
which the waves are quite high, the observed average wave height will
be considerably higher than the forecast value.

If an observation is made for at least 15 mi'iutes and preferably
longer, and if enough individual values are recorded, then the average
wave height will be truly representative of the forecast value. The
reasons for this effect were given in Chapter 1, where it was shown
that certain height ranges, depending upon the value of E, would
occur. A series of waves, all of a nonrepresentative height range,
can persist for only a fraction of this time. An average based upon
a shorter time of record will not be.adequate.
Theory of Correct Observation Methods

Establishment of correct wave observation procedures involves
considerations of sampling theory. The l)roblem is, basically, how
long must the waves be observed in order to get a reliable average
height, or a reliable average "period." Also, how many individual
values should be recorded before the total group of values will begin
to approximate the distribution given in the tables of Chapter I.SReproduced from 139
best available copy. _'
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As anl exampjle, consider a box of colored marbles, with 401percent
red marbles andl 60 p~ercent b~lack ones. If a person were to reach into
the box of marble's and( pull out a handful, and from that handful try
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to decide without knowing beforehand, the percentage of one color as
compared with the other, he would get different results depending upon
the size of the handful he took. If he took only two marbles, he could
get either two red, two'black, or one red and one b!ack. No ratio of
the sample values would then correspond exactly to the 40 percent
red and 60 percent black. Consequently, he could not know what the
true value was on the basis of just two marbles. If the person were
to pick 20 marbles, then of a large number of the different possible
handfuls of 20, a great many would approximate the values of 40
percent and 60 percent. Some handfuls though, would still be off
one way or another and show a wroig percentage. There is always
the probability, no matter how remote, that a given series of.observa-
tions will give a poor value of E, but if the observation consists of a
large number of values such as 50 or 100 individual heights, the
probability becomes extremely small.

Similar statements also hold true for the observation of "pe iods'

and "wave lengths." The observation of heights, "periods; and
"wave lengths" will be discussed in this chapter.

Two Purposes for Wave Observations
The observation techniques described in this chapter are given for

two purposes. The first purpose is to show the forecaster -how to
verify a forecast. A forecast verified by a poor observation wifl'nov
be verified correctly, and erroneous conclusions will therefore be
drawn. Th40 second purpose of this chapter is to show how io collect
adequate wave data for scientific purposes. Most wave data today
are taken and organized very pooiiy and do notshow the basic fatuire e
of the sea surface, in which scientists have become interested. h'lese
better techniques are ieeded in order to improve, ,extend, and unify
the methods given in this forecasting manual.

General Observations
Before each wave observation is inade for which a record is to be

taken and forwarded' to some (central collection agency, il-is nccessary
to record some general data which are very useful in working upthe
observation. These data are shown below in table 4.1. Many kinds
of information are requi.siet concerning the nature of the weather
an(l the type of ship on whiich the observer is located.
It, is also necessary to inllzhde a (-opy of the logged weather report

for the past, 24 hours or for the time since the last reported wave
observation. 'This will permit. people who tire studying the records
to obtain reliable estimates of the average wind speed, of the variability
of the wind, and of the other important factors in order to prepare
wave forecasts for themselves and to ch'k the observations with the
theory.
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Table 4.1-General Data Needed for all Observations

Date ............
Time of observation from ---- Z to ---- Z.
Ship location ---- Lat .-.... Long.
Length of ship ---- feet. Beam (width) of ship ---- feet.
'Speed of ship -- knots ---- course.
Wind speed (!rue)' .... knots. Wind direction (true)'[.....
Character of wind .... Very gusty .------- Gusty.

------ Strong aid steady .------- Weak and steady.
------ Weak and variable .------- Calm.

Sea temperature - - - Air temperature - - -.
Type and class of ship ------------------------------------------
Height of metacenter .........................................
Natural rolling period ----------------------------------------

I If the air mass is unstable indfor wind speeds are high. variations in wind direction and gustiness are
common. Record maximum gust .......... knots and variations In observed wind direction over a period
reading of as much as 40*( ), *3u°( ). *200( ), 4iO( ), *0( ). Assuming the total time for all
observations to be an hour or more, take five readings durine this period of the wind and use the average
for the wind speed and direction recorded above. Note also minimum readlrg of wind sieN.
knots and maximum reading ........ knots of the five readings.

The above tabulation of general data includes information on the
type of ship, on the dimensions of the ship, and on the various
atmospheric conditions which exist at the time of observation. The
data on the type and physical characteristics of the ship are needed
because itmay be possible to derive methods for actually forecasting
how the ship will respond to a given wave system. If this can be
done, one of the ultimate goals of the forecast. will be realized, because
in many applications to practical cases, people do not really care what
the waves are doing. They are really interested in what the ship
does because of tle waves. If this can be forecast, the information
will be most, valuable. Sonic applications of this information on the
characteristics of the ship will be given in Chapter V11. The informa-
tion requested about the will(] is a little more detailed than usual, bui,
this is because it, is believed that a very gusty wind, even with the
same average velocity, will cause a tylpe of wave structure different
from 'that produced by a steady wind of tile same average velocity.
The turbulence in the Wind for the gusty case inight conceivably
l)roduce a broader, higher spectrum.

The Observation of the "Pe.ods"
There is no such thing as a period in an ocean wave rccprd or in

actual ocean; waves because the wave pattern never repeats itself.
lowever, ani important visual observation consists of the tabulation
of the time intervals between successive crests, that is, the '"periods,"
as delined in Chapter 1. Consider the wave recor(s shown in Chapter
I. It should be possible, wle watching the waves pass i fixed point,
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to start a stopwatch at the time that a given crest passes that point
and stop it when the next crest goes by. This procedure gives a
'certain time interval. If enough of these values are, recorded and
,tabulated, the result is a frequency distribution of the "periods."
'(See figures 1.6, 2.5a, 2.5b, and 2.5c.)

,Difference 'Between the Frequency Distribution and the Spectrum
This frequency distribution has something-to do with the spectrum

of the waves, but it is not the same thing as their, spectrum. Con-
sider, for example, a very low wave with a time interval between
crests of 5 seconds and a considlerably higher wave with a time interval
between crests of, say, 10 seconds. Now suppose low waves with a
time interval between crests of 5 seconds occur 20 times, and high
waves with a time interval between crests of 10 seconds occur only
10 times. Then in the distribution of these time intervals the maxi-
mum will be near the 5-second time interval, and the lower valuewill
be associated with the 10-second interval. Yet, looking at the dis7
tribution, one would think that the 5-second waves were more ini-
portant. Obviously, that is not the case.

Difference Between a Sea and a Swell
In, a sea the time intervals between crests can vary over a con-

siderable range, as shown in Chapter II. As an example,,for a wind
speed of 32 knots, it was shown that the "periods" could vary from
5 to 17.5 seconds, and any intermediate value could occur. It was
also shown in Chapter II that the average "period" was related to the
shape of the spectrum, and that the averages of all these values were
considerably lower in "period" than the period associated with the
maximum energy in the spectrum of the waves. In a swell the
"periods" are clustered more nearly about the period corresponding to
the central frequency of the range of frequencies in the band present
at the time of the observation.

Method of Observation
The best, place to observe the time intervals between successive

crests of the wave system is from a high point on the ship such as the
mast or the deck above the bridge. Iook one or two shipl lengths
alhead to windward. Pick out, a mark, e. g., a large foam patch, a
clumjp of seaweed, or any other drifting object which is easily seen
and at, a relatively fixed point, on the sea surface. A piece of an
empty wooden food crate makes a good marker. It, can be thrown
overlboard and followed for a long time if tle shil) is not, moving too
rapidly. By keeping the mark in sight as long as possible and
recording the time interval between the crests as they pass this mark,
a representative series of observations can be obtained. When the
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mark passes out of sight, a new one can be used and the process
repeated until a sufficient number of values has been obtained.

The mark will bob up and down as the waves pass. Start a stop-
watch when the mark is at the top of the wave and stop it, when it. is
at the top of the next one. Write (town thetime interval that results.
Repeat such measurements for 50 to 100 observatiois and report each
individual value of the readings.

If two observers are available, teai work helps in getting the
observations made more quickly. 'In fact, continuous measurements
of the "periods" can be taken.

The two observers take-s high place of observation together. Each
observer should have,-a stopwatch. Observer A observes the mark
While-observer BJi ready to note the individual values. A starts his
watch when the mark is at the crest of a wave. When he stops his
stopwatch -he loudly says, "stop," and at the same moment B starts
his watch. While keeping the sign in sight, A shows his stopwatch
to B who records the time interval on A's watch. This can be done
quickly, and B says, "OK" to indicate that A clears his watch to
zero again. Meanwhile the mark has gone through a cycle and
approaches the next, crest. A says, "stop" at, the moment when the
mark is at the crest of the next wave. This means that B has to
stop his watch while A starts his watch again. B reads off his watch,
notes the time interval of his observation, an(d clears his watch to
zero again until A says, "stop." A says, "stop" at the moment when
the mark is at the top of the third crest. The process can then be re-
peated. A observes the first, the third, the fifth, and so on of the
"'periods" recorded, while B observes the secon(l, the fourth, and the
sixth. Thus, a continuous series of observwii*ns can be made in half
the time it, takes one man to (1o it alone.

These individual values are very impoiant, and averages based on
them are also very important. AboutV 50 ihdividual values of the
"lperiods" must be tabulated in order to obtain a reliabh value of the
average "period." It is a rather difficult problem theoretically to go
from the individual values and the average of these individual values
to the properties of the spectrum, but enough is known at the present
time to make it, possible to deduce some very important conlusiolls
about. the nature of the waves on the basis of these data.

The Observation of Wave Heights

There are thiree different procedures which cati be used to observe
wave heights. In or(er to see how they differ, contsider again the
aerial photograph of the sea shown in figur(e 1.i of Chapter 1. These
waves are very short-crested, very inoutntainious, and very irregular.
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Procedure A
One procedure, designated as procedure A, is to look out over the

sea surface and pick out tile highest part of each of the visible crests.
Then an estimate or a measurement of the vertical distance from the
crest of the wave to the trough of the wave right next to it can be
made. This series of observations gives a set of numbers which
represent the highest part of each of the short-crested waves within
the field of vision of the observer.

However, if the waves are observed in this-way they will not have
the distribution of heights given in ChaptcrJ. Only high values.will
be recorded, and the result will be the distribution of the highest parts
of the short-crested waves within the field oft vision of the observer.
The low waves will be neglected or ignored.by this procedure almost
entirely. Such a procedure of observation is useful only if the
procedure to be describe(! next cannot be used (tue to a lack of time
of the observer.

Procedure B
Again consider figure 1.1. The ship shown is moving through the

waves. She will not encounter the highest, part of each wave that
she runs into. In fact, most, of the time she will be on the side of one
of tile high waves and will encounter a considerably lower height than
one would expect as indicated by the first method of observation. It
is this range of heights that really affects the ship, and it, is this
l)articular (listribution of heights that. was given in Chapter 1.

Similarly, a wave-recorder of some type placed out in the ocean will
record the heights of the waves that pass a fixed point of observation.
The highest part, of each wave to pass within the vicinity of the
wave-recorder will'not, necessarily pass over the recorder, and thus-a
wave-recorder will record values sinilar to the values encountered by
a ship under way. The fact that an observation of waves passing i
fixed point is different. from all observation of the highest, part of each
short-crested wave is a very important, practical consequence of wave
theory. It shows that what. is really needed is an observation similar
to the type of observation that a wave-recorder actually gives.

In order to observe waves by what will be designated as procedure
B, therefore, it is necessary to try to estimate the height of that
particular part of each wave a ship encounters and not, the height of
the highest part of each wave. It, is also satisfactory to estimate
the heights of those waves that pass a fixed point. It. is also possible
to think of all the waves encountered at a point, moving with tile
ship's speed at, a fixe( azimuth and distance from tile moving ship.
The observer should look out from tie bow of the ship at an angle of,
say, 450 to the direction of motion of tih(, ship and keep his eyes fixed
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on a convenient point a number of yards out in this particular di.
rection. Certain waves *illbe passing that point; and, as the poim
moves along at the same speed as the ship, it will eridounter the sam(
distribution of heights that the ship does. The heights will occur ir
a different order, but the distribution will be the same. This i,
important because waves near the.ship are distorted, and it is bettel
to observe at a point some distance off.
The procedure, then, is to estimate the crest-to-trough heights

of the waves as they pass this point of observation. This is not toc
difficult to do, but the important-thing to remember is thrt'the height
of each wave must be noted. There is a very strong tendency to
neglect the lower waves and emphasize the higher waves. There
will he times when it appears that no waves are present or that what
is happening is unimportant compared to what Will happen when
higher waves pass or what has happened when higher waves were
passing. This is not tile case because those times when the sea is
low are just as important in characterizing the overall pattern as
the times when the sea is high. Every height 9hould be recorded
as the waves pass this point of observation.

Procedure C
There is also a third )rocedure for the observation of wave heights.

Procedure B may at times be very difficult to apply. Then proce-
(lure C can be used. If the low waves are omitted in l)rocedure B,
the coml)uted average wave height is too great. The value of TE
is incorrect, and thus an incorrect forecastof the coml)lete (listribu-
tion of wave heights results.

If the wave observer finds that it is very difficult to observe and
actually count the lower waves that pass a fixed point with reference
to a moving ship, he should then attemlpt to observe the height of all
waves in excess of a certain fixed minimuin| height. It is not sufficient
to attemlpt to estimate tile heights of the one-third highest waves
and compute a number whieh is supposed to be the significant height
fron such an observation. low is it possible to know what t-he-one-
third highest waves are if all the waves are not count,(l and put in
order as was done in Chapter I? Some fixed lower limit is needed as a
reference point fron which these averages can be comnputed.

Suppose that in a given state of the sea an observer records tile
heights of all waves in excess of some fixed height, say, for example,
4 feet. Then a certain percentage of waves is omitted from the
observations, all with a height less than 4 feet,. The average of tile
heights of those waves greater than .1 feet will, consequently, be higher
than the average of the heights of all the waves.

As an exanimple, midshi)meii at Annapolis are selected so that they
are taller than a certain min|imum height. The average height of the
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midshipmen at Annapolis is therefore greater than the average height
of tile total male population in this country. Similarly, the average
height of all the waves observed in excess of a certain fixed minimum
height will be greater than the average height of:a1l:t'ae waves that
-actually-occur.

Table 4.2 shows the average values obtained when all heights in
a given state of the sea are recorded for waves in excess of 4, 10, and
20 feet. If the average of the heights of all waves in a given state
of the sea is computed for all waves greater than 4 feet and if this
average, for example, results in the value of 4.86 feet, then ( ie average
height of all the waves, as shown in table 4.2, is 2.50 feet. The sig-
nificant height is 4 feet. This shows that the average is based on
some fraction of the waves which is even less than one-third of the
total number of the waves. In fact, as the last column shows, 86.6
percent of the total number of waves has been omitted,. and only
13.4 percent of the waves has been recorded. As another example,
ifthe average height of all waves in excess o.f 4.feet is computed and
if this average turns out to be '12.3 feet, then the average height of
all the waves is 11.3 feet and the significant height is 18 feet. Under
these conditions, a considerably larger percentage of the total number
of waves which pass is observed, and only 10 percent of the total
number of waves is omitted. If the average height of the waves
whose heights are greater than either 10 feet or 20 feet is computed,
the results are similar, as table 4.2 showv.

The average height as computed by the methods of procedure C,
always is greater than the average height of all the waves, and it is
connected to the significant height and the E values by the values
given in table 4.2.

The reason for this method of observation is that it gives a fixed
lower bound to the observed heights. It is not too difficult to count
all waves greater than a certain height, and once this fixed lower
bound is marked, the computations can be carried out easily. The
theoretical results presented in procedure C are based on a truncated
probability (istribution function, and they offer a sound method for
ol)tailling wave height observations. The important point is, though,
that, a guess is not sufficient. A precise technique for recording the
heights of a representative and complete sample of the waves that
pass a fixe( )oint on the sea surface, or a point moving along on tile
sea surface in a fixed direction and with a fixed speed, is absolutely
necessary.

Examples of the Use of Procedure C
If only the heights of the waves in excess of a certain height are

recorded and tabulated, it is not sufficient to go back and use tile
results of Chapter I on the observed height (listribution. Parts of the
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data are actually missing and must be recovered through the use of
table 4.2 as given below. These examples demonstrate the way in
which the height ranges andthe other wave data given.in Chapter I
can be computed in terms of the data obtained in procedure C.

EXAMPLE 4.1.
ALL WAVES IN EXCESS OF A HEIGHT OF 4 FEET WERE

RECORDED AND THE AVERAGE HEIGHT OF THESE
WAVES WAS 6.64 FEET. 50 WAVES WERE OBSERVED. FIND
THE SIGNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHT AND THE OTHER WAVE
DATA WHICH CAN BE COMPUTED FROM CHAPTER I.

Method of Solution
From table 4.2, if the average height of the waves is 6.64 feet

for those waves which exceed 4 feet in height, then the average height
of all the waves is 5.01 feet, and the significant height is 8 feet. Since
the significant height is 8 feet, it call be found, from table 3.4 of
Chapter III, that NrE=2.83. The last column of table 4.2 shows
that 39.4 percent of tile waves have been omitted by the procedure of
recording only those over 4 feet in height. Since 50 waves were ob-
served and since approximately 40 percent of the waves which passed
the fixed poin~t of observation were omitted, this means that 60 percent
of a total of some N waves (if all had been counted) was observed.
Since 60 percent of N is 50, N is 83. That is, if all waves had been
observed as they passed this fixed point of observation, there would
have been 83 waves in the total number observed.

If it is desired to use table 1.4 in order to compute the 10 percent
ranges of the waves an(l compare tile observations with tile theory, it
is necessary to omit the first four 10 percent ranges because approxi-
mately 40 )ercent of the waves have been omitte(l. The heights of tile
first 8 waves (i. e., 10 percent of 83), which are very low and lie within
the first height range, were not observed, the second 8 waves were not
observed, nor the third and fourth. However, of the S3 waves which
should have passed this point during the time of observation, 8 waves
should have heights between 4.0 and 4.7 feet. Thus, the 10 percent
ranges and the cumulative 10 percent ranges can be computed for that
part of the complete range of wave heights which is contained in the
data. The only information that cannot be gotten from the observa-
tions is that pertaining to the 40 percent of the 83 waves which were
not observed because they were lower than 4 feet, in height. Of
course the observer can then say that of the 33 waves omitted, 8 had
a height from zero to 1.8 feet, 8 had a height from 1.8 to 2.7 feet,,
8 more had a height from 2.7 to 3.4 feet, ani the last, S (getting close
to the total of 33) had a height. from :3.4 to 4.0 feet.. These waves
Nwere actually not observed because only waves in excess of 4 feet in
height were recorded.
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ANSWER TO EXAMPLE 4.1.

BY USING TABLE 4.2 THE NEEDED INFORMATION ABOUT
THE DISTRIBUTION OF HEIGHTS CAN BE COMPUTED.
BYY ENTERING TABLE 4.2 WITH THE AVERAGE HEIGHT
OF ALL THE WAVES GREATER THAN 4 FEET AND FINDIN'G
THE VALUE 6.64, IT IS POSSIBLE TO GET THE SIGNIFI-
CANT HEIGHT AND THE AVERAGE HEIGHT. FROM THE

SIGNIFICANT HEIGHT AND TABLE 3.4, OR BY SIMPLE
CALCULATIONS, ANY OTHER QUESTION ABOUT THE
DISTRIBUTION OF WAVE HEIGHTS CAN 13E ANSWERED.

EXAMPLE 4.2.

IN A MODERATELY HEAVY SEA AN OBSERVER RE-
CORDED ALL WAVES IN EXCESS OF A 10-FOOT HEIGHT.
THE AVERAGE HEIGHT OF THE 50 WAVES OBSERVED
WAS 22.7 FEET. THE PROBLEM IS TO DESCRIBE THE
AVERAGE OF ALL WAVES, THE SIGNIFICANT HEIGHT,
THE VALUE OF E, AND THE OTHER NEEDED INFORMA-

TION ABOUT THE DISTRIBUTION OF WAVE HEIGHTS.

Method of Solution
From table 4.2, if the average height of all waves in excess of 10

feet is 22.7 feet, the average height of all waves is 20 feet, the significa1t
height is 32 feet, and 18 percent of the total number of the waves was
omitted. If the 50 waves recorded were 82 percent, then a grand
total of 61 waves must have passed the fixed point during the time of
observation.1 There were I I waves left out of the observations or
approximately 20 percent. The first 6 waves (10 percelt of 61)
omitted would have had a height between 0 and 7.2 feet. The next 6
would have had a height between 7.2 and 10.6 feet. The use of table
1.4 then gives values for the 10 percent ranges of all the heights,
which are actually tabulated in the data since -,IR1 is 11.3 feet.

ANSWER TO EXAMPLE 4.2. SINCE FOR THIS EXAMPLE
1TIE AVERAGE IEIGH'lT IS 22.7 FEET FOR ALL WAVES

GREATER TIIAN 10 FEET, IT FOLLOWS FROM 'TABLE 4.2
THAT THE SIGNIFICANT HEIGtlT IS 32 FEET AND FROM
TABLE 3.4 THAT F7 IS 11.3 FEET. FROM TItESE TWO
VALUES, ANY OTIIER I)ESIRED PROPERTY OF TIHE DIS-
TRIBUTION OF TIIE WAVE IIEIGIItS CAN BE OBTAINEI).

Additional Facts About Procedute C
A study of tabl, 4.2 shows that as thIe average height increases

(for a given minimum observed height), the error resulting from tile
Ile of the average height of all waves greater than this min imuni
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'height instead of the true average height becomes less and less. For
,example, in the first row, where the average height of all waves
greater than 4 feet is found, if the average height of the waves is 12.3
:feet, the true average height is 11.3 feet; the error involved is not
too serious because only 10 percent of the waves are omitted; In
this case, with some waves 18 feet and higher, a wave 4 feet high
becomes fairly unimportant, and it is difficult for the observer to
record a wave so low in a sea where the dominating waves are much
higher. This is why it is very important to try to measure the
heights of all waves or at least, to try to fix a lower bound which is
the height of the waves which will be omitted. If a set of wave
heights is recorded in which the observer does not take care to do this,
the average value will then have very little meaning in a statistical
sense, and it will not give a reliable value of ,F].

RelatiVe Importance of'Procedures A, B, and C
Three procedures can be used in reporting wave heights, and it,

should be noted which procedure is used so that the proper theoretical
conclusions can be drawn fkom the reported results. In all cases it,
is preferable to use procedure B because at, the l)resent time much
more is known about the statistical properties of such a series of
observations. If ulis is not possil)le, procedure C is the next.-best
method. It yields consistent results if the values obtained are inter-
preted correctly. On the other hand, if all that can be followed is
proce(lure A, then this type of observation is better than no observa-
tion at. all.

Reliability of Wave Height Observations
After a number of wave heights have been recorded according to

proce(lure -B, the average height of the observed waves can be con-
puted. With this average value and the use of table 1.5, At"E can be
found by dividing the average wave height by 1.77. However, if
there are not, enough heights recorded, the average of the obseried
heights may not be equal to the average of the heights of all the
waves. Just as a small handful of marbles in the example given
previously can give an incrorreet value for the percentage of red
and black marbles, so also the observation of too few wave heights
can give an incorrect value for the average wave height and for the
value of -yE.

If N" E,, is the value calculated on the basis of N wave heights,
table 4.3 shows how far off the correct value of -iE may actually be.
Suppose, for example, that 9 wave heights are recorded, and that
WE,, is 10 feet. Then all that can be said theoretically is that 90 per-
cent of the tine the true value of NE will be between 7.8 feet and
14 feet. There is one chance in ten that the true value will either he
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less than 22 percent lower or greater than 40 percent higher than the
calculated value. The range of values that, the true value can have oil
the basis of just. these 9 observations is 6.2 feet, and the calculated
value, 10 feet. Thus, very little precision can be assigned to the
value of ,E. computed on the basis of only 9 wave heights.

On the other hand, if 100 wave heights are observed, and if, for
example, %IP.- is 10 feet, the true value will theoretically lie between
9.2 and 10.9 feet 90 percent of the time. The range in which the
correct value can lie 90 percent of the tine covers only 1.7 feet.. It.
is thus possible to place a high degree of confidence on an average
height or a value of E computed from 100 wave heights, but, a value
computed from only 9 heights cannot be trusted. However, one
case in ten will give a value outsidethe range indicated.

Table 4.3-Confidence Values of -l-
If -,, is calculated on the basis of N measured wave heights, then

90 percent. of the time the true value of -V as calculated on the basis
of many more wave heights will be found between the value tabulated
below. Both the theoretical'value and a value with an added safety
factor are shown.

N Lou er value Lo (r value Upp eir , ai, UIW)lxr value
(Safety factor) (Tleortil) (TheorctI iI) (Safety factor)

9 -------------- 0.71 1 E 0. 78 L.~ ;40 N1E 1.68 N'i
16 .------------ 0. 76 N-. 0. 82 N'TI. 1. 28 1T 1. 44 NIT.
25 ------------. 0.80 .- 0. 85 Nf,' I. 21 1.33 VIE.
50 ------------ 0.85 AiR- 0. 89 i. 12 E I.21 N
1W ------------ 0. 89 NI T'. 0.092 vR. K . .09) 1 R. 1. 12 111".
200 ----------- 0. 92 N-T'. 0. 94 /F,. I. 06 N'I I. t)9 //,

Table 4.3 emphasizes the importance of making adequate wave
observations. A wave forecaster spends many hours each day
anilyzing weather maps and preparing a wave forecast. If the
forecast is, then verified against an observation based on the aver-
age of 10 or 20 wave heights, the observed values can differ consider-
ably from the forecast, value, and yet, the forecast, value can be correct.
AT LEAST FIFTY WAVE HEIGHTS ARE NEEI)ED BEFORE
ANY CONFIDENCE CAN BE PLACED IN TIE COMP'UTEI)
AVERAGE WAVE HEIGHT.

The theoretical values in table 4.3 were (.ompute(l on. the basis of
the assumnption that, the waves were completely random. The effect
of a run of waves of nearly the same height its illustrated in figure 4.1
was not. (onsi(lere(l. Titus the theoretical values given in table 4.3
are the best, that, can be hoped for, and an actual observation may
be even more in error t han the table shows. On the basis of an
assumn)tion tlat. 1'ery crudely estimates the a(ded effect of a run of
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waves of the same height, the value indicated with a safety factor
may be more nearly correct for actual ocean waves.

Table 4.3 can also be applied to wave height data computed from
procedure C. All the modifications made in going from procedure B
to procedure C tend to increase the'reliability of the values obtained
in procedure C. Thus if 50 actual heights are observed in procedure
C, the results of table 4.3 can be applied to determine the reliability
of the values obtained.
Methods of Height Observation (Heavy Seas)

A rather good method cal be given which iermits the use of pro-
cedure A in heavy seas. The method is to find some place aboard
ship from which the crests of the waves appear to be level with the
horizon when the ship is in the trough of a wave and on an even keel.
The heights of the waves are then equul to the height of the observer's
eye above the water line. Stated another way,,a ship is rolling and
pitching because of the heavy seas. Every once ill awhile tile ship
is in a trough of the wave train. If the observer is then advanta-
geously located with iespect, to the maximum depression of the ship
in the trough, he will see, if lie looks out, on the horizon, that tile
crests appear in many cases to reach up to his eye level. There will
be some crests higher and others lower than his eye level with respect
to the horizon, but the average crest will appear to be at eye level.
The best position for such an observation is amidships, and the
observer should move up and down1I in order to pick that point where
these conditions hold. The height of the observer's eyes above tile
water level of the ship in this situation then will represent, a number
related to the average height of all the waves. The value of course
depends upon the trough depression of the particular wave ill which
the ship happens to be located. But enough observations made at
these times will give a reliable estimate of the average height,. Then,
from this advantageous position, tile observer can look out ald tabu-
late a number of heights both above and below this average value and
give the variation of the crest-to-trough heights of the visible waves
with relation to the maximun part, of each of tile visible crests. It
would be quite dificult, tinder these emlditions to employ procedure B
beclause of tile fact, that such heavy seas are present.

Methods of Height Observation (Reference Line)
If tle waves are low, the winds light, and a low local sea is preselit,

or if a low or a moderate swell is running, and it is convenient, to
stop the ship, ii good me, hod of observation colisists of heading into
the waves and dropping a weighted line with graduated marks (like
at eadline) over the how. The line must go quite a distance below
the water. Then both tile lowest and tile highest levels that, the water
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reaches during the passage of a given wave are recorded. The dif-
ference is the-crest-to-trough height of the wave. A series of such,
observations then gives the data needed for a forecast verification.
Of course, this application will be useful only if the ship is not pitching
too much with the wave motion, which means that the "wave'length"
must be short compared to the length of the ship. Otherwise, the
line itself will move up and down with the waves, and only a very small
variation in height will be recorded. For low local short "period"
waves, such. a method will be useful.

Such a technique can also be very useful at the end of a dock or
where any fixed platfcrm can be used,. At times it is necessary to
verify forecasts oni beaches, and this could be a method of recording
the heights of the waves passing some fixed marker in the water some
distance out from a beach. If the waves are reflected from a vertical
cliff and hence do not break at the beach, this method should not be
used.
Methods of Height Observation (Visual)

In the application of either procedure B or procedure C theiec are
a number of possible techniques. The first is a'simple visual estimate
of the heights that pass a fixed point with reference to the moving
ship. This is adequate for many applications, and one who is prac-
ticed in such a procedure should get a reliable range of values, espe-
cially if the observer is careful not to omit the low values of the waves
which pass. Other techniques that might be useful employ the-
odolites, range finders, and any other such device aboard ship which
can magnify a part of the sea surface and give some sort of a scale
once the distance from the ship to the point of observation is known.
There are undoubtedly many techniques and many improvements
that a person really interested in the practical aspects of such a prob-
lem can suggest and carry out on his own initiative. Such data are
really needed, and the more precisely they can be made the more
useful they will be.

Procedures for Measuring the "Wave Lengths"

General Comments
Just as there is no such thing as A wave period there is no such thing

as A wave length. Also, there is no such thing as A wave speed. Various
wave crests will travel with various speeds. Some waves will outrace
others and appear to travel through them. The distance between
the crests in a direction perpendicular to the dominant direction of
the crests is not a constant. "Wave lengths" and "speeds" will vary
in the same way that "periods" do.

The measurement of "wave lengths" is more diflicult than the
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measurement of "periods" because the shorter waves superimposed on
the longer waves tend to, mask the distances which represent the
important "wave lengths." . wave should have a trough about as
much below sea level as its crest is above sea level; if the shorter waves
on top of the longer waves are reported, this will not be the case.
The following procedure makes it possible to define "wave length"
for the purposes of forecasting and observation.

Definition of "Wave Length"
One method for measuring "wave lengths" is to use what is called a

chip log. A "wave length" can most easily be defined in terms of
what an observer will see during an observation carried out by this
method. If a chip log is not available, any floating object easily
visible, such as a life buoy, can be tied securely to a line. The ship
can be un(ler way during the entire course of these observatikLIS.
The line will be more useful if it is marked at 50-foot intervals, either
by staining the line dark for 50 feet and leaving it plain for another
50 feet or by marking it with painted floats or bits of colored cloth at
50-foot intervals. The line may need to be 800 or more feet long.
It is payed out from the taffrail and should" trail out directly in the
wake of the ship, partly floating and partly submerged. Consider a
graph of the height of the sea surface as a function of distance along
the line at, some instant of time. The situation will look something
like that shown in figure 4.2 except that. the height scale is exaggerated.

__ .r __"Men" o so- toot ,.:

FiaUR 4.2 The ineaureinmet of a "'ave hlgth."

For a simple sine wave, there is no trouble in (iefining a i-ire length,
bit it, is more difficult to define a "wave length" for actual waves.
In fact, two possible definitions can be given. The first, definition is
that, a "wave length" is the horizontal distance )etween two successive
maxunimns where a maximum is a part, of the record where the water
heiglt is 16 ver both before and after it. There are a great. many such
''wave lengt,.hs" shown in this figure. The second definition is that a
"wave length" is the horizontal distance between the two highest
parts of the two masses of water above sea level separated by a distance
where the sea surface is below sea level. As shown in the figure, an
imaginary line representing sea level separates the graph of the waves
into mounds of water above sea level and trenches in the water
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below seadevel. The "wave length" is then defin 'd to be the hori-
zontal' distance from the highest part of one mound of water (which
happens to be under the sternmof the ship in figure 4.2) to the highest
part of the next following mound of water.

The first definition leads to great difficulty in application. Each
little ripple then has a "wave length." A developing "sea" has
-ripples on top of wavelets, wavelets on top of small waves, smill
Waves on top of longer waves, and so on. As figure 4.2 shows, prac-,
tically any distance can be called a wave length according to this
definition. If the ripples are ignored, should the wavelets be'ignored?
If the wayelets are ignored, should the small waves be ignored?
Figure 4.3 shows how very difficult it would be to apply such a defini-
tion if every ripple were counted as a "wave length." An observer
trying to record the "wa- e~lengtlis"-.-e ording to this definition, will
soon be ready to give the whole business up as a bad job.

The first definition also leads to great theoretical difficulty. The
average "wave length" according to this definition can be shown to

be only one or two inches; but, although these short irregularities
on top of the more dominant waves may be important in radar
problems, they certainly do not characterize the "wove length" of
the dominant big waves. For these reasons, then, the first, definition
of "wave'length" will not be used.-

The second definition of "wave length" will, consequently, be
accepted. A "WAVE LENGTH" IS THE HORIZONTAL DIS-
TANCE BETWEEN THE HIGHEST PARTS OF TWO SUCCES-
SIVE CRESTS ABOVE SEA LEVEL WHICH ARE SEPARATED
BY A TROUGH WHICH IS BELOW SEA LEVEL. The average
"wave length" is the average of these distances, and the values given
in Chapter II for "sea" conditions are the average "wave lengths"
according to this definition. For swell, the average "wave length"
is a little less than the theoretical value of 5.12 T2.

The Chip Log Method
Tihe observational procedure is to wait until a crest, is just, under

the stern, as is shown in figure 4.2. There will be another crest.
visible somewhere out along the line. From the spacing of the
markers, the "wave length" of this particular wave can be recorded.
The observations can then be repeated until about. 50 values have
been recorded. The distribution of the various "wave lengths" and
the average "wave length" computed from these 50 values will then
form a reliable set. of data for wave research and for various theoretical
studies. The values will vary through a considerable range of dis-
tances. The length of line payed out should be long enough to
measure all of the different "wave lengths" which occur.
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ANY WAvE DIRECT/ON INSIDE tHE LIMITS SHOWN IS
FAVORABLE. ARROW INDICATES DIRECTION TOWARD WHICH
WAVES ARE TRAVELING.

FiuIR" 4.4 Favorable conditions for a chip log observation.

Tie chip log method cannot be used if the ship is headed at. an
angle too oblique to the waves. If the waves are advancing within
45' of either beam, this-procedure is impractical (figure 4.4). Like-
wise, method is unsafe for use in very high waves, and the ship's
wake destroys the wave pattern when the waves are too low and
short-crested. Usually waves from 5 to 20 feet high are best f6-'
this type of observation.

Also, if there are two or more dominant wave systems present
traveling toward directions which differ by more than 450 and if
they are of equal importance in height, do not make this type of
observation. On the other hand, if one wave system dominates the
others, then it, might be possible to try to measure the "wave lengths"
connected with just. this one system.

The Use of the Ship as a Scale Factor

If the observer is in a fairly long ship and if telephone cominuni-
cation is possible from the wing of the bridge to the stern, it, is possible
to observe "wave lengths" with the use of the ship as a scale factor.
With telephone communication one observer stations himself on the
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wing of the bridge and the other as near the stern as possible. They
both look out toward the same side of the ship and should have an
unobstructed view of the waves along the entire length of the side of
the ship. The ship should preferably be traveling in the same direc-
tion as the waves. If these conditions are satisfied, a wave crest
will appear at intervals directly abeam of the forward observer.
When this occurs the forward observer should say, "niArk" into the
telephone. The after observer, stationed a known number of frames
aft, then looks out and sights the next crest in order as defined above.
This crest may not be exactly opposite him; but if he is opportunely
stationed, it will not be difficult for him to estimate accurately the
relatively short distance between his position and the point where
the wave crest is abeam. The two observers know their distance
apart. Suppose, for example, this is .200 feet and that the after
observer at the instant "mark" sees that, the wave crest nearly oppo-
site him is abeam of a point 20 feet farther aft. Then lie knows that
the "wave length" of that particular wave is 220 feet, and lie can
tabulate this value as an observed value of the "wave length." The
next, crest, to be observed might be 30 feet nearer ahead of his point of
observation, and the "wave length" of that wave would be 170 feet.
Tile after observer under these conditions is thus in a position where
lie can estimate a small correction factor in tens of feet to be added
to the distance between him and the first observer forward. A
snfficient number of "wave lengths" observed under these conditions
then makes it, possible to tabulate the distribution of "wave lergths"
and to compute the average "wave length" which was defined in
Chapter I.

This method of course will not work whenever the average wave
length is nuch greater than the distance two observers can separate
themselves on shipboard ond still remain in communication.

It, can be carried out most easily if the waves ahi- running with the
ship and not, moving against it. Under these conditions, the ship's
speed may be comparable to that, of the wave crests, and then the wave
crests opposite the observers will appear relatively stationary. It. is
thenl possible for the estimate to be made with care and precision. As
an example, in a sea where the dominant spectral components are
near 5 or 6 seconds, wave crests will appear to be almost stationary
with respect to a ship moving in the same direction at 15 knots.
Waves with "periods" of 8 or 9 seconds will overtake the ship at the
slow relative speed of albout. 10 knots.

Conversely, if tile ship is heading into the waves at a speed of 15
knots (for example), the "wave lengths" become very difficult to
measure by this method. Waves with "periods" of 5 or 6 seconds
go past the ship at a relative speed of 30 knots, and waves with
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"periods" of 8 or 9 seconds shoot pist with a relative speed of 40
knots.

A very interesting phenomenon can be observed under conditions
where t~ie waves are moving by rather slowly. It is possible for tile
w ei observer to keep~an eye on a particular crest for a considerable
length of time. The particular crest under observation will not main-
tain its height. It will grow at first (possibly), and then graduallN-
shrink in height until there is practically no wave at all. Then due to
the slight relative motion which is always present, a new crest will
slowly move into position along the side of the ship, and that crest,
will be seen to change its height very slowly as it travels along. In
terms of the definition of the sea surface which was given in Chapter I,
this means that the various simple sine waves as illustrated in figure
1.7 are gradually getting out of phase at this point, so that they add
up to a lower and lower height as time goes on. An observer watching
the actual wave which is the reinforcement of a great many simple
sine waves then sees this one particular wave first gradually grow in
height and then (lie down until it tendsto disappear.

Visual Estimation of the "WaveLength"
Quite frequently, the detailed procedure necessary to carry out the

techniques just described cannot he employed because of lack of time,
equipment, or )ersonnel. From a high point, on the shil), the length
of the waves in a direction perpendicular to the crests, can be estimated
visually 1) the aid of other ships, other scalefactors, such as the length
of the ship, or by the judgment, of the observer. Such estimates are
useful if they are made with care and if a sufficient number ar' taken
so that, the averages given are representative. One or two estimated
lengths are not sufficient..

The Measurement of Wave "Speeds"

The ware crest, "speeds" relative to the ship's speed can also be
observed by the chip log method. With the sam(e operational setup
as in the chip log method, it. can be note(d whether the crests are over-
taking the ship or being overtaken. Then, as a given wave crest
passes one reference point., a stop watch can be started. When that
same crest, l)asses the other reference ploint, tile watch can be stoplped.
The result is a number which is the lengt h of time it took the wave crest,
to travel the distance from the first point of observation to the second.
The speed of the ship and the amlde betweenn the wave direction alid
the ship are needed to compute the "speed" correctly. The result is
a measurement of the speed of that particular crest. Fifty observa-
tions then give a reliabhl observation of tie average "speed."

In an irregular state of the waves there will be some crests which
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will not travel the entire length of line payed out. They will dis-
appear as they travel from one reference point to the other. It
would be interesting if the number of such waves were recorded, since
theoretically it is not possible to tell how such a number can be
predicted.

No methods for forecasting wave crest "speeds" or the average
wave "speed" have been formulated. IJtis known that L does not
equal 5.12T' for sea waves. It is not known whether or not (' equals
3.03 T, or whether L equals C T for sea waves. Consequently, the
observation of wave crest "speeds" is of great interest to those who
are working with the theory of actual ocean waves, because they do
not know what the observed results will be. For swell,_the classical

formulas are approximately correct, when applied to L, C, and 7'.

Check List of Visual Wave Properties
There are many properties of waves that are difficult to describe

other than by a careful study of an aerial photograph. However, a
qualitative estimate of these properties can be made in the form of
a check list. Given below is such a check list, which attempts to
describe some of the statistical properties of waves and- to point, out,
the differences between sea and swell. The farther away the waves
are from the generating area the lower they will be, the longer their
crests will appear to be, and the more regular the crests Will be, i. c.,
the crests in a group of crests will be uniformly varying in height
instead of rapidly and erratically varyinig in height. At times, when
two wave systems arrive at, the same pointof observation from dif-
ferent generating areas, the sea will be a cross sea. The check list.
attemlps to define these properties in terms of just. a few mnuibers and
to summarize some of tie variability of the waves in a coinvenient form.

Table 4.4-Check List of Visual Wave Properties

Check the phrases which best, describe tie waves being observed.
(i) ( ) Irregular mountainous crests. (Check if yes.)

( ) Crest length is about, 1, 2, :3, 4, or 5 tinies the distinice
between successive crests. (Record one value.)

( ) On the average there are 2, 3, 4, or 5 high waves iii a
group of waves. (Record one value.)

(2) ( ) Regular crests. (Check if yes.)
( ) Crest length is about 4, 5, 0, 7, or 8 times the distance

between successive crests. (Record one value.)
( ) On the average there are 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7 high wav-s in a

group of waves. (Record one value.)
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(3) ( ) Smooth very regular crests. (Check if yes.)
( ) Crest length is about 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12 times the

distance between successive crests. (Record one value.)
) On the average there are 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10 high waves

in a group of waves. (Record one value.)

(4) ( ) YES
There appears to be only one dominant wave system.

( )NO
(5) If the answer to (4) is no, report the dominant direction of

each wave system to the nearest 100 and estimate the average
height and average "period" of each system.

DIRECTION

AV. HEIGHT

AV, "PERIOD"

(6) If only one wave system is present, the individual crests can
still appear to be traveling toward directions at an angle
to the dominant direction.
( ) Some of the waves appear to be traveling toward (lirec-

tions at, an angle as much s 4-40 °, ±300, ±200, ± 100
tothe dominant direction (Record one value.)

CONCLUSION

Visual and instrumental methods iave Jbeen given for quantita-
Lively determining the statistical pioperties of the waves. These
methods are time-coinsuming, but in order to verify a forecast cor-
rectiv and ;.i order to make a reliable wave observation, the dchtIl
and care described are needed. It. may be possible to develop wave-
recording instruments which will make it, possible to eliminate the
great, amount of time necessary to make such detailed observations.
However, these techniques will always be needed where such instru-
ments are not. available, and they should )ecome an import ant , part
of the wave forecaster's knowle(Ige so that he will multerstand corn-
l)letely the irregularity of the waves. This irregularity is a basic
and important feature of the waves and must be understood and
measured carefullyN in or(ler to obtain reliable, useful, and prac-
tical results.
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Chapter V
SYNOPTIC FORECASTING METHODS AND

WEATHER MAP ANALYSIS

Introduction
The preceding chapters have described tile properties and the

theory of ocean waves. Most of the concepts are new; some are
time-proven; and all are important. Before attempting a forecast,
the forecaster should read those sections carefully to grasp the physi-
cal reasoning behind the thbory. The forecaster who knows how the
waves are generated, dispersed, and spread out angularly, .and who
understands the method of multivalued (in place of single-valued)
forecasts, will make better forecasts than the mal who uses the

._ graphs without inderstuding the theory on which they-are based.
The results presented so far in the manual can be summarized as

follows. Chapter I described wave properties, with particular em-
phasis on the difference between sea and swell. It introduced E, the
variable usedin forecasting wave heights. The second chapter dis-
cussed the generation of waves as a function of fetch and duration.
The co-cumulative spectrum was introduced, and some model fore-
casts were given. Wave propagation, as the next logical step, is
covered in Chapter III, which -also discussed 'the effect on wave
propagation of dispersion and angular spreading. Knowledge of
wave directiois and frequencies in the generating area was shown
to determine the propagation of waves. Chapter IV gave methods
for observing the statistical properties of waves.

From those chapters the reader learned what waves are, how they
are generated and pro)agated, and how to observe them. Before
making a forecast, however, lie must, also learn how to interpret, data
from the weather maps and determine the values needed in the vari-
ous graphs. The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the analysis
of consecutive synoptic weather maps in order to6 prepare wave
forecasts.

Wind Field, Actual and Required
What, weather daIta are required for wave forecasting? Obviously,

wind velocity and duration and the dimensions of the fetch area are
necessary. These quantities could be describe( collectively as the
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wind field; that is, the magnitude and direction of the wind over an
area of the ocean for a certain interval of time. The theory so far
covers only conditions in which velocities are constant over the dura-
tion time. An idealized wind field is a wind of 20 knots blowing for
twelve hours over a fetch exactly 300 NM long and 500 NM wide.
This is the required wind field, but the actual wind field usually
consists of winds of 20±5 knots blowing for 12±3 hours over a
fetch 300±50 NM long and 500±50 NM wide.

The reasons for the range of values in the actual weather data are
that the wind is never constant, the fetch area usually is moving,
and the value for the duration time is indeterminate between 6-hourly
maps. These factors result in a continuous variation in time and
space of the four quantities that are required in the theory as single
values.
Limitations of the Weather Data

With all the detailed theory and forecasting graphs, a wave fore-
cast can be no better than the weather data used to make it. Thus,
it is evident that the weather map must be as accurate and as com-
plete as possible. Because of the lack of observed values, it is often
necessary to compute the geostrophic wind. This operation in itself
necessitates a careful isobaric analysis consistent both with the cur-
rent observations and with past analyses.

Even with a carefully analyzed weather map containing a dense
network of observations, the choice of values is subjective. This is
due partly to the range of values possible in both veloc:s-.nd dura-
tion, and partly to the variation in ship reports. On manj- weather
maps,. the velocity is plotted in the Beaufort scale. The difference
between the highest and the lowest velocities can range from 2 to 9
knots, depending upon the Beaufort value. Thus a Beaufort 5 wind
can be interpreted as having a velocity anywhere from 17 to 21 knots.
It is evident from the graphs that a wind 4 knots too high can cause
a significant error in the wave-height forecast.

Wind duration is also difficult to (letermine more closely than within
2 or 3 hours. Data sufficient for maps are seldom furnished oftener
than 6-hourly.

When a Wind field changes between maps, there is a 4-hour range
in which to locate the exact time of shift. As an illustration of the
effect, of these ranges, consider a Beaufort 5 wind reported on two
Illaps out of four (starting between 0600Z and 1200Z and ending after
1800Z). The minimum and maxinum values of velocity and dura-
tion are 17 knots for 8 hours and 21 knots for 16 hours, respectively,
and the resulting forecast. of significant height is either 5.0 feet. or
9.0 feet, depending upon the values used. The wind certainly blew
for a little over 6 hours. It could not have blown for exactly 18 hours.
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;Therefore, to the nearest whole hour, the values just given are the
minimum and maximum durations.

'It is evident that some improvement is necessary in selecting the
wind values if the forecast is to be useful. Two methods~for obtain-

ling more precise values will be mentioned here and then described
,in more detail in later sections.

For wind velocity, the best procedure is first to average the wind
reports over the fetch and then check the result with a computed
geostrophic wind. Since the wind observations are coded as a single
value in knots, the best procedure is to plot the actual wind value
and .direction rather than the speed in the conventional Beaufort
force. There are any number of ways to do this, but an arrow with
the actual velocity value entered at the tail is about the simplest.
For reading the maps quickly, a full barb for every 10 knots and a
piece of a barb proportional to the last digit is useful. The last digit
of the velocity can be written in over the inside barb.

The duration can be determined more accurately if an estimate of
wind changes between maps is made. For example, suppose a cold
front is moving at 30 knots across the eastern United States and at
0600 is located 90 NM inland. On the 1200Z map the front will be
over the water. If it is assumed that the frontmoved at 30 knots for
the entire 6-hour period, it then can be said that the wind started at,
0900 and has blown for 3 hours at points near the coast. Unless this
extrapolation of the movement of the front was considered, the
duration could be any value from 0 to 6 hours.

For the open ocean, 6-hourly maps are thebest that can be hoped
for. Te forecaster can, however, keep track of the wind changes at
his position at hourly intervals. Also for coastal regions and fore-
casts at a land station, the hourly teletype reports are useful for finer
computations of the duration and of the changes inthe wind field.

Simplifying the Problem of Determining the Wind Field
The term, wind field, is all-inclusive. It implies the determination

of all the information needed for forecasting. In order to treat this
problem in adequate detail, it must, be broken Ul) into smaller subjects.
Thus, in the following sections, ways to locate the fetch, ways to
determine wind velocity accurately, and ways to determine duration
will be discussed in that order.

Ways to Locate the Fetch
Some Typical Fetches

In all these cases the first, step toward a wave forecast is lcYating a
fetch. The term fetch has been used extensively in this manual, but
its definition is important enough to bear repeating. A FETCH IS



AN AREA OF THE SEA SURFACE OVER WHICH A WIND,
WITH A CONSTANT DIRECTION AND VELOCITY IS BLOW-
ING. Some typical fetch areas are shown in figure 5.1. The ideal
fetch over the open ocean is rectangular, with the winds constan;. in
both directioiiand velocity. Tie ideal rectangular fetch is described
by a length, F, and a width, TV.. If the angle between the wind
direction in the fetch and the line connecting the center of the leeward
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edge of the fetch to the point at which a forecast is to h~e madle is 60 °

or less, the waves from that particular fetch IIay atrect the, forecast.
As shownt in figure .5.1, most fetcih areas itie h~oundedI by coastlittes,

' frontaI zones, or a chIatge in the isoba rs. In cases where the curvat tire
of the isolbars is large, it is a good practice to use several fetelt areas
instead of onte, as shown in figure 5.1lB. When two fetch areas
generate waves that affeet the( forecast, area, tihe. sJect ra must be0
su=perimposed as dIiseIussedl in Chapter IlII (page 96).
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Moving Fetches
So far in this chapter the fetch areas have been described as if they

were stationary, but this is not always true. Although' semipermanent
pressure systems have stationary fetch areas, and some storms may
move in such 4 manner that the fetch is practically stationary, there
are also many moving fetch areas.

There are, as a simplification, three possibilities for moving fetch
areas. Fetch areas can move to windward, to leeward, or perpendicu-
lar to the wind system. The problem is to determine what part, of a
moving fetch area to consider as fetch for a duration time, say, of 6
hours. Figure 5.2A shows three cases where a fetch, AB, has moved
to the position, CD, 6 hours later.

CASE 1. The fetch moves normal to the direction of the winds in
the wind field, as shown in figure 5.2A. 'rhe best approximation is a
fetch with a 6-hour duration, CB. Therefore, in a forecast involving
this type of fetch, use only the fetch area that appears on two
consecutive maps. The remaining fetch (foes contain waves, but they
are lower than those in the overlap area.

CASF 2. The fetch moves to leeward: a typical'situation as shown
by the cold front in figure 5.2B. Since the waves are moving forward
through the fetch area, the area to be used here as-fetch is CD. As the
front passes, if the duration of the wind behind the front is long
enough, the wave height jumps to the full amplitude maintained bythe
wind field.

CAst: 3. 'The fetch moves to windward. Figure5.2Cshows thcmove-
mnit described here. The area, CB, occurs on both mapsand naturally
is a good choice as the fetch. Since tle waves move toward A, tile
region, AC, will have higher waves than the area 13D. Experience has
shown that. in this case, AB is the most accurate choice for a'fetch.

Much more theoretical work needs to be done for the case of
moving fetches, especially for cases I and 3. Filter III can be-used
for case 2 if the fetch area nmoves with the speedlof the wind over the
fetch.
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Accurate Determination of the Wind Velocity

Three Ways toDetermine the Velocity
There are three ways to determine the wind velocity. The first

way is to average the reported wind velocities over the fetch of interest,
both for a given map and for successive maps if the winds over the
fetch have nearly the same velocities for successive maps. The
second way is to compute the geostrophic wind from the isobar
spacing and employ corrections for curvatare and air mass stability
to get the surface wind velocity. Thethird" way is to do both and
compare the obseived and computed velocities.

Reported Winds
The first way is relatively simple to apply in theory,but it is difficult

and sometimes inaccurate in practice. As mentioned before, theprocedure here is to compare the observed wind values over the fetch

to determine the velocity that best represents the wind field. If the
winds have been plotted as observed, and not in Beaufort values, an
average usually gives an accurate velocity value. This way of de-
termining the wind velocity has both advantages and disadvantages.
The wind is the actual reported wind at anemometer level; therefore,
it does not need to be corrected. Difficulties such as supergradient
winds and an anomalous angle of wind direction to isobars when
isallobaric effects affe6. the wind are no problem because the winds
are the~actual winds. Some disadvantages are that the values which
are reported may not be representative, the report, may be in error,
and needed data may be missing.

Corrected Geostrophic Winds
Tie second way to determine the wind velocity is, at times, the

only possible way to find the needed values. Wind reports may be
missing over a fetch of importancearfid yet there may be enough data
around the fetch to make it possible to determine the isobar analysis
over the fetch from consistency and continuity principles. If it is
also possible to determine the sea-air temperature difference, then an
estimate of the surface wind can be obtained by correcting the geo-
strophic wind for curvature and air mass stability (see also P. W.
Johnson, 1955).

The reason for the geostrophic wind corrections is that the geo-
strophic wind actually applies to a level above the friction layer
(2,000 to 3,000 feet.). It, is correct for straight isobars only. When
the isobars curve, other forces enter into the computations, and the
wind increases or decreases depending upon whether the system is
anticyclonic or cyclonic in nature. The stability correction is a
measure of the turbulence in the layer above the water. Cold air
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over warm water is unstable and highly turbulent, making the surface
wind more nearly equal to the geostrophic wind. C ,nversely, warm
air over cold water produces a stable air.imass and results in the surface

wind being much smaller than the geristrophic wind.

,Correction for Curvature
A practical method for correcting the geostrophic wind for curvature

.is given below.
1. For moderately curved to straijht isobars-no correction

applied.

2. For great anticyclonic curvture-add 10 percent of the
velocity. (Radius of curvature less than 160 of latitude.)

3. For great cyclonic curvature--subtract 10 percent of the
velocity. (Radius of curvature less than 160 of latitude.)

In the majority of cases the curv*ature correction can be neglected
since isobars are usually relatively, lstraight. The gradient wind can
always be computed if more refined computations are desired.

Correction for Air Mass Stability
In order to correct for air mass stability another observed quantity

is needed. This is the sea-air temperature difference which can be
estimated from ship reports in or around the fetch aided by climatic
charts of average, monthly sea temperatures. An average sea-air
temperature difference for the whole fetch is needed.

The stability correction is applied to the geostiophic wind after
it has been corrected for curvature. The correction to be applied is
given in table 5.1. The symbol T, stands for the temperature of tihe
sea surface, and T, stands for the air temperature.

Table 5.1-Correction td Geostrphic Wind for the Sea-Air
Temperature Difference

';- T. iPercent of gewotrophic
winds used

0 or negative ----------------------------------------------------- 60
o to 10 ----..---------------------------------------- --------. 65
10 to 20 -.----------------------------------------.............. 75
20 or above ---------------------------------------------- 90

Advantages and Disadvantages
The greatest advantage of the use of the corrected geostrophic

wind is that it. can be used in cases where observed winds are not
available. There are many disadvantages since errors in isobar
analysis and eri'ors in computations can combine to give values which
are seriously in error. Careful weather map analysis and carefully
made pressure gradient measurements are essential in the use of this
method.
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Conibined Reported Winds and Corrected Geostrophic Winds
At times just a few winds are reported over the fetch;,however, an

adequate isobar analysis;is possible based on reported pressures in
and around the fetch. The third way to obtain an accurate deter-
mination of the wind velocity is to combine reported winds with
corrected geostrophic winds.

The geostrophic wind at a representative point in tie fetch canl be
computed. The isobars should be in agreement With the observed

winds. The geostrophic wind, corrected for curvature and stability,
should be compared with the observed velocities to determine the
velocity actually used. This requires judgment and experience as
sometimes there is considerable difference between the computed~and
observed values. Always give more weight to the.observed ,-inds
unless there is reason to believe that they were coded improperly or
incorrectly obtained.

Advantages and Disadvantages
This third way has many advantages. It provides a check on the

consistency of the values since they are obtaindd in two independen.
ways. If the results agree, then all is well. If'they disagree, then
the analysis, the computations, and the reported values should be

checked again to find the source of error. Another advantage is that
practice is obtained in using corrected geostrophic winds, which can be
checked against observations. Then, whev only the geostrol)hic wind
is available, it, canl be applied with much more confidence because of the
ad(led experience. The disadvantages are that it takes longer to
obtain the winds and that the values obtained can still bee, incorrectv,
for the reasons given above.

The Accurate Determination 6T Duration
Aids to Interpolation

Once a fetch has been determined and the velocities lia e been
found, the next step is to determine the duration of the wind 6ver the
fetch. It is very unlikely that the wind will begin or end exactly at.
one of the 6-hourly maps, hence an accurate value must. be inter-
polated. In most forecasts a simple interpolation of the successive
malls will be sufficient to locate the bounds of the wind field, but in
some cases the following rules might, help.

A. A vcylonic center moves with approximately the same speed as
the warmn front and somewhat more slowly than the cold front.

B. Warni fronts move with a speed 60 perce;t, to 80 percent of the
geostrol)hic wind component nornal to the front.

C. (Cold fronts move with a speed 90 percent to 100 percent of the
geostrophie winld component normal to the front.
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D. Occluded: fronts move with a speed 80 percent of the geo-
strophic wind component normal to the front.

Waves Already Present
Another problem arises when there are waves, traveling to leeward,

already present in the generating area., These waves are compensated
for by using a longer duration value. In effect, it. is assumed that the
wind started earlier and produced the waves itself. The exact length
of time to add to the duration is found from the generation graph and
can be explained best by an example.

Assume there are 4-foot significant waves over all area. Then
assume that a 20-knot wind blows for 2 hours. The waves build up
from 4 feet to a new height in 2 hours owing to the new wind. What
will the new height be? The first part of the problem is to determine
how long the 20-knot wind will have to blow to generate 4-foot, waves.
To find the answer, just reverse the normal procedure for forecasting.
That is, instead of going from wind velocity and duration to E, taking
the square root of E, and multiplying by 2.83 to get the significant
wave height, work the problem backwards. Divide 4 feet by 2.83,
square the result, and find that E= 1.99 ft,. Then entei' the graph
at, E= 1.99 ft,.2 , move horizontally to the 20-knot line, and read off the
duration value. This is the time necessary for a 20-knot wind to
generate 4-foot waves. In this case it is 5 hours, so the effective
duration is 5 plus 2 or 7 hours. The new E value after 2 hours is thus
4.30 ft.', and the significant height 5.9, feet.

A similar procedure for a slightly different situation is worked out in
example 2.3, Chapter II, for" a case where the wind increased over a
steady sea state.

This method should be applied only if the spect-rumn present covers
the same frequency range as the spectrum being generated. The old

waves should be traveling in the same direction as the new wind. A
low frequency swell from a distance would be independent of the newly
generated sea. The E values should be adde(d in this case, and the
waves described as sea plus swell.

If a full spectrum is present and the wind starts to blow against,
the waves, then a new wave syst em is generated which travels in the
new wind direction against, the old sea. The old sea must then be
destroyed (in part) before the new sea can build up. .lus. how long
this takes and how it should be forecast is not, yet known. The
forecaster should study such situations carefully and determine from
observation how such situations should be treated.

Variable Wind Velocities
The forecasting method is simplified when the wind has a constait

velocity for the entire duration. If this does not occur, all effective
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duration must be computed. For example, suppose the wind has
been blowing for 24 hours with velocities of 10 knots for 6 hours, 15
knots for 12 hours, and 20 knots for 6 hours. The duration is 24
hours but the velocity value to be used is.in question-since only one
velocity is allowed and there are three distinct values. There are
two possibilities. One possibility is to find an equivalent velocity
for the 24-hour duratioi. The other is to use three durations with
the observed velocities and build up the spectrum according to
definite rules. Both methods work, but the latter is more consistent
with the wind field as it actually occurred. As the duration changes,
care must be taken that the limitations imposed by short fetches do
not complicate the problem. The effect of a limited fetch can be
bandled by an appropriate modification where needed.

Slowly Varying Winds
For slowly varying winds the procedure is to assign a single velocity

to4 -.duration. Suppose the wind blows for 12 hours and during
thaf time increases in velocity from 10 to 20 knots. What velociky
would be representative of the duration? The last value is too high
since the wind blew not for 12 hours at 20 knots but for 7.2 minutes
at 10 knots, 7.2 minutes at 10.1 knots, 7.2 minutes at 10.2 knots and
so on, uo to the final-velocity. The average velocity for the period,
15 knots, is a close approximation to a single value of the velocity
for the duration of 12 hours, but experience shows that this value is
too low. WhciAlh'ie change in wind velocity is small, say, only 5
knots in 12 hours, then the average wind is accurate enough.

Studies and experikince have shown that cases of variable winds
can be assigned a single value for the velocity and duration if the
velocity change is relatively small. The following two rules can be
applied under these conditions.

1. Average the wind velocities when the change is gradual, or
increasing and then decreasing. Apply the average to the
entire duration time.

2. Use the last velocity when the velocity changes in the first
few hours and then remains constant. Apply that velocity
to the entire duration time.

A Rapid Increase in Wind Velocity
If the wind blows steadily for a period of time at a constant veloc-

ity anl then increases rapidly to a new value for another period of
time without significant chan;ge in direction, then the method explained
above for waves already present in the area can be used. The E
value produced by the first low winds -.an be found from the appro-
priate C. C. S. curve. When the velocity increases to a new and
higher value, the fictitious duration which is required on the C. C. S.
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curve for the higher wind velocity to give the old E value can be
found. This fictitious duration (which is always less than the- dura-
tion of the weaker wind) is then added to the duration of the stronger
wind to obtain the effective duration of the stronger wind.

If the wind increases rapidly and steadily from low values to high
values of the velocity, the generation.of the waves can be predicted
by successively applying the procedure described above. An example
of the way these techniques can be used is given below.

EXAMPLE 5.1.

AN EAST WIND BLOWS OVER AN UNLIMITED FETCH.
FOR 4 HOURS THE VELOCITY IS 16 KNOTS. THEN FOR 5
HOURS IT IS 20 KNOTS. THEREAFTER, IT IS 24 KNOTS
FOR 6 HOURS, 30 KNOTS FOR 7 HOURS, :6 KNOTS FOR 10
HOURS, AND 50 KNOTS FOR 10 HOURS. WHAT IS THE E
VALUE FOR THE HEIGHTS AS THE WAVES GROW?

Method of solution.-A wind of 16 knots for 4 hours generates waves
with an E value of 1.05 ft2. A 20-knot wind for 3.8 hours produces
the same E values. Therefore, at the end of the first 4 hours, the
results are the same as if a 20-knot wind had blown for :1.8 hours.
The fictitious duration of 3.8 hours plus an additional actual duration
of 5 hours is the effective duration of the 20-knot wind. The effec-
tive duration is, consequently, 8.8 hours. A 20-knot wind for 8.8
hours generates waves with an E value of 7.0 ft2. A 24-knot wind
blowing for 8.2 hours also generates wa'es with an E value of 7.0 ft2.

Therefore, at the end of the first 9 hours, the results are the same as
if a 24-knot wind had blown for 8.2 hours. The fictitious duration
of 8.2 hours plus the actual duration of 6 hours gives an effective
duration of 14.2 hours at 24 knots. A duration of 14.2 hours at a
velocity of 24 knots generates waves with an E value of 19.2 ft2. This
procedure can be repeated for as long as the wind velocity continues
to increase.

ANSWER TO EXAMPLE 5.1.

TIHE CONIIP,ETE )ETAILS OF TIIE ANSWER TO EX-
AM PLE 5.1 ARE GIVEN IN "'ABLE 5.2. NOTE TI AT TIIE
EFFECTIVE NUMBER OF HOURS IS LESS TIHAN THE AC-
TUAL NUMBER OF HOURS. TIE EFFECIIVE NUMBER OF
HOURS NEEi) NOT INCREASE CONTINUOUSLY. IN FACT,
IN THE LAST ROW IT DROPS FROM 29.3 TO 27.7 HOURS.

Decreasing Winds
Suppose that a wind of high velocity hias blown long enlough to

generate waves with a se tctru i associated with that velocity, and
that the wind veloity then decreases to soie lowe-r value. A wave
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Table 5.2-The Growth of Waves with Increasing Wind
Velocities

Actual-Velocity and Effective Velocity and D~uration Hours F ffective Hours F
Dutration Elapbed at ()knots

16 knots 16 knots, 4 hours

hour.- or 4 .1(16) 1.05
20 knots, 3.8 h,)trs~

20 knots 20 knots, 8.8 hours
5 hour., or 9 8.8(20) 7.0

24 knots, 8.2 hours

24 knots 24 knts 14.2: hours
6 hours or 15 14. 2(24) 19. 2

30 knots30 knots, 19.9 hours

7 hours or 22 , 19. 9(30) 45.0
36 knots, 19.3 hours

30 knots 36 knots, 29.3 hours II
10 hours or 32 1 29. 3(3G) 122. 0

50 knots, 17.7 hours

50 knots 50 knots, 27.7 hours 42 27. 7(50) 196. 0
10 hours

sp~ectrulm wvill eventIuallly be estabillishied which (corresp~onds to () I i ow
Wvind V'eloeity. Thuls the Waves over (ihe fetch ;leceese in heigh t.
Tlhey dlie (lowln because thle enlergy ill thle fetchl travels out( of t he fet ch
ill the manner giveii by Filt er I V mientioned inl (hapter I II (paige 9 1).
Th'ley allso dlie dlowni from t lie defet of Viscositya the ig-equencey
end. As stated inl ChapJter 11l, niot enotugh is yet. kiiowii 1aol1t the
deet, of v-iscosit.Y to lperllit liiiy Comp~ttlion of its efreeli.

The effect, of dispersion, however, canii lie taiken into account quite
easily. Comnpu te the time it, takes the Various sp~ectral freq uencyN
coil] pollents to propagate pa ~st the jpoin t at which thle forecast is b~einig
malide. Afteri these tilles thle energy associatedl with these fr~eq uencies
for~ tile higher~ wind spect iIII has passed tile forecalst poinit. I lowe ver,
if t here is somne energy prmesent, for these samle frequencies, from tile
sp l~ Illu for thle lower win tlsit Inutst be in cludetd inl (lie t lt mi inat ion
of I lie total E value of thle waves still presenit.

Viscosity Effects

TIhe forecast er cll best del cmi ine tile effects of Viscosity by a1 seri es
of ca r-ef ii o bserva tions, of ilie wilves ill nia il formecatst ing sitiliitio is.
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Past observations have so completely intermixed the effect of (lisper-
sion with the effect of viscosity that little is known about each effect
separately. If the fctch is very long so that a steady state due to
duration alone is present over a very long distance, andl if the time

L reqluired for the' waves to (lie down owing to dispersion is very long,
afld if, thfenl, the waves die (low) before this required time has elapsed,
the (decrease in wave height is due to viscosity. Careful observation
of the waves (luring such-situations w~ill make it possible for the fore
caster to dletermine the effect of viscosity.

As canl be seen, there is a multitude of situations that, arise lin wave
forecasting. Only by actually forecasting and acquiring experience
and judlgment canl a forecaster become proficient, in selecting the
proper variables in any individual case.

F A Summary Chart Helps Determine the Wind Field
The Total Effect of the Fetch, Velocity, and Duration

Taken aill together, the fet ch, velocity, and efl'ective (urat ion (deter'-
mnine the wind field. After the three component~ par~t,, of the total
fieldh are (leterlnined, they must, le studhiedl as af unit before thle forecast
is prepared. A summary chart is useful in keeping track of the total
wind fieldh. 'The computed anil ob)servedI winds call be -plotted for
successive synoptic inap times onl the samne base miap by p~lotting the
winids ait one timle ill one color, the Winds 6 hour11s h(i t~i' it second
color, and( so onl. Often one base miap canfil e used to keel) track of
thle windsforsal da( 111(lys. Front al posi tions it l htigh an ld low cell ters
canl also be adIded ill thle appropriate colors. le preparation of this
onle chart, is simple. It. saves the forecaster a1 great amlount-. of timne
because lhe dloes not. have to ]fullt, back aind fort-1l tgh thle past,
inajp inl ordher to iletermline thle changes ill (tie wili(I fieldl.

"Se," and "Swell" Forecasts

F~or solneic wve-forecast i ng situnations, til hecurrent aindI pas, w.'en Iiiei
are aill that, is n ecessariy. F'orecast injg th e p)ro paga tion of wave's, or-
Swell, is inl t ilis eateory, beca use at forecas t kip to a1 cerll ilti nc in
(lie fu tn re call e In ad(I oil thle basis of past or'cui 'ien t wea tb ci. WI ien

at forecast is dIesi redI for it given a rea ait sonlc fil f ire I inw inoe30 onlY (Ile
presenti it and past, wea thIer arie needi ed biut also (hlo fu ti nc wvea their.
Thllis niecessi tates' inakinig at p roginosis of ait .east thle i in poi't ant winid
field cs an plerh' iaps) tile citire in ap. 'Iii ice I' reca t. csswI c ~
t ) yi cal of all1 wave lprohbl i s t111 Iniinigl t a rise fire:

Case I. Tlwo ;Iliips will rendezc'vous ait at lesigniatei pointi within
a1 few Ihouris. Thei re is no wind ill lie riixlezvolus a t'ea. bunt Ii cie is
sonmc swell. lV ill thle -,well iliv'rca sc oi' decrease? For' t Iiis case. (I ie
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forecaster uses the cuirelit and past maps tolocate the fetch producing
the swell and also the past maps to compute the spectrum present in
the fetch and the needed filter characteristics. Then, ,a forecast is
made following the principles given in Chapter III to determine
whether the waves willindr-ease or decrease. Only past and current
weather da"&a are needed in this case.

Case 2. A seaplane will land at a certain point. What are the
wave conditions there now? The forecaster uses the present and past
maps again to compute the wave conditions. Again, only thepast
and current weather data are needed.

Case 3. A ship is damaged and is just making headway in high
waves and severe winds. Are the waves going to decrease, and if so,
when? In this case the forecaster 'has to forecast the weather and
wind changes for the next 24 hours and then forecast the related
changes in the waves. (Chapter II and possibly Chapter III.)

Synoptic Wave Charts

Forecasting Waves by Synoptic Methods
A method developed by the U. S. Navy Hydrographic Office for

forecasting waves over a large area of the ocean offers great promise.
It is a technique that combines some of the principles of wave fore-
casting with the methods used in weather forecasting. This pro-
cedure has been in use at the Hydrographic Office. It results in
construction of a very practical chart which can be used in the prepara-
tion of forecasts for a great many points on the ocean within a few
minutes.

Construction and Analysis of the Chart
In addition to the ordinary meteorological charts prepared in the

foiecasting office, a chart is plotted which shoves just the synoptic
wave reports for a given time as they come in from the various ships
over the ocean. An arrow is plotted showing the direction of the
waves, and a fraction, having wave "period" above and significant
height below is put beside the arrow. The forecasting techniques
given in this manual are used to fill in the elnpty spaces of the chart
and to give the dominant wave direction, the average "pleriod," and
the significant wave height associated with the waves not actuall."
reported. From the meteorological analysis, the appropriate fronts
are entered on the chart. The 'centers of the highs anld lows are also
shown. Then the chart is broken up by dashed red lines into areas
where the waves have tile same dominant direction. This can be done
by assigning the same direction to all waves in a warm-front sector, for
ex:amplc, and to all tile waves in a particularly strong area of polar
outbreak behind the cold front. Large red arrows are entered in each
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of these areas to show this dominant wave direction at a glance.
The next step is, to draw isolines of constant significant heights.
These isolines look like isobars on an ordinary weather map. They
form a definite pattern on the map so that it is possible to tell at a
glance how high the waves are at any point over the area of the ocean,

'wbieh has been analyzed. The result is a synoptic wave map.
Various techniques are employed in the analysis of the charts in

order to make them consistent from one chart to the next. One
technique is the method of continuity. The high wave areas move
according to the laws developed, in this manual. They persist from
day to day and, for example, would be found under an area of high
wind traveling across the ocean in a cyclonic storm. It is desirable
to try to keep the high wave areas roughly rectangular in shape. The
use of the fetch and duration graphs helps determine the height con-
tours and their exact locatibns., For example, with a strong wind-
which has been blowing off a continent for a number of hours in a,
uniform direction, a height contour will be the same distance (roughly
speaking) from the shore everywhere along a considerable length bfthe
contour. The location of that height contour, where the waves reach
full amplitude for a fully developed spectrum at a given velocity, can
be determined easily from the charts given in Chapter II. With the
principles of continuity and the methods given in this manual it is not
difficult to prepar..,a consistent analysis.

Forecasts from the Synoptic Wave Charts
From the synoptic charts, it is possible to carry out a forecast using

principles similar to those used in weather forecasting. The resultant
chart is called a synoptic wave prognostic chart. The principles of
continuity, the idea of using the weather prognostic chart in order
to aid in 'forecasting the wave cofiditions, and the prediction of wave
heightsand directions from the methods in this manual then make it
possible to-draw prognostic charts for 12, 24, and 48 hours into the
future.

This method has been tried by the Hydrographic Office. The
results it gives on prognostic charts are comparable in accuracy, at
least, to the prognostic charts of the weather on which they are based.

Some Additional Suggestions
Additional refinements are possible. The analysis of the chart can

be made in greater detail by keeping track of the wave systems from
each storm on the successive prognostic charts and outlining the
height contours that go with a given wave system in a given color.
Storm 1 can have its height contours drawn in red, storm 2 in blue, and
so on. It is also possible to keep track of swell as it travels out of
a given storm area and spreads across the ocean, becoming lower and
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lower. Areas where several wave trains interfere with each other can,
also be detected. Quite frequently, in addition to the waves that are
present behind the cold front in a storm, there is also swell from some-
other storm there, and the E value for that swell needs to be added to,
the E value for the locally.generated waves in order to get the total E
value.

Figure 5.3 is an illustration -of such a synoptic wave chart. It
shows the various analysis features just discussed. Such a chart is
not difficult to prepare. Its use/ih wave forecasting centers will be a
valuable aid.

Revising the Forecast

Evenafter the forecast has been completed, the forecaster must
keep a careful; check on he weather, with an eye to revising the wave
forecast on the basis of new weather data.

Forecasting the onset of, wave-height decreases is very important
and since a change in the wind field is indicative of wave changes,
it pays to watch the wind changes carefully. A sudden shift of
winds or a weakening of the pressure gradient can le just enough to
allow bad sea conditions to change to operational sea conditions
within a few hours.

Itis also a good idea to give, along with the forecast, some indication
of the validity of the data. That is, if the wind field is likely to change
owing to complex frontal patterns, give. the forecast but add that it is
subject, to change. Naturally, any forecast is subject to change,
but some forecasts are quite stable, such as one a forecaster might
make with a semipermanent high present. One procedure is to grade
each forecast as good, fair, or poor, depending upon the stability of
weather conditions and the reliability of the data on which the forecast
is based.

In forecasting there is often a chance for choosing between two
values. This type of subjective procedure is liable to a constant,
error of prejudice. That is, the forecaster, given a'choice between
force four and force five winds may always lean toward the higher
value. Since there are many such choices b, cfore every forecast is
coml)leted, many forecasters find they consistently forecast on the
same side of the true value.

The only way to correct this error of prejudice, besides being very
careful and consistent in preI)aration of the forecast, is to verify as
many fqrecasts as possible and graph the observed and forecast wave
heights. If the forecasts run consistently on the same side, either
too high or too low, try to allow for this tendency in future forecasts.
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Wave Forecasting Check List

A check list is given below for the general procedure up to the use
of the generation graphs and filters. In some cases the forecast will
not require every step, so that the procedure is simpler.

1. Fetch
A. Locate all areas that affect the forecasting point.
B. Determine areas valid for a given duration.
C. Adjust fetch dimensions for mov ing fetches.

2. Velbcity
A. Find average velocity over each fetch from actual observa-

tions.
B. Compute geostrophic wind over each fetch.

1. Correct for stability.
2. Correct for curvature.

C. Compare observed winds with corrected geostrophic winds.

3. Duration
A. Interpolate between maps:
B. Correct fo waves already, present.
C. Determine orrect durationis for increasing winds.

1. By assig ing one representative -velocity to the duration.
2. By computing effective durations for increasing winds.

D. For decreasing winds, apply filter theory to-determine how
fast the waves will die down.
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Chapter Vi

WAVE REFRACTION
Introduction

The results presented in the previous chapters apply only to those
parts of the ocean, the Great Lakes, or other bodies of water where
the depth of water is greater than one-half the wave length associated
with the highest spectral period present. In shallow water other
effects become important. Refraction bends the waves so that their
crests become more and more parallel to the shore. The wave crests,
which in a particular case may begat an angle of 45' to the beach out
in deep water, may turn until the crests of the waves neer the Shore
are at an angle of only 100 to the coastline just before the waves
break. Refraction affects waves in-several ways as they travel from
deep water over the shoal waters off the coast and finally break upon
the shore.

If the effect of refraction can be computed for a simple sine~wave,
then the effect of refraction call be computed for actual ocean waves.
The theory is simply to consider each of the sine waves in the sum that
makes up the complete sea surface and refract each sine wave sepa-
rately andi'dependently of all the others. Then, add up the E values
of each of the waves at a point in shallow water in order to find the
total E value at that point. With this E value it is possible to fore-
cast the height distribution of the waves at this point.

The theory presented in this chapter will work well for all depths
between very deep water out at. sea and the point where the waves
begin to break just. before they rush up on the beach. No techniques
will be given for forecasting breaker heights or their behavior during
the last 50 yards before they break. The breaker heights will be
associated with the heights of the waves just before breaking, and
this will be sufficient in many cases to descdibe the breakers quali-
tatively. If the waves offshoire in 30 feet of water are known to be
10 feet high, on the average, for one portion of a coast, line and only
5 feet high for another portion under the same wave conditions in
deep water, then the region where the waves are only 5 feet high will
be the logical place for an operation in which low surf is necessary.
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The Refractionof One Sine Wave

Decription of Refraction
Just as the sum of a great many sine waves can be considered and

used theoretically to forecast the properties of the actual sea surface,
so is it possible to forecast the effects of wave refraction by first
studying the refraction of,'one sine wave and then adding the effects
of man" Erniple sine waves to obtain the total sea surface disturbance.
A simple sine wave is characterized by a height, a period, and a direc-
tion. Unlike the actual ocean waves discussed in previous chapters,
it has an infinitely long crest. A simple sine wave in deep water can
approach a coast from any direction depending upon where it was
generated in the storm which caused it. Figure 6.1 illAstrates a
portion 'of a simple sine wave as it approaches a region where the
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le(,tyxRE 6.1 The refraction of a .,inple ine wave.
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depth of water becomes shallow over a rather narrow transition zone.
To the right in figure 6.1 the water is deep inthe sense that the depth
is gr.caeLi than one-half the indicated wave length. To the left, in
the 4egion designated as shallow, the water has a depth less than one-

aiaf of the deep-water wave length. The wave crests bend as they
approach. the shallow water zone because the part that enters the
shallow water zone first slows down. The part still in the deeper
water continues to speed ahead, and the crest turns. As a result,
after the wave has advanced through and into the shallow water
zone, the crests are traveling in a different direction. In a simple-
case such as this the crests are still straight lines, although they are
aligned in a different direction.

Snell's Law
The ileep-water wave speed is Cd, and their shallow-water speed is

0. The bending of the wave crests obeys a law which is called
Snell's law and is given in equation (6.1).

C'dIC=sin ad/sin a (6.1)

Since C is smaller than Cd, sima is smaller than sin ad, and the crests
bend so that they are more nearly parallel to the depth contours, as
indicated in figure 6.1.

Wave Rays
Shown" also on figure 6.1 are the wave rays. A WAVE RAY IS

A LINE DRAWN EVERYWHERE PERPENDICULAR TO THE
WAVE CRESTS ON A REFRACTION DIAGRAM. The best
way to study the effects of refraction in a practical case is to construct
the wave rays for as many simple sinusoidal waves as time permits,
approaching the coast under consideration from a great many pos-
sible directions and with a great many different frequencies. It is
then possible to make a computation which shows how the waves
change, and this permits forecasting the properties of the waves in
the shallow water zone. 'rhe methods for constructing the wave
rays according to Snell's law will be given later in this chapter.

The Changes Undergone by a Refracted Sine Wave
Four things hap)en to awsimple Sine wave as it, travels from (eelp

water into the shallow water bordering the coast, line. Observation
of the wave at a fixed point in the shallow water region will yield a
wave height different from the height in deep water. In the shallow
water zone the wave crest near this point will appear to be traveling
in a direction different from the direction that it had in (leep water.
The horizontal distance between the crests of the waves will be less
than in deep water, and the speed of the waves will be lower. Finally,
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* the crests, which in the ideal case ,are infinitely long and straight in
deep water, become curved in shallow water. The methods given in
this chapter permit a forecast of the h~ight and direction changes for
actual ocean waves; but nothing will be said abolut',,the length of the
waves, the speed of the waves, or, the curvature of 'thc 'crests at a
point of forecast in a shallow water zone. The height can be, shown
to vary from point to point. Forecasts for many points are possible,
but no actual technique will be given which will make it possible to
demonstrate the curvature of the crests.

Effect of Complex Contours
Complex bottom contours can produce great distortion of a simple

sine wave. The Hudson Canyon, which extenus out to 60 miles from
the coast of New York and New Jersey, is an example of a very com-
plex bottom contour system. A simple sine wave approaching this
system from a deep-water direction of 112.5' and a period of 12 seconds
is bent and distorted by the effect of the bottom contours as shown
in figure 6.2. The icale of this figure is such that only every 45th
wave crest is show . It will be observed that the original straight
line of the deep-water wave crest is broken up into three segments,
each of which proceeds independently. They cross and form a very
complicated pattern. Each new segment can be treated separately,
and the combined effects can be found by the same techniques as
used in Chapter III for combining waves from two different storms
at a point of forecast.

Thel~efraction of Two Sine Waves
Apparent Lengthening of Wave Crests

There is an interesting effect concerned with the refraction of actual
ocean waves which can most easily be studied by showing the effeet
of the refraction of two simple sine waves of the same period but
approaching a coast from two slightly different directions. This
effect is the apparent lengthening of the wave crests. Suppose that
the crests of the two sine waves are approaching a coastline and that
the angle between the crests of the sine waves is, say, 15'. The inter-
ference effect in the simple caso. produces rows of alternate elevations
above and depressions belo* the sea surface. The individual short-
crested waves are shaped like long ellipses, and a given contour of equal
height made on the interference pattern would be roughly elliptical in
shape. The crests cross at some angle out in deep water; if each ot the
two infinitely long crests that make up the vizible interference pattern
is refracted separately, the effect is always to make the crests more
nearly parallel in shallow water if the period is the same. If the indi-
vidual crests are more nearly paralcl in shallow water for the sum of
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these two simple sine waves, then the interfience pattern stretches
along the crests. Height contour ellipses t it may hove been only 100
or 200 yards long out in deep watertretch to three or four times
that length in shallower water nea,. the beach. This means that the
visible wave crests-appear to stretch out to great lengths along the
crests as they approach thebeach. This effect is illustrated in figure
6.3a. It is a very pronounced one which can be recognized in many
aerial photographs. The refraction of a sum of several sine waves
produces the same effect in many cases.
Echelon Waves

A second interesting effect can be obtained from a consideration of
the refraction of two simple sine waves by studying the effect of
refraction upon two sine waves which are traveling in deep water in
exactly the same direction but with slightly different periods. The
wave lengths are also different, and from thc discussion given in Chap-
ter I such a pattern will appear to be individual groups of waves;
that is, there will be high waves for a certain distance followed by
low waves and then high waves again. As thispattern is refracted,
the two different periods are bent by different amounts in entering
shallower water. This effect is shown in figure 6.8b. The once in-
finitely long crests in deep water become short crests in shallow water.

When this effect is applied to a long, narrow spectrum, i. e., to a

wave spectrum where frequencies vary over a wide range but where
directions vary over only a narrow range, the result is an echelon pat-
tern. Consider, waves arriving from a storm which has lasted along
time but is so far away that the range from 04 to 03 is very small, say,
of the order of only 50 or 100. A given wave will have a long crest,
but as it is followed in its progression toward shore it will become less
pronounced in height and tend to disappear. The next wave, instead
of lining up directly behind the first, appears to one side and it dies
down in its turn. The third wave likewise forms to the side of the
second rather than directly behind. The resulting pattern somewhat,
resembles the bow waves at one side of a ship advancing through caln
water. This echelon pattern can be seen in many aerial photographs
of ocean waves.

The Refraction of Actual Ocean Waves

Some Misleading Effects
When actual ocean waves are refracted, the illustrations just given

no longer apply because actual ocean waver cannot be treated as if
they were just one or two simple sine waves. As an approximation,
aetur.l ocean waves can be treated as the sum of 50 or 60 simple sine
waves and very reliable results will be obtained, ilit, to use only the
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significant height and the avej;age "period" of the waves in deep-water
and to refract the waves withothese two numbers will lead to totally
unrealistic results., The use of an average "period" in deep water or
any single "period" will fail completely because the average "period"
of the waives in deep'water will be completely different from the aver-
age "period" of the waves in the shallow water zone for which the
forecast is being made.

As individual waves in the sum of many simple sine waves are re-
fracted, the effect of refraction is often to focus a great amount of
wave energy associated with a certain period band in the actual spec-
trum at Pne point and to deflect it away from another point along the
coast. When this occurs, one part of the period band in the complete
spectrum will show up at one point on the coast and produce a wave
with oie average "period" and it another point along the coast there,
will be a completely different average "period" owing to the effect of
focusing for that particular spectral period.

As an example, the northern New Jersey shore (from Sandy Hook to
a point near Asbury Park, a distance of about 9 or 10 miles) has been
studied in great detail in connection with the effect of refraction. It
was found that if waves were approaching this coastline from a south-
erlydirection in deep-wanter and if the periods of these waves were high
enough, very little of the wave energy would ever reach Sandy Hook.
A sine wave system 10 feet high in deep water with a, period of 14 sec-
oris will be only one foot high near Sandy Hook. The same sine
wave, system will be 14 fWet high at a point near Asbury Park. Lower-
P eriod waves will be the same in height at both places. The total
effect on a continuous spectrum, such as those discussed in Chapter
II, is that at Sandy Hook the waves are quite low, and the energy in
the waves is associated only with the higher frequency components in
the original spectrum, Thus, the average "period' of the waves near
Sandy Hook for a typical situation will be only 6 or 7 seconds, and the
significant wave height only 4 or 5.feet. At the same time and for the
same wave spectrum, .the focusing of the lower frequencies on Asbury
Park produces wave., vith an ,verage "period" of 14 seconds.
The significant height of-the waves at Asbury Park will be about 15
feet. Thus at two points along the coast, separated by only a few
miles, completely different significant heights and average "periods"
will be observed for exactly the same wave characteristics out in deep
water 60 miles beyond the influence of the Hudson Canyon. The con-
clusion, then, is that. waves are focused, distorted, bent, and piledul at
different points separated by only a short distance along the coastline.
Visual observations at only one of these-)oints will be comJpletely mis-
leading, since they will tell nothing about the nature of the waves in
deep witer. The "periods" observed along a coast. ('an be quite
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different from those observed out beyond the effect of refraction, es-
pecially under, conditions siniilar to those just described.

Aerial Photographs
Aerial photographs of waves approaching a coastline are perhaps

the best and simplest way to obtain information about the effect of
refraction. They reveal ma'ny- facts about the nature of the offshore
bottom contour configurations and give 'information on those regions
where the waves can be expected to be highest for given types of storm
situations. It a portion of a coastline is under study, the methods
given in previous chapters can be used to forecast the type of spectrum
present in, deep water and then aerial photographs can be used to 'de-
termine the effect of refraction alongrthe beaches without going into
the difficult computations which will be given later. If a qualitative
estimate is sufficiently accurate, then a detailed and careful study of
aerial photographs can give some important information.

The next five figures show aerial photographs taken over points
along the coast of the United States. Enlargements of portions have
been made to illustrate-some of the vcry pronounced features of wave
refraction.

Aerial Photograph of Ocracoke (Figure 6.4)
Figure 6.4 is an aerial photograph taken by the U. S. Coast and

Geodetic Survey of a wave pattern off the coast of North Carolina at
Ocracoke. The white area on the left is sand dunes, as the shallows
indicate. The coast in the upper part of the figure slopes slowly to the
ocean. The depth contours are roughly parallel to the coastline with
the depth increasing gradually. At the bottom of the figure there is
an underwater ridge which extends a considerable distance into the
ocean in such a way that the water is very shallow over this ridge for a
great distance from the coast. The waves in deep water are approach-
ing from the southeast. As the many different spectral components
approach the coastline, the waves are held back by the ridge, because
they must travel more slowly in the shallow water, and they bend to
cross over the ridge from both sides. The waves form a very confused
interference pattern over the ridge. Notice the areas where the water
is so shoal that the waves break offshore and form whitecaps out over
the ridge in three rather distinct rows. To tie south of the ridge the
waves are bent so that they travel almost north. The waves to the
north of the ridge are bent so that they travel cast. The crossover
pattern is very pronounced over the ridge. The waves from south of
the ridge go right on north through the shoals over the ridge and can
be seen to interfere with the waves coming in from deep water to the
north, which are un|affected by the ridge. There is a very definite
pattern of interference north of the ridge in a region where the water
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FioGuRp 6.4 Aerial photograph of Ocracoke.

is deeper than it is over the ridge. At the top of the picture, the eche-

lon effect discussed before is quite pronounced.

Aerial Photograph of Swash Inlet (Figure 6.5)
A second photograph taken in the same way as the first shows a

wave pattern at Swash Inlet, N. C. Here the coastline is relatively
straight and undisturbed, and the depth contours are parallel to the
coast out to a great distance from the coast. The strong crossover
effect seen at Ocracoke is lacking. There are two wave trains. One
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FioURX 6.1 Aerial photograph of Swash Inlet.

is a long "wave length," high "period" swell approaching the coast-
line in deep water from south-southeast. Superimposed on the long
swell a low "period" local chop moving almost directly north is clearly
visible. The angle between the local'chop and the swell is about 300
in the deepest water at the far right of the photograph. The swell
could have been formed by a storm many hundreds of miles to the
southeast. The chop, has been generated locally probably by wind
with a velocity of 15 or 20 knots.

Following the local chop in the photograph, from right to left, one
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ca see that the direction toward which it is traveling is very nearly
the same at the center of the photograph as on tbhifar right. This is
because the water is still so deep at the center of the photograph that
the very short "wave length" waves have not refracted. They are
not bent even half way toward the coast from the center of the picture,
where the depths must be less. It is necessary to look at a point
about one-quarter of the way from the-6oast on the left side of the
photograph to see where-the crests of'the local chop become curved,
and then they curve rather sharply and travel toward the shore.

The swell, which is much higher in its average "period" and which
has a much longer "wave length;" is refracted in much deeper water
than the low lccal chop. The angle between the crests and the coast
is much smaller near the &enter of the photograph than on the far
right. It is evident that the crests continually become more nearly
parallel to the shore as they travel from deep to shallow water. This
means that the effect of-refraction on these longer "wave lengths"i is
such that it is. operating continuously over the entire area of' the
photograph.

Another interesting feature is the length of the crests of the swell.
On the far right they are quite short; near the center they grow to
considerable length; and then near the coast the crests can be followed
a considerable distance before they become irregular and tend to
disappear. This is a very important feature. The waves frequently
appear more short crested in deep water and long crested near the
coast owing to the effect of refraction.

Enlargement Over Ocracoke (Figure 6.6)
Figure 6.6 is an enlargement of a. portion of figure 6.4. This en-

largement was selected from the top part of figure 6.4 to illustrate the
short crestedness of actual ocean waves. It also shows a -very pro-
nounced example of the echelon effect, some effect of low local chop-
on top of the longer swell, and the behavior of the waves as they ap-
proach the coast and begin to form breakers.

Enlargement Over Ocracoke (Figure 6.7)
Figure 6.7 is another enlargement of the area over the ridge in

figure 6.4. It shows the extreme complexity of the waves over such
an area and the resultant crisscross pattern. The water over this
ridge is so shoal that the individual wave peaks are short and steep,
and the intervening troughs are long and shallow. The interference
pattern over the ridge is different from that at the upper left of the
same figure. The crosshatch effect is not apparent in the upper left,
and yet the waves there are formed by crossing of waves from east
and south just as they are over the ridge. Such a ridge is a very
dangerous place for small boats or 'landing craft because the waves
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attack the vessel from two different directions. Firist, a wave higher
than average will advance from starboard and roll the boat to port
and then another wave approaching from the por Side,, from a direc-

1 tion almost- 900 (in this case) from the first, Will swamip the craft
while she still rolls from the first wave. The,,crisscross effect also
tens to, focus the energy along these ridges, antivery steep high waves
form as a result.

Inland Continuation of Swash Inlet (Figure 6.8)
Figure 6.8 shows part of figure 6.5 and the coast farther west at a

larger scale. At theright edge the swellrests are at afi angle of about
300 to the coastline. The crests of the low local chop are at an angle,
of about 800 to the coastline. As tli6 swell approaches the shore, the
crests become very high and peaked and the troughs become long and
shallow. The swell crests take on a distinctly different appearance,
which can best be visualized by looking at the photograph very care-
fully and imagining how theheight of the waves would vary along a
line perpendicular4o the crests. Nearer the shore, the swell is peak-
ing up and becoming ready to break. The, waves are very unstable
in this-region, and the crests are very long and'quite well defined along
a sharp ridge. At the same time the low "period" local chop is still
traveling just,:as if the'swell were not there at all. It is moving in
superimposed on the swell in a patternthat is evidently unaffected by
the presence of the swell.

The fact thit the low local chop, corresponding to a spectrum con-
taining high frequencies, behaves independently from the swell and
travels just as if the swell were not present, is a very important fea-
ture of the method that will be given later for forecasting wave
heights in the refraction zone. This effect becomes visible in the
photograph, but the6retical considerations indicate that, even for
spf,otral frequencies separated by only a sinp,1l amount,, the individual
'sine waves represented by these spectral frequencies blhave indc-

pendently of each other as far as refraction is concerned. It then
follows that it is possible to break iii) any spectrum such as those
forecast in Chapter If or Chapter II1 into a sum of a great many sine
waves, refract each sine wave independently, and arrive at. a conclu-
sion as to the hc;ght. distribution and the characteristics,6t the waves
after they have been refracted.

Somputatio-of Refraction Effects

Introductory Remarks
The computtion of refraction effects is difficult,. So far in this

manuel, it has beeni possible to avoid cnrrying out, an integration to
find aPrequired value of E. 'l'his eannot be done when waves are
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plished in 15 or 20 minutes, as can be (lone for a wave forecast pre-
pared by the techniques given. Diagrams similar to figure 6.2 must
b9-onstructed for a comp~lete range of (leep-water frequencies and
directions. If interest is concentrated at a certain point along the
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coast and if"the bottom is not too complex, only a few wave rays need
"to be drewn for each refraction diagram in order to stiaddle-the poihts
of major interest. This simplifies to a certain extent the amount of

work that must be done., If a considerable 'length of a particular
coastline is to be studied,' then the work becomes even more com-
plicated because a large number of refraction diagrams have to be

constructed and the wave rays on each diagram must be drawn for
an entire length of coastline, as in figure 6.2.,

The computation of refraction effects should not be undertaken
unless it is of extreme importance to know about them in a particular
locality. To accomplish this job correctly often will require as much
as 2 or 3 man-months in constructing refraction diagrams. Each ,

forecast may require about 40 minutes of computation after the re-
fraction diagrams are availeble. The importance of -the tasks to be
performed and the importance of the accuracy of the irl-ast of the
height of the waves in the shallow water at the point of interest should
be weighed very carefully against the amount of work necessary in
order to ,do the task properly.

Steps To Be Followed
An overall outline of the steps that must be followed in preparing

a forecast for wave heights and wave characteristics at a point in
shallow water near a coast is given below. This outline will be gone
over in great detail, and the steps will be described in the late, sections
of this chaliter.

(1) Construct refraction diagrams for many differert values of
f and 0.

(2) Plot the refraction effect in polar coordinates in order to
show the variations of two functions which,,vill be called
[K(f,e)]' (the refraction function) and e(f,) (the direction
function). These two functions wiil be described in what
follows.

(3) Forecast the spectrum of the waves to be refracted. Locate
the bounds of the spectrum,'the upper and lower cutoff fre-
quencies,'and the values of 04 and 03. Divide this spectruh
into an approximating sum of simple sine waves. Find those
fractions of energy from the total energy of the whole spec-
trum that apply to small pieces of'the spectrum and label
them AE. Associated with each AE will be a central fre-
quency, f, and a direction 9, which will describe the simple
sine wave whose contribution to the total sum is characterized
by these three numbers.
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(4) Evaluate the following equations to obtain the directions and
energies of each simple sine wave fraction of the spectrum:

AEA= [K(j, )]2AE (6.2)

Oh=O(f;O) (6.3)

(5), Add up the AEh values for'all the individual sine waves and
forecast the heigbt characteristics of the waves at the point
of interest in the-shallow,-Vater. Interpret the range of 0h as
the crest'length of the waves at the point in shallow-water.

Each of the five steps will be described in deiail in the text tlat-
follows. The'first two steps need to be done only once forragiVen
place and the resulting graphs can be used to prepare wave 'forecasts
at that place for any wave spectrum present in deep water:

The Construction of. Refraction Diagrams for a St'ople Sine,
Wave

Introductory Remarks
The methods that will be given for the .onstruction of refraction

diagrams are taken from a paper by I. S. Arthur, W. H. Munk, and
J. D. Isaacs (1952). This new ineth6d forthe constrction of refrac-
tion diagrams makes all earlier techniquesobsolete. One of'the earli-
est methods consisted in the location of the successive positions of the
wave crests as the waves travel in toward the shore. This method
leads to serious cumulative errors in the computation of effect of re-
fraction. A later method constructed the wave rays (often called
orthogonals), but this ffiethod also had errors in it if the del)th changed
rapidly. The new technique that will be describeL here eliminates
these difficulties and gives solutions corresponding very -closely to
those obtained by exact mathematical methods.

Depth Chart
The first step is to obtain a bathymetric chart of the region near

the point at which the forecast, is to Ie maIde. It, should show depth
contours out to soundings greater than one-half wave length of the
highest spectral period of interest in the construction of therefraction
diagrams. The contour should smooth out because the minor ii'-
regularities are not very important in the effect of refraction. For the
higher periods, the smoothing of the contours should be more extenm-
sive than for the shorter 'period. It, is advisable to take the original
deplth chart and smooth it. considerably (over distances comparable to
one wave leiigth) before constructing the wave rays for the higher
periods and to smooth it somewhat less before constructing the wave
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rays for the shorter, periods. The shorter waves are of course affected
by a much narrower offshore zone of contours near the point of in-
terest, and so the wave rays need not be constructed to such great
depths in this case.

After the contours have been smoothed, it is advisable to, use a
semitransparent overlay such as rice paper on which the wave rays
can be constructed. Fix the overlay in position on the chart by
ticking the intersection of latitude and longitude lines, and make a set
of these oveflaysf6f cli spectral frequency and direction of interest.

The depth contours'also represent lines of, constant wave crest
speed for a givei frequency for the waves as they come in from deep
water and approach the coast.

The ratio of the wave speed which the simple sine waves being re-
fracted should have on each of these contours to the wave speed in
deep water can be obtained readily from figure 6.9. Given the depth

Jof t, water in fathoms "or in feet and the wave period, draw a line
cninccting these two values on the outer edges of this alignment chi'ft.
The intersection of this ]ine with the center line on the alignment
chart then yields the ratio of the wave speed at the depth indicated
to the wave speed in deep water. In each zone bounded by two depth
contours, the desired quantity is actually the ratio of the wave speed
in the deeper water to the wave speed in the shallower water. Thus,
for example, if the ratio of the wave speeds (C/Cd) at one contour
in the deeper water is O.G and the ratio of the wave speeds (

0
2/

0
d)

at, the next contour in the shallower water is 0.50, then the ratio of
the two wave speeds (01/02) is given by 0.60/0.50, or 1.20. It, is neces-
sar3 to compute these individual values of the ratios and enter them
on the-iierlay for each successive pair of contours from dee) water
into th& ,shallow water. These ratios are all that is needed to con-
struct tile wiave rays, since the technique is essentially an application
of Snell's law, with finite differences.

The Construction of a Wave Ray
As a wave ray corresponding to a certain discrete spectral frequency

ap)roaches the shore from deep water it curves until, theoretically,
it is exactly perpendicular to the beach in zero depth of water at the
beach. (Of course, the waves actually break in water of finite dei)tl
before this occurs.) For any change in depth, Snell's law deter-
mines the curvature of the wave ray. It, must intersect a contour
at an angle determined by Snell's law for the successive changes in
depth. The tangent to the wave ray must make the angle, a, with a
line perpendicular to the contour, (, at, the point where the ray inter-
sects the contour. Also, the wave ray must curve properl'y as it, under-
goes a change in depth. That is, Snell's law may be satisfied at a dis-
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crete set of poi -nts given by the intersection of the ray with a certain
set of contours; yet ihe ray can get out of alignment so that for a finer
division of doimours it will not be correct. 'The method given by
Arthur, Munk, and Isaacs (1952) eliminates this difficulty by develop-

t iifg a way to keep the curvature of the ray correct as it goes from one
depth contour to the next.

As the wave ray crosses the contour correspondling to the wave
speed C1, as sh~own in figure 6.10, the wave crest makes the- angle a,,
with a line drawn parallel to the sxnoot1ied contour. Since the wave
crest is continuously changing direction, it must make a new angle,

RoRa Tangennt

Contour

FIGURE~ 6.10 The ray tangent.s as the depth contours are crossed (after Arthur,
Munk, and linavs).

CU, with the Smioothecd contour corresponding to the wave speed,
02, When it' reches108 thait. :on~tourl. The change in angle is A a. Thenl
ait the two contours correspondling to wave speedls, 01 and C2, Snll'Is
law holds as dlefined in equation (0.1), since the wave crests inter-
sect the contours. at, the correct angles. The imp[ortant point of
this construction method is that the two ray tangents shown are
connected by anl arc of a circle which dletermfines the exact path
of the wave ray from point A to point B. It is evidlent that if the
ray tangent, t.t point. B be mfovedl a little to the left or right, the
eqJuationl giveli by Snll'Is law WOUld Still be satisfied at that COl-
tour. However, the curve connecting points A and B1 would no
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longer be a true wave ray. This construction thus gives the correct
shape of;the waveray as it connects two points located on two given
depth contours.

Constructing Wave Rays by Graphical Methods
The technique for the actual construction of a wave ray is sum-

marized in figure 6.11. The initial direction of the wave ray in
deep water is determined by the deep-water direction of the waves,
and when the wave ray crosses the first contour at which the depth
is less than half the deep-water wave length, the construction begins

C -=Ct R o y Ta ngen t

B -

SMean Contour

C = C ' a , I

~~900

Ray Tangent A-.. * a,
' \ I

R

Fi(URt 6.11 Method for construction of wave rays (after Arthur, Munk, and
Isaacs).

accor(ling to the following rules. These yield ray tangents which
cross caci contour at the proper point and which make the wave ray
a continuous arc of a cirle betwcen the two points.

(1) Establish point. A, where the (lcp-water ray crosses the first
contour. 0', is the wave speed corresponding to this contour,
and (" the speed corresponding to the second contour.

(2) Find ('/d and ('210 from figure 6.9. From them de-
termine (',12 (i. e., 0'10d divided by 01/0'). 01/02 is

greater than one except, where the ray is passing toward
deeper water (c. g., after crossing a ridge).

(3) Draw -by eye a mean contour for the interval.
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:(4) Extend the deep-water ray beyond point A until it inter-
sects the mean contour at P'. To the seaward of point A,
the line AP' is the deep-water ray; shoreward it is the tangent
to the ray at point A. z°

(5) At the point P' construct a line perpdicular to the line
AP: aid mark on it a point R, such th'iat P'R has ana rbi-
trary lefigth of one unit.

(6) With R as the center of a~circle draw an arc with a radius
of C,/C 2 units of the same arbitrary scale. This arc inter-
sects the.mean contour at point S.

(7) Draw the line RS and on it erect a perpendicular such that
(as judged by eye), it intersects Alp' at a point P equidistant
from the two contours (i. e., AP P-B). The intersection of
this perpendicular with the second contour at B is the point
at which the wave ray crosses the ne.x;bcontour corresponding
to wave speed C2. Even if judged by eye the value will be
sufficiently accurate. PB is now thetangent to the wave ray
at point B, just as AP was the tangent at point A.

(8) To continue the ray, the next step involves the contour
through the point. B and the next contour toward the shore.
The same procedure is repeated as J scribed above except
that now C2 -becomes 01 for tliis new interval and C2 cor-
responds to the new contour.

This procedure is continued until, the wave ray crosses the depth
contour of interest, for he point of foreces;. In this manner one
wave ray can be constructed. It is necessnry to'construct, a number
of wave rays. Finally by good luck, an intcl.igenVguess, or hard work,
two wave rays will be constructed which straddl-t)" point in shallow
water where the wave forecast is to be made. They should not be
too far apart when they straddle this poi)t ..ndiiis sometimes neces-
sary to construct additional wave rays betv.,,,! t .e first few in order
to refine the calculations.
A Useful Ray Plotter

When a great many wave rays have to be const ' uted, it, is advisable
to make a plotter out of plastic as shown itr figure 6.12, aid then the
various steps given above for the construction of a wave ray can be
carried out quite easily. This ray plotteiltjrovidLts anarbitrary unit
scale and gives an indication,'of the value of A. Y.

The Con-Ouction of a Family of Wave Rayo
The wave rays constructed by this method give the pattern that.

the wave crests must, follow as they proceed into shallow water. In
fact, the wave crests are perpc:.dicular to these rays everywhere.
Thus, as a wave crosses a point, at. which a forecast, is to be made
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FIouRE 6.12 A useful ray plotter (after Arthur, Munk, and Isaaes).

in shallow water, it tells the direction toward which that particular
spectral component will be traveling. The separation of the rays is
an indication of tle height of tihe waves. Where the rays converge the
waves are higher; where the rays spread out the waves are lower.

Occasionally, it happens that the wave rays whch start in deep
water an al finally arrive at. thepoit of forecast can undergo some
involved changes. In fact, it is possible for wave rays from two
dlifferent points in (deep water to cross the samne point in shallow
water. For example, figure 6.4 shows crossed wave crests, and since
the wave rays are everywhere perpezlicular to the crests, they must
also cross each other over thle ridge. When this occurs, it, means
that, thle original infinitely long wave crest (compared with the dimen-
sions of the problem) in deep water has broken into a number of pieces
and that, these individual pieces are crossing the points at which the
forecast is to be made. When wave rays cross each other, very com-
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plicated things occur and the exact effects are not completely known;
but-if the laws of geometrical optics can be applied to this problem,
certain rules can be given which will make it possible to estimate the
effect of crossed wave rays. Care must be taken that a sufficiently

i dense network of wave rays is constructed so thatit~is possible to be
sure that energy from other points in deep water cannot reach the
point for which the forecast is being made.

The Determination of [K(f,e)]' and e(fe)

The Effect of Refraction on a Simple Sine Wave
After a given refraction idiagram has been constructed, it is possible

to determine the height that a simple sine wave will have at a given
point in shallow water if the height of that sine wave is known in deep
water and if the refraction diagram is available. Two effects combine
to change the 'height oi- the wave at the point in shallow water:
shoaling, which changes the rate at-which energy is propagated toward
the shore; and convergence of the wave rays. Under the assumptions
of wave refraction theory, it is assumed that all wave energy is propa-
gated alng the wave rays and that 'no energy ciosses -rays. This
assumption is valj! if the scale of the contours is large compared to
the wave length. iConsequently, if the wave rays are closer together
at -a point in shl jow 'water than in.deep water, the waves must be
higher per unit lerigth of crest since the amount of energy between
the. two rays must remain the same.

Both these effects arc combined in one formula for the function,
[K(f,0)]2, given by ,Bqation (6.4). It will later be used in equation
(6.2) to fordcast t ho/changes in the spectral wave heights.

(bd/b) (6.4)

[K(VL 4 _1d Qd
) ""L" sinh ._

If equation (6.4) is evaluated for a-particu!ar simple sine wave, the
height at the poihlt in shallow water can -be forecast. Suppose, for
example, the value of this function is 2.0 for a 10-second sine wave in
(leep water approaching the coast, from some known angle. Then
the wave height at 'the point near the coast for which this function
has been evaluated will be equal to -2 times the wave height in deep
water. If [Kf,9)] 2 is 001-, the wave height in-shallow water is one-
tenth the deep-water wave height.

The refraction function given by equation (6.4) depends upon the
ratio, C/Cd, the depth of the water, d, and the deep-water wave length,
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L. It also depends on the ratio of-.,two numbers, bd and b. The
denominator of equation (6.4) can be evaluated for any point in shallow
water in terms of the ratio, C/Q,, and d and L. The ratio, C/Cd, can
be obtained from figure 6.9. (Naule that Cd/C equals I/(C/d).) The
value, 4 d/L, is given by equation (6.5), in terms of frequency, J

4drd4 2

L -5.12"-2"46df (6.5)

The numerator of equation (6.4) is bdlb. The first quantity, bd,, is
the perpendicular distance between the orthogonals in deep water,.
and b is the distance between the saie two orthogonals as they
straddle the point of interest in shallow water as shown in figure 6.13.
The distance b should be measured in the shortest possible sense along
a curved line perpendicular to both orthogonals at the point of int-eiest'
in shallow water. If both bd and b are measured with the same scale,
any units can be used. The depth contours are not shown in figure
6.13. Whatever their configuration is, they are definitely not parallel.

A value greater than one for the ratio bd/b means convergence of the
wave rays aid greater wave heights; a value less than one means
divergence and -lower wave heights in shallow water. Since the
denominator of the function hi equation (6.4) does not vary with
direction, the numerator, bd/b, determines the variation of the refrac-
tion function with direction at. a giveni frequency. For the same
frequency with different directions, bd/b can be smaller than 0.01 for

one direction and as high as 3.0 for another direction when the wave
rays converge very strongly at a given point.

Thus, fo each-refraction diagram, after two wave rays have been
constructed, that are fairly-close together and straddle the point of
interest in shallow water, the Value of-IIK(fO)] 2 can be deterinined for
that particular frequency and direction of a simple sine wave in (loci)

'water. Now, this refraction function is a function of the deep-water
fnquency and direction of the waves; and if a large number of different
deep-water frequencies and directions are takeil, the values of the
refraction function can be determined for a large number of. points.
It, then finally becomes possible to plot the values of this function

on a polar coordinate diagram frequency,.f as the radius and 0 as the
direction. When enough values are plotted, the diagram can be iso-
pletled, as in figure 6.15, and the result is the function used in equation
(6.2) to forecast the changes of wave height.. This will be demon-
strated later. A considerable nuniber of points is needed to make this
function precise. This might entail using as many as eight, or nine
deel)-water directions and five or six, or even tell, (lifferent frequencies.
Thus as many as eighty wave refraction diagrams must. be cilstructed
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in order to compute and correctly determine thdirefraction function given
in equations (6.2) and (6.4). Note that in equation (6.4), the refraction
functiont is treated as if. a particular combination of frequency and
direction is being evaluated; in equation (6.2),the function is treated as
if it were , continuously varying function of frequencyand direction.

The Determination of the Direction Function
The waves in deep water have k direction given by the angle 0. In

shallow water they have a new direction given by ah, as shown in
figure 6.13. The direction of the wave rays is the sime as the diredtion
toward which the waves are traveling 4t each of the points, and thus
the direction function can be determined from the refraction diagram i
at the same time that the refraction function is determined. The
angle, Oh, is a function of wave frequency anid deep-water direction,
Its angular values can also be plotted on another polar diagrim in
which the frequency is the radial variable and 0 is the angular variable.
The net result, then, is that the functions needed in equation (6.2),and
(6.3) are known.

Crossed Wave Rays
If the wave rays cross (luring the congtruction of a refraction dia-

gram, the rays involved should be 'coitinued shoreward as in figure
6.2a. Construct a number of individual rays sufficient to obtain a
well-defined pattern.

If two rays cross that were not adjacent in deep water, it simply
means that the original wave crest, in deep water is broken into pieces,
and that two pieces of the crest cross over each other (as in figure 6.7)
where the rays cross.

If two adjacent wave rays cross. equation 6.4 states that the wave
will be infinitely high at the point of crossing since b is zero and bd/b is
therefore infinite. However, the construction of additional wave rays
between the two that crossed usually results in a new location of the
points of crossing of adjacent, rays. Compare, for example, rays E,.-
F, and G in figure 6.2a. No finite amount of wave energy is ever
really focused at, a point. What usually results is an imperfect
focusing which in optical theory is called a caustic curve. By con-
structing a great many rays, it. is possible t.o see that the points of
crossing of adjacent rays form a set, of points on the refraction diagram
which can be connected 1) a curved line to determine the caustic
curve.

As it wave crest, approaches a caustic curve, it breaks into three
pieces. Two pieces simply overlap owing to the crossing over of non-
adjacent, rays. A short third piece is produced between the crQasing
adjacent rays. The wave crests do not appear to become very high as
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they approach, the quasi-focus of the caustic, and no energ appears
tolbe lost by the wave due to breaking.

The net result is that at points near the shoie (of inte'st after the
crests have passed through a caustic in deeper water), three values of
[K(f,O)] 2 need to be-determined instead of just one as in the simpler
case.

'This effect is illustrated in figure 6.2a, where raysB, C, and D cross
each other. Three separate pieces of the originaY unbroken crest in
deep waterare approaching a portion of the coast;. Suppose that the
point marked by the dot in figure 6.2a',is the one at which refraction is
being studied. Then for the southernmost piece of a crest bd/b would
be determined from the distafice froii ray AAo ray B over the point
marked and 'from the distance from ray A ,to ray B in deep water.
For the northernmost crest, the~corresponding distances from ray D to
ray E would be used. (Note' tiat these iays diverge greatly so that
the northernmost crest will be:excepti6nally low.) The rati6, bd/b, for
the short piece of. crest would be detehmin.ed from the appropriate
distances between rays C and D.

The polar coordinate plot then becomes more complex since for
certain frequencies and directions, three values of [K(f,0)] and three
values of 0(f.0) occur at one poifit on the diagram. The best pro-
cedure appears to be to make an .overlapping analysis of the [K(fO)] 2

values associated with the two parts of the original deep-water crest.
which did not go through a quasi-focus, i. e., the crest. segment associ-
ated with rays D and;E in figure 6.2a. The two pieces of analysis then
continue out intothe single-valued portion of the refraction function
quite easily. The third set of values associated with the crossed rays
can be analyzed on a separate chart. It would appear that [K(fb,) 2

should not be permitted to be greater than 2.0 near a caustic.

Genera! Discussion of the Refraction and Direction Functions
The functions just described can vary markedly from point to point

along the coast. They can also act, in a highly selective manner by
suppressing some frequencies in the original deep-water wave spectrum
and amplifying others. For example, the refraction diagrams for the
northern New Jersey coast actually show that, only the high frequencies
can reach Sandy Hook. The low frequencies, as they come into
Asbury Park.are amplified by a factor of two in amplitude, whereas
the low frequencies which attempt. to come into Satidy Hook are
decreased by a factor of ten. Thus, a simple sine wave in deep water,
with a certain critical direction, if it. had a high period of 14 seconds or
so, anda deep-water height, of 5 feet., would have a height of 0.5 at,
Sandy Hook and 10 feet, at, Asbury Park.

Once these two finctions have )ecn determined, they canble used
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every time in iorecastingthe waves at the point of interest in shallow
water. If the phase of the, work described is accomplished once for a
particular location, it need not be repeated. It is, therefore,,advisable
to take considerable care in the preparation of the refraction diagrams
and in the determination of these two functions so-that reliance can b.
placed on any forecast that will be made with the use of these functions
at a later time.

The Refraction of a Particular Spectrum

By the methods given in Chapters II and III, it is possible to fore-
cast the cumulative spectrum.of a sea at a point in deep water offshore
from the point in shallow w ' ier at which the forecast is to be made.
It is also possible to forecast the frequencyand direction bands present
in a filtered spectrum if a swell is present offshore from the point at
which the forecast is to be made. In either case, since the co-cumu-
lative spectrum contains all the information about the original wave
spectrum that the spectrum will contain (either with or without the
application of a filter), it is then possible to operate on the forecast
spectrum in deep water in order to forecast the spectrum in shallow
water.

The refraction is accomplished by an approximation similar to
that which was used in Chapter I, figure 1.7, to describe the waves,
or to the one used in Chapter II to show how the wave spectrum was
derived. The spectrum that really' represents an infinite sum of
infinitesimally small sine waves is broken up in such a way that it
represents a finite sum of small sine waves of approximately equal
importance. The actual number to be used depends on the shapes of
the refraction and direction functions. Suppose, however, that, a
forecast for a given sea condition is to be made. Then by the use
of the co-cumulative spectrum for that particular sea condition and
the angular spreading factor as given in Chapter III, figure 3.17, it is
possible to approximate the continuous spectrum tby a sum of sine
waves.

This approximation is found by marking off the frequency range
into a number of pieces. At the center of each of these frequency
bands, the center frequency can be used to represent the frequency
of a simple sine wave, and the difference between the E value at, the
first frequency and the E value at the second frequency is the E value
associated with that sine wave. This procedure gives the correct
values for the frequencies, but it is also necessary to have the correct
values. for the directions. Thus, each of these selected frequencies
should be broken up into directions, and by the use of the angular
spreading factor, a certain percentage energy for each frequency can
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be assigned to each different direction. The result, afterthis opera-
tion is carried out, is that the spectrum of the waves will be. repre-
sented by a number of simple sine waves, possibly with as many as
ten different frequencies and six different directions or sixty individual

i waves. Each sine wave will'have a small fraction of the total value
of E associated with the complete spectrum assigned to it. These
are the values designated by AE in equation ,(6.2). A two-way table,
with, say, frequency in vertical columns under each direction, can
be made up and the AE values for each frequency and direction can be
assigned in this table, Note that the sum of all these values of AE
should be-equal to the total E for the forecast spectrum in the deep
witer.

The next step is to go to the refraction function, read off the value
of [T((f, 0)]2, and tabulate the values for the appropriate frequencies
and directions in the first step. A third table then tabulates the
values of AEh for each 6f the values of AEin the first table by multiply-
ing AE by the appropriate value from the second table. When these
values are added, the result is a new value of E equal to the value of
E% of the waves at the point of interest in shallow water.

If the refraction function varies very rapidly from one frequency-to
another, then the values of AE should be made quite small and a
large number should be taken. If the refraction function is relatively
flat over a large range of directions and frequencies, larger values of
AE can be taken. The net effect is to approximate the infinite sum
of sine Waves in the spectrum by an appropriately chosen firite sum
of sine waves and to refract each sine wave as if it were a true simple
harmonic progressive wave according to the theory which has been
describell. Once the value of Ih is forecast, the height-distribution of
the waves in shallow water can then be forecast, since the significant
height, the average height, the average of the one-tenth highest waves,
and so oin are all obtained from this one number.

If the spectrum is greatly distorted by the effect of refraction,
some frequencies will be suppressed and other frequencies will be
amplified. Then the average "period", T, will be quite different in
shallow water from the value it had in deep water. No convenient
formulas can be given to forecast this value of T in a simple way but
by iispection, a suitable estimate of the average "period" can be
made by noting that it will be slightly lower than the "period" of the
center of mass of the new spectrum as a function of frequency. If
the spectral components near 10 seconds in a sea with an average
"period" of 5 seconds are amplified by a very great, amount,, then at,
the point of interest, in shallow water the average "period" might
be 8 seconds or, so owing to this effect. The average "period" (toes
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not remain constant, and it is hot sufficient simply to forecast the
average "period" in deep water and then to forecast it to be the same
at a point in shallow water. The narrowing of the spectiiim is a
measure of the lengthening of the wave crests; the narrower the angu-
lar variability in the shallow water region .and the closer the values
of 0h for each of the simple sine waves in the partial sum that represents
the spectrum, the longer crested the waves will appear to be at this
point. At the present time, it is not possible to give precise formulas
for this effect, but it can be estimated qualitatively from the function
defined in equation (6.3).

Alignment Problems
In the forecasting of waves discussed in earlier chapters, tlhe angles

03 and 0, were defined in relation to the wind direction in the fetch.
Waves in refraction theory, however, must be referred to a fixed
system of angles with respect to the compass; that is, north should be
00, east should be 900 and so on. This means that., in forecasting the
spectrum at. the point offshore from the point of'int.erest in shallow
water, it is necessary to be sure that the angles in the refraction theory
are defined properly.

To facilitate this, two new angles will be defined, Od and 9. The
angle between tihe widl direction in the fetchaand a line drawn to tile
forecast point from the center of the windward edge of the fetch is Od.
It lies bCtween the values for 03 and 01. rTh1e angle 0 is Od measured

with respect, to north; thus it. gives-he geographical direction of file
waves.

With these new definitions it will be easy to determine the absolute
direction in which each given spectral component, will be traveling,
and therefore not difficult to line up the various simple sine waves
properly~in deep water so that they can be refrp-.i!d,

An Example of the Refraction-4f a Wave Spectrum

A, Hypothetical Example
Figure 6.14 illustrates a situation in which wave refraction should

be an important. factor in forecasting wave heights. This is a hypo-
thetical plroblel and (does not. apply to any particular location.
Figure 6.14 shows the coastline and the point of interest, in shallow
watpr at. which a forecast is to be made. it also shows a number of
depth contours as they might appear on a hydrographic chart. The
depth contours are fairly regular except for an area slightly to the
south of the point of interest. There they bulge out in an underwater
ridge with i a little knoll on top. This underwater ridge affects the
refraction values at the point of interest inl shallow water.
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Also shown on the chart is the convention for wave direction used
in refraction theory, with north at 00. An angle of 00 tells that the
spectral component is traveling toward due north; an angle of 90'
due east, and so on.

It will be assumed in this example that the wave spectrum was
originally- generated by a 36-knot wind so that the co-cumulative
spectrum for 36 knots will be used. The angular filter values for this
particular time of forecast are given by 03=-12o and 04=-29'.
Thus Od falls between 120 and 290 and is -200 in this case. The
wind direction in the storm is assumed to be due east, so that 0 is 700.
The Hypothetical Refraction Function

A refraction function has been assumed for the point of interest in
shallow water. It is given by figure 6.15. It is t realistic refraction
function in that waves approaehing the coastline traveling in an ab-
solute directioI toward 700 or 800 will spread out and become lower
as they pass just to the north of the underwater ridge. Waves travel-
ing more toward directions of 300 and350 will be focused by this
underwater ridge and the little knoll so that when they arrive at the
point of interest they will be amplified. Waves approachiiig this
point from the west -or any direction north of west will be affected
only by parallel depth contours. This refraction diagram is draNon
up according to these ideas. The isopleth value of zero near the
origin means that theoretically, at, least., no low-frequency energy can
possibly reach the shore. For the higher frequencies, the value of
the refraction function becomes 1.0. This means that the water is so
deep at the point of'interest compared with the frequencies involved
that the waves are essentially unrefracted. The refraction function
equals one at, a frequency of about 0.2, which corresponds to a period
of 5 seconds. A period of 5,seconds corresponds to a wave length of
125 feet, 3o that the point of interest is at, a depth of about 65 feet.

The Spectru/wof the Waves in Deep Water
'1 hectrum of the iwaves in deep water is determined from tile

forecasting filter for a 1)int in deep water offshore from the point of
interest in shallow water. -The spectrum is given by either the values
measured in angles with res)ect to the storm or in angles with respect
to the coast. Also the frequency band is needed. Suppose that the
frequency band present ranges from 0.08 to 0.12 for the particular
swell present and that the Od band; as measured with respect to the
storm, ranges from -290 to -12.l In the albsolute coordinate sys-
tem of the refraction diagran given in figure 6.15 these angles range
from 610 to 780.

04-tlie angle I'xtevin t he direction of the various %ave angular coI l Oiwts and thle rils of it, fetlh.
|t varies lxt evil t u tvii 6e, (t. u.Od iiiea4 reI xli r, l wct to nol ,
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Since the frequency bandis from 0.08 to 0.12 figure 2.4c, the C. C. S.
diagram for 36 knots, yields 81.5 ft.' for E at a frequency~of 0.08 and
22 ft.2 for Eat 0.12. The difference in thrALwo values of Eis.59.5 ft'.
Figure 3.17 gives 20.4 percent and 37 pericent,?or the angular spread-
ing factors for -290 and -120. Multiplying 59.5 ft. by 16.6 percent
or 0.166 yields the E value for the Waves in deep water just offiYr6e
from this point of interest as 9.88 ft2. This gives a significant height
in deep water of 8.9 feet and a "period" range from roughly 12 to
8 seconds, with a center -value near 10 seconds.
The Decomposition of the Spectrum

Figure 6.15 shows a network of lines and pointsfrom the frequency,
0.08, to the frequency, 0.12, and from 610 to 780 superimposed upon
the refraction function. This area is broken up into 16 subareas of
approximately equalsize, except that the ones at the top have a five-
degree spread and all the others have a four-degree spread. The
procedure is to break up this spectrum with a total E of 9.88 ft.2 into a
set/of small E values each of which applies to a narrow direction ranga
and a narrow frequency range so that the refraction function for- th
narrow frequency range can be considered constant.
Decomposition into Directions

The first step is to breakup the spectrum into directions as in table
6:1. Table 6.1 tabulates this breakup of the spectrum into directions.
The first row shows the angular coordinates measured with respect
to the storm, and the second row shows they are converted to the
absolute coordinate system on figure 6.14. The range of angles from
-29* to -12* is broken up by nearly equal increments into -290,
-24', -200, -160, and -120. Midway between these values, the
means of -26.5o, -220, -180, and -14' are entered. Then the
angular correction factors given in the third row are entered from
figure 3.17. The fourth row is then the shcccssive differences in these
angular correction factors. The first value, 5.1 percent, is the angular
correction factor which would apply, for example, to a 6, and a 03 of
-29' and -240, respectively, because it is the difference between
20.47 percent and 25.57 percent. These percentages apply to the
angles above them. For example, the angular spreading factor of
5.1 percent applies to the angle, -26.5', as measured with respect
to the storm or 63.50 as measured with respcct to the coastline and
the refraction function.' In table 6.1 the sum of the percentages,
16.6 percent, is a check on the computations of the individual values.
Decomposition Into Frequencies
The second step is to break up the spectrum into frequencies,

table 6.2. The frequency range of 0.08 to 0.12 is broken Ill) in the

I Note that the 64 angles increase as the 0 (absolute) angles decrease. In mathematinl theory angles
usually increase positively In a counlerclockwise direction, but on the modern mariner's oampas-1 they
Increase positively In a clockwlse direction.
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Table 6.2-The Decomposition of the Spectrum Into
Frequencies

f --------. . 08.085 .09.095 .10 .A05 .11.115.12
E(f)- ----- 81.5 60 43 30 22[81.5-22=59.5
Difference.. 21. 5 17 13 8 [Sum=59.51 Check

59.5 16.6%.9.88

top row of this table. The E values for 36 knots are then read offthe
appropriate co-cumulative spectrum, and the successive differences
are entered in the last row. For example, the difference between the
E values associated with the frequencies, 0.09 and 0.10, is 17 ft2 .
Note that the total of the bottom row is equal to 59.5, a check of
the accuracy of this computation. The difference values apply to
the frequencies midway between the two values for which E (f) has
been read off. For example, in, table 6.2 the frequency 0.105 has a
difference value assigned to it of 13 ft'.

The Total Decomposition
The E values given in table 6.2 have now been spread out over

different freqhencies. They also need to be spread out over different
directions. This is accomplished by taking the E value assigned to
frequencies between 0.08 and 0.09 and multiplying it by each of the
percentages in table 6.1. The result is then.-entered into a two-way
table (6.3), which shows the total decomposition into the E values.
The number 1.110, for example, is the product of 21.5 ft.' and 5.11
percent. The value, 0.360, in the lower right-hand corner of the table
is the product of 8 ft.' (associated with the frequency 0.115) and the
value 4.5 percent which comes from table 61 under the angle, 760.
Thus, in table 6.3 the total energy of 9.83 ft.2, which is associated
with the whole swell wave system, is broken up into 16 smaller values
of the energy, ranging from 1.110 down to 0.360. A check of the
computations can be made at this point. The sum of all entries in
table 6.3 should equal the value computed in table 6.2, namely, 9.88.

Table 6.3-Total Decomposition into AE Values

f(W,3 ....... 63. 50 680 720 760
........... -26.5 -220 -180 -140

f .085 1.11W .645 .860 .970
f .095 .870 .510 .680 .770
f .105 .660 .390 .520 .585
f .115 .410 .240 .320 .360

Sum -9.83
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It adds up to 9.83 ft.' and thus shows that the computations are
correct to two significant figures.

The Refraction ot the Sine Waves in the Sum
The amount of energy assigned to each frequency and direction in

table 6.3 now covers only a relatively small range of frequencies and
directions. This energy can be assumed to be assigned to a simple
harmonic progressive wave traveling toward the coast with that direc-
tion and frequency. Under this assumption, then, each value for E
can be refracted individually according to the laws of wave refraction
just as if it applied to the square of the height of a simple sine wave.
The next step is to evaluate~the refraction function, [K(f,8)J, for each
point given by these energy sections. The necessary values of the
refraction function are shown on figure 6.15 by the dots at the center
of each piece of the superimposed grid. Table 6.4 gives the values of
[K(f,O)]' at the appropriate points.

Table 6.4-Values of [K(fe)]'

-(-b-.) - 63. 50 680 720 76c'
----- .... -26.5 °  -220 -18°  -14*

f .085 .06 .01 .008 .005
f .095 .08 .03 .008 .007
f .105 .08 .04 .01 ..009
f .115 .09 .06 .03 .03

The Computation of AER
The computation of the various values of AEk is the last step that

needs to be carried out in wave refraction. Each value in table 6.4
is multiplied by the corresponding entry in table 6.3, and the result
is the effect of refraction -i each elemental sine wave in the sum of the
16 sine-waves. Whce aiis is done, the numbers appearing in table
6.5-are the result. They are the values of AE that apply to the point
of interest in the shallow-water zone. These 16 numbers, in this
particular example, are then added up to find the total Eh at this
point of interest, and the sum is 0.331 ft2. The square root of this
value of EA is 0.575; therefore the significant height of the waves at
the point of interest in shallow water is 1.61 feet.

Comments on the Example
In addition to calculating the significant height at the point of

interest, one may obtain the direction toward which the waves are
traveling by evaluating the function 0 (f,). The waves will be seen
to be heading more nearly into the beach at. this point than they were
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Table 6.5-Values of AA

U . 6 50 680 720 760
-I-- 26. 50 -22' -180 -14".

f .085 .0666 .0065 .0069 .0049
f .095 .0696 .0153 .0054 .0054
f .105 .0528 .0156 .0052 .0053
f .115 .0369 .0144 .0096 .0108

8um=-E-=.331
v'B,,&= .575
Significant hcfght= 1.61 feet.

in'deep water, and the angular band Width of the spectrum will be
naiftower than it was in deep water.

It is a very grave mistake to-refract ocean waves as if 'they had one
"period" and just one significant height. In this particular example,
suppose that the waves were assigned a "period" of 10 seconds and a
direction of 700. Then the value of the refraction function will bo
approximately 0.01, and the forecast height at the point of interest
in shallow water will be 0.87 'feet instead of 1.61 feet as obtained by
the correct method. The wider the angular spread of the spectrum
and the wider the range of frequencies present, the more in error will
be the refraction of the waves by one height and one "period." It is
left to the forecaster to carry out several other examples of refraction.
It is very interesting in this particular example to see what happens
when the spectrum used is turned through about 20 ° toward a more
northerly direction so that the center of the spectrum lies on a line-
given by 09=350 in the absolute coordinate system.

Bottom Friction and Percolation
Not only are the waves refracted and thus changed in height as

they come'in toward the shore, but two other effects appear to be of

gieat importance in forecasting waves in the shallow water zone. They
result from bottom friction and percolation. As the waves travel in
over shallow water they lose considerable energy because of the stress
of the moving water against the bottomof the ocean and this causes
the waves to (lie down in height. If the waves are moving over a sandy
bed, they tend to set tip currents inside the sand which are very
rapidly attenuated by the ,effects of friction. This effect' is called
percolation. Percolation can therefore also decrease tile height of
the waves. In both'cases the effect is to make the waves lower than'
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the refraction function forecasts them to be at a point in shallow
water. However, it is not possible to go into the theory of the effects
of friction and percolation on actual ocean waves at the present time
because of the great complexity of the theory of these effects on even
simple sine waves.

Final Comments on Refraction Theory
From the results of the above example and from the description

ef the work necessary to carry out the refraction, of an actual storm
spebtrum correctly, it is evident that there is a great amount of
work involved. In many cases the experienced forecaster should be
able to forecast the wave conditions at a point of interest in shallow
water by taking these effects into accountqualitatively, . Photographs
and the descriptions given at the start of this chapterinay be sufficient
aids in a great many cases. The one thing not to do, however, is to
attempt to refract the waves by using just one/"period". This can
introduce tremendous errors and the forecastieights, because of this-
one error alone, can be wrong by 50 percent or 100 percent. Attempts
have been made to correlate deep-water wive forecasts with observa-
tions made in shallow water, and this has been one point where big
errors have been introduced. It has made it very difficult in many
cases to verify wave forecasts because of the fact that the verifying
observations have been made in quite shallow water.
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Chapter VII

OPERATIONAL APPICATIONS OF
FORECASTING METHODS

Introduction

The. success or failure of major naval operations and even of the
daily work of the Navy and Coast Guard can depend'on the accuracy of
forecasts of sea and swell conditions and on the interpretation of
the forecasts in terms of the tasks to be performed. The unceasing
battle between ships and the sea affects the history of every nation
that sends men to sea in sh*ps. Not only are single ships lost in
the fury of the sea, but there hiMe been times in history when whole
fleets have been lost in a storm.

During World War II, the 3rd Fleet encountered a typhoon in the
Pacific. Three destroyers were capsized and lost with heavy personnel
casualties. One hundred and forty-six planes were blown overboard or
damaged on carrier decks. Thirteen ships required major repairs and
nine others minor repairs. As much damage resulted from the heavy
seas produced by the typhoon as from any major battle with the enemy.
Throughout the war the cost and time lost in the repair of ships dam-
aged by heavy seas were as kreat as for battle damage.

The effects of sea conditions upon naval operations are just as
important as any other factors in planning andexecution. Advances
in ship design, weather forecasting and wave 4forecasting make it
possible to extend the range of tasks that can be accomplished, but
the weather and wave effects-still often set the upper limit on cap&-
bii'4ies. The present day naval task force is just as vulnerable to the
sea under modern demands of performance as the Spanish Armada
of earlier times was in the tasks it carried out.

The fast, carrier task force of the modern Navy is a potent weapon
because it can travel quickly over great distances to deliver its punch.
A task force has many types of ships. When a heavy sea develops
some ships must slow down; consequently, the whole task force is
slowed down. Thus, the ability of the task force to deliver its
punch is weakened. The ability to forecast the speed .that a ship can
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make good in a seaway is thus a critical factor in determining whether
the schedule of an entire naval operation can be met.

Amphibious landings also involve correct wave forecata., The
surf conditions are of critical importance both for the i;itial land-
ings and for supplying the beachhead. The operations in Normandy
in 1944 were seriously affected a few days after the initial -landings
by the fact that a heavy storm damaged some structures that had been
towed to the coast and scuttled to form breakwaters and. piers. The
transportation of supplies from ship3 to the beach by various types
of cargo carriers was so hindered by the storm that the supply of
munitions and equipment for the men on the beachheads was criticalty,
endangered.

Antisubmarine warfare is likewise vitally affected by the state of
the sea. The background noise of breaking waves decreases the
abilit.y of sonar to detect a submarine. The scatter of radar waves
on a rough sea and-the consequent reflection pattern on a radarscope
masks the presence of submarine snorkels and periscopes which might
be easily detected if the sea~were calm.

In Coast, Guard search and rescue operations, a major problem is
to forecast the state of the sea for the landing of a seaplane on the open
ocean. This is often the limiting factor because waves in excess of a
rather low height make such landings impossible to carry out.

The routine operational value of the procedures given in the past
chapters depends on the ability of the forecaster not only to prepare
accurate forecasts but also to state his forecast results so that they
can be of value to those who are to use them. This last step, putting
the forecast in a practical form, is a very imprtantstep. The wave
forecaster should be able to carry out at least part of this problem so
that his knowledge can be used.

The purpose of this chapter is to suggest ways in which the results-
of these wave forecasting methods can be stated in terms of the
answers to practical operational problems. The following problems
will be discussed:

1) Ship motions
2) Factors affecting the speed of ships
3) General operational problems

a) Refueling
b) Aircraft carrier operation in sea and swell
c) Hurricanes
d) Storm damage

4) Seaplane landings andt takeoffs
The applications of wave refraction theory were discussed in Chapter

VI so they will not be discussed again.
The wave forecaster who woks daily on practical problems will
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discover many other ways in which this manual can be used. Much
still needs to be done to develop these practical aspects. Other factors,
which cannot readily be solved theoretically ehter into the problem.
The demands of a situation often outweigh th results of the forecast
so that, in one situation for the same wave conditions a task would,
still be undertaken, whereas in another situation for exactly the same
wave conditions the task might be postponed for another day or
another time.

Ship Motions
In many c&ies, a forecaster, or the person who is to use the fore-

cast, is not really interested in the properties of the wavesthemsel,/es.
fHe is actually interested in the application of this knowledge-to a
particular operational .or practical problem. For example,. if the
response of a,ship to a given wave system could be stated,,a fter the
wave system itselfhas-been forecast, the captain would find the fore-
cast of ship motion much more useful than the wave fof-ecast alone.
However,, waves act on a ship in such a complicated *ay that ship
motion forecasts are not yet completely 'fcasible.

Kinds of Ship Motions
In perfectly calm\ water -a carefilly steered ship moves along a

straight course. A1 p,,int which corponds to the center of g.avity
of the ship also moVes along this-straight line at a constant v locity.
In a wave system, lid&w e', ids point deviates from this simple,
straight-line motion in six diffe~rnt ways:

1) HEAVE, the up-antildown motion of this point, as it travels
along.

2) SURGE, the fore-and-aft motion of this point as the ship
speeds up and slows down'when she encounters waves.

3) SWAY, the athwartships motion as the point departs from
a straight-line path.

4) ROLL, the athwartships angular rotation about this point
which occurs as ship heels first to one side and then to the other.

5) PITCH, the fore-and-aft angulariotation about this point

which occurs as the bow and stern alternately rise and fall.
6) YAW,'the horizontal angular rotation about this point which

occtrs misthe -direction of ship's keel is dlh'cted from th,,
direction of her course.

The first three motions are motions such that the center of gravity
(approximately) actually departs from its straight-line motion. Heave
is the most apparent of thesethree motions. The last three motions
are motions such that the center of gravity does not, depart from its
position. Other points on the ship do move, however. For example, a
point on the deck twenty 'feet to port, of the center of gravity will move
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down 3 feet if the shiprolls 100 .to port. -Roll and pitch are tile most
apparent of these three motions.

A Ship in a Simple Sine Wave
One of the difficulties involved in forecasting the motion of a ship

aiises because the period of the motion of a ship is not equal to the
period of the waves through which the ship is moving. To illustrate
the complications which are involved, consider for exafiiple, a ship
steaming along in a simple sine wave such as illustrated in figure 1.5,
page 18. The simple sine wave has infinitely long crests, and every
wave is the same in height; but it can travel in different directions
with respect to the ship. Suppose, for example, that the simple sine,
wave has a period of 10 seconds. Then the crests of the waves are
traveling at a speed of approximately 30 knots. Now suppose that
the ship heads directly into the waves at 15 knots. Then the ship
encounters the waves more frequently than once every 10 seconds.
Id fact, it will'encounter a wave every 6.67 seconds so that the period
4 encounter is much lower than 10 seconds. Consider, also, the
opposite condition where the waves are overtakiiig the ship from
directly abaft. Then the speed of the waves relative to the ship is
o ly 15 knots, and fewer waves encounter the ship in a given tine
interval. Under these conditions the period of encounter would be
20 seconds, which is twice the wave period of 10 seconds.

As the direction toward which the waves are traveling changes with
respect to the direction toward which the ship is traveling and as the
speed of the ship changes, all sorts of possibilities can result. Con-
sider, for example, 5-second waves approaching a 15-knot ship from
astern. Then, approximately, the crests of the waves are traveling
at the same speed as the ship, and the ship will remain in a given
trough or on a given crest, theoretically, forever. The -frequeney
with which the ship encounters the waves under these conditions is,
consequently, zero and the period of encounter is infinite.

A ship has natural periods for roll, pitch, and heave. These periods
are different for each of the different types of motions. In a simple
sine wave system, the i'esponse of the ship to certain periods of the
waves is very great, because the wave periods coincide with her
natural periods of motion. At wave periods mue,-different from the
natural ship periods, the ship motion response is much less. Thus as
the direction of the waves with respect to the ship changes, different
responses of the various motions occur with mespect to the same sine
wave.

The "Periods" of a Ship's Motion
Some large ships have a natural rolling period of approximately 20

seconds. Suppose that the ship is steaming on a given course at 10
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knots and that waves with, say, a 9-second average "period" (speed
117 knots) are overtaking thezship from the quarter. Then it is quite
possible for the average "period" of encounter of these waves to be
near 20 seconds. The ship will be rolling back and forth with an
average time interval between successive rolls to port of 20 seconds,
and yet the'waves Will have an average "period" of only 9 seconds.,

In a sea spectrum many frequencies and many directions are
present. Since the responses of the various motions of the ship k,e
I at different periods, the ship call select the energy from the spectrum

near its own period for each type of motion. The net result is that
the ship can have one particular average rolling "period;" a com-
pletely different average pitching "period," and still a third average
heaving "period" in the same wave spectrum.

The Amplitudes of Ship Motions
Thie motions of a ship obey the same statistical law that was given

in Chapter I for the properties of the waves. Ship motion records
have the same appearance as the wave records in Chapter I. For
example, a very interesting series of observations was made on the
U.S.C.G.C. HIafmoon by Atlantic Weather Patrol personnel. The
observations are of the amplitude of the rolling motion of the ship as
measured by the inclinometer on the bridge, in degrees. One hundred
values were tabulated, and tie results are shown in table 7.1. For
example, there were three cases in which the roll of the ship either
from center to starboard or center to port was 2'. There were seven
cases in which the roll was 30. There were twelve cases in which the
roll was 4'. The average amplitude of the rolling motion was-8; if

Table 7.1-Roll Angle for 100 Observations
Inicnometer Inclinometer
Roll Angle 1Rn AIh,

(degrees from Number of Cuutilatlve (degries frouu NIIIIIIKr of Cunmlatlh e
zero) Caes Number zero) Cases Number

1 0 I 6 83
2 3 3 12 i 84
3 7 10 13 5 89
4 12 22 1. 4 93
5 10 32 15 2 95
6 9 41 16 2 97
7 12 53 17 0 97
8 9 62 18 2 99
9 7 69 19 099
10 8 77 20 1 300

humn=795 (2X3)+(3Y.7)+(4X 12) c.
Average Roll Angle=8*
Therefore 0.866%/P1. -80

41.= 80/0.866 = 9.240
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this value of 80 is used to compute E, or something similar to it,
say, Es, for the ship's rolling motion, it is found that the square' root
of E. i' given by 8/(0.866) or 9.240.

With the aid- of the tables in Chapter I, the range of values such
that 10 percent of the total number of observations will lie within given
ranges can be predicted. For example, there should be ten observa-
tions between 00 and 2.96 according to the first entry in table 1.1.
The value, 2.960, is so close to 30 that the value 30 should be included
in that first range, since the degrees are estimated only to the nearest
whole number. Table 7.1 actually contains ten values equal to 30
or less for the rolling angle as tabulated in this series of observations.
Table 7.2 shows the'predicted number of rolls which should have the
amplitude in degrees indicated on the left as compared to the observed
number. The predicted values are all 10, since there were 100 obser-
vations. The observed values fluctuate slightly above and below the
predicted value. For example, there should have been only 10 rolls
of 40 and there were 12; hence there is an error of 2. The errors
range from 0 to 4, and most of them are rather small. Of the 10 errors,
7 are 2 or less in a predicted value of 10.

The expected value of the greatest roll out of 100 on the basis of
V/E.=9.24° should be 210. From table 1.3, 9 times out of 10 the high-
est roll out of 100 would be between 170 and 250. One 200 roll was
observed.

This is about as close as these numbers will come in the usual run
of affairs, and the difference between the predicted and observed,
values for this particular example is due to the fact that only 100 obser-
vations were taken, and to the fact that the values can be read only to
the nearest whole degree. A reading of 100, for example, could ac-
tually be a value anywhere between 9.5' and 10.50. This meen s that
a little freedom has to be taken in column two of table 7.2 in assigning

Table 7.2-Predicted and Observed Values for the Roiling
Angle of a Ship

Nearest or most
representative

Corputed 10% whole value of Predicted Observed
RanNe the angles Number Number Error

0-2.96 .-  0' to 30 ----- 10 10 0
2.960-4.350.. --4------- 10 12 +2
4.350-5.540-- 50 --------- 1 0 10 0
5,54*-6.550.. 0------- 10 9 -1
6.55o-7.65' . - 70 ---------- 10 12 +2
7.650-8.890.. 80 .......... 10 9 - 1

8.89o-10.2 .o 90 --------- 1 0 7 -3
10.20-11.80. - 100 to ll°.- 10 14 +4
11.80-14.0o.- 12c to 140... 10 10 0
14.0 - '. 15* or more.- 10 7 -3
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the most representative whole value of the afigles. A great many
more accurate observations, which would take a much longer time,
would give closer percentage agreement, and fewer observations would
make it very difficult io check the theory because of the scatter4in
the values.

The rolling motion of a ship can become extreme in certain types of
seaways.. The behavior of the U. S. S. Langley (CVL -27) during an
extreme roll is shown in figure 7.1. The ship was operating in a task
ibrce in the South China Sea when this-photograph was taken.

Similar remarks can be made about any other motion of a ship al-
though the problem, as stated above, is a very complicated one.
Current theory indicates that the rolling motion, the heaving motion,
and the pitching motion of a ship should all have the same theoretical
type of distribution as given in Chapter 1, and the motions should all
be governed by the same mathematical laws of probability and chance.
The amplitudes of the motion of a point on the deck of a ship can,
therefore, be estimated, and they should have the properties described
above.

Factors Affecting the Speed of Ships

A ecent paper by E. V. Lewis of the Experimental Towing Tank at
Stevens Institute of Technology has described the problem of main-
taining the speed of a ship in storm seas. The paper, "The influence
of Sea Conditions on the Speed of Ships," is a very thorough summary
of this problem. At the risk of repeating parts of the previous dis-
cussion, a section of this paper- is quoted' in the- following pages.
Where deletions have been made in the original teAt, dots ( . . . ) will
be found in this text. Insertions by the authors of this manual are
enclosed in brackets ([ ]).

"Let ui-cbnsider first of all the direct effects of waves and winds on
increasing the resistance. This added resistance results from the
following:

(1) Wind resistance-the magnitude of which has been well estab-
lished for different ship types,

(2) Wave reflection effects-the increased resistance caised by
the distortion by the moving hull of the encountered waves,

(3) Effect of rolling-a factor which is comparatively small,
(4) Effect of heaving and pitching-an oscillating fore and aft

force resulting from the motion being out of phase with the
wave, this force having a net component aft. . . . This effect
has been studied in model tests and theory for regular waves
only; extension to complex seas is needed. But we do not
know that the irregularity reduces the effect.
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(5) Finally, the indirect effect of the added resistance on pro.
pulsion-this is not serious in itself for a turbine-driven ship,
if the propeller remains well immersed.

"In good weather trade routes and for a considerable portion of the
,time on even bad weather runs, the above added resistance considera-
itions are basic. However, the other group of factors becomes increas-
ingly important i"3 sea conditions grow worse-these are the indirect

'effects of motions on speed. For every ship, there are-limiting sea
conditions beyond which the power must be reduced in order to ease
the motions of the vessel. Even the, new United States must reduce
power in heavy weather, and it is reported that the most comfortable,
condition for the Queens in really rough going is to turn and run with
the sea, which they sometimes-do if necessary for passengers' comfort.

"To illustrate the relative importance of the two types of factors
affecting. speed, let us refer to figure 7.2. We have recently analyzed
some log data for typical cargo ships in winter North Atlantic service-
north of the British Isles to Scandinavia-undoubtedly the most severe
of the important trade routes in the world. The graph shows first the
expected trend of ship speed with increasing average wave height, if

18
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Fi;ut 7.2 Efrect of sea on ship speed (Victory ship, North Atlantic).
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full power were maintained and only the added resistance effects were
taken into account. The other,-steaper line shows the actual trend of
speed' found by plotting average daily speeds from log records. The
difference between the two lines is due almost entirely to the voluntary
reduction of power made necessary by the violent motions of the ship.

"Thus, it is clear that simply increasing the power of ships is not
alone the answer to our problem of speed. The effect of motions on
speed involves many factors-gleaned from log records, discussions
with officers, and from the reports of a comparatively small number of
voyages in which actual data have been taken. . . .Although
different people stress different things, the effects of motions may be
classified as follows:

(1) Effects of amplitudes of motions:
Shipping water-with-danger to fittings and deck cargo,
Pounding and slamming-with danger to structure,
Racing of propeller-with reduced efficiency of propulsion,
Difficulty in steering-with danger of being unable to main-
tain the desired course.

(2) Effects of accelerations:
Shifting cargo,
Dislodging objects on board, furniture, etc.,
Discomfort and danger to passengers and crew.

"This is one field in which more qualitative data are needed, for
strange to say, very'little is known exactly as to what are the limits of
amplitudes and accelerations which are accepLable on different types
of ships.

Effect of Ship Motions on Speed
"Assuming that criteria on allowable amplitudes and accelerations

will be forthcoming in the near future, the most urgent problem of ship
speeds narrows down to the problem of motions. How can we deter-
mine them in advance and hence modify them so that the limits of
speed can be raised for vessels of all types?

"This question is being studied on the basis of both theory and
experiment. For convenience, the motions are classified in accordance
with a ship's six "degrees of freedom:" angular-roll, pitch, yaw;
translation-heave, surge, and sway. Of course, they can be dealt
with separately only to a limited extent. because each motion usually
has an effect on the other. The most important motions are roll,
pitch, and heave.

Rolling
"i... Rolling has received the greatest. share of attention; and from

the point of view of the present discussion of speed, it may be con-
sidered to be understood. Rolling in a regular swell is a forced simple
harmonic oscillation-excited by harmonic wave forces and resisted
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by small. damping forces (wavemaking and viscous). The ship has
a natural frequency of roll depending on its geometry and weight
distribution, and when the exciting forces are tuned to this frequency,
large resonant rolling can result. In regular waves a small change
of course or speed usually suffices to avoid the synchronous roll.

"When the waves are not regular, however, the rolling is not in
general regular or harmonic. But observations at sea show that as
the rolling becomes heavy in rough seas, the period does begin to
approximate the natural period of roll. . . . The explanation for this
behavior lies in the fact.., that a rough sea contains a wide range of
frequencies, modified of course by the ship's speed and direction.
The exciting wave forces act upon an oscillating system-the ship-
which has a sharply tuned response curve-with the peak at its natural
period of roll. Consequently, ships at sea single out the resonant fre-
quencies and roll predominantly in their natural period., Under such
sea conditions, it may be difficult or impossible to avoid heavy rolling~by
a change of course or speed.

"But from the point of view of ship speed, it may be said that rolling
is not a serious problem. First, rolling does not itself have a very
great effect on resistance. And second, the use of stabilizing fins
seems to have made it possible to reduce rolling very drastically.
The idea of fins appears to have been worked out independently in
1889 by Thornycroft in England and Motora in Japan. In the last
few years they have been successfully installed in a large number of
ships in the form of the Denny-Brown stabilizer:...

Pitch and Heave
"We come now to the most important aspect of ship motions in

respect-tp.9 speed: the motions of heave and pitch....
"The qiqstion arises: why should speed be governed by the violence

of pitching .nd heaving motions? In particular, why does a reduction
of speed usually make a ship more comfortable? The absolute value
of the added resistance due to waves is found both theoretically and
experimentally to be affected very little by the ship's speed. Why
shouldn't the motions show the same small effect? If we knew the
answer to these questions, perhaps we can find other ways to ease the
motions than by reducing speed.

"It so happens that obseriations show the most important wave lengths
in stormszat sea to be of the same order of magnitude as the lengths of
ships, so that large exciting .forces are alwals pre~nt in rough weather,
regardless of speed. Considering as an.i ample the case of a ship
heading into a regular swell of its own length, it is clear that the
forces causing pitching will be very high-because at the same time
that a crest is pushing the bow up, a hollow is letting the stern drop.
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"The wave lengtr'idoes nt have to be exactly the same length asthe ship. Waves of Y the-ship's length begin tocause appreciable

exciting forces,/And the forces continue large until the swell is much
longer-say/i ore than twice the ship's length. The important thing
is that -th^ ,range of significant wave lengths usually present in a
sto.m wave pattern covers the normal iange of ship lengths-including
that of even the Queen Elizabeth in a bad storm. And these
length relationships are unchanged by the speed of the ship, for no matter
what its speed, when the crest of a wave is at the bow, the hollow will be
at the same position at the stern. On the other hand, if the ship meets
the waves at some direction other than head on or directly astern, the
effective lengths of the waves will be increased, and,, therefore, the
shorter -waves will be more important. Although some particular
heading may iesult in reduced exeiting forces, change of speed does
not have this effebt1

"The reason for the influence of speed on pitching and heaving then
is in the period relationships-as in the case of rolling. It is the com-
bination of large exciting forces plus resonance which seems to give
the really violent motion. We shall discuss this important matter
first for it ship in uniform waves-closely approximating a swell
condition at .sea. This simple case has been studied both experi-
mentally and analytically. Pitching will be considered, but the
picture with respect to heaving is analogous.

"The significant thing about speed is that it affects the period of
the exciting forces-i.e., the period of encounter with the waves.
If the ship speed is 0, the period of encounter in a relar seaway will
be that corresponding to the wave velocity past tfi .ship. As the
ship is given forward speeds against the waves, the perio-i..f4encounter
becomes less. (In a following sea, it. becomes greater.) A,1ioutlgu the
pitching will always be heavy in waves near the ship length, it will
reach its greatest value in the vicinity of the speed giving synchronism
between the period of encounter and the ship's natural pitching
period. It so happens that for most ships in waves of their own length
this condition occurs somewhere near their normal speeds; consequently, a
reduction in speed ameliorates the situation.

"There is another equally important consideration, and that is the
phase relationship between the regular waves and the motion. It is
well known in the theory of oscillations that at synchronisi a lag of
900 in phase is characteristic between the applied force and, the
response--for moderate damping. For the normal ship with almost
vertical sides this applies closely and results in a situation shown
clearly in model tests, in which the ship at synchronism pitches down
into the crest, usually shipping green water even in waves of moderate
height. See the model photographs in figure 7.3.
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FlIURc 7.3 A ship mnodel pitching bow downi in a wave crest.
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FiGVRE 7.4 Model test of merchant ship.

"A reduction of speed serves not only to reduce the amplitude of
motions and accelerations, but it changes the phase relationships so
as to keep the decks drier. The ship follows the wave slope instead
of going against° it. Figure 7.4 z ! ws these phase relationships for
a typical merchant ship in regular waves of length equal to the ship
length.

"The possibility remains of increasing the speed to avoid serious
resonance. For a higii-powered vessel in a regii!ar swell this may well
be possible, so that the pitching becomes less ksevere as the speed
is either increased or decreased.
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Pitch and Heave in an Irregular Sea
"We come now 4o the situation of a ship pitching in a complex-

storm sea-a problem which is just beginning to be studied in
detail ...Neither the wave lengths nor periods of the component
waves ... are directly observable in the seaway. Only the combined
effect of the superimposed components-can b. 1,1- - ;BU'-it is possible
to observe and record the apparent "perioa 1:d"-!wave lengths",
whichlcan be defined as the timeand the lenigtb,,.; spkctively, between
successive crests observed at a fixed p6int.

"It is safe to say then that if there are compenent wave lengths
near the ship length present in a seaway-which1 . . is always the
case when the sea is rough enough-there will be appruiable irregula'r
pitching. If further, the ship's speed and heading.,give periods of
encounter with these components which are near the ship's natural
period the pitching will at times be more violeit. Sea observations
show this to be the case in storms, with motions tending to follow a
period of oscillation close to the natural period, but with great
-irregularity in amplitudes.

"The significance of all this for ship speed is that (1) it is impossible
to eliminate pitching and heaving when heading into a bad storm, because
wave lengths near the ship's length cannot be avoided (a change of course
may be helpful in some cases). It is possible to avoid synchronism
wUth the most serious component frequencies by reducing speed. If the
ship turns and runs with the sea at slow speed, the frequencies of encounter-
with important components will be removed still more from synchronism.
This is no doubt one of the reasons thaVbooks on navigation suggest
that steamships heave to-with the stern to wind and sea.

"On the other hand, if speed is increased, in an irregular storm sea,
resonance will occur with lower frequency components present, which
may be equally important. Hence, pitching can be reduced by
increasing speed only in moderate seas or in a short swell.

"Thus in really bad weather a ship heaves to, with speed near zero,
heading into the sea or nearly so. Or the ship may turn and run
with the wind and sea. Pitching and heaving are then much less
severe, since synchronism with the waves having the largest exciting
forces are avoided. An additional favorable effect is the tendency
of the ship to follow the seas rather than to pitch into them, so that
less water is shipped forward."

General Operational Problems
Refueling at Sea

Refueling at, sea can he a diflicult, and dangerous task, as figure
7.5 illustrates. This photograph shows a group of men on the
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fantail of a destroyer attempting to refuel her during maneuvers in
October 1947. The deck is awash, and the operation is extremely
hazardous to the personnel involved. Relatively small ships, such
as destroyer escorts and destroyers, respond to every wave. In
heavy seas, or even in moderate seas, it is diffi.iult to keep them
on course. They roll, pitch, yaw, and sway much more than a larger

vese ti; tij- ueines.between the destroyer and the oiler are
frequently torn apart.

In heavy seas, therefore, the refueling problem becormes very
critical, and it may involve extensive delays. It takes a,long time to
refuel if the ships are responding to the waves erratically. In very
heavy seas, refueling becomes impossible. The demands for reueling
are not always flexible; and the timing problem, that is, the choice

of when a ship can be refueled, is often determined by many contingent
cirWunstanice. Thus one very useful wave forecast is one which
gives advance warning of difficult refueling conditions. Given a
reliable forecast, the decision may be made to refuel although the ship
hasonly partially exhausted her fuel supply. Another important fore-
cast is one which tells when it would become possible for a ship to
refuel, if conditions at the time of the forecast were such that it was
very difficult to refuel.

The problem of refueling depends essentially on how the ship
responds to a given seaway. Each cla, and type of vessel responds
differently. Therefore, in order to meet this problem bct, it is
advisable to keep records of the types of sea present and of the diffi-
culties encountered in such sea conditions. Then when these sea
conditions are forecast, it will be possible to predict the degree of
difficulty that will be encountered in an attempt to refuel.

Aircraft Carrier Behavior in Sea and Swell
In-a heavy sea or~a high swell, aircraft carrier operation becomes

,impossible, in that aircraft can neither take off from nor land on a
carrier whose decks tire moving up and down due to the passage of
the waves. The state of the sea when operations must cease depends
on the class of the carrier. It varies frozr::hip to ship just as the
difficulties;ofUrefueling vary with the type of ship involved. Again,
records of the w.,;--5nectrum prosent and of the behavior of the ship
in such ,t seaway are important in determining the conditions and in
making it possible to prepare better forecasts at future times.

One particular difficulty encountered in aircraft carrier operation
occurs when a light wind is present and the carrier is in a long, heavy
swell. Because of the light wind the carrier must speed up in order
to get a sufficient wind velocity over the flight deck to permit the
aircraft to take off. This produces excessive pitching and causes
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excessive vertical motions of the flight deck to such an extent that it
becomes an extremely dangerous operation to launch andrecover
aircraft.

At the same time the winds aloft and the general weather situation
can be excellent for aircraft operations. Nevertheless the whole
maneuver must be held up until such time as the swell dies down.
To be able to forecast just when the swell will die down thus becomes
very important in this situation. The problem, of course, can be
solved by the techniques of this manual, and such a forecast is an
ideal problem for the application of the methods given herein.

Hurricanes
A hurricane is the most dangerous condition that a ship can encoun-

ter. The severity of the attack on a ship is such that many have
been lost and many more have been damaged by hurricanes. The
methods, given in this manual unfortunately do not make-it possible
to forecast the state of the sea in a hurricane- T e area-in:owhich-
the waves are generated=does- xi6v ]iive the property of a uniform
diiectibii iid velocity over a large area. Hurricanes have a circular
vortex wind field with winds decreasing in velocity from the center,
and under these wind conditions the theories derived in the past
chapters-simply do not apply. The problem is being studied, but it
is an extremely difficult one to solve.

The real problem, as far as a hurricane is concerned, is making a
good weather forecast so that the hurricane can be avoided. The
problem of preparing a good weather forecast and of having enough
advance warning of the presence of a hurricane (or a typhoon) is
beyond the scope of this manual.
Ship Damage

Damage,,to ships in heavy seas can be severe. As mentioned in
the introduction to this chapter, itcan limit the operational effective-
ness of a task force and can cause severe losses in time and money

by delaying equipment transport across the seas. Very little is
known about the conditions which cause ship damage or about how
they can be, avoided. In this section two photographs illustrate the
effect. of the fury of heavy seas.

The first photograph isshown in figure 7.6. The U. S. S. tlornet
had her flight deck ripped up 30 feet back from thbow at the height
of a typhoon which had wind speeds over 100 miles per hour. The
photograph show4-a high wave breaking over the bow and portions
of the flight deck being torn away by the wave action. Note the
protective barricade, shown in the foreground, which was plut Ill) in
order to protect the aircraft. The significant waves must have been
well over 40 feet high in order to produce the damage that, resulted.
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The second photograph is shown in figure 7.7. During a~typhoon
in the Pacific on 5 June 1945, the U. S. S. Pittsburgh lost her
bow. The cruiser steamed 900 miles, to Guam, under her own
power, making 9 knots despite the damage. This photograph was
taken on the starboard side of the cruiser looking aft during the
typhoon. Notice the mountainous irregular wave in the foreground
and the tremendous trench which looks something like the Grand
Canyon "before the crests-of the next two waves which are dimly
visible in the background. It is extremely difficult to estimate the
height of this particular wave from the photograph, but it certainly
must have been tremendous.

Forecasting Ship Motions, Ship-Speed and Operational Factors
'fThe problem of forecasting ship motions, the effect of sea condi-

tions on the speed of a ship, and the effects of waves on operations
problems, requires a knowledge of two factors.

The first factor is an accurate description of the spectrum of the
waves present. This can be forecast by the methods of this manual.

The second factor is that of deciding the effect of this forecast
spectrum on a particular ship operating at a particular heading in
the waves associated with the forecast spectrum. The considerations
which enter here cannot be treated fully in this manual because of
the many different types of ships and because of the many subjective
considerations involved in each operational problem. Some infor-
mation has been given in this chapter on what is known about such
problems, but much more is needed.

One suggestion can be given: keep adequate records of the way a
given ship behaves under given sea conditions. Careful stud. of
such records is thebest way for a forecaster to build up a backlog of
experience as to what a ship will" do under given conditions. Such
a backlog of experience is a part of every forecaster's training, but
by keeping adequate records and by correlating what happens in a
particular operation with a given state of the -,ea, this backlog of
experience can increase more rapidly and become more reliable.

Landing and, Takeoff Conditions for Seaplanes
General Information

Landing and taking off seaplanes on the open ocean are difficult, and
dangerous operations. The decision as to whether an attempt should
be made is always left to the pilot. The information given in this
manual will aid the pilot and the wave forecaster in planning a possible
search and rescue operation.

Of the many models of seaplanes in use by naval activities, four may
be mentioned specifically. One is the PBY which is being replaced
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by the SA-16 (the Grummantwin-engne albatross);:aa-notheris
the PBM. The-ot 'her-two ad6 'th6 XP5M and the UF. It is recom-
mended that landing of the UF be confined to well-defined swells and
that landings be made parallel to the crests. The PBY is, relatively
speaking, a frigile aircraft compared to the PBM. The worst seas
that the PBY can land on are limited by the manufacturer to a height
of 3 feet. The manufacturer probably means a significant-height of
3 feet. The PBM is a larger, heavier aircraft, as shown in, figure 7.8
and can land in waves with a significant height from 6 to 8 feet.
These values probably represent the maximum possible heights for
safe landings.

A Study of the PBM
In 1944 and 1945, a study of the problem of landing the PBM was

made at the U. S. Coast Guard Air Station at San Diego, Calif. The
results were published in a report entitled "Report of Open Sea Land-
ing Tests and Study." The comments and the rpmarks which will be
made here on this problem will largely be quoted from this report.

In addition, Capt. D. B. MacDiarmid, USCG, who wrote the report,
has supplied additional information based on further tests. The
following text also includes quotations from a letter from him on the

subject.
'The results presented in the previous chapters of this manual when

combined with these tests make it possible to give some very valuable
advice on the problem of handling the PBM on the open ocean. The
conclusions apply to any other aircraft of comparable size and per-
formance. "Generally speaking one may say-'The bigger the sea-
plane the smaller the sea', but aircraft which must touch (town at
high speeds or which have idiosyncracies in water handling may be
most difficult to land in a sea."

In the introduction to the report, the following statement. was made,
"THE MECH %NICS OF A COMPLEX SEA, IN PARTICULAR,
ARE VERY OBSCURE: AND PROBABLY A CLEAR UNDE3R-
STANDING OF THESE WOULD.HELP TO THROW A GREAT
WHITE LIGHT ON SOME OF THE BAFFLING FORCES THAT
SOMETIMES SUDDENLY DISCONCERT SEAPLANE PILOTS
IN THE MIDDLE OF A LANDING OR TAKEOFF RUN AT
SEA."

At the time that the.ki'eport was written, it was not known that
every seawfly, from the sunplest swell produced by one and only one
distant storm to the mountainous-waves in a storm area for a fully
developed spectrum, could be represented by the superposition of the
sum of a great many simple sine-waves. This one fact, makes it possi-
ble to interpret. many of the observations-in this report and to clarify
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and explain the reasons given for the best landing and takeoff 'tech-
niques. This report, in fact, is probably the earliest one ever written
which recognized the features of the waves described in Chapter I and
reemphasized here in order-to show the best techniques for landing
and taking off seaplanes.

In the report, 54 landings and 54 takeoffs were made in a variety of
sea and swell conditions. "Since the completion of the report quoted
above, more than 300 other landings have beenmade in seas from the
coast of northern California to the coast of vestern Mexico, 1,000
miles south of the border; in the Gulf of Mexico; off the Florida Keys;
in the Atlantic; off the Virginia Capes; off New York; and off the coast
of. New Hampshire. About 200 landings were made in the PBM5;
106 landings and takeoffs in the PBM5A (amphibi6us version of
PBM5); 25 landings and takeoffs in the XP5M and 10 landings and
takeoffs in the UF.

Continuous and carefully taken, records, motion pictures, acceler-
ometer records, stress and strain records, and other data 'were all'
gathered to make it possible to decide what actually happened during
the takeoffs and landings. The conclusions arrived at are therefore
based upon sound and careful study, and they will be quoted, exten-
sively in this section to explain the procedures which should be used.

These landings and takeoffs were made under all possible conditions.
They were made heading into the swell, traveling,with the swell, and
parallel to the swell. They were made under different wind conditions,
and they were made with local seas present on top of the swell. The
analysis of the results shows that the complexity of the landing in-
creased as the complexity of the sea increased and as the wind became
stronger. The simplest cases will be discussed first, and then the more
complex cases will be described.

Landing a Seaplane on a Simple Sinusoidal Wave
No pilot of a conventional landplane would be very.iappy if he were

forced to land his aircraft on a ruihway which had a sinusoidal profile
with a wave length of 500 feet and with elevations and depressions
with a total swing of 5 feet. Landing a seaplane is just as difficult,
although one might think that the water would, in some way, be
different from a concrete runway. This is true to a certain extent
owing to the fact that the seaplane has a hull shaped like that of a
ship, but the impact forces and the accelerations which the plane under-
goes as it moves up and down on the humps are comparable in force
to those which a landplane would encounter in landing on a bumpy
runway.

Consider the problem of a plane landing on a sea surface actually
composed of one simple harmonic progressive wave. Suppose this
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wave to be sinusoidal with a period of 10 seconds. Suppose that first
the seaplane is heading into the waves as it lands. The stalling Speed
of the seaplane is approximately 65 knots so that as it comes in to be
set down on the sea surface it is moving with this speed. The waves
are moving toward the plane at 30 knots. Consequently, the air-
craft.encounters the waves as-if they were standing still and the plane
was traveling at a speed of 95 knots against the waves. A simple
computation then shows that the plane passes from one crest to the
next in 3.2 seconds. The pilot then has to react~to very'rapid and
erratic motions of the plane as it travels up and down over the waves.

Conversely, suppose that the plane-is traveling with the 30-knot
waves as it lands with a speed of 65 knots. The plane is moving
relative to the crests at 35 knots and encounters one every 11.7
seconds. It still overtakes the individual crests so that the crests
appear to the pilot to bi coming toward him as he lands. However,
in this condition, the time between the successive crests is much greater,
and the pilot has more chance to react to the responses of the plane
to the waves.

Figure 7.9 illustrates the conditions that can occur as a plane lands
on a simplesine wave. The top part of the figure shows the successive
positions of the plane with respect to the wave profile as the plane
lands, with the pilot holding the nose of the plane high. Under these
conditions, the aircraft lands on the first wave crest, takes off from
the second wave ere, *, and hits the third crest with a bad shock.
If the pilot jockeys ti rose of the aircraft up and down, as in the
center part of the figure, the altitude achieved by the plane as it flies
off the second crest is considerably less, and the shock upon hitting
the third crest is greatly lessened.' If the pilot misses the first crest
of the wave'system and lands in a trough, as is illustrated by the bot-
tom part of the figure, the plane then achieves considerable altitude
as it flies off the second crest, and the worst shock is encountered
when it hits the third crest.

In summary, the pilot should attempt to land on a crest of a wave
or just slightly beyond the crest of the wave if he must land in a
direction such that the crests of the waves are perpendicular to the
incoming aircraft. He should try to keep the plane on the water by
jockeying the nose up and down. If the crest is missed and the plane
falls down into the trough, the worst conditions are encountered.

Landing a seaplane perpendicular to the swell was for many years
considered to be the only possibility. Captain Mac Diarmid's report
also describes attempts to land the seaplane parallel to the swell.
This was found to be a quite satisfactory procedure. In an idealized
simple sinusoidal wave system, suppose that the pilot attempts to
set the plane down on a crest of a wave as he flies parallel to the waves.
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The plane rises and falls with a ten-second period due'to the passage
of the waves. However, and this is the important point, the plane
does not fly up and down hill because of going down into one trough
and up on the crest of the next since the hull of the plane is always
on a horizontal line. 'The planing-off and the shock that results
upon smashing down into the next crest is therefore avoided to a
large extent if the plane lands parallel to the swell. Stated another
way, the nose of the plane does not move up and dwn if the plane is
landedl parallel to the swell. -If the wave length is great enough,
there i yno danger of damaging a wing tip float under these conditions.
Also, if the wave length is great enough, it is also possible to land on
the side dr ,the wave or in the trough of the wave without difficulty
and withoutany serious modification of the above statements.

In, summary; then, upon considering the effects that a plane en-
counters when lafipg on a simple sinusoidal wave, one can see that
to land into the waves so that the waves rush toward the plane with
their velocity as the plan- moves into the waves with its velocity
is the most dangerous because the pilot does not have sufficient
time to react to the responses of the plane. Landing with the waves
is the second best choice because this gives the pivitnaore4ime to-
respond to the motions of the airplane. However, there is still the
danger of planing off the top of one wave and crashing down violently
into the crest of the next. The third way, that of landing parallel
to the swell, is the safest, apparently, because the plane is not tilted
as it goes over the sides of the waves and the whole airplane can then
be kept en an even keel.

Landing in amSwei!

As shown in figures 1.2 and 1.4 even the simplest swell is not like
a simple sine wave. Evcn in a swell with a narrow frequency band
width and a narrow angular band width which is arriving from one
single distant source there still are- areas over the sea surface where the
swell is low and areas where the swell is high. The wave heights are
distributed according to the laws given in Chapter I, even for the most
regular swell. The important thing, thoug!, in this case, is that low
waves come in groups and high waves come in groups, so that there
are large areas of the sea surface where the waves are quite low. There-
fore, the procedure for landing in such a regular swell will ,e discussed
first. Minor low "period" local.chop can also be presentas in figure
1.2 or figure 6.5. If this local chop is not too high, it can be ignored
in the discussion of the landing procedure.

The best, landing procedure is to land parallel to the swell. "With
winds of less than 20 knots the direction of the wind is a consideration
to the pilot definitely second to the necessity of planning a landing or
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takeoff run with regard to the swell alone." With the winds less than
20 knots, therefore,'the important thing is to land parallel, to the swell.
The'best Ian ding approach in a regularly formed sea with light winds
is',parallel to the swell, touching down on the crest of the swell."

The landing procedure follows. "The direction of the wind, unless
it be 20 knots or more, should always be considered a hazard secondary
to the sea conditionR in planning a landing." The final approach for
the landing is~m ade parallel to the swell. "The final approach for the
landing should be dragged in low a mile or so short of the proposed
landing spot with the propellers in low pitch, the flaps dowTn full, and
the tabs set to require a slight down pressure on the yoke. This ap-
proach should be made at not in-ore than 15 knots above the stalling
speed of the aircraft as loaded. A careful watch should be kept on the
sea well ahead during this run; and if the sea ahead suddenly appears
relatively smooth, the aircraft should'be stalled as quickly and as short
as possible. Running the plane's speed out on the landing can be done
with the plane's nose very high or dragging the nose slightly, but the
pilot should in either case be alert to play the nose-of the plane up and
down to.ease the shock of its passage through the waves and to avoid
planing off the top of any wave higher than is absolutely necessary as
long as he has control witlhhis elevators."

"Touching down in the trough while running parallel to the swell
does not embarrass the pilot very much. The popular fear that a wing
tip float will probably be dragged in on such a landing is not supported
by experience. If the landing is cross wind, the pilot may either crab
into the wind as necessary, slip slightly, or approach with wings level,
ignoring drift. The sidewise motion does nA appear to affect the land-
ing characteristics of the plane when stallid in the open sea nearly
as much as it does in a smooth harbor, probably because there are so
many other factors affecting the landing that this one becomes rela-
tively unimooitanifti

"The touchdown landing piilel4,.a long swell may be made very
safely along the crest, the trough, or anywhere on the slopb.of a swell.
Most pilots will instinctively dress their wings to thesurface under
them. A touch down along the crest is not a critical necessity."

In the additional tests described above, "landings were niade down-
wind successfully in winds of over 18 knots and in crosswinds up to 23
knots. It was found good, practice for a pilot landing in a strong
crosswind to kick some downwind rudder while still running fast on
the sea and attempting to make a slight downwind turn. This helps
to cancel out the weather-cocking tendency of the-aircraft."

If the local wind is higher, the local chop will also be higher; and after
a certain state for the local sea, the local sea may actually obscure a
swell which is running underneath. If the winds are much higher than
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20 or 23 knots in velocity, then the wind direction becomes an impor-
tant factor in deciding the heading the aircraft should take in making
a landig. A down-swell landing is the next best procedure if a land-
ing parallel tb the swell cannot be made. Again, the plane should be
dragged in low as described, and the pilot should/look for an area in
the distance where the waves appear to be relativelylow over a rather
large area. "The second best landing heading in a well-formed and
regular swell is down swell, touching down on the crest of a swell or
within a few feet beyond it and making every effort to prevent the air-
plane from being thrown high in the air as she planes up over successive
swells. To accomplish, this the nose should be deliberately pushed
down as the plane races up the back of the swell and approaches the
crest. As the~plane starts to fall back on again, the nose should again
be pulled up. This technique requires very fast pilot reaction, but it
is believed safe:' than to hold the nose high at all times because the
principal damage suffered'in these tests was from the shock of falling
back hard after a hiih bounce."

In this condition the frequency with which the plane encounters the
waves is quite low and the "period" of encounter is therefore corre-
spondingly high. This gives the pilot more time to react to the various
responses which the airplane makes as she goes over the waves.

Landing into a swell is the most hazardous of all procedures. "'A
landing should be made into a fast swell only when the wind is blowing
from that dir ection with a force so great that i'landing on any other
heading will be very hazardous owing to the wind." In this series of
tests landings were made for cross winds up to 23 knots and in down-
wind conditions of 18 knots without damage to the aircraft. Thus,
when the wind gets to'be much higher than 20 or 23 knots, it may thln
be necessary to land into the swell. "The hills and valleys caused in
,the sea surface by the swell affect an aircraft landing or takeoff almost
the same as skips or bumps in a runway, affect landplanv." A landing
into the swell is more difficult than a landing down swell only because
the aircraft is hitting the swells more often and hitting more of them.

An Analysis of the Results of Landings at Different Headings
In the 54 landings of the original report and in the 180 landings of

the PBM5 "an attempt was made in every instance to make landings
and takeoffs into the sea, down swell, and in two directions paralol
to the swell, and the only operations aborted were when the aircraft
had been badly damaged or, in a few cases, where operations into the
swell were so severe the pilot nearly lost control of the aircraft- So
as far as it was possible, conditions were the same for landings on all
headings except that landings Were made with success parallel to the
swell and down swell when they could not be accomplished into the
swell in the same sea."
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)The original report tabulates the total number of landing bounces
which, the plane made "for eachzof the landings, and the data can be
summarized very briefly. Of 22 landings parallel to the swell, the
plane bounced 4 times in 5 of the landings, 3 times in 4 of the landings,
twice in 2 of.the landings, once in 4 of the landings, and not at all in 5
of the landings. The average number of bounces per landing, for
landings parallel to the swell, was therefore 2.3. For landings down
swell, there was one case in which the plane bounced 6 times, 1 case
in which the plane bounced 5 times, 3 cases in which the plane bounced
3 times, 2 cases in which the plane bounced twice, and 3 cases in which
the plafie did not bounce at all,'for a total of 10 down-swell landings.
The average number of bounces per landing for down-swell landings
was therefore 2.4. For up-swell landings, there was one cese in which
the plane bounced 64imes, 3 cases in which the plane bounced 4 times,
I case in which the plane-bounced 3 times, I case in which the plane
bounced twice, and 1 case in which it did not bounce at all, for a total
of 7 up-swell landings. The average number- of bounces per up-swell
landing was therefore 3.3.

Thus for 22 different types of sea and Wind conditions, 22 landings
parallel to the swell could be made. Of the 22 different sea and wind
conditions, at least 12'were such that it was not even advisable to
attempt a down-swell landing. (There may have been more than 12.)

.In about 10 cases of the original 22 sea and swell conditions, it was
pOossible to make a-down-swell landing. These sea and swell condi-
,tions in which down-swell landings were made must have been the
most favorable of the original 22, and yet the aVerage, number of
bounces per landing still exceeded the value for landings parallel to
the swell

Similarly, since up-swell landings are even more risky, at least 15
of thecoriginal 22 sea and wind conditions had to be eliminated. In
only about 7 of the original sea and wind conditions was it advisable
to attempt an up-swell landing. Y'et for the safest 7 conditions the
average number of bounces per up-swell landing exceeded the alues
it1 the other two cases.

Takeoff in a Swell
The problem of taking off in a swell is similar to the problem of

landing in a swell since the plane's behavior as the wave crests are
encountered for different headings is essentially the same as in a
landing after the aircraft has gotten up to the speed at which it can
leave the surface of the water. "The greatest difficulty-though not
the greatest danger-in any takeoff other than into the wind is in
getting the aircraft up to steerable speed on the heading desired.
It is practically impossible to start a cross-wind takqff run in- the
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open sea with the PBM-3 airplane starting the takeoff headings from
rest. The solution to this is to head either downwind or up wind
and accelerate to steerable speed and then ease around parallel to
the swell for the takeoff run. Accelerating speed downwind is believed
better than upwind as the spray and pounding are less, and the plane
can be brought from downwind to cross wind much more handily
than from upwind to cross wind." The.best takeoff is parallel tithe
swell. "A takeoff run parallel to the swell may be accomplished either
oni constant heading or by easingthe nose around downwind to stay
on the crest of a selected swell. The latter election is almost instinc-
tive with the pilot and does not require a turn of more than a few
degrees." As the plane'is accelerated to takeoff speed the pilot should
keep an eye out for an area of the ocean where the waves are relatively
low. When such an area is entered, the aircraft should be dragged
off at the earliest possible moment regardless of whether it slaps
successive waves or not.

"The second best takeoff heading in a well-formed and regular and
fast moving swell is down swell, disregarding the wind unless it be.20
knots or more., The best technique for the down-swell takeoff is to
accelerate the aircraft until it is running as fast as it can without
planing off the tops of the swell, the nose being jockeyed up and down
freely to hold it on. This run should be continued patiently until a
condition with a large swell with smaller swells ahead is overtaken,
or overtakes the aircraft; then the plane should be nosed down on the
top of the swell, the throttles opened smartly to takeoff power and
every effort made to reach takeoff speed and stay in the air when the
aircraft planes off on the top of the next swell overtaken. This oper-
ation sounds difficult in the telling, but it has been found surprisingly
easy when smartly executed."

The worst takeoff heading is up swell. "A takeoff into the swell
in a calm or light wind is to be avoided like death. Such takeoffs
have been accomplished in these tests in a high slow moving swell;
but in a long low Pacific swell moving at 25 knots the pilot, found
that when he headed into the swell and accelerated, the swells were
coming at him so fast they gave the impression of a very rough high
sea. Under the same conditions, a down swell cross wind takeoff was
made smoothly and easily. If the pilot decides that he must make
a takeoff into the swell, the technique is the same as for a down-
swell takeoff, that is, to get as much way as possible on the aircraft
without planing off and then suddenly race down the back of a
long swell and attempt tostay in the air when she planes off on the
next swell. Pilots should be warned that in a takeoff into a fast
swell the aircraft will strike -successive swells so fast that the effect
is pounding rather than planing." With an aircraft accelerating to
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takeoff'speed at approximately 65 knots and ruiming into a swell
with a i1-second period, t'he plane wouldzncounter the waves every
3.2 seconds. The jarring and pounding of the aircraft under these
conditions would be extremely severe.

Landing in a Sea
Landing an aircraft in- a swell with a significant height of 5 or 6

feet is-quite different from landing an aircraft in a sea with exactly
the same significant height. The swell is composed of a narrow band
of frequencies, and the "period" of the swell is quite high. This
means, first of all, that the slopes of the sea surface are not great.
Secondly, it means that if an area of the,?sea surface is found over
which the waves are relatively low, then the properties of the swell
make it possible to guarantee (almost) that the'swell will remain low
during the time it takes to set the plane down. A locally generated
sea of the same significant height will be produced by the local winds
and it will cover a much wider frequency band. The average "p, eriod"
and the average "wave length" will be much lower. Since the wtves
have the same significant height, this means that the slopes of the
sea surface will be much steeper. In addition, owing to ihe irregu-
larity of the sea waves as shown in figures 1.1 and 1.3, there is no
guarantee that if a relatively flat area of the sea surface is found by
the pilot it will remain low during the time it takes to make the
landing. In fact,,the hypothetical example in Chapter I for the land-
ing of a seaplane shows exactly what can happen under these condi-
tions. Consequently, to land a seaplane in a sea i. far more danger-
ous even for the same significant height than to land the same sea-
plane in a swell. It probably should be recommended that landings
in a sea spectrum be restricted to significant heights which are much
lower than those the airplane can safely land on in an equivalent
swell spectrum. The rules and procedures just given for landing in
a swell follow with modifications for landing in a sea. The pilot
should expect much bumpier and much more irregular conditions
and the whole procedure will be more hazardous.

Takeoff in a Sea
Exactly the same statements can be made for takeoffs in a sea.

Looking out ahead and picking out an area where the sea is relatively
flat will not.guarantee in many instances that the sea in front of
the aircraft will remain relatively flat during the time it takes to get
off of the water. Most of the tests cited in this report were made
for swell conditions, and much less is known about what can be
encountered by an aircraft when it attempts to take off in a sea.
There are also intermediate conditions where the waves are not quite
so well defined as swell, and yet where they are not as irregular as a
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'locally generated sea. The same suggestion which was-.ven Pi. e
when discussing ship motions and ship operatididixifi be!niide here.
Records of the actual spectrum present during. fuih 'landings and
takeoffs and of what happened will be the o lyivay to obtain reliable
data so that in future times the feasibility of such operations can be
determined with more accuracy, providing greater safety for all
concerned.

More Complex Conditions
A frequent condition which is encountered consists of swell with

a 4- or 5-foot significant height occurring simultaneously with a local
sea with a 3- to 4-foot significant height. The sea is less dangerous
than the underlying swell in these conditions, and yet the sea may
completely mask the swell unless great care is taken to detect it.
The conditions are not the same-as in figure 6.5, because the sea is
considerably higher and the swell is considerably lower so that the
sWell underneath the sea cannot be easily seen.

"The commonly encountered sea for offshore rescue operations
nearly always includes a wind-driven chop or sea partially concealing
one or more swell systems." Hence, a typical condition is one in
which there are cross swells which consist of two different systems,
arriving from different storms at a distance, with a local sea on top
of them. This, produces very hazardous landing and takeoff condi-
tions because of the simultaneous presence of three different wave
systems. In all of the cases mentioned, sea plus one swell, or sea
plus several swells, the same law would hold: there should be areas
of the sea surface where the waves are relatively low, and these are
the areas over which an attempt should be made to land or take off
the aircraft.

"The major hazard to a seaplane operating in difficult wind-driven
seas is from a wind-driven sea 'peaking' on top of a swell. On
several occasions these seriously damaged the aircraft-in one case
carrying away a flap and in another case leading to the loss of a float.
Where extended flaps have low freeboard it is expedient to partially
retract the flaps immediately after touch and down when operating
in a confused wind-driven sea."

In such complex conditions the wave forecaster can help very much
in aiding the pilot. With the techniques given in this manual the
wave forecaster should be able to say that certain conditioils exist
from a careful study of his maps and a careful preparation of a forecast
for the point at which the operation is to be carried out. Therefore
briefing the pilot on the state of the sea to expect and the number of
independent wave systems prcscnt is a job which the forecaster
should be able- to-do.
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If this cannot be done, suggested techniques fo" thepilot to carry
out on his own have been given in the reference which-'has been cited.
These techniques are summarized now.

Suggested Pilot Techniques for Determining Sea and Swell Conditions
"A pilot contemplating a landing in the open sea should make all

orderly study of that sea checking the following points particularly:
(a) From two thousand feet or higher, is a definite ground swell

perceptible? If so, turn and parallel it and set the directional gyro
on zero.

(b) Drop a smoke float on the water and circle it keeping it sharply
in sight. As it rises on the crest of a swell, start timing it with a stop
watch or sweep second hand. Count its passage over three or five or
so successive swells, and clock it again on the;crest of a swell. Divide
the total time in seconds by the number oftswells passed to~get the
period of the swell in seconds. The velocity of theswell in, knots is
roughly equal to 3 times the period of the swell in seconds. The
distance between successive swells in feet is equal to approximately
five times the square of the period of the swell expressed in seconds.
Now the pilot knows a little about the swell.

(c) Go (lown to several hundred feet and study the swell again.
Fly parallel to it,. If your directional gyro is not very close to zero
or 180, the wave system you are now looking at is entirely different,
from the one you measured at 2,000 feet. If there Prc prominent
groups of swells larger than their fellows but all swells appear from
the same direction, assume that two wave systems of different periods
are rolling in the same direction. Measure the period and compute
the length and velocity of the swell noted at, low altitude just as you
did for the big ground swell, which you now cannot see.

(d) Estimate the force and (ldirection of the surface wind by seaman's
eye from the surface sea condition and the smoke float observed at a
very low altitude.

(c) Make a wide circle at 40 to 50 feet steadying momentarily on
cardlinal points o observe on which heading the sea appeans less
boisterous. The pilot's best heading for a landing is probably the
one on which the sea appears smoothest when observed from low
altitude if such a heading will not throw him into the face of either
observed wave system.

(f) Study the sea, looking for groups of waves which appear
markedlyhigher than those about them. If such waves are strikingly
al)parent, the landing is apt to he eitler very easy if tile landing run
avoids the seas in plhase or very dangerous if it strikes them.
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(g) Having weighed what he has learned about the swell, the
surface conditions, and the wind, the pilot should decide on a heading
for his landing which will give him a minimum hazard of running
into the face of either swell and which will provide the best promise
of,a relatively smooth and short runoukof speed after landin:,."

Comments on Suggested'Pilot Techniques
The above quotation is an excellent description of the complexity

of the'sea surface. Just one comment on sections (c) and (f) needs to
be mad6. The presence of very high waves and irregular sea as
observed 'under these conditions may simply mean that a broad
frequency spectrum is present from just one storm. A broad fre-
quency specti'um, by its very nature, means that the waves are
irregular. Theilthe conclusion which is given in section (f) follows
quite logically. The wave forecaster, when he has correctly deter-
mined the frequency'band width of the spectrum on which the seaplane
is to land, can therefofe say something about the irregularity of the
waves.
Reverse Propellers

"In the sea landing tests with (he PBM5A, XP5M, and UF,
reverse propellers were available and these were found most effective
in shortening the landing run and rdlucing the punishment the hull had
to take from the sea. In more than 100 landings the propellers were
reversed with full throttle immediately upon touchdown and this was
found safe even though on a few occasions reverse failed to work on one
side and power had to be taken off the backing engine very quickly.
After approximately sixteen different pilots had made these landings,
they all agreed that they would employ reverse thrust on a sea landing
if they had it available. The water flaps now available on the P5.M
were not installed when the XP5M was tested in the sea and these
shouald also be advantageous for shortening the landing run and that
uI)happy moment when the aircraft is neither fish nor fowl."
Jet Assisted Takeoff (Jato)

"The use of jet, or rocket power to assist in making a quick takeoff
is one of the most important contributions ever made to safe Seallane
operations in rough water. The use of jato~gear (hiring these tests
improved the control of the aircraft. If tile jets are fired after tile
airplane has got. good steerage way, tile failure of one jet, to fire does
not substantially affect tile controllability of the airplane, and will not
embarrass any competent, pilot except in that lie I eceives only half
the jet. thrust, expected." Jato is recommended for takeoffs ill rough
water. The best l)roced urc "is to fire maximum jet power immediately
after takeoff power taken fron both engines."
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Summary
The results just outlined in connection with seaplane operations

give the wave forecaster some practical suggestiofis by which he can
help -the pilot in such a situation. It is unfortunate that spacedoes
not permit a more detailed summary of the results of the quoted
report, which contains a wealth of, information. In this manual an
attempt has been made to summarize those parts of the report which
actually apply to the wave conditions involved.

New Seaplane Designs

As reported by. Francis and Katherine Drake in an article entitled
"Biggest News Yet in Jet Flying" (Reader's Digest, July 1953), new
and radical seaplane designs have been developed by Ernest C. Stout
of Convair. One new model has retractable hydro-skis as landifig
gear. When the jet plane settles in the water upon slowing down, it.
floats since its fuselage is water-tdight. These new planes are designed
"to land and take off in seas far rougher than anything an old'time
flying boat could handle."

In a few years, consequently, the wave forecaster may have many
requests for forecasts of open-sea landing conditions for these new
planes. It appears that the same basic concepts discussed above
will still be valid for such aircraft. The waves will still be like a bumpy
concrete runway, but the frequency with which the plane will en-
counter the bumps will be much higher than in the case of a flying
boat landing at a slower speed because of the high specid with which
jet plau es land.

Conclusion

The problems treated in this chapter are of necessity not covere(d
fully. There are not many references in the literature which are as
practical and useful as the ones on ship speed and seal)lane operations
which were quote(d in this chapter. More data and more papers on
such problems are definitely needed. Thie wave forecaster can help
to eliminate this lack of information by applying the concepts of this
manual to the many l)roblems which arise in the operation of planes
and ships on the surface of the sea.
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Chapter V1II
VERIFICATION BY FORECASTS

AND OBSERVATIONS

Introduction.

The purpose of this chiapter is: (1) tc,/carry out some forecasts thab
illustrate the procedures used; (2) to -.6rify these forecasts by observa-
tions; (.3) to test other forecasts rgainst independent observations;
and (4) to give (data that verify tlic values of the "period" range and
the average "period" given in (Ghapter II. The results will show how
well the procedures actually 4Work.

Some of the forecast prouidures are short and simple. Others are
more involved. Each fore~aster must learn the most efficient and
convenient procedlure for 1ils,,oi~ii ciabui,'ties. This is accomplishied
only by experienceand by~dbsorbing the tlieor-y hind the forecasting
procedure. In inany c~~ss,'especially in those invdi -iug the propaga-
tion of waves, a fili di mental knowledg. -ijif auf-i ternis'as spectrum,
frequency band, aid', dispersion -iill hielp the forui!aster ti'gvise time-
saving short cuts, .r siniplifr e, mplex weather situat.ions.

Four wave for,'casis are 'fscussed. True first is d\'simj le case of
wave generatioi:, undler the infituence of-the wind. 'lhewiexij two show
the procedure followed whenwthe wind stops over a fetch andithe waves
(lecay. 'rhe itst case is t1#1-ifiore (difficult Filter IIhustorin. It is
difficult becajise ft more ce.'mpiicated filter has to be us,,d.

In all cases, wave obserAations. tie at the foce.otJtimc tire given
for comIparisoi~i with the fbrecast valtieg. if;op important in

foecsin frot Teix~provenint of techpiqim an~d for thie pos,ible
re vision of long-iangc wave>forecasts.

TJhe results of si~ne obsei-Vttion s inadby WVeAlier Blureau pers5on-
nel on the Atlantic Weather I'ai'&xctrde usetiA-'6 mnake an independent
verification of the foredast- rocedutres. T1'le resul' ts show that the
forecasting p~rocedures and the heighit observation methods given in
Chapter WVwork quite well.

Data from the observation of fully (IevelP)ed seas in the North
Atlantic are showni which verify the theory oflhe "period" range and
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the average "period." The verification is good foraverage "periods"
up to 9 seconds, but there may be a tendency for the observer to
neglect the shorter "periods" in heavy seas, and thus obtain aslightly
higher average "period" than is predicted bythese methods.

Forecasting Waves in a Generating Area
Example 8.1

On 4 May 1948, a low pressure area developed off the east coast f
New Jersey and subsequently intensified into a mature storm. Figure
8.1 shows the storin at 1330, when the wind was still moderate and
the waves were just starting to increase, and at 1930, when the wind
and waves reached their maximum values.

Suppose that a forecast is required for the northern New Jersey
coast over the period of time between 1330 and 1930. The procedure
used in making such a forecast follows.

Step 1. Locate Fetch
The fetch area is the area of ENE winds bounded by the shore on

two sides, the occluded front on a third, and the curvature of 4he iso-
bars on the last. Although the din'ensions change slightly from the
first map to the second, there is an area influenced by ENE winds
in both maps that is approximately 375 NM long.

Step 2. Determine Wind Velocity
Normally the average of the observed winds is compared with the

corrected geostrophic wind to giet the actual wind velocity, In this

case, however, the curvature,61 the isobars is enough to make geo-
strophic wind computation,!, questionable. Since there are enough
ship and coastal reports to,,only give a representative winf velocity,
the observed winds will'Be used.

When the wind reportsover the fetch are averaged, it is found'that
a high Beaufort 5 occurred at 1330,, and that the wind increased to a
Beaufort 6 by 1930. Coastal reports, 'in addition, show that the
velocities should be 20 knots and 24 knots, respectively.

Step 3. Determine WindDuration
From the earlier maps (not shown here), it was found that the wind

had a velocity of 20 knots for 10 hours previous to the 1330 map.
'he i ind velocity increased slowly from 20 knots at 1330.to 24 knots
at 1930:and the durations which should be used are 10 hours for 20
knots, and 6 hours for 24 knots.

The latter duration must be corrected however, for the waves
present at 1330. Follow the procedures described in Chapter V for
this correction. -Enter the generation graph with the lower velocity
(20 knots) and 10 hours to find that a 20-knot wind raises an E value
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of 8 ft. in 10 hours. Move horizontally to the 24-knot line and read

off 9 hours as the time required for a 24-knot wind to raise the same
E value. Then 9 plus 6, or .15 hours, is the effective duration time
for 24 knots.
Step 4. Use C. C. S. Graphs

From steps 1 through 3 the following values have been determined.
Time Wind Velocky 14ind Durutko Diredion FA

051330R 20 knots .,.- 10 hrs .------------------ ENE 375 NM
051930R 24,krfits- 15 hrs. (effective) ---------- NE 375 NM

In a choice between fetch or duration graphs the parmeter giving
the lowest E value is always used. This is explained in Chapter II,
but in this- case the sea is fully developed so table 2.4 can be used
instead of the C; C. S. curves.

With these values the forecast would be as given'in table 81.

Table 8.1-Forecast and Observed Wave Conditions for
Example 8.1

Forec t Oherrwd

051330R 051200R
E,-ft.-------------------------------------- 7.7 ---------

, ft .------------------------------------------ 2. 78 .......
Av. Ht. ft .....------------------------------------- 4.9: 4.8
Sig. Ht., ft. .--------------------------- 7. 9 7. 6
Av. 1/10 Ht. ft ---------------------------------- 10. 0 & 9
"Period" Band, see .------------------------------- 3-11 3-11

T, sec ...----------------------------------------- 5.7 6.0
051930R 052000R

E, ft. ............................................ 22. 0 ---------
NIP- ft -------------------------------------------- 3. 5 ---------
Av. Ht. ft .---------------------------------------- 6.3 5.9
Sig. Ht., ft ........................--------------- 10. 0 10. 0
Av. 1/10 Ht. ft .----------------------------------- 12. 7 14. 0
"Period" Band, see --------------------------------- 4-14 3-12
T, sece ------------------------------------------- 6.3 6.6

The period band' is found by taking all the periods from 3 percent
to 95 percent of E as explained in Clapter II. Since this is a fully
developed sea, the average period is found from formula (2.5) where

T=0.285 v

and v is the wind velocity in knots. The values can also be found
from the tables in Chapter II.

Step 5. Verify Forecast
The fifth and last step is to check the forecasts against observations

of the waves. During the day a wave gage mounted on a pier at
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Long:Branch, New Jersey, recorded the waves at 1200 and 2000. The
observed values, given in table 8.1, were computed from these records.

These observed values check very well with the computed heights
and periods. There is a- slight tendency for the observed heights to
be low, but since the pier is in relatively shallow, water, this error
might be due to shallow water effects. Waves from this direction are
not affected as strongly by refraction as waves from the southeast.

Forecasting Waves in a Generating Area After
the Winds Stop

One of the most frequent wave forecasting problems is to forecast
the decrease of the waves in a fetch once the winds have stopped.
The length of time required for the waves to disappear depends on the
fetch length and the wave spectrum present. Thus, for a short fetch
with high period waves, the waves will decrease in a very short time.
The theory is explained in Chapter III, so only some examples of this
'type of forecast will be given here.

Example 8.2
Figure 8.2 shows the isobars and wind observations at 101830Z of

a storm which lasted two days and produced a ful!y, developed sea.
Twelve hours later, at 110630Z, the ridge moved over the ship .(point
A), and the winds decreased to almost calm. The forecast requred in
this example is tbdetermine when after 110630Z the waves will be
low enough to permit marine operations. Filter IV is used and the
procedure below.

Step 1. Determine fetch
'The fetch is measured from the forecast point to the shore, a distance

of 250 NM. In this example, the fetch width is unimportant, since
the forecast point is within the fetch.

Step 2. Determine Wind' velocity and\ uration
In a problem like this, the forecasti . usually has been following

the weather, map by map, and he is waiting foi signs of a wind shift
or a decrease in wind velocity. Thus, assume that the forecaster
knows that a 24-knot wind has produced a steady state and that the
1830Z map is the latest map received.

To find the characteristic wind velocity at 1830Z, he will first
compute the geostrophic wind and then compare it with the observed
winds to get the final wind velocity. The isobars-are nearlystraight,
and they are approximately 1.60 of latitude apart. At 35'N, this
gives a geostrophic wind of 43 knots before correction.

Since the isobars are straight there is no curvature c6irection.
For the temperature correction, it is found that the airmass is just a
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few~degrees colder than thfe sea temperature, so 65,percent of 43 or 28
knots is used as the surface wind.

The average of the observed-wind reports results in a Beaufort 6,
wind. This is a velocity of approxmately 24 knots. The average

/0/7-

/005

/0/

FrousiF 8.2 Weather map for 1830Z 10) Feb. 1953.

of the computed and observed windl velocities is 26 knots, an(I tis
value of the velocity is assigned to the 1830Z map.

The dluration of this,26-knot wind is 6 hours, but since the 24-knot
wind had anl 18-hour (duration (from previous mnaps), the duration at
1830Z will be 24 hours.
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Step 3. Compute variation of E over the fetch
Since the fetch is limited by land, the waves- will naturally be

highest at the seaward end ,and almost calm at the shoreward end of
the fetch. The E values will thus increase as a function of increasing
distance, from shore (since the wind velocity and duration are con-
stant).

To find the, E values over thejfetch, enter the C. C., S. graph with
26 knots and fetch lengths of 25, 50, 100, 150, 250 NM, respectively.
From the intersection of these fetch- values with the 26-knot line read
off the E values appropriate to the different locations in the fetch.
Compute the significant height for each E value and record these
data as in table 8.2.

Step 4. Compute Frequency Band

The frequency band can be read from the bottom scale in the process
of determining the E. values of step 3. As the distance from shore
increases, the frequency band increases.

Step 5. Compute Travel Time of Each Frequency

Use the dispersion graph for this step. Enter the graph with the
lowest f value'iound at each distance,.and the distance from the ship.
This gives the time necessary for each frequency to travel from its
location in the fetch to the forecast point. The frequency selected
at each point is the lowest frequency present. This meain that this
particular frequency will move past the ship, and only higher fre-
quencies will be observed thereafter.

Step 6. Verify Forecast
Wave observations were made at ship A at 111230Z and 112130Z.

The heights recorded at those times were 13 feet and 9 feet, respec-
tively. Compare these values with the forecast height of 13.6 ft. at
111230Z, 10.6 ft. at 111930Z, and 6.3 ft. at 120330Z. There is very
good agreement on the rate of wave height decrease.

The final forecast might be worded:
110630Z WAVE HEIGHT NOW 15 FEET. IT WILL DE.;

CREASE TO 10 FEET. BY 111700Z. SEA CONDITIONS WILL
BE GOOD BYEARLY MORNING OF 12 FEBRUARY.

Table 8.2-Computations for Example 8.2
Dislance l)Lsnee Travel time
from ship from shore F Sig. lt. Frequency
R, NM F, NM ft ft band hra. (ate time Month

0 250 29. 8 15.5 .06-- 0 11 0630 Feb.

100 150 24. 0 13. 8 .085-in 6 11 1230 Feb.
150 100 15. 0 10.9 .110-00 11 11 1730 Feb.
200 50 4.8 6. 2 . 160-no 21 12 0330 Feb.
225 25 1.8 3.8 .200-- 30 12 1230 Feb.
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Example 8.3. Short Fetch With Offshore Winds
Another example of a Filter IV storm is discussed now, but this time

the fetch is very short even though the wind velocity is the same. in

a case like this the waves decrease rapidly as the longer periods move
past the forecast point within a short time.

On 20 and 21 November the height observations given in table 8.3
were made on a ship 85 miles off the coast.

Table 8.3-Forecast and Observed Significant Wave Heighti,
Feet

.Date Tyme Month Oblario"# Forecast

20 2130 Nov . ........ 9. 7'
21 0030 Nov. 8 7. 5
21 0330 Nov. 4. 8
21 0630 Nov. 5 ---------
21 0930 Nov. 4. 0
21 1230 Nov. 3 ---------
21 1830 Nov. 2 ---------
21 2130 Nov. 1.0
22 0030 Nov. 1.0 ---------
22 0630 Nov. calm calm

To explain this rapid decrease in wave height, consider the weather
and fetch at 20 1830. The forecast situation is shown in figure 8.3
where a 26-knot-wind has raised a fully develop6d sea over an 85-NM
fetch. In the next. 31iours the wind decreased to 5 knots with variable
directions. If a Filter IV is used, the decrease can be understood.

Assume that the forecaster already knows that a 26-knot wind has
raised waves over'the fetch and that at 20 2130 (3,hours after map),
the wind stopped and the wave decay started. The first step is to
compute the E variation and the significant height over the fetcht area.
Table 8.4 shows these calculations and the other necessary data. The
procedure is exactly similar to example 8.2, although the waves
decrease much more rapidly.

Table 8.4-Computations for Example 8.3
Distnce Distance Travel time
from ship from shore E Sig.tlii. Frequercy
R, NM FNM M ft ft bnd hrs. date time Month

0 85 12 9.8 .12-.0 0 202130 Nov.
25 60 7 7.5 .12-. c 3 210030 Nov.
50 35 3 4.9 .15-. c 6 210330 Nov.
75 10 2.6 4.2 .24-. c 12 210930 Nov.
80 5 i. 1 1.8 .30-. 24 212130 Nov.
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26 KNOTS

R 85 NM"

SHIP
FIGoUlP 8.3 Fetch and ship position at 1830Z 20 Nov. 1951.

The Propagation of Waves Outside of thelFetch
Example 8.4

The storm which produced the waves to be forecast is shown it)
figure 8.4 where the important distances are indicated.

A summary of previous weather maps shows that for 24 hours
previous to this map a cold front had been moving eastwar'd. Its
speed of movement was high enough to prevent any waves from
moving out, aheald of the fetch. At ; 300, however, the front slowed
down and a secondary low to the east started to intensify. As the
secondary low intensified, the wind field over the fetch changed to a.
cross wind 'from the south. The front meanwhile moved slowly.
eastward bitt without the strong winds evident, at.] 300.

Since there was a well-developed steady state sea at 1300 over the
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fetch, and the f6tch itself did not move (as the wind died out or changed
direction), the waves in that fetch, can be treated as stationary at
1300. The results might'be questionable since a light following wind
occurred over most of the period of decay, but if its effect is consid'red
negligible, then the Filter III method is valid.

/00 1005

//020

W?6000

ed :60

F=:R 800

F:--6oo

FiURE 8.4 Weather situation over the North Atlantic at 1300Z, 7 Nov. 1931.

Step 1. Measure Fetch and Decay Dimensions
The forecaq...tpcint for this example is Casablanca, as indicated on the

map. WNW windi extended from just behind the front to where the
isobars curve. Phis is the fetch (indicated by hatching), and it is
800 NM long and 600 NM wide. The distance from the leeward edge
of the fetch to the forecast point is 600 NM.

Step 2. Determine Wind Velocity and Duration
From the average of the observed velocit.ies and the computed

geostrophic velocity, a representative velocity of 28 knots was selected
for'this map. Investigation of the previous maps shows that the wind
was approximately 28 knots~or the last 24,hours. Thus the velocity
and duration to be used at 071300Z are 28 knots and 24 hours.
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Step 3. Compute 83, 04, and the Angular Spreading Factor
.From figure 8.4,, values of 04 and 03 are -20* and +350. The

angular correction factor therefore is 70 percent- 16 percent or 54'
percent. The value, 54 percent, represents the percent of the energy
in a given frequency bandwhich leaves the storm-and arrives at the
forecast point.

Step 4. Determine Travel Time of Smallest Frequency
The smallest frequency is found from the generation graph where for

a 28-knot wind at 24 hours the frequency band is from .064 to infinity.
Enter die dis'persion graph with f=.064 and R=600 NM. This

gives t,, the travel time, as 25 hours. That is, no waves of appreciable
height will arrive at Casablanca from this storm before 081400Z.

Step 5. Compute f2 and f6
The forward edge of the envelope of each frequency at the front

of the storm travels 600 NM. The frequencies as they arrive are indi-
cated byf2 . The rear edge of the envelope of each frequency travels
600+800 or 1400 NM. The frequencies which have passed are
given by f.. Use the dispersion graph and consecutive values of
t, =24+6, 12 .... hours for both R and R+F. This gives the band

of frequencies from fs to] 2 that is present, at Casablanca at, each of the
times.

Table 8.5 shows the results of these calculations. The time con-
tinues until the waves start to decrease, and further computations of
the same type would ext2nd the forecast, until the waves decreased to
zero. Chances are, however, the weather localiy would change erough
to make any such long-range forecast, invalid.

Table 8.5-Computations for Example 8.4

Flapsed Time, hr. 24 30 3C 42 48 54 60
D)ate.Tline 081300 08IWO 090100 090700 091300 091900 100100

f2 ------------- .062 .076 .A 02 .106 .122 .136 .152
T, sec .......... (16) (13) (1i) (9.4) (8) (7.3) (6.6)
fa .------------- . 050 .050 .050 .050 .052 .058 .064
T, sec.----------- (20) (20) (20) (20) (19) (17) (15.5)
E2, ft.2 - -- --- - - -- 40.5 35.5 28 20.5 13.5 9.5 7. e
E, ft.2 ---------- 41.5 41.5 41.5 41.5 40.0 40.5 39.5
E, ft.2- - - - 1.5 6.0 13.5 21 27.5 31.0 32.5
54% ............ 8 3.2 7.3 11.0 15.0 16.7 17.6
, (E, ft ........... 9 1.80 2.7 3.3 3.9 4. 1 4.2
Sig. Hit. ft...... 2.5 5.1 7.6 9.4 11.0 11.6 11.9
!/land 16-20... 16-20 13-20 11-20 9. 4-20 8-19 7.3-17 6.6-15.5

'(est) sec. 18 16.5 15.5 15.2 13.5 12.1 11.0

429.435 0. l - 20 2069



Step 6. Compute E Values
The procedure is similar to ,the two previous examples except that

in this case both frequencies have E values. The E values decrease
much more slowly in this case than in the Filter IV cases as both the
length of the fetch and the distance, of decay tend to make changes
slow.

Multiply E by 2.83 for the significant height and average the period
band (for each time) to obtain the final forecast values.

Step 7. Verify
Observations at Casablanca and Rabat for the morning of 9 Novem-

ber indicate close agreement with these forecast heights and periods.
Both observations are presented in table 8.6 for comparison.

Table 8.6--Observed and Forecast Values for Example 8.4
Observed

Ooserved at Casa. Forecast for
at Rabat blanca morning

Sig. Ht. Ft ------------------------------- 9 13 9.5 to 1
'rsee .----------------------------------- 15 15 13 to 15"

Filter II Forecasts

No example of Filter II forecasts has been given, because no cleai-
cut documented weather situation could be found in literature or in
reported weather situations. Cases in which the weather pattern
called for Filter II occurred frequently, but when they occurred, there
was no wave observation to verify the forecasts.

A Filter II forecast differs from a Filter III forecast in that the
fetch moves more sl.wly than the wind or remains stationary. A
strong gradient between a stationary high and a-stagnating low fre-
quently provides such a situation. A full wave spectrum is goiferated
over the fetch area. But the wind continues, and the various fre-
quencies propagate out from the leeward edge of the storm for a num-
ber of hours until the winds cease. In a sense, the conditions before
the wind ceases can be thought of as a Filter I forecast, with a Filter III
forecast begun just as the wind ceases. The combination is a Filter
11 forecast.

A Test of the Forecasting Methods
Procedure Followed

During the period from 8 February through 21 February 1953,
Weather Bureau personnel on Coast Guard ocean station vessels made
wave observations aceording to the methods and procedures described
in Chapter IV. These data were studied and analyzed. The data
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showed that low waves were rarely reported because the observers
tended to see only the larger waves. When the wave height data
were analyzed according to procedure C as described in Chapter IV;
the reported heights followed the theories described in Chapter I
quite closely.

After the data were analyzed, a series of twelve observations was
selected which contained reports of the highest significant waves and
-which appeared to be the most complete in the sense that weather data
from the ships were available and the data were internally consistent.

The dates, times, and locations of these twelve observations were
given to a forecaster who did not know what the wave observations
had been or the results of the analysis of the data. He prepared
wave forecasts for each of the twelve observations. No checks were
permitted, and no wave observations for past times were given him.
The only thing he knew was what the weather had been.

Such a verification procedure is a very severe test. A practical
forecaster usually knows how well his past forecasts have worked out,
and often he knows the wave 6onditions for past weather conditions.
His forecasts can, therefore, be more accurate because he has more
knowledge to apply to the forecasts. The test applied to these theories
is, therefore, quite severe. Unfortunately in any type of forecasting
theory, if the forecaster knows what the answer is supposed to be, as
was the case in the preceding examples, the answer can usually be
obtained by adjusting a few numbers here and there. This could not
be done in this test bdc°ause the answer was not known.

Results of Forecasts
The results of this test are tabulated in table 8.7. The observed

values as reported by the U.S.C.G.C. Mendota, larataria, Duane, and
Unimak are given along with the forecast values as prepared by
the forecaster.

The observed significantheights, computed according to procedure
C and the results of Chapter I, range from 28 feet. to 9 feet. The
average of all the significant heights was 20 feet.

Since there were 50 height observations for each forecast, the 90 per-
cent confidence limits of the reported significant heights can be computed
according to the rcsults of table 4.3. For example, a reported signifi-
cant height of 28 feet. as in the first entry, when based on 50 height
observations, means that 90 percent of the time the true value of the
significant height will lie between the values of 25 feet. and 32 feet if
many more observations are made.

The column marked "Error" is the difference between the forecast
height, and the observed height. Thus the first, forecast, was 8 feet. too
low. Of the twelve forecasts, seven were correct. to within ± 5 feet.
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The average error,,without regard to sign, was 5.8 feet. There was a
tendency to forecast heights which were too low as shown by the mean
of all the errors with regard to sign of -3.3 feet.

The column marked "Band Error" is the difference between the
forecast value ,and the nearest value ofi :the 90 percent confidence
limits. This procedure checks the forecasts against the observations
in a way that does not penalize the forecast for chance inaccuracies
of the observatibils. Even- the most carefully made observations
must still have this statistical' error. .Three of the forecasts were
within the 90 percentconfidence limits. Five more were within ± 5
feet of the 90 percent confidence limits. The average error was-3.8
feet.

As a simmary of the accuracy of the height forecasts, there were
three exact hits (within 90 percent confidence limits), four near misses
(within ± 3 feet of 90 percent confidence limits), one miss (within ± 5
feet of 90 percent confidence limits), and four busts (more than -
5 feet of 90 percent confidence limits).

The observed and forecast "period" range and the observed 'and
forecast average "period" are also given in table 8.7. A miss in these
values corresponds usually with a miss in the forecast significant
height. Four forecasts of the average "period" are within one seond
of the observed values, and four more are within two seconds of the
observed values. The average forecast average "period" error was
2.2 seconds.

The Reason for the Misses
After it was all over, the forecaster was asked if he could explain

the bad misses which were made. The first two (Afedota. 091200Z
and 091800Z) were explained because the wind data were not extensive
enough, and a good wind velocity could not be found.

The miss foy the Barataria observation at 162100Z was also ex-
plained. The wind had died down shortly after 1200Z, and the fore-
caster felt that the waves ought to have (tied down also. The fetch,
however, was a long fetch, and a forecast accordinF to the principles
of Filter IV would have resulted in a correct forecast.

Summary

If the conditions under which the test was carried out are kept in
mind, it can be seen that the above test is a conclusive verification of
the forecasting methods. As more experience is gained in applying
these methods, the accuracy should be even better.
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"Period" Range and Average "Period" Verification

Verification in Above Forecasts
The forecast "period" band in example 8.1 was 3 to 11 seconds for

1330R-and 4 to tseconds'for 1930R. The observed values were 3 to
10 seconds and 3 to li seconds, which shows fairly good verification.
The forecast average "periods" were 5.7seconds and 6.3 seconds, and
the observed values were 6.0 seconds and 6.6 seconds. This.shows

*good verification.
The other cases were examples of the use of the filters. Example

8.4, verified well as to the "period" of ilhe swell.

The observed and forecasted values of the average "period" and the
"period" range in table 8.7 check fairly well. The differences are due
to thre ,effects. The first is the forecast error. The second is the
observation error. The third could be dAe to error in the theory.
Thus, verification of this part of the theory cannot be undertaken with
these data because the three effects cannot easily 'be separated.

Theoretical Versus Observed:Values
Observations of the distribution of the "periods" in conditions

where the sei was fully developed are available. The average "pe-
riods" and the range of "periods" can be computed directly from these
observations, and the empirical distribution of the "periods" can
be illustrated.

These calculations are an independent verification of the theory
given in Chapter II. The theoretical values of the average "period"
;( ) (equation 2.6) and of the "periods," TL and T,,, were obtained from
the theoretical energy spectrum of the waves. The theoretical energy
speptrum of the waves cannot be observed directly, but the quanti ties
which are derivable from the theoretical spectrum can be verified by
observation.

The statement that T,, equals 2 T can be derived from the theo-
retic'al spectrum. There is not much direct observational evidence at
present to prove that the highest swell has a period equal to Ta at
a great distance from the generating area. The indirect evidence is
quite substantial, however.

If an observer were to measure the "periods" of all waves (even
the smallest) to pass a given point and average these values, he
should theoretically obtain the value, T, for a fully developed sea.
The conditions for counting a "period" in the observation are that
the crest at which th6--rneasurement is begun must be above sea level,
the trough must be below sra level, and the crest that follows must
come back up above sea level. Thus, fluctuations in time similar to
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those shown in space in figure 4.2 andoindicated by question marks
should not'be counted.

In practice, small ripples'which- occur on the sides of big waves
may satisfy these conditions, and yet they may not be observed and
included :in- the iata. Thus, these low values of the individual ob-
served "periods" maynot be observed; (this may have an effect on

the value of T as computed from these observations when it is com-
pared with thezthleoretical value.

'The values~of TL and T., however, do give infbrnation, on the part
of the soectrum of practical importance to naval architects and others.
The Imuch shorte ripples are not important in describing the sig-
nificant wave pattern.

Theoretically, the average "period," T will not be seriously affected
if it is computed from a. theoretical spectrum in which the high
frequency ripples have been eliminated. Thus, the neglect of very
low "period" waves in the, observations should not affect the value
of T when it is computed from visual observations. Some results
will now be presented which show how well the theoretical and actual
values check in a fully developed sea.

Data on Fully-Developed Seas
The statistical treatment of carefulty taken visual observations

indicates that ih a, longscries of measurements, with at least 50 or
100 individual "period" observations, a reliable value of the average
"period" can be obtained even in the case where the smaller, insig-
nificant apparent waves are neglected. This isin agreement with the
theoretical deductions just given. Of course, the 'individual observer
may ask what the smallest "periods" are that must be recorded. This
smallest "period" depends on the total appearayxce of the wave
pattern and,,thus, on the wind velocity. In addition, this smallest
"period" depends on the skill 6f.theoobserver in making the observa-
tions. A good observer will soon learn the value 'of the smallest
"period" that can be measured in any given sea state condition.
The lower limit of the significant, or dominating, wave pattern is
really quitewell defined for a giveni state of the sea.

With regard to the "periods," percentage histograms of the observed
"periods"'(the time intervals between succeeding crests, as defin:!d in
Chapter I) are of special interest. Given such a histogram, the average
"period" is also easily computed.

A percentage histogram of the observed "periods" is prepared in
the following way. First, 50 to 100 or more individual "period"
observations are made. Then the number of times that the observed
"periods" fall within different class intervals, say 3.00 to 3.49 seconds,
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3.50 to 3.99' seconds, and so on, is counted. 'The ratio of' these
values to the total nrimber of obqervations as a ,percenfige is then
plotted ,as a horiztontal bar over the appropriate range. 'The result
is a percentage histogram of the observed values.

A number of facts can be obtained from these histograms. Thus
if a percentage value is 25 percent,.there are 25 chances in 100 that a
"period" within the indicated range will occur. The average "period"

can be computedby multiplying the center of the"'period" range by
the appropriate P!ercentage value, summing ovei all terms, and divid-
ing by 100. -The- "period" range is obtained by inspection of the
histogram.

Incidentally, it has not been possible to derive these curves theo-
retically-with the use of the theoretical spectrum and the principles
of mathematical'statistics. The problem seems tc be a very difficult
one. The curves shown in figures 2.5a, 2.5b, and 2.5c are smoothed
results obtaiped from a large number of such histograms.

'Histograms are available ir some detailed observations made at
wind velocities between 10 and 39 knots. They are based on many
individual stopwatch obse'vations of "periods" according to the pro-
cedure givenin Chapter IV. Many more such histograms were em-
ployed in the preparation of figures 2.5a, 2.5b, and 2.5c. Se6 also the
section entitled, Empirical Distribution Functions of the "Periods."
These explain the actual observations.

Figure 8.5 shows six histograms lettered a, b, c, d, e, and f for wind
velocities of 10.6-12.4 knots, 14.5-16.3 knots, 20.4-22.1 knots, 22.3-
24.1 knots, 28.1-29.9 knots, and 31 knots, respectively.

As an example, consider the listograiifor winds between 28.1 and
29.9 knots (average wind velocity 29 knpis) infigure 8.5(e). Accord-
ing to table 2.5 the significant range of 'periods" in a filly arisen sea
of 29 kpots isbetween 4.6 And 16.1 seconds. The average "period"
equals 8.3 seconds. The observations taken in the fully arisen sea
with wind speed's between 28.1 and 29,9 knots show that the ob-
served significant "periods" scatter between 4 and 15 seconds. This
range agrees well,\with the theoretical range in table 2.5. The con-
puted average of all individual "period" observations will be denoted

by the symbol ;b. From the values given in the histogram, b

equals 8.76 seconds. Tius ;7 b is slightly larger than the theoretical
value of 8.30 seconds. The slight displacement of the observed aver-
age "period," t toward higher values, when compared with the
theoretical average "period," T, seerns to be typical for visual obser-
vations at higher wind speeds. This may be explained by the fact
that with higher seas the observer tends to neglect more of the smaller
apparent. waves in the composite pattern.
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Fiouitz 8.6 Verification of T, TL, and T..

With light and moderate winds the agreement between the ob-
served and tihe theoretical average "period" is remarkably good.
The same holds for tihe upper and lower limits of tihe significant range
of "Iperiods." In figures 8.5(a)-(f), tihe "periods" Yi and b are indi-
cated by vertical lines. Tihe difference between tihe observed (T,)I
and theoretical (Y) values is quite small I for the histograms based on

, many observations (a through e),, and it Is not too big even for case f.
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Parts a, b, and c of figure 8.6 fre correlation graphs of the observed
and the theoretical values for the average "period" Y, and the lower
and the upper limits of the significant range of periods, T. and T in
the case of nine different series of observations. The ordinate shows
the observed value and the abscissa the computed value. The figure
beside each point in the graphs gives the mean wind speed in knots
for the observations. Figure 8.6(a)' indicates clearly the slight dis-
placement of the observed average "period" to higher value' when
compared with the computed average "period" at wind velocities of
more than 26 knots. This displacement seems to occur simultane-
ously with a corresponding displacement ot the "period" of the lower
limit of the significant range. If the two series with 31-knot and
38.9-knot winds permit a conclusion, the shorter apparent waves in
the composite wave motion are probably more and, inure neglected
with increasing wind speed. This necessarily must lead to a dis-
placement of the value of the observed average "period," Tb, to

higher periods.
As a whole, the differences between theory and observations ap-

pear relatively small. Even with the "period" of the upper limit of
the significant range (.T), where the deviations from the theoretical
value are largest, the differences do not exceed 1.5 seconds, and in
most cases they are smaller than 3 .0 secofids.

Conciusion-s

The methods for forecasting waves which have been described in
this manual are not difficult to understand and to apply. After the
ideas behind the methods are understood, so that a forecast is no
longer just a mechanical application of a set of rules, the preparation
of a fPrecast becomes extremely simple and straightforward. After
a forecaster has understood the ideas involved, he will see how to
forecast for situations not covered explicitly in the text. such as for
points in the shadowof a land mass and ftr wave generation areas
that cannot b6 approximated by a rectangular shape.

VM
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Figure 4.3.-What is the "Wave length?" Photograph courtesy Woo-ds Hfole
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Figure 8.4.-Weather situation. Map and data from Wind Waves and Swell,
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